Deutung
des -in-Infizes in den austronesischen Sprachen.

Von

I. Vorbemerkungen.

Vor längerer Zeit hat Dr. Brandes eine Abhandlung, die dem -in-Infixe gewidmet war, veröffentlicht.1 Die Überschrift lautete: "Het infix in niet een infix om passieve vormen te maken, maar de tijds-aanwijzer om aan een vorm de waarde te geven van een gedeicideerd afgeloopen handeling." Aus diesem Titel geht sofort die Absicht des Verfassers hervor; er trägt nicht nur die Resultate seiner Untersuchung zur Schau, sondern er teilt auch mit, daß es eine andere Auffassung des genannten Infizes gibt, welche er aber nur erwähnt, um sie zu verwerfen. Indem er seine Beispiele einigen Sprachen der sogenannten philippinischen Gruppe der austronesischen Sprachfamilie entnimmt, nämlich: Favorlang, Ibanag, Iloko, Pamplanga, Tagalog, Bikol, Bisaya, Sangihe, Tumbulu als auch dem Malagasy von Madagaskar, legt er dar, daß die vergangene Zeit der Formen des Verbums mit um durch das Einschieben des Infizes -in- gebildet worden ist, ebenso als minabas und minahaturu dies für die Formen mit einem m-Präfix zeigen,2 also die vergangene Zeit der mit -um- und ma- zusammengesetzten Formen des Verbums, beide als aktiv betrachtet, durch Infigierung von -in- gebildet worden ist. Es treten bei diesen Einschiebungen Apostrophierungen und Kontraktionen auf, die in den einzelnen Sprachen verschieden sind, vorläufig aber keiner weiteren Erörterung bedürfen.

1 Album Kern, p. 199. Leiden 1903.
2 Ebenda, p. 203.

Die gegebene Umschreibung der Bedeutung von -in-, das die vergangene Zeit bilden soll, wird sodann näher dahin präzisiert, daß es einer Form einen dezidiert-verborgenen Zeitwert gibt, also diese als Perfektum charakterisiert.

Später hat Adriani darauf hingewiesen, daß -in- auch in Formen vorkommt, in welchen die Handlung vorgeführt wird als eine, die im Geschehen begriffen ist; oft kann eine -in- (ni-) Form perfektisch aufgefaßt werden, muß jedoch oft auch mit einem Imperfektum übersetzt werden. Die Umschreibung von Brandes sei deshalb zu beschränkt, weil er statt von einem Präteritum nur von einem -in-Perfektum spricht. Übrigens schloß Adriani sich der Ansicht Brandes’ an.2


Zuerst muß etwas von Aktiv und Passiv gesagt werden, weil von diesen beiden fortwährend die Rede sein wird. Was ist in den austronesischen Sprachen unter diesen Begriffen zu verstehen?

Im allgemeinen kann als Regel gelten, daß dasjenige, um das es sich im Satze handelt, Subjekt und Nominativ ist. Dieses kann eine Person oder ein Gegenstand sein, Konkretes oder Abstraktes, das Gesagte trifft für alle Arten Subjekte zu, die Gedankenanordnung

---

1 Album Kern, p. 203.
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bleibt dieselbe. Also ist die Aufmerksamkeit des Sprechenden in erster Linie auf das Subjekt gerichtet, und auch die Aufmerksamkeit des Zuhörers wird darauf gelenkt. Diese Tatsache besagt nicht, daß das Subjekt im Satze zuerst genannt werden muß; in den Sprachen der philippinischen Gruppe, das heißt diejenigen, welche in diesem Aufsatz besonders in Betracht kommen, ist dies sogar gewöhnlich nicht der Fall.


Das hier als 'ausgehend' Umschriebene braucht nicht immer ein Wort zu sein, das eine 'Handlung' im engeren Sinne des Wortes
darstellt, es können Begriffe sein, die einen Zustand wiedergeben; hinsichtlich der Form aber stimmen die Fälle insoweit überein, daß beide im Aktiv stehen. Es gibt aber Sprachen, namentlich die der Philippinen, wo ein Unterschied zwischen beiden Kategorien gemacht wird (nicht in Tontemboan). Das Subjekt eines aktiven Satzes braucht also nicht notwendig Agens zu sein.

Das 'Ausgehende', welches für die aktive Form ausschlaggebend ist, wird vielleicht am besten als 'Emanation' wiedergegeben; alles, was von dem Subjekte emaniert, braucht eine aktive Form.

Auf der anderen Seite handelt es sich in einem passiven Satze um etwas, das zu dem Subjekt des Satzes (Nominativ) hinkommt. Dieses, das Subjekt, ist leidend, nicht immer untätig, erleidet dasjenige, was geschieht. Doch wie leidend es sein möge, es bleibt auf jeden Fall die Hauptsache im Satze und ist in dieser Funktion Subjekt und Nominativ. Um diese Hauptsache handelt es sich an erster Stelle, von ihr wird etwas gesagt. Doch ist das Verhältnis, in dem das Subjekt zu seiner Umgebung steht, im Aktiv und Passiv verschieden; im Passiv liegt der Ursprung desjenigen, was mit dem Subjekte geschieht, d. h. der Agens, außerhalb desselben, das Subjekt selbst ist Patiens.

Der Gebrauch von Aktiv und Passiv wird also von anderen Regeln als etwa im Niederländischen oder Deutschen beherrscht, demzufolge kann ein aktiver Satz im Niederländischen (Deutschen) die genaue und einzig richtige Übersetzung eines Passivs im Austro nesischen sein und umgekehrt.

Bis jetzt ist absichtlich nicht von passiven Formen des Verbums gesprochen worden. Die philippinische Sprachengruppe zeigt eine Mannigfaltigkeit passiver Formen, die im allgemeinen aus einem Grundwort mit vorgesetzter oder hinzugefügter Partikel bestehen; sie haben alle den Charakter eines Nomens. Als solche Partikeln sind zu betrachten: die Präfixe pa-, ka-, ta-, das Suffix -an (teilweise), unter alle davon zusammenstellbaren Kombinationen, und die zahl reichen Nebenformen: kō-, ko-, ki-, pō-, pi-, ti-, to- u. a. m. Erst wenn solch einer passiven Form oder dem Grundwort ein anderes
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Affix hinzugefügt wird, entstehen Formen, die mit unseren passiven Formen des Verbums vergleichbar sind, insoweit sie die Bedeutung eines Verbums, daneben jedoch auch den Wert eines Nomens haben können; deshalb zeigen sie die meiste Ähnlichkeit mit unseren Partizipien. Man könnte gleichfalls sagen, daß in derart zusammenge stelltten, übrigens passiven Formen sich eine Abtrennung des Verbums vom Nomen zu vollziehen anfängt. Wenn im folgenden von passiven Formen des Verbums die Rede sein wird, muß dabei immer das Vorhergesagte in Betracht gezogen werden. Bei dem Einheimischen verhält es sich natürlich nicht so, daß er eine Form bald als Verbum, bald als Nomen anwendet, für ihn ist der Begriff ungeeignet. Wo er z.B. ein -ën-Passiv gebraucht, in nach unserer Terminologie nominalen Sinne oder, ein anderes Mal, wiederum nach unserer Terminologie, im Sinne eines Verbums, besteht in seinem Bewußtsein kein Unterschied. Es verhält sich hiermit so, als wenn man auf Deutsch sagt: 'Das Eisen wird gegossen' und auch 'eine gegossene Röhre', ohne daß man sich des verschiedenen Gebrauches bewußt ist und ohne daß sich die Mundart dagegen sträubt.

Wir wollen jetzt untersuchen, welche Affixe es sind, die bei den passiven Formen des Verbums auftreten, besonders in der philippinischen Gruppe. Es gehören dazu die bekannten Sprachen des philippinischen Archipels, die einheimischen Sprachen Formosas, die Sprachen der Inseln, welche die Brücke von den Philippinen nach Celebes bilden, und ungefähr die der nördlichen Hälfte dieser Insel. Als Ausgangspunkt diene das Tontemboan, die westliche Hauptsprache der Minahasa (Nord-Celebes), erstens weil diese Sprache im Gegensatz zu den Schwestersprachen das pòpét (ë) beibehalten hat, andererseits weil wir in der Grammatik des Ehepaares Adriani einen vorzüglichen Leitfaden besitzen.

Die Partikeln, welche dazu dienen, passive Verbalformen zu bilden, lauten in Tontemboan i- (Präfix), -ën und -an (Suffixe). An die Behandlung dieser drei Affixe wird sich eine des Infizes -in- anschließen.

Die Affixe i-, -ën und -an haben das gemeinsam, daß sie etwas von einem Subjekte, das als passiv, leidend, angesehen wird,
sagen. Das Passive liegt jedoch eigentlich nicht in diesen Partikeln, sondern im Worte selbst, an das man sie angehängt hat, sei es, daß dieses sich als passiver Begriff kennbar macht durch die Zusammenstellung mit Formantien, welche auf pa-, ka-, ta- (Präfixe) zurückzuführen sind, sei es, daß das Wort an sich Grundwort ist. Hieraus geht hervor, daß auch das nackte Nomen im Grunde als passiv gedeckt wird. Der Inhalt oder die Bedeutung der Partikeln bei der Vollziehung des passiven Prozesses liegt darin, daß auf Dreierlei die Aufmerksamkeit des Hörers gelenkt wird. Von jeder Partikel gilt also, daß sie anzeigt, mit welchem Passiv wir es zu tun haben. Da übrigens die passiven Formen, welche auch als Verba angesehen werden können, d. h. diejenigen, denen aktive Formen gegenübergesetzt werden können, immer eines dieser Affixe tragen, so kann man ohne Bedenken von einem i-, -en oder -an-Passiv reden.

Jede dieser Partikeln wollen wir jetzt besprechen; jedesmal wird Tontemboan vorangehen.

II. Das Präfix i-.

Dieses Präfix lautet in den Sprachen der philippinischen Gruppe allgemein i-, die Anwendung ist in den verschiedenen Sprachen über-einstimmend. Es wird dem Grundworte vorn angehängt; trägt dieses noch andere Präfixe, so geht i- ihnen allen voran, i- bildet also die erste Silbe des damit zusammengesetzten Wortes, z. B. von litag, ilitag, ipakalitag. Es gibt scheinbar eine Ausnahme von dieser Regel: das Perfektum des i-Passivs nimmt in Tontemboan eine neue Partikel a- an (in Tombulu nimei-), die vor i- ihren Platz findet. Diese Partikel ist den anderen Formantien nicht gleichzustellen, ist auch keine wirkliche Ausnahme, die Erklärung kann aber erst später folgen.

In Tontemboan gibt es folgende mit i- zusammengesetzte Formen:
i-, ipa-, ipē-, ipapa-, itja (= i + ka), ipaka-, ipēki-, ipēnga-, ipēngēki-, abgesehen von intensiven (nasalierten) und wiederholten Formen; die Perfekta
tauten: ai-, aipa-, aipē-, aipapa-, aitja-, aipaka-, aipēki-

1 Adriani nennt sie Präterita; der Unterschied wird unten behandelt.
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aipänga-, aipängēki-. In Tagalog kommen folgende Formen vor: i-, ika-, ikā-, ikāpa-, ikāpag-, ikāpagpa-, ipa-, ipag-, ipagka-, ipagkāpa-, ipagma-, ipagpa-, ipaki-, ipakipa-, ipakipag- u. a. m. Aus diesen Beispielen geht zur Genüge hervor, welch ein reichhaltiges Formenmaterial diesen Sprachen durch Zusammensetzung mehrerer Formationen zur Verfügung steht. Jedes dieser Affixe hat seine eigene Bedeutung, die es dem Grundworte, an das es gehaftet wird, zuführt. Dies gilt ebenso für Aktiv als für Passiv, nur gestalten sich die Affixe in beiden verschieden, pa- (im Passiv) hat z. B. die Bedeutung eines Durativums, die Formen itjan (i + kan)¹ und ipakan, beide Passive von kan, Gw. von essen, verhalten sich zu einander als Passiv ohne weiteres (er ist) und Passiv des Durativums (er ist mit Essen beschäftigt). M. m. gilt dasselbe für die übrigen Präfixe. Weil es sich hier darum handelt, den Wert des i-Präfixes zu bestimmen, kann eine Behandlung der übrigen Affixe unterbleiben.

In der Tontemboanischen Grammatik von Adriani wird diesem i-Passiv der Name ‚Instrumental-Passiv‘ gegeben, weil es passiven Geschlechtes ist und die Bedeutung hat: dasjenige, womit verrichtet wird, was das Grundwort andeutet. Die instrumentale Bedeutung ist im Präfix i- enthalten, das Subjekt eines Satzes, der eine Form mit i- zum Prädikatswort hat, wird zum instrumentalen Kasus, wenn man den Satz in das Aktive umsetzt; em pena ro’na ipatitj(e)ku ist eine Feder, womit von mir geschrieben werden kann; in einen aktiven (deutschen) Satz umgesetzt: mit einer Feder kann ich schreiben. — Soweit Adriani.² In der Tontemboanischen Sprachlehre sind Beispiele des Gebrauches des Präfixes i- in großer Menge zu finden. Mit wenigen Ausnahmen sind sie den von ihm mit Schwarz zusammen herausgegebenen Texten entnommen.³ Ich sehe mich genötigt, mich in dieser Abhandlung auf einige wenige zu beschränken und möchte

¹ Nach i geht k in tj über, auch wenn das i von einem Nasallaut oder Hamzah (faulkaler Explosion) geschlossen ist; Tontemb. spr., p. 22.
² Tontemb. spr., p. 188.

I. 1. mindo-o-mai im pagi' wo iema'na karisoran api er nahm das Messer und machte damit Feuerhölzchen; emu' Gw. von machen.\(^1\) — 2. aitēlēs(ê)na-ke' si tumotongko tēkek si roit pinaali-alina mit dem Gelde, das er mitgebracht hatte, hat er nur eine kleine Schlange gekauft; tēlēs Gw. von kaufen; si roit pinaali-alina ist Subjekt und Nominativ.

Für diese Beispiele\(^2\) trifft die Benennung 'Instrumental' zu. Aber Adriani hat nicht unterlassen, darauf hinzuweisen, daß die i-Formen bei weitem nicht immer Instrumentalbedeutung haben. Beispiele anderer Gebrauchs sind die folgenden:\(^3\)

II. 3. iangkaiera-mai n sinapang sie hoben die Flinten; angkai Gw. von aufheben und wegsetzen. — 4. mangena iower a si Tjolano er ging es rapportieren dem König; owēr (Niederl. over) Gw. von überbringen, übermitteln. Dieser Satz ist ein Beispiel dafür, daß das Subjekt, obwohl der wichtigste Teil des Satzes, nicht genannt wird. Dies wird dadurch veranlaßt, daß im unmittelbar Vorangehenden ausführlich erklärt ist, was 'es' ist, und diese Erklärung ist zu lang, um als Subjekt aufzutreten.

In diesen beiden Beispielen ist das Subjekt dem Akkusativ-Objekt eines aktiven Satzes gleich, d. h. das direkte Objekt der Handlung, grammatisch Subjekt, logisch Objekt. Anders wiederum gestaltet sich die Bedeutung der i-Präfigierung in den folgenden Sätzen. Adriani nimmt sie mit den vorhergehenden zusammen.

---

\(^1\) Der zweite Teil des Satzes sollte lauten: wo im pagi' iema'na karisoran api, denn im ersten Teil steht im Akkusativ, im zweiten Teil im Nominativ, doch wird dies vernachlässigt. Ähnliches: Tontemb. Teksten, 3. Teil, Aanteekeningen, p. 3.

\(^2\) Tontemb. spr., p. 190 ff.

\(^3\) Ebenda, p. 194 ff.
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und bezeichnet die Wirkung von i- als mehr oder weniger kausativ.1

III. 5. iema' teka'an se ko'ko', iteka'-o sera, isaru mitjo sie machten für die Hühner eine Stelle, um auf die Stange zu gehen, sie ließen sie auf die Stange gehen und ließen sie die Köpfe nach dem Osten wenden; teka' Gw. von ankommen an einem Ort, an einer Stelle; sera Angesichtsseite, wovon hergeleitet Wörter, die bezeichnen: mit dem Antlitz gewendet nach, sich irgendwo mit dem Antlitz hinkehren; se ko'ko' und sera sind Subjekt und Nominativ. — 6. si toja'ang en itondong(ə)na-mange a si inanga mit dem Kinde ging er dessen Mutter nach; tondong Gw. von folgen. Wörtlich: der Knabe war derjenige, mit dem er seiner Mutter nachging; (en) itondong(ə)na ist hier als Nomen gebraucht, der ganze Satzteil von en bis inanga ist Subjekt; si toja'ang ist Prädikat.

Diesen Beispielen schließen sich andere i-Passive an; die Tontemboanische Sprachlehre sagt davon, daß sie die Bedeutung haben: getan werden behufs des Subjekts, für oder an das Subjekt.2 Gemeint wird das Subjekt des Satzes, in Beziehung der Handlung der Patiens.

IV. 7. ialer-io' valun aku bereite für mich Zehrkost; aler fertig; aku ist Nominativ.

Alle diese Beispiele — nur eine Auswahl aus den vielen von Adriani gegebenen — sind in Tontemboan auf eine und dieselbe Weise gebildete i-Passive. Die Beziehung zum Subjekt des Satzes ist also in allen Fällen dieselbe, sie erzählen etwas vom Subjekt in gleicher Weise. Im ersten Beispiele wird die Person, welche sich hier an die Arbeit begibt, mit der Handlung in Verbindung gebracht, jedoch ist hierbei nicht die Absicht zu sagen, daß er Feuerholzchen machte, sondern daß er sie mit dem Messer machte. — Im zweiten Beispiele hält der Erzähler für das Wichtigste, wie das Geld angewendet worden ist, also das Verhältnis desjenigen, der es ausgibt, zum Gelde. — In Beispiel Nr. 3 fällt der Nachdruck auf 'sie hoben'. In Nr. 4 tritt das Rapportierte mehr in den Vordergrund als der

1 Tontemb. spr., p. 194.
2 Ebenda, p. 195.
König. In Nr. 5 wird deutlich gemacht, daß die Leute das eine und das andere taten für die Hühner. Satz Nr. 6 beabsichtigt nicht zu sagen, daß er der Mutter nachging, ein Kind bei sich habend, sondern daß es das Kind war, womit er der Mutter nachging. Beispiel 7: Der Redende will etwas für sich haben, i. c. Zehrkost, er will jedoch nicht sagen, daß es sich vor allen Dingen um Zehrkost handeln muß.

Die zweite Kategorie (oben II) bereitet die wenigsten Schwierigkeiten. Man kann in dem Satze ‚Die Flinten wurden von ihnen gehoben‘ (wörtliche Übersetzung) drei Teile unterscheiden: I die Handelnden, II der Ausdruck dessen, was geschieht (‚hoben‘), III dasjenige, worauf die Handlung gerichtet ist, mit anderen Worten, womit die Handlung stattfindet (‚die Flinten‘). Von aktiver oder passiver Form abgesehen, rein dem Sinne des Gesagten nach, ist I Subjekt der Handlung, II das Prädikatswort, III Objekt der Handlung. Ist der Satz aktiv gestaltet, so ist I zugleich grammatisches Subjekt und Nominativ, III grammatisches Objekt. Im genannten Satze, wenn aktiv, sind die Flinten direktes Objekt und stehen dann im Akkusativ. Das Objekt kann auch indirekt sein (‚ich schreibe ihm‘), steht dann im Dativ. Wird der Satz ins Passiv gesetzt, wie oben, so wird das Objekt grammatisches Subjekt des Satzes und wird Nominativ. Dies trifft in den austronesischen Sprachen auch für das indirekte Objekt zu. Es wird demnach kein Unterschied zwischen direktem und indirektem Objekt gemacht, im Passiv werden beide grammatisches Subjekt und Nominativ. Doch ist hier nicht an eine Vermischung von Dativ und Akkusativ zu denken, das Prädikatswort zeigt durch eine andere Form die andersartige Beziehung zum Objekt-grammatischen Subjekt an, z. B. wusēngan propfe es zu, aber wusēngan mache einen Ppropfen daran, sozusagen: bepropfe es. Direktes und indirektes Objekt sind beide Patiens, der Patiens steht also im passiven Satze im Nominativ. Das Subjekt gerät in die Stellung eines Attributs und wird Akkusativ, bleibt jedoch logisches Subjekt und Agens, so wie der Patiens logisches Objekt geblieben ist. Im Aktiv treffen also grammatistisches und logisches Subjekt zusammen, nicht aber im Passiv; vom Objekte gilt m. m. dasselbe.
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Man verzeihe mir diese weitschweifige Erklärung bekannter Tatsachen, sie schien mir angebracht, um etwaigen Mißverständnissen betreffs der hier gebrauchten Ausdrücke vorzubeugen.

Ein (logisches) Objekt kann ein oder mehrere Attribute neben sich haben. Nehmen wir den einfachen Fall an, daß es allein im Satze steht ohne weiteres Attribut, z. B. 'ich schlage den Hund'. In Tontemboan und den Schwestersprachen erfordert der Satz die passive Form, wenn die Betonung auf dem Hund ruht, auf diesen die Hauptaufmerksamkeit gerichtet ist; nach der obengenannten Regel ist dies der Fall, wenn der Hund vorher schon genannt worden ist, die Hauptsache muß ja Subjekt des Satzes sein und Nominativ. Ist diese Hauptsache Patiens wie hier, so muß unbedingt die Konstruktion, welche den Patiens zum (grammatischen) Subjekt macht, d. h. die passive Konstruktion, gebräucht werden.

In gleicher Weise muß, wenn nicht das Objekt hervorgehoben wird, sondern ein Attribut („ich schlage den Hund mit einem Stock“) — was nur möglich ist, wenn das Attribut vorher schon genannt worden ist —, dieses letztere Subjekt des Satzes werden, in diesem Fall eines passiven Satzes. Hierbei ist zu beachten, daß der Agens ausgedrückt oder nicht ausgedrückt werden kann, doch wird er immer dabei hinzugedacht und ist nichtsdestoweniger anwesend. Das Attribut kann allerlei sein: ein Instrument (oben I), ein Satzteil, worin zum Ausdruck kommt, das etwas, das geschieht, jemanden von der Seite trifft, zu seinem Vor- oder Nachteile (oben III und IV). Aber es sei, daß man es mit einem direkten oder indirekten Objekt zu tun hat, es sei mit einem Attribut, auf jeden Fall gilt dasselbe: dasjenige, was Nachdruck hat, muß Subjekt des Satzes werden, was unbedingt zur Folge hat, daß das Prädikatswort in das Passiv gesetzt werden muß. Der passive Charakter des Prädikatswortes tritt in der nominalen Form des Grundwortes, zuweilen noch mit Affixen versehen, hervor. Dem Präfix i- fällt die Funktion zu, auf den Agens hinzuweisen, 'iema' bedeutet: es wird gemacht und es gibt einen, der es tut; 'iasu rano' es wird Wasser geholt und es ist jemand da, der das tut. Die Betonung des Agens
setzt die Anwesenheit eines Patiens voraus. Das Präfix deutet den Agens im allgemeinen Sinne an, sagt nur: es ist ein Agens da, aber in jedem bestimmten Falle soll die Person oder die Sache, welche augenblicklich Agens ist, näher erwähnt werden; es kann also iangkai niemals bedeuten: von mir wird gehoben, oder von dir, von ihm, sondern nur: es wird gehoben, und es gibt einen Agens, nämlich ... (folgt Erwähnung). Diese nähere Erwähnung ist notwendig; sehr oft ist sie das Possessivpronom en -ku, -nu, -na usw.


Es folgen jetzt einige Beispiele von dem Gebrauch des i-Passivs in den Nachbarsprachen, die dazu dienen, über den Gebrauch dort einen Überblick zu gewinnen.¹

Tagalog. Patiens = direktes Objekt (oben II): iniyálay náy ang kaputol nang púno-ng-ságing² er bot die Hälfte der Bananenpflanze an; alay Gw. von anbieten. Diese Anwendung von i- kommt am meisten vor.

In der Bedeutung von ,behufs, zum Nutzen jemandes' (oben IV): ihinúkay nila nang malalim ang patáy³ sie gruben ein tiefes Grab

¹ Die Orthographie der verschiedenen Autoren ist beibehalten. Nur sind c und gu (nach spanischer Schreibweise) durch k ersetzt, gu durch g, y bisweilen durch i.
³ Ebenda, III 248.
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für den Toten; hukay Loch, Graben; 'ang patdy ist Subjekt des Satzes und Nominativ.

Es wird etwas von einem Attribut gesagt (oben III): itò ay ikinaruwà nang hàrè'1 darüber freute sich der Fürst; tuwa Freude.

Instrumental (oben I): ang kampit na iyàn ay mapúpurol kapag ipinútol mo nang káhoj2 jenes Küchenmesser wird stumpf werden, wenn du Holz damit hackst.


Die Einteilung der Verwendung des i-Präfixes in verschiedene Kategorien wird in den folgenden Beispielen nicht weiter durchgeführt, die verschiedene Anwendung ist ohne weiteres klar.

Ibanag. itúlum mu ippirák-o ta uráyan7 bring dieses Silber zum Dorfvorsteher; tulud Gw. von bringen; uráyan ist ein allgemeiner Name für jemand, dem eine Verwaltung obliegt, die spanische Übersetzung ist 'Alcalde'. — ibalaw mu pa sa si Francisco8 gibt auch etwas an Franz; ballay Gw. von teilen, zerteilen, Fr. ist Subjekt des Satzes; iballay wird sowohl gesagt von demjenigen, dem sein Anteil gegeben wird, als von demjenigen, das verteilt wird. — ipaggútang mu i anákku tat talakúp9 kaufe einen Sonnenhut für mein

---

1 Bloomfield, Tagalog Texts, I 26.  
2 Ebenda, III 248.  
5 Ebenda, p. 107.  
8 Ebenda, p. 153.  
9 Ebenda, p. 154.
Kind; *gatang* Gw. von kaufen, Kind ist Subjekt des Satzes. — *ikan* heißt das Fleisch, das als Zuspeise zum Reis gegessen wird; *kan* Gw. von essen.

Bontok. *itafongko nan soklongna*\(^1\) ich verstecke sein Käppchen (Kopfbedeckung); *tafon* Gw. von verstecken. — *isibona nan pinang is nan káyn*\(^1\) er hackt Holz mit einem Beil; *sibo* Gw. von hacken, hauen; *nan pinang*, das Beil, ist Subjekt des Satzes.

Pampanga. *ipiak mong mata mo!*\(^2\) schließe deine Augen! — *ing plumang isulat ko*\(^3\) die Feder, mit der ich schreibe. — *ninon itatangis mo?*\(^4\) um wen weinst du? — Auch eine Zeitbestimmung kann in Pampanga Subjekt bei einem i-Passiv sein, z. B. *aldao isisi mo*\(^5\) der Tag, an dem du Reue hast; *aldao* ist Subjekt und Nominativ.

Bikol. *isinobobol ko si Pedro*\(^6\) ich jage (oder jagte) P. fort; *sobol* Gw. von fortjagen, entlassen. — *ikagibo mo na si Juan nin harong*\(^7\) du hast ein Haus für J. gemacht; *gibo* Gw. von machen; J. ist Subjekt; *iginigibo* wird auch gesagt von dem, das als Instrument dient, um etwas zu machen, sowie von der Zeit, in der etwas gemacht wird, wie auch von Pampanga erwähnt.\(^8\) — *ining sundang ibobono ko saiya*\(^9\) mit diesem Messer werde ich ihn töten; *bobo* Gw. von töten, das Messer ist Subjekt.

Bisaya. Diese Sprache macht einen mannigfaltigen Gebrauch des i-Passivs. *ano ang ibuhat mo sana*\(^10\) was machst du dort? (was ist es, das du dort machst?); *buhat* Gw. von machen. — *ano nga salát ang binitay sineing tauo*\(^11\) für welches Verbrechen ist dieser Mann gehängt worden?; *bitay* Gw. von hängen, das Verbrechen

---

\(^1\) C. W. Seidenadel, The language spoken by the Bontoc Igorot, p. 72. Chicago 1900.
\(^2\) D. Bergaso, Arte de la lengua Pampanga, p. 52. Sampaloc 1786.
\(^3\) Ebenda, p. 53.
\(^4\) Ebenda, p. 54.
\(^5\) Ebenda, p. 55.
\(^6\) A. de S. Agustin, Arte de la lengua Bicol, p. 70. Manila 1879.
\(^7\) Ebenda, p. 72.
\(^8\) Márcos de Lisboa, Vocabulario de la lengua Bicol. Manila 1865 s. v.
\(^9\) De S. Agustin, p. 71.
\(^11\) Ebenda, p. 62.
Deutung des -in-Infizes in den austronesischen Sprachen. ist Subjekt des Satzes. — iginbubuhat akó ni Juan sing kalo\textsuperscript{1} J. macht einen Hut für mich; akó ist Subjekt des Satzes; das Wichtigste ist nicht, daß J. einen Hut macht, sondern daß er einen Hut für mich macht; in deutscher Übersetzung bekommen ‚Hut‘ und ‚mich‘ ungefähr gleiche Betonung; legte man zu großen Nachdruck auf ‚für mich‘, so würde damit gesagt sein: J. macht den Hut für mich und nicht für einen anderen; das aber wird in Bisaya nicht gesagt. — ang sundang ang iginbuhat ko sini\textsuperscript{2} ich habe dies mit einem Messer gemacht. Man ersehnt aus diesem Beispiel, wie die Bedeutung ‚behufs, zu Nutzen von‘ in die instrumentale übergeht, welche durch die verschiedene Bedeutung des Wortes, auf dem der Nachdruck liegt, in dem einen oder dem anderen Falle verursacht wird. — Auch Zeitangaben können in Bisaya ins i-Passiv gestellt werden, gleichwie in Pampanga und Bikol.

Magindanao. iteped ku su kayo\textsuperscript{3} ich hauen den Baum um. — Mit instrumentaler Bedeutung: ipamalid,\textsuperscript{4} wird von allem, das zum Wannen dient, gesagt. — su akad mapita ipalipag ko\textsuperscript{5} Sonntagsmorgen werde ich nach der anderen Seite des Flusses hinüberfahren. Im letzten Beispiel ist die Zeitangabe Subjekt des Satzes.

Sangiresisch. i sai n ikalënsung\textsuperscript{6} derjenige, der geschlagen wird. — heute pi'a taku' ipëndaha isi\textsuperscript{7} da gibt’s etwas, womit ich meine Zähne blutig machen kann; dahas Blut.

Tombulu. woan sija n tare ilëvëng\textsuperscript{8} und dann erst wurde er begrabens; ilëvëng Grab, Grube. — u nuwu itii ja ipapauquina si Wëris\textsuperscript{9}

\textsuperscript{1} A. Méndrida, Arte de la lengua Bisaya-Hiligayna, p. 63.
\textsuperscript{2} Ebenda, p. 61.
\textsuperscript{3} J. Juanmartí, Gramatica de la lengua Maguindanao. Englische Übersetzung, p. 32. Washington 1906.
\textsuperscript{4} Ebenda, p. 15.
\textsuperscript{5} Ebenda, p. 32.
\textsuperscript{6} J. A. Th. Schwarz en N. Adriani, Het verhaal van den Gulzigaard, Verhandelingen Bataviaansch Genootschap LVI, 3, p. 65.
\textsuperscript{7} Ebenda, p. 65, 70.
\textsuperscript{8} G. K. Niemann, Bijdragen tot de kennis der Alfoersche taal in de Minahasa I, p. 62. tare statt tarë bei Niemann; vgl. Tontemb. tare.
\textsuperscript{9} Ebenda, p. 62.
durch diese Worte (Aussage) wurde der W. [ein mythischer Un-
hold] von ihm böse gemacht; upi Zorn, Haß; 'diese Worte' ist
Subjekt des Satzes; mit ikaupi wird etwas bezeichnet, das jemand
haftet, über das er zürnt. — Den Texten, welche im Werke Niemanns
der Grammatik vorangegangen, ist folgendes Beispiel entnommen: vaoan
sera sumake, itevel ni Tampanisi Walian\(^1\) und sie stiegen auf, und
T. W. flog mit ihnen davon.

Ich hoffe, daß diese Beispiele aus verschiedenen philippinischen
Sprachen genügen, um behaupten zu können, daß die Anwendung
des i-Passivs in allen in gleicher Weise vor sich geht und das Ziel
der Hinzufügung der Partikel an eine passive Form dieses ist: die
Aufmerksamkeit auf den Agens zu lenken, ein Band zwischen Hand-
lung und Agens zu bilden.

**III. Die Passive mit den Suffixen -\(\varepsilon n\) und -\(\alpha n\).**

a) Das Suffix -\(\varepsilon n\).

Der Gebrauch des Suffixes -\(\varepsilon n\) weist eine große Verschiedenheit
auf, in mancherlei Weise findet es Verwendung; alle seine Funktionen
sind jedoch auf eine Grundbedeutung zurückzuführen. Es kann
nicht davon die Rede sein, eine Orientierung über das ganze von
-\(\varepsilon n\) eingenommene Gebiet vorzunehmen, diese Abhandlung beschränkt
sich auf die Funktion von -\(\varepsilon n\) in passiven Konstruktionen des Verbums
und kann das tun, weil nichts weiter, als was zur Erklärung des
-\(i\)-Infixes nütig ist, beabsichtigt wird. Daß aber nicht unbedingt
von einer Scheidung zwischen Nomen und Verbum im Passiv ge-
sprochen werden kann, ist oben schon gesagt und braucht hier nicht
erneut erörtert zu werden. Es ist mithin klar, daß derselben Form
mit -\(\varepsilon n\) sowohl die Bedeutung eines Nomens als die eines Verbums
beigemessen werden kann.

Lautet das Präfix i- im ganzen Gebiete der philippinischen
Sprachen gleich, so tritt -\(\varepsilon n\) in mehreren Formen auf. Das ępět ist im
philippinischen Archipel verschwunden und hat anderen Lauten Platz
gemacht. Der typische Laut, in den das ępět sich verwandelt hat, ist in

\(^1\) G. K. Niemann, Bijdragen, p. II.
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Tagalog i, Iloko e, Ibanag a, Pampanga a, Bontok e, Bikol u (o), Bisaya u (o), Magindanao e usw.; übereinstimmend ist -en in Tagalog -en geworden, Iloko -en, Ibanag, Pampanga -en, Bontok -en, Bikol, Bisaya -un (-on), Magindanao -en; in Ibanag und Pampanga sind -en und -an somit gleichlautend geworden (-an).

Die sangiresische Sprache besitzt das Pêpêt, hat aber das Suffix -en, nach Adriani, verloren. Das nahe verwandte Talaat hat ë durch a ersetzt. Tontemboan und Tombulu haben das Pêpêt behalten, hier findet man die ursprüngliche Form -en.


Was die Zusammensetzung betrifft, so sei bemerkt, daß -en ohne weiteres an das Grundwort hinten hinzugefügt wird; in einzelnen Fällen tritt Kontraktion ein, aber in den verschiedenen Sprachen nicht immer in gleicher Weise. Übrigens kann das Suffix entweder an den nackten Stamm (das Grundwort) herantreten oder aber zusammen mit einem oder mehreren Präfixen auftreten. Von diesen letzten gilt, was oben gesagt, daß jedes seine eigene Bedeutung dem angehängten Wort zuführt.

Das Passiv auf -en wird von Adriani das reine Passiv genannt. Er sagt davon, daß das Subjekt des Satzes (d. h. das grammatische Subjekt, logisches Objekt) die Handlung erleidet, so daß es durch diese Handlung oder Behandlung bearbeitet, angegriffen wird oder ist und mehr oder weniger geändert, verändert wird, so daß es zum Produkte oder Resultat der Behandlung wird oder geworden ist. Es kann nicht mit anderen Suffixen zusammengehen. — Wenn -en dem Grundworte angehängt ist, ohne weitere Affixe, entsteht eine Form, die ganz und gar die Bedeutung hat eines Passivs zu den

---

3 Tontemb, spr., p. 188.

Acta orientalis. IX.
aktiven Formen mit -\textit{um}-, von Adriani kurz 'Aorist' genannt.\textsuperscript{1} Vorausgesetzt ist, daß das (grammatische) Subjekt Ausgangspunkt ist, im Aktiv ist dies Agens, im passiven Satze Patiens (das Kind sieht, das Kind wird gesehen, nicht etwa: das Kind sieht einen Vogel, der Vogel wird von dem Kinde gesehen).

Es werden in der Grammatik Beispiele in großer Zahl über den Gebrauch des -\textit{en}-Passivs gegeben, man kann sie dort finden; einige seien hier erwähnt.\textsuperscript{2} Auch von in diesem Passiv stehenden Sätzen gilt, daß der Sinn in niederländischer oder deutscher Übersetzung bisweilen am genauesten im Aktiv wiedergegeben werden kann.


\textsuperscript{1} Tontemb. spr., p. 215, 133.
\textsuperscript{2} Ebenda, p. 215 ff.
\textsuperscript{3} Tontemboansche teksten, I 10.
\textsuperscript{4} Ebenda, I 12.
\textsuperscript{5} Ebenda, I 15.
\textsuperscript{6} Ebenda, I 17.
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Der Gebrauch von -ēn im Präteritum ist auf die sogenannte historische Zeit in erzählendem Stil beschränkt.¹ Der Stil des Erzählens in den austronesischen Sprachen ist ein anderer als bei uns. Eine Erzählung ist eine Reihe einander folgender Szenen, die Übergänge werden nicht skizziert. Wie die Wayang aufgeführt wird, so ist auch die Rede tätig, wenn sie die im Geist entstehenden Bilder sprachlich zum Ausdruck bringt. Der Zuhörer wird mitten in die Handlung versetzt, es gibt weder eine Brücke rückwärts zum Vorhergehenden noch einen Übergang zu dem, was folgt. Der erzählende Stil ist also wesentlich imperfektivisch. In niederländischer oder deutscher Sprache kann man, wenn man eine Reihe von Begebenheiten aufzählte, sich diese als sich vollziehend vorstellen, das Französische würde in diesem Falle das ‚Passé défini‘ gebrauchen. Will man das Durative einer Handlung in Tontemboan besonders betonen, so kann dies durch Präfigierung von pa- geschehen, das Niederländische erfordert dann den Gebrauch des Imperfektums (niederl.: unvollendet vergangene Zeit), hat aber keine eigene Form für das Passé défini; das Perfektum (niederl.: vollendet gegenwärtige Zeit²) oder Plusquamperfektum (niederl.: vollendet vergangene Zeit²) kann angebracht sein,

¹ Tontemb. spr., p. 215.
² Nach anderer Nomenklatur: vollendet vergangene, resp. mehr als vollendet vergangene Zeit.
wenn die Handlung sich vollzog oder vollzogen hat. Die Form mit -ën läßt also unter Umständen in der Übersetzung mehrere Tempora zu. Sie bleibt immerhin imperfektivisch, gleichviel ob sie von zukünftigen, jetzigen oder vergangenen Zeiten erzählt. Erfordert die Übersetzung eine Verschiedenheit von Tempora, so erweist dies nur, daß die Vorstellungsweise in Tontemboan und im Niederländischen verschieden ist, m. m. gilt dies auch von anderen Sprachen.

Imparativ: si ṣa pari ri anu mange ja wutan im paser jene Grube dort, fülle die mit Gold; wuta voll. Die Grube ist Subjekt des Satzes, der Imperativ ist passiv. Es werden auch Imperative mit i- gebildet, wie die obengenannten Beispiele der Imperative des i-Passivs zeigen; bei diesen wird wohl von einem Patiens gesagt, daß etwas damit geschehen soll, es wird aber auch die Aufmerksamkeit auf den Agens, der es tun soll, gelenkt. In dem hier gegebenen Beispiel eines -ën-Imperativs handelt es sich darum, daß die Grube (Patiens) mit Gold gefüllt werden soll; die Person, welche das tun soll, bleibt im Hintergründe. Sie wird sogar überhaupt nicht genannt; wäre dies jedoch der Fall, so bliebe doch desungeachtet der Patiens die Hauptsache, z. B. së sëpënu si wunong anio' sauge diesen Tümpel auf, du; së sëp Gw. von aufsaugen.

Der reine Imperativ, d. h. wenn sich alles auf das, was geschehen muß, konzentriert, so daß Agens und Patiens zurücktreten, ist, wie bekannt, die Stammwortform. Daß der Imperativ also wesentlich passiv ist, braucht nicht weiter erörtert zu werden.

Da -ën etwas vom Objekt aussagt, ist das Passiv mit -ën nur von transitiven Begriffen möglich. Die von Adriani angegebene Bedeutung, um zu werden, werden sollend, was das Grundwort andeutet, welche die Formen mit -ën haben, wenn sie selbständig gebraucht werden, als Prädikatsnomen oder zur Bedingung eines Verbums oder Nomens, ist von der oben an erster Stelle genannten nicht zu unterscheiden; nur handelt es sich dort um als Verbum auftretende Formen. Im

1 Der Adhortativ 1. Person Plur. inklusiv ist eine Ausnahme, s. Tontemb. spr., p. 216 ff.
2 Tontemb. spr., p. 218.
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Satze awoan-e' ūlēpēngku gibt es noch etwas, um von mir getrunken zu werden? bezieht sich -en von ūlēpēn auf das Objekt des Trinkens, dasjenige, was getrunken wird. Die Konstruktion stimmt überein mit supa əŋ kanēnta was werden wir essen? (außerdem substantiviert), einem Satz, dem Adriani unter den Beispielen von -en mit Futurumbe bedeutung einen Platz eingeräumt hat.¹

Die einfachste Anwendung des -en-Passivs ist aus obigen Beispielen klar. Das Suffix hat immer die Bedeutung, daß es außer der Erwähnung von dem, was geschieht, noch dazu die Aufmerksamkeit für das Objekt beansprucht. Es bildet eine Verbindung zwischen der passiven Handlung und dem Objekt des Handelns, also dem grammatischen Subjekt. Wenn jemand sagt: sowatēn 'wird geantwortet', so wird der Gedanke gewissermaßen bei dem, was geantwortet wird, beim Inhalt der Antwort festgehalten. Es könnte der Einwand erhoben werden, daß die Antwort ohnedies schon im Mittelpunkt als Subjekt des Satzes steht. Gewiß ist dies der Fall, aber man bedenke, daß das Prädikat meistens dem Subjekte vorangeht, daß man nicht sagt: 'so und so wird geantwortet', sondern: 'wird geantwortet so und so'. Der von -en hervorgerufene Effekt hat zum Zweck, das nachfolgende Subjekt klarer zu beleuchten. Geht ausnahmsweise das Subjekt voran, so bekommt es durch -en des Prädikats Wortes noch eine Betonung hinterher. Auch hier gilt m. m., was oben beim i-Passiv angeführt wurde: die Betonung des Patiens setzt einen Agens voraus.

Die spezifische Bedeutung des i-, bzw. -en-Passivs ist noch deutlicher zu erkennen, wenn die beiden Formen, von demselben Grundworte hergeleitet, nebeneinander gestellt vorkommen. Es erübrig sich, noch mehrere Beispiele hierfür anzuführen.


Tagalog (-i)n² paq ūulān ay ararūhin mo ang punlān³ wenn der Regen einsetzt, muß du das Beet für die Saat pflügen;

¹ Tontemb. spr., p. 216.
² Unregelmäßige Bildungen, s. Bloomfield, Tagalog Texts, II § 334 c.
³ Ebenda, II § 359.

Der Gebrauch dieses Passivs in Tagalog beschränkt sich aufs Futurum und was damit auf einer Linie steht, im Präsens und im Präteritum kommt es nicht vor. Dieser Punkt wird im folgenden Abschnitt erörtert werden.

Ilokano (-en) itt balay aramiden ti alalanagi, "this house is being made by the carpenter"; ¹ aramid Gw. von machen. Da alle diese Sprachen keinen Unterschied zwischen Präsens und Imperfektum (unvollendet gegenwärtige, bzw. unvollendet vergangene Zeit) machen, so kann der gegebene Satz auch bedeuten: "this house was being made by the carpenter". — Der Gebrauch des -en-Passivs ist zeitlich ausgedehnter als in Tagalog, es findet nur im Perfektum keine Anwendung.

Ibanag (-an). Da das Pēpē in Ibanag in a übergegangen ist, das Suffix -an unverändert -an lautet, sind die Suffixe *-ën und -an für das Ohr zwar nicht zu unterscheiden, aber die Bedeutungen der beiden Suffixe sind in dem einen -an erkennbar. papatayam mu ib baggö-k-uri a baijit² töte jenes kleine Schwein; patáy Gw. von töten. — Im Perfektum ist -an in dieser Bedeutung nicht gebräuchlich. Das Ibanag schließt sich also in dieser Hinsicht dem Ilokano an.

Pampanga (-an) kabíran me iyang pasbul³ schließe das Tor; kabíd an sich ziehen. — Im Perfektum kommt dieses Passiv nicht vor. Cf. Ilokano und Ibanag.

Bontok (-en) san dýña pakaliéna tjaítja is kalín si iSadsánγa⁴ er befahl zwei anderen, den Dialekt von S.-Leuten zu sprechen; kali

¹ Lopez, o. c., p. 91.
² De Cuevas, o. c., p. 298; j = Portug. j, immer geminiert (de Cuevas).
³ Bergaño, o. c., p. 56.
⁴ Das e schwankt zwischen e und i, u und o wechseln (Seidenadel).
⁵ Seidenadel, o. c., p. 488. Die ganz von den gewöhnlichen Auffassungen abweichenden Ansichten des Verfassers sind in der Übersetzung nicht befolgt.
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Gw. von sprechen. — Wiederum ist -en im Perfektum nicht gebräuchlich.

Bikol (-on, -un) pakapagsurat ko kaini babasahon ko an libro mo¹ sobald ich mit diesem zu schreiben fertig bin, werde ich dein Buch lesen; basa Gw. von lesen. Das h ist, wie in Tagalog, hiatus-tiligend. — Bikol schließt sich hinsichtlich der Anwendung dieses Passivs dem Tagalog an; im Präsens und im Präteritum findet es keine Verwendung.


Magindanao (-en, -in). In der Grammatik von Juanmartí wird bald -en, bald -in geschrieben. Offenbar schwankt der Vokal zwischen e und i. pikiren ku mapia su kasukar namí³ ich grüble über die Gefahr, in der wir sind; pikir Gw. von denken, sich überlegen usw. — pakinegen ku pia⁴ ich werde hören (horchen); kineg Gw. von hören. — su patuk inembalen engka sa awang⁵ du hast das Boot mit einem Beil gemacht; embal Gw. von machen.

Aus diesen Beispielen geht hervor, daß das -en-Passiv sowohl Futurum als Präteritum, sowohl Imperfektum als Perfektum sein kann. Letzteres kommt in keiner der anderen Sprachen vor, im Perfektum verzichten alle auf die Anwendung von -en, das Magindanao nimmt hier eine Sonderstellung ein.

Sangiresisch. Es gibt im Sangiresischen drei Suffize: -ang, -eng, -en, welche zusammen bei dem Passiv mit Suffix -an (unten) behandelt werden.

¹ De S. Agustin, o. c., p. 69.
² Méntrida, o. c., p. 70.
³ Juanmartí, o. c., p. 33.
⁴ Ebenda, p. 48.
⁵ Ebenda, p. 62.
Tombulu. In Tombulu muß, ganz wie in Tontemboan, das ë des Suffixes nach einem Vokal verschwinden. Wenn also das Suffix an ein auf einen Vokal endendes Grundwort angehängt wird, wird das ë ausgeschieden: sapun für sapuën usw.\textsuperscript{1} sa sijam bija kavëngan wunuëngku\textsuperscript{2} [oder: wunungku] wenn er hier wäre, würde ich ihn gewiß töten; wunu Gw. von töten.

Der Gebrauch des -ën-Passivs in Tombulu ist dem in Tontemboan gleich, er ist also auf das Imperfektum im weitesten Sinne beschränkt. Das bezieht sich in diesem Falle auf alles, was nicht Perfektum ist, also: Futurum, Imperativ, Konjunktiv, Präsens und historisch-erzählenden Stil.

b) Das Suffix -an.


Nach allem, was über -ën gesagt worden ist, braucht dem Passiv mit -an keine ausführliche Erörterung gewidmet zu werden. Es wird oft mit dem Namen Lokal-Passiv angedeutet.\textsuperscript{3} Im allgemeinen gilt, daß wo -ën ein direktes Objekt impliziert, -an auf ein indirektes Objekt hinweist. Das indirekte Objekt beim -an-Passiv ist Patiens, Subjekt des Satzes und Nominativ, ganz wie das direkte Objekt bei dem Passiv mit -ën-Endung. Die von Adriani für das Sangiresische gegebene Umschreibung trifft für alle Sprachen, welche hier in Betracht kommen, zu. Sie lautet: „durch das Suffix ang (eng) [= Tontemb.

\textsuperscript{1} In den dem Werke Niemanns beigefügten Texten bleibt das ë ausnahmsweise erhalten. Es ist aber fraglich, ob die Transkription immer richtig ist; vgl. Niemann, o. c., p. 112.

\textsuperscript{2} Niemann, o. c., p. 66.

\textsuperscript{3} Tontemb. spr., passim.
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c. a. -an] wird die vom Verbum angedeutete Handlung vorgestellt als eine, die sich auf eine Person oder eine Sache bezieht, die also das Faß ist, in welches die Handlung sich ergießt, das Ziel, nach dem sie sich richtet, die Person oder die Sache, in bezug auf welche die Handlung geschieht.¹

Das Gesagte kann durch folgende Beispiele erläutert werden: sia mëngat *in tjure’ indoana in tjanëna² er guckte in den Topf, aus dem er sein Essen nehmen würde; indo Gw. von nehmen; *ja itu lukutana³ darauf setzte er sich; lukut Gw. von sitzen usw., itu, dasjenige, worauf er sich setzte, ist Subjekt des Satzes. Hierbei ist noch zu bemerken, daß es Verba gibt, welche im Niederländischen oder Deutschen den Akkusativ regieren, in Tontemboan aber den Dativ, z. B. sapaka ko ja ngaranangku po’po’ dich werde ich Kokos nennen. Das Tontemboanische sagt: an einen nennen.

Verba, welche sowohl ein direktes als auch ein indirektes Objekt neben sich haben können, bilden das Passiv mit -en oder -an, je nachdem das direkte oder das indirekte Objekt Patiens, Nominativ und Subjekt des Satzes wird. Es kommen also nebeneinander vor: awësan vermehrte es, und: awësan füge daran hinzu usw.

In den anderen Sprachen herrscht dasselbe Verhältnis zwischen -an und -en als in Tontemboan. Einige Beispiele können dies verdeutlichen:

Tagalog. püputián ko nang sìngay ang usà⁴ ich werde dem Hirsch die Hörner abhauen; putul Gw. von abhauen; Hirsch ist Subjekt des Satzes und Nominativ.

Iloko. batiam [bati + an + m] ití baldáy daitóy⁵ mache Halt bei diesem Hause.


² Tontemb. spr., p. 226.
³ Ebenda, p. 227.
⁴ Bloomfield, o. c. III 253.
⁵ Lopez, o. c., p. 95.
⁶ De Cuevas, o. c., p. 301.

Bontok. fadjangantja nan fásu' sie bieten dem Feinden Hilfe dar; fadjang Gw. von helfen, die Feinde sind Nominativ.

Bicol. sinusuratán ni Juan ining papel J. schreibt auf diesem Papier.

Bisaya. bubuhatan ikao nakon ich werde bei dir, oder: mit dir arbeiten; ikao ist Subjekt des Satzes.

Magindanao. ngain a valay na busudan ni Luis in welches Haus ist L. gegangen?; busud Gw. von eintreten, das Haus ist Subjekt des Satzes.

Sangiresisch. Im Sangiresischen lautet das Suffix -ang oder -eng. Man gebraucht -eng, wenn die letzte Silbe, mit Ausnahme der unbetonten Endsilbe, ein a enthält, z. B. koa', pe'kakoauteng; buras', bavuraseng; aber: deno', ipënedenokang; elehe', laelehang. Ist die Endsilbe offen, so wird der Anfangsvokal des Suffixes mit dem Endvokal des Grundwortes oder des Stammes zusammengezogen, wenn dieser a, e oder o ist. Da die zusammengezogenen Formen ang, eng, ong lauten, ist es, wie Adriani sagt, nicht anders möglich, als daß das Suffix hier die Form -eng gehabt hat, da sein Vokal keinen anderen Einfluß ausübt, als daß er den letzten Vokal des Grundwortes dehnt [und die Betonung verlegt]. Es hängt somit der Gebrauch eines der drei Suffixe von dem Vorhandensein bestimmter Vokale in der letzten Silbe des Grundwortes ab; ihr grammatischer Wert ist derselbe, alle können zur Zeit das indirekte Ob-

---

¹ Bergaño, o. c., p. 59.
² Ebenda, p. 62.
³ Seidenadel, o. c., p. 71.
⁴ De San Agustin, o. c., p. 72.
⁵ Méntrida, o. c., p. 80.
⁶ Juanmartí, o. c., p. 34.
⁷ Adriani, Sangiresche spraakkunst, p. 155, 40.
⁸ Ebenda, p. 16.
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ject = grammatisches Subjekt des passiven Satzes andeuten. Die beiden Suffixe \(*-\text{an}\) und \(*-\text{en}\) sind also vermischt, doch scheint mir dies auch für das direkte Objekt zuzutreffen, derart, daß Suffixe, nach denselben phonetischen Regeln, sich auch auf ein direktes Objekt beziehen können. Wenigstens ist es nicht möglich, daß das Präfix \(i\)-die Funktion von \(*-\text{en}\) übernommen hat,\(^1\) denn das \(i\)-Passiv weist im Sangiresischen ebenso wie in den Schwestersprachen auf den Agens hin. In den folgenden Beispielen ist das Suffix meines Erachtens von einem direkten Objekt gebraucht: \(\text{bulude sēmbua nilakāng}\)\(^2\) ein mit Balsamin gefärbter Berg; \(\text{laka},\) Balsamin, hat das Vermögen, gelbrot zu färben. — \(\text{pilikang snu pungene, humēte su koto'-e}\)\(^3\) wenn der Fuß geschlagen wird, schallt die Spitze.

Zum Schluß ein Beispiel aus dem Tombulu; auch hier ist es nicht anders: \(\text{sijam pahataaran ne rururuon}\)\(^4\) ihr wurde von den Gesandten versprochen; \(\text{taar Gelübde, Versprechen; sija ist Nominativ.}\)

Die Beispiele bestätigen, was oben gesagt worden ist. Die Passive mit Suffixen \(-\text{en}\) und \(-\text{an}\) gehören zusammen; sie bilden eine Gruppe, welche dem \(i\)-Passiv gegenübergestellt ist. Weist \(i\)-auf den Agens hin, so beziehen sich \(-\text{en}\) und \(-\text{an}\) auf den Patiens. Dieser Patiens ist, weil es sich um Verba im Passiv handelt, notwendig Objekt des Handelns, obwohl er Subjekt des Satzes ist und als solches im Nominativ steht. Das Objekt des Handelns oder, wenn man will, des Verbums, kann direktes oder indirektes Objekt sein; ist das Objekt direkt, so geschieht der Hinweis auf dieses Objekt mittels \(-\text{en}\); ist es indirekt, so tritt \(-\text{an}\) an dessen Stelle.

IV. Das Infix \(-\text{in}-\).

Das Infix \(-\text{in}-\) kommt im Aktiv und Passiv vor, die verschiedenen Sprachen der Gruppe zeigen jedoch in dieser Hinsicht kein einheitliches

---

\(^1\) Tijdschr. Batav. Genootschap, LV 610.

\(^2\) Bijdragen Kon. Inst. 5 X 391.

\(^3\) Ebenda, p. 393.

\(^4\) Niemann, o. c., p. 65. Der Text hat: \(\text{pahataaran}\).

Dem Infix -in- reiht sich ni- als Präfix an. Das Präfix kann durch Metathesis aus dem Infix entstanden sein, das ist aber nicht immer der Fall. Folglich ist mit zweierlei ni- zu rechnen, das Verhältnis dieser beiden wird später besprochen werden.

Wenden wir uns zuerst dem Tontemboan zu. In dieser Sprache findet sich -in- nur im Passiv, aber nicht ausschließlich, in gewissen Fällen weicht das Infix dem Präfix ni-. Das Aktiv hat immer ni-.

Was erstens das Infix betrifft, so wird dies zwischen dem ersten Buchstaben des Wortes und dem dazugehörigen Vokal eingefügt. Das insfiigte Wort ist entweder Grundwort oder mit einem oder mehreren Affixen zusammengesetzt. Gehen Präfixe voran, so wird -in- nach dem Anfangskonsonanten der neuen Form insfiigt, also: sisil, sinisil, pinengasisil. Wenn -in- mit Präfixen zusammenkommt, lautet es immer -in-; nur bei Affigierung an ein Grundwort kann, oder muß sogar, -in- in bestimmten Fällen durch ni- ersetzt werden; die Bedingungen sind folgende:

I. Ist der Anfangskonsonant des Grundwortes eine Liquida oder ein Semi-Vokal: r, l, w, so findet man beide Formen vollkommen gleichwertig nebeneinander: rinakan oder nirakan, Gw. rakan; lina’ung oder nila’ung, Gw. la’ung; wineren oder niveren, Gw. weren. Es können keine Beispiele angeführt werden, wo der Anfangskonsonant j ist. Aus sprachvergleichenden Gründen könnte man hier dieselbe Erscheinung erwarten.

II. Das Grundwort fängt mit einem Vokal an (richtiger: ‘hamzah‘). In diesem Falle sagt man immer ni-: niandôt, nielur, nienet, niindo, niomper, niuma‘.

Das h fehlt in Tontemboan.

III. Der Anfangskonsonant ist ein Nasallaut. Mit Nasallaut anfangende Grundwörter sind selten, doch haben sie immer ni-. Tontemboan kennt drei Nasallante: m, n, ng, also: ni-marisa, ni-
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ngaranan.1 Fängt das Grundwort mit n an, wovon Beispiele vorhanden sind, so kann man allerdings an der Form nicht sehen, ob man es mit Infigierung oder Präfigierung zu tun hat, denn ninono läßt sich sowohl als ni + nono wie als n + in + ono erklären. Nach Analogie dessen, was bei den anderen Nasallauten geschieht, wäre man berechtigt, von Präfigierung zu sprechen, doch läßt sich die Frage nicht entscheiden, weil die Aussprache in beiden Fällen dieselbe ist.

Wir werden jetzt untersuchen, wie das Infix sich in den Nachbarsprachen gestaltet.


I. Nach r, l, w keine Umstellung: leos, lineos ist gebaut worden; wunu, winunu ist getötet worden; rēmu, rinēmuan wurde bestohlen. Das j scheint als Anfangskonsonant nicht vorzukommen.2

II. Vor einem Vokal wird ni- gebräuchlich wie in Tontemboan: niendo-mo er ist mitgenommen worden, Gw. endo (Texte V); niilēk wurde gesehen, Gw. ilēk (Texte XII); niuntēpan wo hineingegangen war, Gw. untēp (Texte IV).

Das h als Anfangskonsonant fehlt.

III. Betreffs mit Nasallauten anfangenden Grundwörtern habe ich nur nginaranan wurde genannt, von ngaran Name, gefunden (Texte XIII), dennoch kann man aus diesem Beispiel die Schlußfolge ziehen, daß bei Nasalanfangslauten keine Umstellung stattfindet. Dies weicht vom Tontemboanischen ab.

1 In der Sprachlehre (Tontemb. spr.) wird ng nicht erwähnt, doch ist es aus dem Wörterbuch [Tontemboansch-Nederlandsch Woordenboek, von Schwarz und Adriani, Leiden 1908] klar, daß es mit ng anfangende Wörter gibt und daß sie ni- präfigieren.

2 Es standen mir nur die von Niemann, o. c., p. I—XXXVIII veröffentlichten Texte zur Verfügung.

Tagalog. 1. l, w, y (= j in der Orthographie von Tontemboan). Beide Formen kommen vor: linuto' und niluto', Gw. luto'; winika', Gw. wika', aber: niwalis, Gw. wallis; niyaya', Gw. yaya'.

Das r ist in Tagalog nicht Anfangskonsonant.

II. Fängt das Grundwort mit einem Vokal an, so wird in- vorgefügt ohne Umstellung; wenn aber von einem mit Vokal anfangenden Grundworte ein i-Passiv gebildet wird und in diese Form -in- insgriff wird, so geschieht dies durch Einfügung zwischen Grundwort und Präfix i-; des weiteren wird -in- in -ni- umgesetzt, z. B. bigáy, ibigáy, ibinigáy, aber: útos, iyútos, iniyútos.

Das h schließt sich den Vokalen an: habol, hinabol, aber: hagis, inihagis.

III. Nasallaut-Anfangskonsonant.

mahal teuer, minamahal wird hoch im Preis gehalten. Von anderen Nasallauten liegen keine Beispiele vor, doch scheint es mir nicht unbegründet, anzunehmen, daß ng (und n) sich analog benimmt, also nach Nasallauten keine Umstellung.

Ilokó. I. In einem für den praktischen Gebrauch bestimmten Sprachführer wird gesagt, daß Umstellung eintritt, wenn das Grundwort mit l oder r anfängt; im Wörterbuch und bei Lopez ist nichts

---

1 Wörterbuch s. v.
2 Die Beispiele sind Bloomfield, Part II, entlehnt.
5 Lopez, o. c.
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davon zu finden. Wahrscheinlich kommen die insfigierte und die prä-
figierte Form nebeneinander vor, wie in Tagalog, und gilt die letztere
als platt oder dialektisch.

Die Semi-Vokale werden in dieser Beziehung nicht erwähnt,
man scheint annehmen zu müssen, daß sie keine Umstellung kennen.

II. Fängt ein Wort mit einem Vokal an, so wird in-
vorangestellt; das Infix wird Präfix, aber ohne Umstellung: ala, inala.
Beim i-Passiv wird -in- zwischen dem Präfix und dem Grundwort
oder der davon abgeleiteten Form (das Grundwort kann schon Affixe
tragen, z. B. pa-) eingefügt, und zwar in allen Fällen, namentlich
auch, wenn das letztere mit einem Konsonanten anfängt, abweichend
von Tagalog. In diesem Falle wird -in- nicht zu ni-, sondern zu-
erst mit i- zusammengezogen, z. B. vom Grundwort putedko, inpu-
tedko = i + in + putedko; vom Grundwort mula, inmulami = i + in
+ mulami, aber: pinutedko, minulaanmi. Es tritt weiter Assimilation
des n mit dem Anfangskonsonanten des Grundwortes in folgender
Weise auf: inlasin > illasin; inraman > irraman; inbelleng > im-
belleng; inpatok > impatok; inmamak > immamak.\footnote{Lopez, o. c., p. 48.}

III. In Verbindung mit Nasallauten wird -in- nicht umgestellt.

Ibanag. I. r, l, w, y. Das r kommt nicht in Betracht, weil
kein Wort mit r anfängt. Was die übrigen betrifft, so erwähnt
de Cuevas die Möglichkeit nicht, doch kommt Umstellung tatsächlich
vor, wie aus einem Beispiel hervorgeht: nilabbétan mu,\footnote{De Cuevas, o. c., p. 301.} statt linab-
bétan mu. Von Umstellung bei w sind keine Belege gefunden, wohl
bei y: yakayak, niyakayak, iniyakayak. Die Sachlage ist also un-
gefähr wie in Tagalog.

II. Wenn das Grundwort mit einem Vokal anfängt, wird in-
vorangestellt wie in Tagalog und Iloko. Beim i-Passiv wird das Infix
nach i- eingeschoben, wie in Iloko, doch geht das Ibanag alsdann
seinen eigenen Weg, indem das Infix umgestellt wird, also: abbag,
inabbag; bibbid, bininbid, aber: inisingan = i + ni + singan < i + in
+ singan; iniawat = i + ni + awat < i + in + awat.
III. Bei Nasallauten keine Umstellung: mayan, minayan; ngagan, nginagan.\(^1\)

Bontok. In Bontok gibt es mehr als eine Partikel in, deren Verhältnis nicht ganz klar ist, doch scheint, soweit ersichtlich, Umstellung nicht vorzukommen.

Auch was Pampanga, Bicol, Bisaya betrifft, wird Metathesis nicht erwähnt. Es scheint voreilig, hieraus die Schlußfolgerung zu ziehen, daß sie gänzlich fehlt.

Magindanao. Umstellung findet immer statt, wenn -in- in ein i-Passiv insfigiert wird. Die Insfigierung geschieht in der gewohnten Weise, also: inisugu \(= i + ni + sugu < i + in + sugu\); inibetad; aber: binilangku, Gw. bilang; inembalan, Gw. embal;\(^2\) das eine und das andere wie in Ibanag. Im kleinen Büchlein Juanmartís ist übrigens nichts zu finden.

Sangiresisch. I. r, l, w, j (y). Das \(r\) wechselt mit \(d\); im Anfang des Wortes \(d\), lautet es nach offener Silbe \(r\). Ebenso wie bei \(l\) ist \(ni\)- die gewöhnliche Form, doch kommt -in- vor, also: deno', nirenö', selten: dineno'; lihi', nilihi', selten: linihi'.

Das \(w\) wechselt mit \(b\) in gleicher Weise wie \(r\) mit \(d\), kommt also am Anfang des Wortes nicht vor; \(j\) fehlt.\(^3\)

II. Vor einem Vokal wird umgestellt.

III. Von Nasallauten als Anfangskonsonant liegen keine Beispiele vor. Gibt es welche, so kann Umstellung erwartet werden.

IV. Außerdem wird von allen anderen Konsonanten, die am Anfang eines Wortes stehen, Umstellung hervorgerufen, aber nicht in gleichem Maße. Bei \(b, k, p, s, t\) herrscht -in- vor (zeer gewoon', Adriani): bohe', binohé', selten nivohe'; koa', kinoa', selten: nikoa'; von pate, pinate, selten: nipate; von susu', sinusú', selten: nisusu'; von tutung, tinutung, selten: nitutung. — Bei \(g, h\) kommt die -in-Form selten oder gar nicht vor: ge'dé', nighé'dé', selten: giné'dé'; hepesé', nihépesé', selten: hinepesé'.

\(^1\) J. Bugarin, Diccionario Ibanag-Españo. Manila 1854 s. v.
\(^2\) Juanmartí passim.
\(^3\) Adriani, Sang. spr., p. 13, 45, 86.
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Das Sangiresische steht dem Tontemboan am nächsten, es geht sogar weiter. Merkwürdig ist das Auftreten von Metathesis bei \textit{g}, was sonst in keiner Sprache verzeichnet wird.

Es muß weiter auf Batak und Altjavaneisch hingewiesen werden. Erstgenannte Sprache kennt das Infix -\textit{in}- in einer Passivbildung so wie Altjavaneisch. Die Art der Insfigierung ist von der schon behandelten nicht verschieden. Im Dialekt von Toba ist die Partikel Infix nach Konsonanten, Präfix, wenn das Wort mit einem Vokal anfängt, zugleich wird das Präfix umgestellt, lautet also \textit{ni}.

In Sub Toba gilt folgendes:


Das \textit{u} und das \textit{j} sind nie Anfangskonsonanten.

II. Vor Vokalen findet immer Umstellung statt.

III. Nasallate befolgen die allgemeine Regel für Konsonanten, also keine Umstellung.

Der dairische und der mandailingische Dialekt dagegen haben alles gleichgemacht, dort lautet das Affix immer \textit{ni}.

Metathesis von -\textit{in}- im Altjavaneischen habe ich nicht erwähnt gefunden.

In Atjeh kommt ebenfalls ein Infix -\textit{eun}- (aus -\textit{in}-) in passiver Bedeutung vor. Die Insfigierung, bzw. Präfigierung bei zweisilbigen Grundwörtern — nur diese kommen hier in Betracht — geschieht folgendermaßen:


\footnote{H. N. van der Tunk, Tobasche spraakkunst I, II. Amsterdam 1864, 1867 § 114, 26, 17, 7 Anm. 6. Acta orientalis. IX.}
II. Fängt das Grundwort mit einem Vokal (Hamzah) an, so wird das Infix zum Präfix und dazu noch umgestellt.

Es scheinen aber diese Bildungen selten zu sein; man umgeht sie durch eine andere Konstruktion des Satzes.\(^1\)

III. Die Nasallante weisen keine Einheitlichkeit auf. Ist \(ng\) Anfangskonsonant, so wird umgestellt: \(ngieng, neungieng\); die mit \(m\) anfangenden Wörter jedoch insigieren -eun- in der gewöhnlichen Weise: \(máníñ, meunándê, mátê, meunatê\). Eine -eun-Bildung eines mit \(nj\) anfangenden Wortes liegt nicht vor; Wörter mit \(n\) als Anfangskonsonanten bedürfen keiner Erwähnung, da sich hier nichts entscheiden läßt.\(^2\)

Aus diesem Überblick geht hervor, daß besonders Vokale, Semi-Vokale und die Liquidae \(r, l\) Metathesis hervorrufen.

Absichtlich sind bis jetzt nur die Formen, in welchen die Partikel \(in\) sich umgestalten kann, behandelt worden; von der Bedeutung ist in diesem Kapitel noch nichts gesagt. Bevor wir zu dieser Untersuchung schreiten, möchte ich in Erinnerung bringen, daß Brandes sich das Infix als perfektumverzeichnend gedacht hat, Adriani dies zum Präteritum erweitert hat. Was das Verhältnis zwischen -\(in\)- und \(ni\)- betrifft, so nahm Adriani an, daß das Infix nicht anders entstanden sei als durch Umstellung aus dem Präfix \(ni\); Präfix \(ni\)- und Infix -\(in\)- seien ganz gleichwertig.\(^3\) Wenn man aber in Betracht zieht, daß die Frage \(ni\)- oder -\(in\)- in Tontemboan im Passiv von phonetischen Umständen bedingt ist, das Aktiv dazu wohl eine Partikel \(ni\)- kennt, doch nicht -\(in\)-, so scheint es gewagt, die beiden Partikeln einander ganz gleichzustellen, sei es auch, daß in manchen Fällen Metathesis nachweisbar ist.

Um diese Frage näher zu klären, werden jetzt zuerst einige Beispiele des Gebrauches der Partikel -\(in\)- in Tontemboan angeführt,

---

\(^1\) Ich verdanke diese Mitteilung Herrn H. T. Damsté in Oegstgeest bei Leiden.

\(^2\) Das hier von Atjeh Gesagte und die weiterhin angeführten Beispiele sind einem Manuskript entnommen, dem Diktat eines Schülers des Herrn Professors Snouck Hurgronje.

\(^3\) Tontemb. spr., p. 171.
die alle im Präteritum stehen: tambisa n iitu em pinangipi karêngana n iitu e manuala [das Hirschschwein spricht:] so wie es geträumt ist, muß es geschehen; ipi Gw. von träumen; wer es geträumt hat, ist hier keine gleichgültige Sache, das Hirschschwein betont, bringt zum Ausdruck, daß es so geträumt hat, ohne expressis verbis zu sagen: ich habe es geträumt, eine Tatsache, die übrigens beiden Parteien schon bekannt war. — sapa m pinangipi-ngipimu² was ist es denn, das du geträumt hast? — Nicht: was ist es denn, das geträumt worden ist von dir?; es handelt sich nicht nur um den Inhalt des Geträumten, sondern auch um denjenigen, der es geträumt hat. Im Deutschen haben ‚du‘ und ‚geträumt‘ beide Nachdruck. — en aku n tinitjasang-kê e Ito’ku³ da ich von meinem Oheim und den Seinigen im Stich gelassen bin; tintjas Gw. von davonlaufen, schnell laufen; tinitjasan aku man ist von mir weggelaufen; die Hinzufügung von -in- ändert die Bedeutung derart, daß jetzt gesagt wird, es gibt jemanden, der das Davonlaufen auf seinem Gewissen hat, in der Übersetzung ausgedrückt durch ‚im Stich lassen‘. — ta’an da‘itja nitjuman tu’tu‘ ja nimawësu-o si Toro winësu-kê in susuwa in tu’tu‘⁴ aber sie haben keinen Reis gegessen und doch war der Mann gesättigt, er war vom Dampfe des Reises gesättigt worden; vësu gesättigt; maëwësu im Zustande der Sättigung sein, es ist von einem Agens gar nicht die Rede, dagegen: winësu jemand hat veranlaßt, daß der Mann gesättigt ist.


¹ Tontemb. Teksten, p. 13.
³ Ebenda, p. 31.
⁴ Ebenda, p. 85.
zwischen -in-Form und i-Passiv, so geht daraus hervor, daß bei ersterem der Agens weniger hervortritt und sich nicht so offensichtlich, klar und vorherrschend benimmt. Zugleich fühlt man, daß bei der -in-Form der Zusammenhang nach der anderen Seite, mit dem Objekt also, nicht ganz unterbrochen ist. Spricht man eine Verbalform mit -in-Infex aus, dann lenken sich die Gedanken notwendig auch auf das Objekt. Um diese nach zwei Seiten sich verbreitenden Beziehungen nachzuprüfen, muß man das Prädikatswort an sich betrachten. In jedem passiven Satze ist ja das Subjekt des Satzes, der Patiens, Hauptperson oder Hauptsache, das Prädikatswort bezieht sich immer darauf. Aber nun kommt dazu, daß den austronesischen Sprachen, soweit sie es noch nicht verloren haben, ein Mittel zur Verfügung steht, am Prädikatswort mit subtilen Unterscheidungen die Art anzugeneben, in der eine Handlung, dem logischen Objekt gegenüber, vonstatten geht. Stellt man i-, -ön und -in- nebeneinander, so ist i- das Mittel, die Aufmerksamkeit des Hörers für die Person (die Sache) zu fordern, welche die Handlung hervorrufet oder, genauer, die Handlung vor dem inneren Auge zu skizzieren als eine, die von einer bestimmten Person verrichtet wird; -ön verlangt die volle Aufmerksamkeit für das Objekt (Patiens); das Band zwischen dem, was geschieht, und dem Objekt, das schon da ist, weil letzteres Subjekt des Satzes ist, wird fester; es ist kein Raum übrig, etwas anderem seine Aufmerksamkeit zu widmen; -in- aber zwingt den Zuhörer, seine Aufmerksamkeit nach zwei Seiten hin zu lenken, einerseits dem Agens zu, anderseits nach dem Patiens, nicht ausschließlich nach der einen oder der anderen Seite, wie es i- und -ön-Passiv tun, es läßt gewissermaßen weder Agens noch Patiens los, beide werden im Worte, in welchem es als Infix beschlossen liegt, festgehalten. Es erinnert an den Agens, weniger nachdrücklich als i-, es erinnert gleichzeitig an den Patiens, weniger nachdrücklich als -ön; es nimmt, kurz gesagt, eine Stellung ein zwischen i- und -ön, es ist die Synthese beider, förmlich und dem Sinne nach, aus i + ön und deren Kontraktion entstanden. Daß das Pöpöp ausgeschieden wird, stimmt genau mit dem überein, was dann eintritt, wenn -ön an ein auf offenen Vokal endendes Wort angehängt wird.
Das Infix -in- tritt also als eine neue Nuancierung auf — die jedoch sehr alt ist —, als ein Ausgleich zwischen i- und -én, und in einem Satze, in welchem eine Verbalform mit -in- gebraucht wird, findet der Redende weder Veranlassung, den Agens hervorzuheben, noch alle Aufmerksamkeit für den Patiens zu beanspruchen, an beides denkt er, er bevorzugt keines.

Zur näheren Bestätigung des Gesagten lassen wir noch einige Beispiele folgen — es würde leicht sein, sie unbeschränkt zu vermehren —, in denen die i-, -én (-an) und -in-Formen vom selben Grundworte nebeneinander stehen:

sowat Gw. von antworten. I mareng-o-mange si airu'ndu' wo sumisil in aisowat i Tjaakawan¹ der Gesandte kehrte zurück und erzählte, daß die Jüngste geantwortet hätte. — II sowatēn-o i Tjawok ēn iitu, kuana-o² die Maus antwortete, sagend: — III janta'an sinowat(ē)kē' ka'i i Tjalowatan in tana'is³ aber das Hirschschwein antwortete wiederum nur dieses.

In I handelt es sich darum, was die Jüngste [der Schwestern] gesagt hat, in II um den Inhalt der Antwort, in III wird die Aufmerksamkeit sowohl dem, der antwortet (das Hirschschwein), als dem, was er sagen will, zugewandt.

indo Gw. von nehmen, fangen. I itjatēka'-mai an dano iitu sera, ja iindo-o e anak i Mašsa-ēsa kulintam bu'nut⁴ als sie an jenes Wasser gekommen waren, nahmen die Söhne der Witwe ein kulintang (Musikinstrument) von Holz. — II mangekē'-indon-ai ēn oli-oli'ṭju a si Wolai⁵ geh mal hin und nimm dem Affen meine Mundharfe ab. — III ja siitu wo niindo si Sangawirang⁶ also fingen sie die S. (eine Fischart).

I drückt aus, daß die Söhne der Witwe an dem kulintang die Tat „nehmen“ verrichtet, in II muß die Mundharfe (das Objekt)

¹ Tontemb. Teksten, I 37.
² Ebenda, p. 6.
³ Ebenda, p. 13.
⁴ Ebenda, p. 103.
⁵ Ebenda, p. 7.
⁶ Ebenda, p. 20.
genommen werden, III ist ein Satz ohne etwaigem Nachdruck oder, wenn man will, Objekt und Subjekt, Patiens und Agens stehen einander gleich, i. c. der Fänger und das Gefangene.

**saput** Gw. von umwickeln, einwickeln. I ja isaput(e)na-o tu’u mange si Wolai en iitü¹ und er umwickelte den Affen damit. — Das Objekt (en iitü), i. c. eine Jacke, ist Subjekt des Satzes und Nominativ. — II ja talos l’or sawo karapi in do’kos itu ja saputen² es wird sehr schön sein, wenn dein Kopf dazu umwickelt wird. — III ja si meong airapiera-o-mange ta’an sinaputera-ke’³ die Katze hatten sie (mit sich) mitgebracht, aber sie hatten sie eingewickelt.

In I wird dem schlauen Marder, der den Affen anführt, mehr Interesse entgegengebracht als diesem, in II ist das Wichtige das, was umgewickelt wird, in III folgt nach einem i-Passiv das -in-Passiv. Beim ersten sieht man gewissermaßen die Leute die Katze mitbringen, sie sind tätig; sinaputera ist neutral, eine freiere Übersetzung könnte lauten: 'Die Katze hatten sie wohl mit sich mitgebracht, aber eingewickelt.'

**ema’** Gw. von machen, tun, erledigen. I javo itu iema’na tumbalan⁴ darauf machte er einen Griff daran. — II in tarepe’-ke’ ema’anta-o si wasamiow tumëna iitü⁵ lassen wir jetzt jenen guten Gedanken von euch ausführen. — III aiwe’e se pongkor(e)ku niindo in tjolombuang niema’ku⁶ den man mir gegeben hat für meinen Fisch, in der Reuse, die ich gemacht habe, gefangen. — In Tontemboan ist Fisch Plural.

In I tritt die Person, die den Griff gemacht hat, hervor, nicht die Sache, worfür er gemacht wird; in II handelt es sich um das Ausführen des guten Gedankens; daß 'wir' die ausführenden Personen sind, ist von nebensächlicher Bedeutung; in III sind Leute da gewesen, die die Sachen (i. c. eine Jacke und eine Hose), welche an die Stelle

---

¹ Tontemb. Teksten, I p. 10.
² Ebenda, p. 10.
³ Ebenda, p. 78.
⁴ Ebenda, p. 31.
⁵ Ebenda, p. 18.
⁶ Ebenda, p. 30.
des Fisches getreten sind, gegeben haben (aiwe′e, i-Passiv), aber dann sind 'Reuse' (Agens) und 'Fisch' (Patiens), später 'ich' (Agens) und 'Reuse' (Patiens) auf gleichem Niveau.


Ist also -in- eine Passivform, der neben i- und -ön-Passiv eine Stelle gebührt, so ist dennoch die Annahme Brandes': -in- sei Perfektum, oder die Adrianis, es sei präteritumverzeichnend, durchaus nicht unberechtigt. Die oben erwähnten Beispiele standen alle im Präteritum, man könnte gleichfalls sagen, in allen diesen Fällen hatte -in- die Nebenbedeutung eines Präteritums. Doch muß sogleich betont werden, daß ein -in-Passiv auch etwas anderes als Präteritum sein kann, nämlich Präsens und Futurum (Conditionalis), aber die Fälle sind selten. Hier folgen einige: sama′ re′e, e pojo′ku, eng kita pinaalianu-o-mai sēra2 das ist gut, Enkelsohn, daß du uns Fleisch bringst; ali Gw. von bringen; kine3 man sagt.

Doch bleibt es wahr, daß das -in-Passiv fast immer Präteritumbedeutung hat. Die Frage muß gestellt werden, weshalb dem so ist.

Im allgemeinen machen die austronesischen Sprachen keinen Zeitunterschied der Verbalformen oder zeitweilig als Verbum auftretenden Nominalformen. Dieselbe Form kann, je nachdem, ein Ereignis in der Vergangenheit, in der Gegenwart und in der Zukunft bezeichnen,4

1 Tontemb. Tekaten, I p. 9.
2 Ebenda, p. 75.
3 Ebenda, p. 18.
4 Hilfswörter, die man gebraucht, wenn dieser Umstand sich als eine Lücke fühlbar macht, kommen hier nicht in Betracht.
sie umfaßt das, was in der niederländischen Sprachlehre unvollendet vergangene Zeit (Imperfektum), unvollendet gegenwärtige Zeit (Präsens), unvollendet zukünftige Zeit (Futurum) heißt. Da, wie oben bemerkt, jede Verbalform, ohne weitere Präzisierung, imperfektiv ist, so machen die drei Formen: ich schrieb (war schreibend), ich schreibe (bin schreibend), ich werde schreiben, zusammen das Imperfektum in weiterem Sinne aus.

Es gibt jedoch wohl ein Mittel, dies gesamte Imperfektum vom Perfektum zu unterscheiden, doch muß sogleich bemerkt werden, daß dieses sg. Perfektum ein Imperfektum in der Vergangenheit bezeichnet. Die Sachlage ist in Tontemboan am deutlichsten am Aktiv zu demonstrieren.


1 p. 19.
2 Tontemb. Teksten, I 112.
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ma- und -um-Formen zusammen das Imperfektum, in weitestem Sinne, des Aktivs bilden.

Nun läßt sich von diesem Imperfektum ein Perfektum bilden durch Präfigierung von ni-, das, im Gegensatz zu einem zweiten Perfektum, von dem später die Rede sein wird, hier altes Perfektum genannt wird. Mit dieser Partikel versehen, wird die Handlung über die ganze Linie von Futurum bis Imperfektum (als Zeitbenennung) in eine Vergangenheit versetzt, die augenblicklich abgeschlossen ist; die mit ni- versehenen Verbalformen umfassen also: das Perfektum im engeren Sinne (niederl.: vollendet gegenwärtige Zeit), das Plusquamperfektum (vollendet vergangene Zeit), das Futurum exactum (vollendet zukünftige Zeit). Doch hat es mit dem Worte 'Perfektum', das nur aus Mangel an einem besseren gebraucht wird, seine eigene Bewandtnis. Ganz wie die Handlung an dieser Seite der Scheidewand imperfektivisch ist, ist sie es auch an jener Seite, nach Präfigierung von ni-; masēra ich aß (war essend), ich esse (bin essend), ich werde essen; nimasēra ich hatte gegessen (war essend gewesen), ich habe gegessen (bin essend gewesen), ich werde gegessen haben (werde essend gewesen sein). In demselben Verhältnis steht sumēra zu nisumēra. Weitere Beispiele des Gebrauches von ni: ja tumo'or -o-mai si Tu'a nimarēngis-o ē litjur1 [aber der Holzstoß brannte noch nicht bis auf die Hälfte, da geschah es, daß] die Antilope aufstand, ihr Rücken war schon verbrannt. — ja maēga-o-mai se nīmumukut vo’ō2 alsdann gingen wieder auseinander diejenigen, die angesessen haben würden. — nitumē’ēp-o-ka3 hingen über, d. h. verkehrten im Zustande von überhangen, aber: tumē’ēp machte die neigende Bewegung zum Überhangen. — ja nimua'-o4 [und sie sahen, daß] schon Früchte (am Baume) waren. Weiter wird ni- in adverbialem Ausdrücken, im Komparativ und Superlativ gebraucht.5

1 Tontemb. Teksten, I 7.
2 Ebenda, p. 41.
3 Ebenda, p. 45.
4 Ebenda, p. 54.
5 Tontemb. spr., p. 163.
Die eigentliche Bedeutung von ni- — das geht aus den Bei-
spielen genügend hervor — ist ‚schen‘. Das sieht man am deut-
lichsten da, wo das Wort noch als selbständige Partikel empfunden
wird und ausgelassen sein könnte, ohne dem Sinne zu schaden;
anderseits ist es bisweilen derart mit der Verbalform verwachsen,
daß das Ganze nur Perfektum ist und ni- seine Selbständigkeit dabei
eingebüßt hat.

Die Hinzufügung von ni- besagt also, daß die Handlung schon
gewesen ist, sie war im Gange, ist es jetzt nicht mehr. Es war
einer damit beschäftigt, in einem Zeitraum, der abgeschlossen ist.
Hieraus folgt, wenn auch die Handlung als vor sich gehend
geschildert wird, daß sie im jetzigen Augenblick perfekt ist.
Doch bleibt dies eine sekundäre Konklusion. Es kann uns daher
nicht wundern, daß die Sprache, wenn sie über ein Mittel verfügen
würde, um ‚unvollendet‘ und ‚vollendet‘ voneinander zu unterscheiden,
dieses Mittel zur Andeutung derselben Handlungen verwenden könnte,
welche man auch durch das Nichtanwenden oder Anwenden von ni-
unterscheiden kann. Aber nichtsdestoweniger sagt man in beiden
Fällen nicht gerade dasselbe; es ist dieselbe Handlung, aber unter
verschiedener Beleuchtung. Auf diese Weise kann eine unmittelbar-
perfektive oder -perfektivische Form (neues Perfektum) an die Stelle
der mittelbar-perfektiven ni-Form treten (altes Perfektum).

Diesen Prozeß sieht man in Tontemboan im Passiv anfangen.
Was das i-Passiv anbelangt, so ist hier das alte Perfektum behalten,
doch lautet das Präfix a-.

Adriani nimmt an, dieses a- sei aus nimai- verkürzt, wie denn
in Tombulu das Perfektumzeichen tatsächlich nimei- oder mei-
lautet. Tomb. ei = Tontemb. ai, Gw. von hierherkommen; der Auslaut kann
leicht mit dem i-Anfangslaut des Passivs zusammenfließen.1 Bolaang
Mongondow ai bedeutet ‚schen, schon im Gange‘;2 Tontemboan ai

1 J. L. A. Brandes, Une forme verbale particulière du Tombulu, in: Hom-
mage au Congrès des Orientalistes de Hanoi de la part du Bataviasech Genoot-
wird, ein wenig anders, im Sinne von 'scheun, schon gewesen' ge- 
braucht. Es liegt also auf der Hand, Tontemb. ə als Verkürzung 
von ai zu betrachten; Tombulu nimei erweist sich demnach als eine 
Doppelbildung, wie sie in diesen Sprachen überhaupt häufig sind.

Aber beim -in-Passiv wie auch beim -ən-Passiv verhält sich die 
Sache anders. Im -in-Passiv wird erstens gesagt, daß die Handlung 
passiv ist, zweitens, daß Agens und Patiens in ihr zusammenkommen. 
Diese Tatsache erweckt die Vorstellung, daß die Handlung sich nun auch 
ererwacht, sich vollzieht oder vollzogen ist. Beim ə-Passiv wird gesagt: 
es gibt eine passive Handlung und es ist ein Agens damit beschäftigt, 
beim -ən-Passiv hingegen: eine passive Handlung ist da und außerdem 
ein Objekt dieser Handlung; es wird aber nicht gesagt, in welchem Stadium die Handlung sich befindet, darüber gibt die Form 
keinen Aufschluß. Doch im -in-Passiv kommen drei Faktoren zu- 
sammen: die passive Handlung, der schaffende Agens, der erleidende 
Patiens, dies alles macht die Handlung perfekt.

Aus obigen Beispielen war ersichtlich, daß in den weitaus 
meisten Fällen das -in-Passiv perfektive Bedeutung hat. Vom Ge-
biete des Imperfekts (im weitaussten Sinne) hat -in- sich fast zurück-
gezogen. Deshalb nähert man sich der wirklichen Sachlage, wenn 
man -in- ein Zeichen des Perfekts nennt, i. c. des neuen Perfekts, 
in dem Sinne eines 'Sich-vollzogen-Haben' (Perfektum, Plusquamper- 
fektum, Futurum exactum) und eines 'Sich-Vollziehen' (das französi-
sche Passé défini). Es bleibt jedoch die passive Bedeutung immer 
die primäre, die perfektive ist die sekundäre.

In benachbarten Sprachen hat die Entwicklung den Weg ge-
nommen, daß die perfektive Bedeutung immer mehr in den Vorder-
grund gerückt ist, dermaßen, daß es Sprachen gibt, in denen -in-
ausschließlich Perfektsymbole ist.

Aus dieser Erörterung folgt, daß der Name 'Perfektum' für 
die mit -in- zusammengesetzten Verbalformen richtiger ist als 'Prä-
teritum'; denn insoweit die -in-Form im Imperfektum (niederl. un-
vollendet vergangene Zeit) steht, geschieht dies kraft der ursprüng-
llichen Bedeutung der Partikel als Passiv, in derselben Weise, wie
sie auch Präsens oder Futurum sein kann. Das neue Perfektum mit -\textit{in}- erstreckt sich auf das Gebiet des alten Perfektums und reicht noch darüber hinaus (Passé défini), eine \textit{ni}-Form des neuen Perfektums kann es also nicht geben.

In Tontemboan ist die perfektive Bedeutung von -\textit{in}- schon so stark geworden, daß es als Perfektum des -\textit{en}-Passivs in Gebrauch gekommen ist. Man könnte fragen, weshalb -\textit{in}- als Perfektum von -\textit{en} wohl auftritt, das -\textit{i}Passiv aber beim alten Perfektum beharrt. Die Erklärung scheint diese: -\textit{in}- besagt, daß die Handlung von jemandem an dem Objekt vollzogen wird; das Objekt wird von der Handlung betroffen, die Handlung vollzieht sich an dem Objekt, nicht an dem Agens, an dem nichts geändert wird.

In Sprachlehren philippinischer Sprachen findet man den Aus- spruch, daß -\textit{in}- das Perfektum von -\textit{en} sei. Dies ist insoweit annehmbar, als es den wirklichen Zustand wiedergibt; jedoch würde es ohne weitere Ausführung ein fälsches Bild ergeben. Fassen wir das betreffs -\textit{i}- und -\textit{en} Gesagte zusammen, so ergibt sich, daß -\textit{in}- im Perfektum zugleich an die Stelle von -\textit{en} getreten ist und der Gebrauch von -\textit{en} sich auf das Imperfektum (im weitesten Sinne) beschränkt, aber damit sind -\textit{in}- und -\textit{en} noch nicht ein und dasselbe. Beide sind Defektiva, die einander ergänzen, doch bleibt die Tatsache bestehen, daß die Sprache auf das Perfektum des -\textit{en}-Passivs verzichtet hat und daß sie von dem Mittel, durch -\textit{in}- sowohl auf Agens als auf Patiens hinzuweisen, was das Imperfektum betrifft, einen sehr sparsamen Gebrauch macht. Man könnte auch sagen, daß das alte Perfektum von -\textit{in}- und -\textit{en} in das neue Perfektum aufgegangen ist.

Eine Synthese von Präfix -\textit{i}- und Suffix -\textit{an}, in derselben Weise, wie -\textit{i}- und -\textit{en} sich zu -\textit{in}- mischen, kommt in Tontemboan nicht vor und ist mir auch in den anderen Sprachen der Gruppe nicht bekannt. Das dritte Passiv, im Falle das Objekt indirekt ist, lautet in Tontemboan -\textit{in}- — — -\textit{an}, z. B. si \textit{Rompas pinaompèran e makawale in}

\footnote{Spuren von ehemals getrenntem Vorkommen im selben Worte, auch im Imperfektum (Präsen, Futurum), in Bolaang Mongondow, s. Bijdr. Kon. Inst. 85, p. 597.}
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\textit{sēra}^1 \textit{die Bewohner des Hauses haben für R. Fleisch aufgetragen; omper Gw. von etwas irgendwo niedersetzen, aufsetzen. Wie zu erwartet, ist die Form Perfektum. Beispiel des Gebrauches von \textit{-in-} - \textit{-an} im Präsens: (si lopa'\textit{na} si nilukutan-o in do'\textit{ong} in Tja-poja in tarepe'} (die Ebene) in der jetzt das Dorf Kapoja liegt.\textsuperscript{2} Die anderen Sprachen weisen in dieser Hinsicht keinen Unterschied gegen das Tontemboanische auf, und es kann deshalb auf weitere Beispiele verzichtet werden.

Hinsichtlich der Affixe der austronesischen Sprachen kann im allgemeinen beobachtet werden, daß sie, neben ihrer eigenen Bedeutung, in Juxtaposition zu Bildungen mit anderen Affixen und verwandter Bedeutung eine sekundäre erhalten können. Ein Beispiel lieferte das anläßlich der gegenseitigen Beeinflussung von \textit{ma-} und \textit{-um-} Gesagtes.\textsuperscript{3} Es kommt auch vor, daß in einem Falle die primäre, in einem anderen Falle die sekundäre Bedeutung vorherrschend ist. Im folgenden wird ein Überblick der philippinischen Sprachen gegeben werden, aus dem man ersehen kann, wie sehr die sekundäre Bedeutung von \textit{-in-} zugenommen hat.\textsuperscript{4}

In Tagalog, Bikol und Bisaya ist \textit{-in-} Perfektum von \textit{-in}. Wir wissen jetzt, wie dies aufgefaßt werden muß. Wird die \textit{-in-}Form durch Voranstellung vom Artikel substantiviert und verliert sie damit den Zeitbegriff, so fällt die perfektivische Bedeutung des Infizes weg und nur die passive bleibt übrig, z. B. Tagalog: \textit{dinamēhan nya ang kinūha nya ng såging} das von ihm Genommenwerden von Bananen wurde von ihm viel gemacht, d. h. er nahm viele Bananen; \textit{dāmi} Menge; \textit{kuha} Gw. von nehmen.

Diese drei Sprachen reduplizieren die imperfektiven Verbalformen, obendrein sind Präsens und Imperfektum einerseits, Futurum anderseits unterschieden, z. B. Tagalog, von \textit{salat}, Gw. von schreiben, lautet

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{1} Tontemb. Teksten, I 105.
  \item \textsuperscript{2} Ebenda, p. 141.
  \item \textsuperscript{3} Oben p. 40.
  \item \textsuperscript{4} Siehe für die Weise, in der die verschiedenen Sprachen \textit{-in-} infigieren, oben p. 28ff.
\end{itemize}
das zweite Passiv im Futurum *susulatēn*, Perfektum *sinulat* (*sin-
ulat*), Präsens und Imperfektum *sinusulat*, ein Kompromiß von Per-
fektum und Futurum, wörtlich: ich schrieb und werde schreiben (ich
hatte geschrieben und sollte schreiben), d. h. die Handlung hat zwar
schon angefangen, ist aber noch nicht beendet. Tagalog, Bikol und
Bisaya haben hier ein Mittel entwickelt, den Anfang eines Zeit-
unterschiedes einzuführen.

Im ersten Passiv ist *-in-* ebenfalls als Zeichen des Perfekiums
durchgedrungen, das alte Perfektum (in Tontemboan *a-*) ist ver-
schwunden; dies war nur dadurch ermöglicht, daß das Gefühl für
den passiven Wert der Partikel zurückgedrängt und die perfektivische
Bedeutung vorherrschend wurde. Man sagt also in Tagalog von
bigáy Gw. von geben, im ersten Passiv, Perfektum: *ibinigay*. Folgendes
Schema läßt sich aufstellen:

Tagalog *pútol* Gw. von schlagen.

Erstes Passiv.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fut. <em>ipuputol</em></th>
<th>Präs./Imperf. <em>ipipututol</em></th>
<th>Perfektum <em>ipinutol</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Zweites Passiv (*-in-*-*en*).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fut. <em>puputolin</em></th>
<th>Präs./Imperf. <em>pinuputol</em></th>
<th><em>pinutol</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Die drei Sprachen sind jedoch noch weiter gegangen; indem
sie die passive Bedeutung von *-in-* ganz ausschalteten, haben sie das
Infix als Zeichen des Perfekiums auf das Aktiv übertragen, sowohl
Durativ als Aorist. In Tagalog lautet das Präfix des Durativs *ma-*,
im Perfektum *na-*, die erste Silbe *mi* [*m + in + a*] wird abgeworfen;
Bisaya macht dasselbe, Bikol behält die ganze Form *mina-* bei.

Im Aorist wird *-in-* vor *-um-* eingeschoben. In Tagalog geht
Vokalassimilation damit zusammen, und die neue Form wird zu-
gleich kontrahiert; z. B. *sumulat*, *sinumulat*, *sungmculat*, und auch
diese Form ist nur in entfernten Orten erhalten geblieben, in Manila
und Umgebung sagt man jetzt *sumulat*, so auch in Präsens und Im-
perfektum, statt *sungmuskulat*, *sumusulat*.1 Diesen neuen Bildungen

---

1 Lópe, o. e., p. 85.
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Das Ilokano zeigt Eigentümlichkeiten auf. Erstens werden die imperfektiven Formen (richtiger, die eine imperfektive Form, welche Futurum, Präsens und Imperfektum in einem ist) bisweilen reduziert, dann wieder nicht. Reduplikation findet man nur, wenn das Imperfektive der Handlung besonders betont werden soll; es sind nebeineinander zu finden, vom Gw. surat: aqsurqurat is writing; vom Gw. tugaw: aqtugawak I am sitting. Dies trifft für Aktiv und Passiv zu: itutugaw (he) is sitting (continuously, habitually). Im Futurum wird noch ein Hilfswort gebraucht. Weiter wird -in- nicht nur im Perfektum angewendet, sondern auch in der unvollendet vergangenen Zeit (das sg. Imperfektum, als Zeitbenennung), ist daher Präteritum. Die Grenze des -in-Gebrauches liegt also zwischen Imperfektum und Präsens.

1 Möglicherweise gibt es einen Unterschied in der Aussprache und wird das m im Perfektum verdoppelt; dies wird jedoch nirgendwo erwähnt, beim Schreiben wenigstens geschieht es nicht.
2 De S. Agustin, o. c., p. 62.
3 In Magindanao, s. unten.
4 Méntrida, o. c., p. 140.
5 Lopez, o. c., p. 54, 60.
6 Ebenda, p. 74.

Im Aktiv ist -in- wieder Präteritumzeichen, und es kommt noch hinzu, daß im Durativ bei Eigenschaftswörtern das Präfix ma- lautet „in the case of qualities of transitory character“, indem „a more permanent quality“ durch na-, aus mina- verkürzt, ausgedrückt wird: si Maria naangaw M. ist in heiterer Laune, aber: si M. naangaw M. hat eine heitere Art. Das Präfix ag- wird im Präteritum nag-

Im Aorist wird -in- + -um- zusammengezogen zu -imm-, z. B. von daikel groß, dimmakel (d + in + um + akel) wurde größer, wuchs; dimmakidakel (d + in + um + akdikel) war wachsend, nachdrücklich imperfektiv, doch Präsens nimmer mit -in-: dumakel oder dumakidakel wächst.

Als Präteritum von matay (p + um + atay, mit Hinweglassung der ersten Silbe) wird natay (m + in + atay, wiederum mit Abwerfung der ersten Silbe) gebraucht.

Ibanag. Im Passiv ist -in- auf das Perfektum beschränkt; -in- ist also Perfektum des Passivs auf -an (= *-øn), z. B. balattan wurde, wird entfernt, wird entfernt werden; Gw. balot; binalot war entfernt usw., auch: wurde entfernt (Passé défini). Auch das i-Passiv bildet das Perfektum durch Insfigierung von -in-, indem es zu gleicher Zeit die Partikel umstellt, z. B. singan Gw. von sehen, isingan, gesagt von demjenigen, womit man sieht, z. B. einer Lampe, inisingan dasjenige, womit gesehen worden ist.

Im Aktiv ist -in- zuerst Perfektumzeichen des Durativs, es wird bald die ganze insfigierte Form, bald die abgekürzte gebraucht, z. B.

---

2 Vgl. Lopez, o. c., p. 48.
3 Lopez, o. c., p. 75.
4 Lopez, o. c., p. 62.
5 De Cuevas, o. c., p. 120.
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von ilug Wunsch, Begierde, mælug (ma + ilug) mit begierigen Augen anschen, minælug oder mælug.1 Auch das Perfektum des Aorists wird mittels *-in*- gebildet, hierbei tritt Vokalassimilation ein, z. B. kan Gw. von essen, kuman, *kinuman, *kiniman, kiminan (mit Metathesis). Es kann aber auch sein, daß *-in*- nach *-um*- eingeschoben ist, vgl. oben sub Bikol.

In Pampana ist *-in*- Perfektum im Passiv, von *-an* (= *-ën*) und auch von i-; das Perfektum des i-Passivs verliert das i- oder, richtiger, das Perfektum wird ausschließlich mit *-in*- konstruiert; i- und *-an*-Passiv beschränken sich auf das (gesamte) Imperfektum.2

Im Aktiv ist *-in*- Zeichen des Perfektums im Durativ. Das Pampana unterscheidet sich insofern von den Schwestersprachen, daß Kontraktionen eintreten; Abkürzung auf (mi)na scheint nicht vorzukommen.3 Auch der Aorist weicht ab. Er lautet im Perfektum *-in*:: sulat, simulat, sinulat. Man scheint annehmen zu müssen, daß *-in*- + *-um*- zu *-in*- kontrahiert sind.

Bontok. Im Passiv ist *-in*- Perfektum des *-ën*-Passivs (*-en*, auch *-in* ausgesprochen). Beim i-Passiv wird *-in*- zwischen Präfix und Grundwort infiziert.

Im Aktiv ist *-in*- Perfektumzeichen für Durativ und Aorist; im Durativ wird mina- zu na abgekürzt, im Aorist geht *-in*- *-um*- voran, und die beiden Partikeln werden dann zusammengezogen zu *-inm*-, wie in Bisaya, aber ohne Assimilation.4

In Magindanao ist *-in*- nur noch Zeichen des Perfektums, im Passiv bei i- und *-en* Passiv. Statt *-en* findet man auch *-in* (= *-ën*), z. B. betad Gw. von stellen, iabetad, inibetad (= i + *in* + betad, mit Metathesis) sind gestellt worden, wurden gestellt (Passé défini); embal Gw. von machen, embalen, inembalen ist gemacht worden.

Während in anderen Sprachen im Perfektum das *-in*-Passiv an

---

1 Ebenda, p. 129. — Im Sangiresischen ist ilug Gw. von „von der Seite ansehen“.
2 Bergaño, o. c., Cap. III.
3 Ebenda, Cap. IV.
4 Seidenadél, o. c., passim.

Acta orientalis. IX.
die Stelle des -en-Passivs tritt, ist in Magindanao der Gedanke an den passiven Wert von -in- verschwunden, denn es wird ein neues, drittes Passiv mit i- und -en gebildet, dessen Perfektum wieder -in-
hinzugefügt bekommt, also: inibetaden (i+in+betad+en) (das Buch)
ist von mir gestellt worden; pila isukain nengka ibetas kuseka? how
much do you want to take me to the other side of the river? (für wie-
viel wird es von dir zugestanden, daß ich den Fluß hinüberfahre?).

Die Konstruktion binilangku ich habe gezählt (Gw. bilang)

ist also in Magindanao eine entleerte Form, da -in- als allgemeiner
Hinweis nach Agens und Patiens seine Bedeutung verloren hat, nur
der spezielle Hinweis (-ku) bleibt übrig.

Im Aktiv ist -in- ebenfalls Zeichen des Perfektums. Was das Durativ
betrifft, so findet man nebeneinander: mina-, na-, dialektisch mia (das n
ist weggefallen); im Aorist kann -in- -um- entweder folgen oder voran-
gehen, z. B. von lutad Gw. von hinuntergehen, lumutad, linumutad;
von dado Gw. von pflügen, dumado, duminado, auch hier fällt dialektisch
das n weg: sumiurat statt suminurat, Gw. surat, daneben: sinumulat.

Im Sangiresischen im Passiv ist -in- Präteritum von -ang, -eng,
-eng (*-en, *-an^4), und, wie es scheint, auch von i.-

Im Aktiv wird -in- ebenso als Zeichen des Präteritums gebraucht.

Die Durativpräfixe ma-, me- usw. werden na-, ne- usw. Im Aorist
wird -in- vor -um- eingeschoben und weiter zu -im- kontrahiert.
Ist der Aorist eine abgekürzte Form, wie mate für *pumate, aus pate
der Tod, so wird diese als Grundwort betrachtet und -in- hinter dem
Quasi-Anfangskonsonanten eingeschoben: *minate, wiederum abgekürzt

In Tombulu kommen die drei Passive i-, -en (-an) und -in-
nebeneinander vor. Von den beiden ersten haben wir im Kapitel II

---

1 Juanmarti, a. e., p. 32—34, 57.
2 Ebenda, p. 33.
3 Ebenda, p. 25—27.
4 Oben p. 26, 27.
5 Adriani, Sang. spr., p. 86.
6 Ebenda, p. 106.
7 Ebenda, p. 145.
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und III Beispiele gegeben; Beispiele des -in-Passivs sind folgende: si Mamanua winunu ni Lumalungdung¹ M. ist von L. getötet worden; wunu Gw. von töten; rinēmuannu-mo um pahalēmaŋiku² mein Pinang (zum Betelkaufen) ist (mir) von dir gestohlen worden; vēmu Gw. von stehlen.


Das i-Passiv bildet ein altes Perfektum durch Voranstellung von nimei- oder mei-. Beispiele: sijang gumēnang u meikua ni kalona⁴ er dachte an das, was sein Freund gesagt hatte; meikua statt mei-ikua kann eine fahrlässige Orthographie sein, jedoch ist es auch möglich, daß die beiden aufeinanderfolgenden i zusammenfallen, wie in Tontemboan.

Das -en-Passiv kann sich auf die Zukunft und die Vergangenheit beziehen, doch weicht es im Perfektum dem Infix -in-, es kommt also vor, daß der -en-Form die Bedeutung eines Passé défini beigemessen werden muß, z.B. vōan vōunuēnna si kekekou itii vōan sērān⁵ und der kekekou (eine Art Vogel) wurde von ihm getötet und aufgegessen.

Die Bildung des Perfektums in Tombulu im Passiv läuft also der in Tontemboan parallel. Im Aktiv ist dies anders. Das Durativ kennt das alte Perfektum mit Präfix ni-, aber dessenungeseucht wird auch das Infix -in- als Perfektumzeichen im Aktiv, namentlich auch im Durativ, angewandt. Man findet sogar die Formen nima- und mina-

¹ Niemann, o. c., p. 59—60.
² Niemann, o. c., p. 59—60.
³ Ebenda, p. 59, Fußnote.
⁴ Ebenda, p. 58.
⁵ Ebenda, p. 66.
nebeneinander, z. B. *kai nimakailêk si kekekou, takar kai minakailêk am bene*¹ nachdem wir den *kekekou* bekommen hatten, (darauf) bekamen wir Reis; *ilêk* Gw. von sehen, *makailêk* zu sehen bekommen, ausfinden, bekommen; *kai* da; *takar* seitdem, von dem Augenblick an. — *kimua kamu en sijam bija kan ja kita ing kimau wo nimêlêp, reino minatiruw an rurumêran ja mei tarekan sija imbijamo nima- tiruw-o an rurumêran*² ihr habt gesagt, daß sie wieder hier ist, und wir haben gegessen und getrunken, aber die Sessel füllten sich nicht, erst jetzt, als sie hier ist, haben die Sessel sich gefüllt; *tiruw* Gw. von voll werden. — In diesen beiden Sätzen wird ein Unterschied zwischen *nimakailêk* und *minakailêk*, zwischen *nimatiruw* und *minatiruw* gemacht; die *ni*-Formen sind Perfektum und Plusquamperfektum, gehören also zum Gebiete des alten Perfektums, aber weil sie jenseits orientiert sind, können sie nicht eine sich vollziehende Handlung darstellen. Das kann nur das neue Perfektum kraft seiner das Passé définii einschließenden Bedeutung; es ist zu beobachten, daß die beiden mit *-in*- zusammengestellten, im Gegensatz zu *nimakailêk* und *nimatiruw* stehenden Formen *minakailêk* und *minakatiruw* ein Sich-Vollziehen andeuten, während die anderen von einem Sich-vollzogen-Haben reden.³ Das letztere könnte auch von einer *-in*-Form ausgedrückt werden; daß dies nicht geschieht, daß *-in*- gewissermaßen dieses Gebiet dem Präfix *ni*- überläßt, ist eine Anweisung dafür, daß altes und neues Perfektum, obwohl sie nicht dieselbe Vision auf die Handlung geben, für das Sprachgefühl einander doch sehr nahe stehen, was einer Vermischung von *ni*- und *-in*- dienlich sein muß.

Im Aorist finden wir dafür die weiteren Beweise, die Amalgamierung ist hier schon Ereignis. Das Perfektum wird durch Infigierung von *-in*- vor *-um*- gebildet, zusammengezogen *-im-*, aber diese Form kann imperfektive Bedeutung haben, also einer *ni*-Form

---

¹ Niemann, o. c., p. 56.
³ Vgl. *timêrutêrus* *minarêpes un tatajuan* plötzlich brach die Schaukel, ebenda, p. 56.
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entsprechen. Beispiel: ilêkênera um bata kimupit si têtûrûsan\(^1\) sie sahen den Stein, der den têtûrûsan (ein Priester) geklemmt hielt; kupit Gw. von klemmen.


---

\(^1\) Niemann, o. c., p. 55.
\(^2\) Ebenda, p. 53.
\(^3\) Bloomfield, o. c., I, p. 18.
\(^5\) Métrida, o. c., p. 51.
\(^6\) Ebenda, p. 51.
\(^7\) Kern, V. G. VIII 258.
Es scheint mir, daß na, ni nasalierte Formen von ta, ti sind, die bekannten Partikele, deren Bedeutung am besten mit 'die Grenze überschritten, jenseits der Grenze' wiedergegeben werden kann, die einmal wohl auch selbständige Wörter gewesen sind. So lassen sich auch Wörter wie ni ito' weiland Oheim, ni Agu\(^1\) weiland A. und der Gebrauch von ni- beim Komparativ\(^2\) erklären; wenn sie mit Verbalformen zusammengesetzt sind, wird die Bedeutung: die Grenze überschritten habend, jenseits der Grenze seielnd, vorbei, schon.

V. Schluß.

Im vorigen Kapitel ist von mehreren Sprachen die Rede gewesen, welche das -in-Infix auch dazu verwenden, im Aktiv das Perfektum oder Präteritum zu bezeichnen, sowohl im Durativ als im Aorist. Es gibt andere, die das Infix nur im Durativ gebrauchen. Zur ersten Gruppe gehören: Tagalog, Bikol, Bisaya, Iloko, Ibanag, Pampanga, Bontok, Magindanao, Sangaresisch, Tombulu und weiter: Bantik, Bentenan, Talaut, Gorontaloesisch, Bolaang Mongondow, Favorlang (Formosa);\(^3\) zur zweiten Gruppe: die parigi-kařischen Sprachen, die tominischen Sprachen der Nord- und Westküste der Tomini-Bucht und der Südküste bis 120° 30' ö. L. zwischen Linduiesch im Westen und Napuiesch im Osten, derart, daß die westlichen -in- im Durativ kennen, die östlichen nicht.\(^4\)

Das Tontemboanische gehört weder zur einen noch zur anderen Gruppe, weil es im Aktiv ausschließlich ni- kennt, und zwar als Zeichen des alten Perfektums, doch neigt dieses dazu, abgeschwächt zu werden, oft ist es zu i- verschwunden, und auch dieses i- wird bisweilen kaum vernehmlich ausgesprochen.\(^5\) In den Ost-Toradja-Sprachen, von Napu nach Osten, ist keine Spur davon zu finden.

Tombulu ist auf dem Scheideweg zwischen Tontemboan und den anderen Sprachen, denn es gebraucht ni- und -in- durcheinander.

\(^{1}\) Tontemb. spr., p. 179.
\(^{2}\) Ebenda, p. 153.
\(^{3}\) Ebenda, p. 151, 181.
\(^{4}\) Ebenda, p. 182.
\(^{5}\) Ebenda, p. 184.
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Das oben vom Tombulu Gesagte stützte sich auf Niemanns Abhandlung; diese gab eine Skizze der Sprache, wie sie vor ungefähr siebzig Jahren war, die Beispiele sind alle den dort angeführten, aus derselben Zeit herrührenden Texten entnommen. Etwa ein halbes Jahrhundert später hat sich die Sachlage geändert. Der Dialekt von Tara-tara bildet nun das Präteritum der maha-Gruppe1 mit ni-, also nimaha- usw., der Dialekt von Tomohon und Kakaskasen mit -in.

Was den Aorist betrifft, so hat man dieselbe Scheidung bei den abgekürzten Formen (menne aus enne, musu aus pusu usw.), also: Tara-tara nimuntöp = Tomohon-Kakaskasen minuntöp.2 Das Zeichen des Perfektums des i-Passivs (nimei-) hat in Tara-tara diese Form behalten, in Tomohon-Kakaskasen wird sie konsequent in eine -in-Form verwandelt: minei-. Im letzten Gebiete hat -in- also ni- gänzlich verdrängt. In Tara-tara hingegen lebt -in- nur, mit -um- zu -im- zusammengezogen, versteckt fort, ist sonst dem Präfix ni- gewichen. Die Vermischung beider Partikeln hat also in beiden Dialekten zu einem gerade umgekehrten Ergebnisse geführt; es folgt aus dieser Entwicklung weiter, daß, wenn einmal angefangen, die Vermischung sowohl auf den ausschließlichen Gebrauch von -in- als von ni- hinauslaufen kann.

Es wird von der Bare’e-Sprache gemeldet, daß sie einmal -in- als Infix bei den -um-Formen gekannt hat, trotzdem gehört das Bare’e zu den östlichen tominischen Sprachen, welche -in- nicht im Aktiv anwenden. Würde also der Gebrauch nur im Passiv dem in Aktiv und Passiv gefolgt sein? Dies wäre im Widerspruch mit dem Entwicklungsgang, wie oben angeführt.


1 Wahrscheinlich sind hier alle die mit ma-, maha-, maka-, maha-, maki-, mēki-, mēki-, ma — -an gebildeten Formen gemeint.

2 Tontemb. spr., p. 181.

3 Ebenda, p. 183 ff.
gebräuchlich war, aber jetzt zu einem toten Infix herabgesunken ist. Das Bare'e hat also zur westlichen Gruppe der tominischen Sprachen gehört, ist aber durch Verarmung abgefallen. Dasselbe kann bei anderen Sprachen in der Gegend der Fall sein.


Weil der i-Bestandteil des Infizes auf den Agens hinweist und dieser u. m. das Instrument, mit dem die Handlung verrichtet wird, sein kann, so muß man darauf gefaßt sein, diese Instrumentalbedeutung in der -in- (-eun-) Bildung wiederzufinden. In Atjeh ist dies tatsächlich der Fall, z. B. bantu helfen als Bundesgenosse, beunantu der oder das, mit dem geholfen wird, Helfer, Verstärkung von Bundesgenossen; teumpang stützen, teuneumpang womit gestützt wird, Bambuslatte; auch das schon genannte teumpat neurabé gehört hierzu. In anderen Sprachen kann -in- auch instrumentale Bedeutung haben, z. B. in Tagalog.

In Fidji kommt -in- als Infix vor in den Wörtern vinaka gut, zu gebrauchen, nützlich; dinau im Tausch, käuflich. Ersteres ist von vaka, Altjav. paka gebrauchen, und identisch mit Altjav. pinaka

---
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gebraucht als, zu etwas dienend; *dinau ist Altjav. *dinuwal zu Tausch(en), getauscht, verkauft, von *dewal.1 Beide Formen haben passive Bedeutung. Wenn es erlaubt ist, aus diesen wenigen Resten auf das, was die Sprache einst besessen hat, einen Schluß zu ziehen, so würden die austronesischen Sprachen vor der Abtrennung jener Gruppen, welche in Fidji und den Sprachen Polynesiens schließlich ihren letzten Ausläufer gefunden haben,2 das Infix -in- und folglich auch Präfix i- und Suffix -en als Zeichen des Passivs schon besessen haben, und so ist es in den westlichen Sprachen, wozu Batak, Altjavанisch und Atjeh gehören, geblieben.

Die Sprachen der philippinischen Gruppe, an erster Stelle die Sprachen der philippinischen Inseln, aber weiterhin auch die der nördlichen Hälfte Celebes' — man kann hier nur sehr im allgemeinen reden —, haben -in- weiter zum Zeichen des Perfektums oder Präteritums entwickelt, in diesem Prozeß sind sie mehr oder weniger weitgegangen.

Hinsichtlich der Tatsache, daß diese Entwicklung von -in- sich auf die philippinische Gruppe3 beschränkt hat, die — *grosso modo — westlichen Sprachen, deren Exponenten heutzutage u. m. Batak, (Alt-) Javanisch, Atjeh sind, den älteren Typus eines reinen Passivs bewahrt haben, kann man nicht umhin anzunehmen, daß letztere Sprachen nicht unmittelbar denen der philippinischen Gruppe entstammen, sondern vielmehr ihren Weg längs des philippinischen Archipels, von einem entfernteren Ausgangspunkt aus, genommen haben oder aber, wenn die beiden Teile einmal in innigem Zusammenhang gestanden hätten, die Entwicklung des -in-Infixes in die Richtung eines Zeichens des Perfektums in der philippinischen Gruppe erst eingesetzt hat, nachdem die heutzutage westlichen sich abgezweigt hatten.

Das Einheitliche des Ereignisses innerhalb der philippinischen Gruppe zwingt weiter zu der Annahme, daß innerhalb der Gruppe

1 Kern, V. G. IV 276; V 34, 91.
2 Ebenda, IV 247.
3 Merkwürdigerweise zeigt Malagasy dasselbe.
mehr grammatische Neubildungen (von phonetischen Abänderungen abgesehen) sich entwickelt haben können, seitdem sie ihren eigenen Weg ging. Ist dem wirklich so, so kann die Ansicht, als seien die westlichen Sprachen nur verkrüppelte Sprossen der in üppiger Blüte stehenden philippinischen Sprachen, nicht ohne Vorbehalt angenommen werden.
A rhythmic law in language.

by

W. Caland, Utrecht.

There is an important rule in Pāṇini (II. 2. 34), which states that when a copulative compound, a dvandva, consists of two words of an unequal number of syllables, the word of fewer syllables must precede: alpāctaram sc. pūrvam. That this rule, which has been overlooked by many a Western scholar, was prevalent at the time when the Brāhmaṇas were a living literature, can be proved. I collected the following examples, where the sequence of the words, caused by this rhythmic law, is in contradiction with their logical or natural order: only these can prove that this law formerly prevailed.

1. darsapūrṇamāsa; this should be translated: “the sacrifices of full- and of new-moon.” The commentary on Vaikh. grhs. I. 1 remarks on this compound: alpāctaram pūrvam nipatatīti paścātpraya- 
gino ’pi darsaśabdasya pūrvanipātaḥ: “although the sacrifice at new-moon occupies the second place, it precedes (in this compound), in accordance with the rule formulated by Pāṇini.” That the sacrifice at new-moon is regarded as occupying the second, not the first place, is distinctly stated by Baudhāyana in his pīṭḥmedhasūtra (I. 1): athemau darsapūrṇamāsa pūrṇamāsyupakramāv amāvāsyāsamsthāv acārya bruvate: “the Teachers say that the darsapūrṇamāsa sacrifices begin with full-moon and end with new-moon.”

2. yājyānuvakaḥ should not be translated as is mostly done: “the yājya and the anuvākaḥ,” or “prières d’offrande et d’invitation,” but: “anuvākyā and yājya,” because the anuvākyā ṛk, as the verse
by which the god is invited to partake of the sacrifice, precedes the verse which serves to accompany the libation: the \( yajyā \) ṛk.\(^1\)

3. sãoähavirdhāne; when it is ordained that these two sheds must be erected, the havirdhāna must be constructed in the first place and afterwards the sadas, see the references e.g. in Caland-Henry, L'Agniṣṭoma §§ 87 and 89.

4. bṛhadṛathantare should be rendered: “the rathantara and the bṛhat,” because the rathantara-chant is considered as coming first and the bṛhat as coming second. That such is the case, can be proved by the sequence of the verses in the pūrvācika of the Śāmaśeda: here the yoni of the rathantara comes first (SV. I. 233), and afterwards that of the bṛhat (SV. I. 234).

5. vaisyaśavāṃyau is a very striking example; this compound is found in Hiranyakaeśiśrautasūtra VIII. 19 (page 882 of the Ānandaśrama edition). On the sūtra: na vaisyaśavāṃyayoh somabhaṅkaṇāṇam vidyate (“a Rājanya and a Vaiśya do not partake of soma”) the commentator remarks: alpāctarād vaisyaśabdasya pūrvaripātaḥ: “in accordance with the rule formulated by Pāṇini the word vaisya occupies the first place.”

6. śudrāryau is the most striking example. It occurs several times: śudrāryā asṛjayēm (“the Ārya and the Śūdra were created”) Kāṭh. XVII. 5; śudrāryau carman vyāyacchete (“an Ārya and a Śūdra contend about a piece of leather”) ib. XXXIV. 5 and Paṇc. br. V. 5. 14, cp. TBr. I. 2. 6. 7: brāhmaṇaḥ ca śudraḥ ca carmakarte vyāyacchete. According to J. Wackernagel, Altind. Gramm. II. 1, pages 166, 167, this sequence would be an exception to another rule laid down in a vārtika, which crosses the above mentioned one, but without the least doubt this striking sequence is to be explained by assuming that ārya is trisyllabic: ārīya, and therefore the shorter śudra precedes.

---

\(^1\) A. Hillebrandt, Neu- und Vollmondopfer, page 108, says: “Sowohl Prayoga als H. verwenden den ersten Vers als Anuvākyā, den zweiten als Yajyā, nicht, wie man nach dem Ausdruck \( yajyānumavākyā \) erwarten sollte, umgekehrt.” Hillebrandt cannot have been acquainted with Pāṇini II. 2. 24.
7. *udbhidvalabhida* is the compound name of two one-day sacrifices of soma, which are performed connectedly. In the Pañca-viṃśabhāmaṇa the description of the *udbhid* comes first, but in the Jaimintyabrāhmaṇa the *valabhid* precedes, and this must have been the right and original view: first the cave which contained the cows of the Asuras was destroyed, and thereupon the cows were set free: *te valabhidaiva valam abhindam udbhidā gā udasṛjanta* (Jaim. br.).

8. *satrājitpratājita* is the name of another pair of one-day sacrifices of soma, of which, according to Jaim. br. II. 91, the first is *pratājita*, the second *satrājita*.

9. *śyāmasabala* (Jaim. br. I. 6, Kauś. br. VI. 9) means: “Śabala and Śyāma,” as is proved by the words of the brāhmaṇa itself; they are equal to *ahorātre: aha vai sabalo vātrūḥ śyāmak*.

10. *ājyabahis pavamānam* in Ārṣeyakalpa II. 8 means “out-of-doors(laud) and ājya(laud)s.” In practice the bahispavamānastotra always precedes.

11. *ṛśabhabarabhodhiye* are in Ārṣeyakalpa VII (page 100 of the edition) the names of two sāmans, which, as appears from ib. page 98, in their regular order are *jarabhodhiya* and *ṛśabha*.

12. *pāpavasīyasam* or *pāpavasyasam*: “good- and bad-being” (lit. “bad- and better-being”), used in the sense: “a confusion of things.” The shorter word precedes, although it ought naturally to occupy the second place, as is proved by the following passage: *pāpavasyasam vā etat kriyate yac chreyasā ca pāpiyasā ca samānam kṣurvanti* (TS. V. 1. 2. 2–3): “it is a confusion of things, when they perform the same (act) with a better and a worse (instrument).”

13. In the Kāṭhakagrhyasūtra (47. 10) we read: *sviṣṭakṛd-ājyabhāgā antareṇāvāpāḥ*, which can only mean: “the insertion takes place between the butter-portions (ājyabhāga) and the (libation to Agni) sviṣṭakṛt,” because in practice the offering to Agni sviṣṭakṛt comes later than that of the two ājyabhāgas. To the author of this text the word *sviṣṭakṛt* was apparently trisyllabic.
14. anātirikta: “plus and minus” (lit. “minus and plus”) may be regarded in the light of this rule; why, else, should the idea of “defective” precede and that of “redundant” come behind?

15—16. Subject to the same rule seem to be such compounds as strīpuṇāṇau: “female and male” (“male and female”), kanyākumārau: “a girl and a boy” (“a boy and a girl”).

This kind of nominal composition, which is so current in Sanskrit and probably belonged to the common stock of Indo-European, is found only sporadically in the other languages belonging to the same family.

First of all some remnants are found in the Avesta; the dvandva-compounds have been collected by Justi in his Handbuch der Zend-sprache, page 378, and by Bartholomae in Beiträge Vol. X, pages 267 sq. But the rule which is prevalent for the oldest Sanskrit does not hold good everywhere in the Avesta texts: side by side with miθra ahura we find ahura miθra; once a dvandva zāmatara vyaṣura occurs. But there is one striking example where

---

1 There are two more dvandva-compounds to which I would draw special attention. The first is dyēvōypthīvē. Does the sequence of the two members agree with their natural order, and is and was it in the oldest times: “Earth and Heaven” or “Heaven and Earth”? This seems impossible to decide. We only remark that in the Avesta and the inscriptions of Darius and Xerxes the earth regularly comes first: antarē som aṃsaṃ ca; avarmanzdā hya īnām bāmēm aθē hya avar aṃsaṃ aθē.—The second is prūṇpūṇau. It is certain that prāṇa or expiration in our sources always comes first and apāṇa or inspiration occupies the second place. But could not originally the sequence in the compound have been caused by our rhythmic rule, so that we ought to take as first: inspiration and as second: expiration? It is usually accepted that vyāna comes between these two. The current translation: “cross-breathing” conveys no meaning. But if vyāna designates the vital air “which circulates or is diffused through the body” (Monier-Williams, and cp. B.R.), it is acceptable that vyāna is the state in which the lungs are filled: between inspiration and expiration. This explanation seems to agree with a remarkable passage in the Baudh. śrs. (X. 39:37:20): prāṇyāpānīti sa vyānāḥ: “after having exhaled he inhales, that (viz. the state of the lungs which then follows) is vyāna.”—These remarks are only suggestions.
the rhythmic law holds good: antara aērya aērapati: "between pupil and teacher"; both nouns are accusative dual. Here apparently the sequence rests on that older law: the shorter word precedes, as is proved by the comparison of many other passages, where the words, not compounded as a dvandva, occur in their natural order: aērapatinqm aēryanqm. The old system of forming compounds is replaced by means of the copulative particle, and so we find e.g. in the Avesta stri-ca nairyas-ca ("a female and a male") Vend. II. 41, V. 18, &c., which may be compared with Skt. striyumāmsau; when the words occur separately, they are given in their natural order, and then nairyas is mentioned first and stri in the second place, as e.g. Vd. VIII. 58: "when it is a male, then ...; but when a female, then ..."—In the inscriptions of Darius (Bh. I. 30) Bardiya is said to have been hamatā hamapitā with Kambyses: "of the same mother (and) of the same father." Here probably the mother is mentioned first, because the word hamatā (though it is etymologically explained as hamamatā) is the shorter of the two.

If we now look out for the same rhythmic phenomenon in other languages belonging to the Indo-european family outside Indoiranian,¹ we find that dvandva-compounds, just as in Avestan and Old-Persian, are disappearing.

In Greek we have νυχθεμερον and a few others, in Latin suovitaurilia, an adjective derived from a dvandva. None of these two can with certainty be cited to prove that in these languages the rule still prevailed, because in νυχθεμερον the shorter word can be said to precede, as at least the peoples belonging to the Indo-european family of languages began their reckoning with night, not with day. As for suovitaurilia, the sources where this rite is described as well

¹ This part of my subject has partly been treated (or rather mentioned) very shortly and in a nearly inaccessible paper by J. Wackernagel. See also Behaghel in Indog. Forsch. Vol. XXV, pages 100 ff. and W. Krause in Kuhn's Zeitschr. f. vergl. Sprachforschung Vol. L, pages 74 ff., especially 112. These three treatises, where languages belonging to the Indo-european family are treated, came under my eyes after I had written my paper.
as the figured monuments are at variance.\(^1\) It is, however, probable that the biggest animal, the bull, came first, and that the boar was mentioned in the first place, because *sus* is shorter than *taurus* and *ovis*. In *Veneres cupidinesque* of Catullus we may probably see a pluralized dvandva of the type *pitarā mātarā ca* (see Indog. Forsch. Vol. XIV, page 31; XVII, page 442), but here the precedence of the shorter word is obviously due to the fact that Venus is the principal deity of the two.

From no other Indo-European languages dvandva-compounds can with certainty be cited to prove the rule: they are, as partly already in Avestan, nearly always replaced by the juxtaposition of the two words by means of the copulative particle. But it seems that here on the whole the same principle of word-arrangement prevails which in the oldest Sanskrit prose is found as a rule.

As for the classical languages, a thorough investigation of this matter would require too much time, so that I must content myself with a few remarks. At first, I could not find any case which, like the above-cited dvandvas of the oldest Sanskrit, seemed apt to prove the rule. But then it occurred to me that by a scholar of classical languages such cases would be regarded as specimens of ὑποτεθηκόν πρότερον. So I appealed to my friend Dr. C. W. Vollgraff, Professor of Greek at our University (without revealing to him why I wanted instances of this word-arrangement!), and he was kind enough to search for such cases in prose texts (as poetry would not prove anything). He came across the following instances: τὴν Ἐρατήρειαν τροφὴν καὶ γένεσιν Xen. Comm. VII. 5. 10; τὴν τροφὴν τε καὶ τὴν μητέρα Plato, Resp. page 470. d; by the last words somebody’s birth-place is designated.—Thus here the shorter word precedes, although the logical sequence would require the reverse. We hereby see that the ὑποτεθηκόν-πρότερον-position is probably to be explained by this rhythmic rule.—Further, in both the classical languages the cases are

\(^{1}\) In Odyssey XI. 10 the sequence of these three sacrificial animals is: ἀρνᾶς, ταρός, and ἀρτρός, but no conclusion can be drawn from this, as the metre can have influenced the sequence.
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numerous where the shorter word precedes. To begin with some pairs of proper names, we have Castor and Polydeukes, Harmodios and Aristogeiton, Datis and Artaphernes, Damon and Phintias, Zetes and Kalaís, Anapos and Amphinomos, Hero and Leandros, but, on the other side, Kleobis and Biton, Amphion and Zethos. From Herodotus may be cited ἐδὸς καὶ ἀπάτη, ἔξεινι καὶ συμμαχία, οὖρος μέγα τε καὶ σφυρακτόν, γῆν τε καὶ δῆμον, βρονταί τε καὶ προστήρες, γῆ τε καὶ ὀξύσσα, &c. From Latin prose authors many similar examples are at hand: sine ira et studio, domi militiaeque, ius ratumque, furta atque flagitia. Wölfflin in Arch. f. lat. Lexicogr. Vol. III, page 443, gives many examples where the shorter word precedes: aedes aedificiaque, acre acutum, cantus et carmina, auctor adjutor.

From modern languages a kind of proof can be adduced by Dutch maten en gewichten, Fr. poids et mesures, as against Engl. weights and measures; by Fr. l'état et l'église as against Dutch kerk en staat; by Dutch vraag en aanbod as against German Angebot und Nachfrage. From Dutch many phrases can be cited, such as: bij tijd en wijle, bij nacht en ontij, ja en amen, met vlag en wimpel, kap en keuvel, hangen en verlangen, met kunst en vliegwerk, voor spek en boonen, tekst en uitleg, gewikt en gewogen, klop en klepel, zon maan en sterren (but: voor een appel en een ei, have en goed). A modern Dutch writer entitled his novel: "Eer en geweten" and Mrs. Hille-Gaerthé her novel: "Kool en rozen," although, as appears from the contents, the roses come first and the cabbage afterwards. Of Cremer we have a novel: "Boer en Edelman," which title reminds us of südrryja. In geographical names the shorter one often precedes: "Spanje en Portugal," "Zweden en Noorwegen," "Napels en Sicilië" (the old kingdom), "Houtrijk en Polanen." Likewise in combination of names of persons: "Eerckman-Chatrian," "Wolff en Deken." Beside the pairs where the man is named first, as "Floris ende Blancefloer," "Kobus en Agnietje," we have "Ada en Rynout" (Staring), "Urzijn en Valentijn" (Bilderdijk).—In German we have: fix und fertig, in Bausch und Bogen, gang und gäbe, Land und Leute, Art und Weise, Grund und Boden, Wind und Wetter, Schimpf.
und Schande, nie und nimmer, für und wider, Kind und Kegel, &c.
—In English there is a whole literature on this subject. Whilst O. Jespersen in his “Growth and Structure of the English Language” page 233 (§ 235) adduces many examples, considering this sequence as normal, Prick van Wely in “Englische Studien” (Vol. 39 and 45) cites many cases to prove that the reverse position also occurs often.—From Russian may be cited: Departament měr i věsov (“department of measures and weights”); Cerkov’ i gosudarstvo (“church and state”); spros i predloženie (“demand and supply”); čest’ i sověst’ (“honour and conscience”); za strax i sověst’ (“for fear and conscience’s sake”). So it seems that for the languages of the Indo-European family we may say that, in olden times, this sequence must have been a kind of rule, but that in later times the same principle may be said to be no more than preponderant.

If we now turn to some languages outside the Indo-European family, Basque is very striking. In Indog. Forsch. Vol. XVII, pages 436 ff., C. C. Uhlenbeck has made a collection of dvandva-compounds in Basque. So far as these dvandvas contain a shorter and a longer word, the shorter word precedes: askazi-adiskideak (askazi + adiskida): “relations and friends”; buru-beharriak (buru + beharri): “head and ears”; goiz-arratsak (goiz + arrats): “mornings and evenings”; oin-eskuaq (oin + esku): “feet and hands,” &c. Among the compounds cited by Uhlenbeck there is only one exception: zeru-lurrak (zeru + lur): “heaven and earth,” and this exception may have its special cause.

Now the Semitic languages. At my request my colleague Prof. Obbink looked through some Hebrew, Assyrian and Arabic texts, and the result of his investigation is that in the Korân he did not meet with any exception: the shortest word always precedes: alfukarā wcalmasākinā: “panpers and poor people”; alkufjarā walmunāšifān: “infidels and hypocrites”; biddabri wasalawti: “with perseverance and prayer”; jahudu wanasāra: “Jews and Christians.” From Hebrew the two following are striking: šōr wahanōr, sōn-webbed: “oxen and asses, flocks and men servants” (Gen. 32. 5);
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šőnè wa-alafím: “sheep and oxen” (Ps. 8. 7); further: hön wa-òsèr: “wealth and riches” (Ps. 112. 3); ʰakim u mišpātim: “statutes and judgments” (Deut. 4. 5); jebōšu wa jibāhalu: “ashamed and vexed” (Ps. 6. 11); lēbbōt u kelayōt: “hearts and reins” (Ps. 7. 9); jîš i u kebōdi: “my salvation and my glory” (Ps. 62. 7); kōs ike-dardar: “thorns and thistles” (Gen. 3. 18).—From Assyrian: bušu u makhuru: “goods and possessions”; Lahmu u Lahamu: names of two Demons.

Among the languages belonging to the Finno-Ugrian group it is especially Magyar where dvandva-compounds occur. Some examples may be adduced, where the shorter word precedes: ár-apály: “flux and reflux”; fel-alá: “up and down”; fúr-farag: “he carves” (fúr: “he bores,” farag: “he cuts”); pöör-patvar: “quarrel” (pöör: “strife,” patvar: “contention”); bûs-komahy: “melancholic” (bûs: “sadd,” komahy: “serious”).—An investigation of Vogulian, which is one of the languages belonging to the Finno-Ugrian group, might yield more examples, see the short article of M. Szilasi in Indog. Forsch. Vol. XVII, page 442.—As for Turkish, I may be allowed to cite a passage from a paper by Dr. Foy in Mitth. des Seminars f. Or. Spr. Vol. II², page 117: “Entweder sind beide Glieder von derselben Silbenzahl oder aber das erste Glied ist ein- und das zweite zwei-silbig. Abgesehen von einigen wenigen Verbalstimmen kommt es nie vor, daß das ein-silbige Glied hinter dem mehrsilbigen stünde, daher wohl dere tepe: ,Thal, Hügel’, aber day dere: ,Berg, Thal’, nicht dere day.”—From Mongolian the following example is to hand: ṣarqu oroquï (Kovalevski, Dict.Mongol-russe-français, page 2615), lit.: “expenses and receipts,” but we would say: “receipts and expenses.” More examples may be found.

For the Javanese language we learn from the “Javaansche Spraakkunst” by H. N. Kiliaan (from the year 1919), § 192, that two or more connected words, which figure as members of a compound, are subject to a fixed arrangement: the monosyllabic word precedes the disyllabic word, then comes the trisyllabic word, e.g. gagah prakosa: “brave and mighty”; satiti ngati-ati: “precise and cautious”; mas pitjiś radja-brana: “gold, money and treasures”; sakti mandra-guna:
“mighty and very apt”; gođegwoq simbar-đađa: “with a beard and breast-hairs”; kumęntus norë-pëtjus: “conceited and stupid.” Compound proper names are treated in the same manner: Santa-prawira, Djava-sëntika, Truna-mënggala.

From Malay a great many examples are to be found. A few may suffice: anak isteri: “woman and children”; mara bëhaja: “grief and peril”; hamba sahaja: “servants and slaves”; padang belantara: “plains and forests”; derma sedekaḥ: “alms and charity”; boedi bitjura: “judgment and counsel”; derma karoenia: “compassion and commiseration.”

From the material here collected we may with some probability infer that this rhythmic law once prevailed all over the earth, that it was, and still partly is, latent in every man. Especially the comparison of the oldest Sanskrit with Basque, Magyar, Turkish and Javanese goes far to prove that this law is a general one.

It would be interesting to study the various causes which cross the rule. Here every case must be considered by itself. For this, one example: the Syriac version of the Pañcatantra bears the name: Kalilag wa Damnag, the Arabic version is entitled: Kalila wa Dimna. Here the longer word precedes, but, as we know, the two names rest on Sanskrit Karajaka and Damanaka. So the original sequence prevailed.¹

¹ It is a pleasure to express my indebtedness for part of the cited material to my friends and colleagues J. Gonda, P. U. Harting, G. van Hoorn, A. J. de Jong, J. H. Kern, H. Th. Obbink, J. Rahder, C. C. Uhlenbeck, C. W. Vollgraff, A. J. Wensinck.
On the relative chronology of some ritualistic sūtras.

By

W. Caland, Utrecht.

It is a well known fact that the Mānavāśrautasūtra on the one side and the śrautasūtras ascribed to Āpastamba and Hiranyakesīn on the other have so much in common that we are tempted to admit, not taking into account what is taken from the brāhmaṇas, that the one may have borrowed from the other. As yet there is no indication to decide whether Āpastamba-Hiranyakesīn (who nearly agree) have taken this common stock from the Mānavasūtra or, vice versa, the Mānavasūtra from Āpastamba-Hiranyakesīn. That the view of R. Garbe, in his introduction to the third volume of the text of Āpastamba, is not well founded and worthless, has been already pointed out by Miss Dr. H. J. van Gelder in her introduction to the Cayana-book of the Mānavasūtra, p. XIII. Miss van Gelder has herself collected material to solve the question of priority, but, as she remarks, no certain proof can be brought forward: we can only say that there are many passages where borrowing is just possible. Now however, fresh material has come to light, which enables us to get somewhat farther.

Some years ago the Vārāhaśrautasūtra (at least for the greater part) has been discovered. I was allowed to inspect the copy made from the original by Paṇḍit Śāmaśāstrī and his assistants. These Paṇḍits have even gone so far as to prepare a "press-copy." We fervently hope, for the sake of Vedic literature, that this so-called "press-copy" will never be printed, because those Paṇḍits have unknowingly and unwittingly falsified the original text, by changing it so as to bring it into harmony with Āpastamba.
Now, these Vārāhas are recorded to belong to the Maitrāyaṇīyas, and a perusal of their sūtra proves that indeed it attaches itself to the Maitrāyaṇī-saṃhitā. From this sūtra I have collected a number of passages which seem to prove, with some degree of certainty, that Āpastamba and Hiraṇyakeśin have been acquainted not only with this Vārāhasūtra, but also with the Mānavasūtra.

I begin with those passages, where Āpastamba and Hiraṇyakeśin mention the view of “some” (eke) ritualistic authorities.

1. The assignment of the four parts into which the Agni-cake has been divided should take place according to Āp. III. 3. 3 and Hir. VI. 9 (page 517 of the edition of the Ānandāśrama series) by the Sacrificer who should say: “This (part) for the Brahman, this for the Hotṛ, this for the Adhvaryu, this for the Agnīdh.” But Āpastamba also allows that either the Āgntīdhra or the Hotṛ are first mentioned. Now Hiraṇyakeśin, who in the first place ordains the same as Āpastamba, thereupon says: “According to some the fourth part is assigned in the first place to the Āgntīdhra.” It is more than possible, and perhaps it is certain, that these “some” of Hiraṇyakeśin are the Vārāha-Maitrāyaṇīyas, whose text runs: āgneyam catuvādā vyuddhīd idam āgntīdha idam brahmaṇa idam hotur idam adhvaryor iti. The sequence of these four priests is not mentioned in any brahmaṇa known to us.

2. Twice the vedi must be closed in by three lines drawn at the east-, the south- and the north-sides. According to the Mānavasūtra (I. 2. 4. 15 and 21) the mantras used for these acts are for the first parigrāha respectively: vasasvas tvā parigrāhantu, rudrās tvā parigrāhantu, ādityās tvā parigrāhantu, and this agrees with the saṃhitā (MS. I. I. 10: 6. 5 sqq.), where these formulas are given in the first place, apparently destined for the first parigrāha. For the second parigrāha the Mānavasūtra prescribes respectively: satyasad asi, rītasad asi, gharmasad asi, and this is in harmony with the saṃhitā, where (I. c. line 7) these three formulas are given somewhat later. Āpastamba (II. 2. 3 and II. 3. 7) and Hiraṇyakeśin (I. 21 and 22, pages 149 and 153) agree with this sequence, which is based on
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their samhitā (TS. I. 1. 9. s and u; the wording of the mantras differs slightly). The Vārāhasūtra, on the other hand, describes the first parigrāha as follows: satyasad asiti pascārdhād udiṃ kekham likhaty ītasad asiti daksinārdhāt pracīṃ gharmasad asity uttarārdhāt prācīṃ; the second parigrāha is described in our text as follows: parigrhāṇītā vasavas tveti pascād rudrās tveti daksinata ādityas tvety uttaratah (precisely so the Vārāhagṛhyasūtra I. 7). So in this text the mantras are reversed. But now Āpastamba remarks (II. 3. 8): “According to some (ritualistic authorities) the (mantras prescribed for the) two parigrāhas are reversed (viparītav parigrhāv eke samāmananti) and Hiranyakesin (page 152): viparītam eke samāmananti mantraiḥ pūrvam parigrhāṇāḥ yajurbhīr uttaram. Hence results that very probably the eke of Āp. and Hir. are here also the Vārāha-Maitrāyaṇīyas. The note found in the German translation of Āp. II. 3. 8 about the Vājasaneyins is a mistake. The mantras for the first parigrāha according to the Vājasaneyins are somewhat shorter than those of the Black Yajurveda, but in substance they are the same.—For the rest we remark that the sequence of the three lines according to the Vārāhas deviates from all the other sources; the Vārāhas: west, south, north, the usual sequence is: south, west, north.

3. According to Āpastamba (V. 22. 5) the Sacrificer should on a certain occasion (the libation of the cake to Indra and Agni) present a vara to the four priests; this is based on MS. I. 6. 8: 99. 17. But thereupon Āp. remarks: “according to the tradition of some (authorities) a milchcow and a bulbust must be presented to them.” Now, as the Vārāhasūtra ordains: tebhyaḥ sāṇḍam vatsataram dadāti dhenuṃ ca, the eke mentioned by Āpastamba are probably again the Vārāha-Maitrāyaṇīyas.

4. Āpastamba VI. 15. 1 allows, on the ground of TBr. or MS. or Kāṭh., that for the agnihotra other substances than milk may be used; amongst these he allows grains for one who is desirous of getting might; but this last substance “according to some” is adhibited for one who desires strength (balakāmasya). Now, as the Vārāhasūtra has: tayḍulair balakāmasya, and this prescript does not occur
anywhere else, the eke mentioned by Āp. could here also be the Vārāhas.

5. About the treatment of the vasā in the animal sacrifice Āp. (VII. 25. 4 and 5) remarks: pārśvena vasāhoman prayauti, tenaivasā-pidadhāti; svadhitīnā vā prayauti svadhitināpida-hātity eke. Hir. (IV. 15, page 438) has nearly the same: svadhitīnā prayautity ekeṣām pārśvenāpidadhātity ekeṣām. Now, as the Vārāhasūtra has: reṣ asiti svadhitīnā vasāhomaṁ prayauti, and the Mānivasūtra (I. 8. 5. 29): reṣ asiti vasāhomaṁ grhitu pārśvenāpidadhāti, the eke mentioned by Hir. (and Āp.) in the first place are possibly the Vārāhas, the other eke are the Mānavas. But we must note that the prescript: vasāhomaṁ svadhitīnā prayauti occurs already in the brāhmaṇa of the Maitrāyaṇīyas (MS. III. 10. 4 beg.).

6. The aṅyāni-libations (based on TS. V. 7. 2. 5) are performed according to Āp. (VI. 29. 12) and Hir. (III. 22) before the sacrificial cakes of the Āgrayaṇeṣṭi are sprinkled, but Hir. adds: purastāt svistakṛta ity eke; Āp. equally allows this in the second place. It is more than probable that these eke are either the Mānavas or the Vārāhas, or both; see Mān. sūtra I. 6. 4. 21 and Vārāhasūtra: purastāt svistakṛto 'jyānīr jukoti.

7. Āpastamba (XVI. 6. 5) and Hiraṇyakesin (XI. 5) remark that according to some authorities the verses addressed to Yama are (not to be chanted over the head, as TS. V. 1. 8. 2 has it, but that they are) muttered whilst the head is brought near (āharan japatity eke). This agrees with the Vārāhasūtra, where after the verses we read ity āharati; here the chanting is not prescribed.

8. The mantras prescribed by Āp. III. 6. 2 and Hir. II. 9 (page 215) as optional in the second place for the dripping of the prastara grass into the sacrificial ladles are those which accompany this act according to the Vārāhas: prthivyāṁ anākṣveti dhruvāyam mulam antarikṣe 'uksveti upabhṛti madhyam divy anākṣveti jhumām agrām; pratyavarohaḥ punar aktvā, &c. The last words mean that the dripping must be performed once more (evam punah, Āp.), but now with the mantras in reversed order.
9. In Āpastamba and Hiraṇyakesin a twofold manner is described for the sacrifice of the three animals at the end of the Aśvamedha immediately before the lustral bath. Both (Āp. XX. 22. 14—23. 1, Hir. XIV. 5) mention in the first place the ritual of their own brāhmaṇa, and this ritual is taken over also by the Māṇ. sūtra. In the second place Āp. and Hir. mention the rite of “some,” and with this rite the one described in the Vārāhasūtra nearly agrees. It has: traitānām prathamaḥ kalakabābhrus (reading conjectural); tam madhyame viśākhayīpa āśvinam ālabhate; tayor (yo) dvitiyās tam bhaumam daksinārdhāḥ; yas tṛtiyās tam ārja uttārārdhā. Only the sequence of the last two differs. As long as we do not know the source of this tripaśu, we may assume that the eke are the Vārāha-Maitrāyaṇīyas.

10. The indication of Āp. XVI. 28. 1: trīv abhyaśam and of Hir. XI. 21: trīv abhyavartayan must have been taken either from the Māṇavasūtra (VI. 1. 8. 2) or from the Vārāhasūtra, as this rite is peculiar to the Maitrāyaṇīyas and this specification is not found in their brāhmaṇa (the MS.), but only in the two sūtras belonging to it.

11. Although the bricks mentioned by Āp. XVII. 7. 7 are designated in his own brāhmaṇa (TS. V. 4. 2. 3) as adhipatnis, he calls them vaiśvadēvi. This is the name given to them by the author of the Vārāhasūtra.

12. It is only Hiraṇyakesin (XIII. 27, page 204) who, against his own brāhmaṇa (TBr. I. 8. 6. 6), mentions as fourth person for the anumana of the streaming water at the Sautrāmaṇī (see Āp. XIX. 3. 8—10) the Āgniḍhra, who should stand at the north side. Precisely so the Vārāhasūtra: tvam soma pracikita iti tāsām tiṣṭhīs tiṣṭhīh ekai ko namanrayate purastād adhvaryur daksinato brahmā paścād āhotottarata āgniḍhraḥ.

It is peculiar to Hiraṇyakesin (and it occurs also in Āp.) that for a certain act he leaves open the choice of the mantra to accompany this act. In the first place he recommends the mantra of his own śākhā, and then optionally gives a mantra taken from an alien śākhā. For this peculiarity first a few examples out of the many may be
cited. Hir. I. 5: devabarhik ma tvānvaḥ ma tiryag ity asidaṁ nidadhātī madho mopari parus ta rdhyāsam iti vā. So the act may be performed either with TS. I. 1. 1 f or with Kaṭh. I. 2:1. 9 or MS. IV.1. 1:3. 9.—Hir. I. 17: adir ārī ślokakṛd ity āgniḥro 'śmānam ādātē kuṭarur asī madhujihva iti vā kukkuṭo 'śi madhujihva iti vā (cp. Āp. I. 20. 2): either with Kaṭh. I. 5:3. 4 or MS. I. 1. 6:3. 14 or Vāj. S. I. 16.—Hir. I. 20: antaritaṁ rakṣa ity utmukena triḥ paryagnī karoti pari vājapatī iti vā (cp. Āp. I. 25. 8): either with TS. I. 1. 8.1 or with the verse prescribed by the Mānavas (MS. I. 1. 9:5. 7) viz. TS. IV.1. 2. t.

Now follow some passages where Hiranyakesin allows a mantra in agreement with the Vārāhasūtra as optional in the second place.

13. Hir. I. 25 (page 165): devo va iti prakṣanīr (upṣunāti) āpo repḥata pīṛṭta madhvā samaṅkta niśadaḥ sthā yāmann ahrṇyamānā iti vā. So the act of sprinkling the water may be accompanied either by the mantra of the TS. (I. 1. 10. o) (as Āp. has it: II. 7. 2 as compared with I. 11. 9), or by a mantra which Hir. takes from another source, probably the Vārāhasūtra, where this same verse is used for the abhimaṇṭraṇa of the sprinkling water. Here this verse, which is known from no other source, runs: āpo rebhata pīṛṭta madhvā samaktā niśadaḥ sthā yāman vāhāryamānāḥ.

14. Hir. II. 9 (page 215): athā sapatnāṁ indrānuḥ 'ma iti ... upabhrtam ... bahiroedi nirasyati devas taṁ savitā pramudatu yo 'śmān dveṣṭi yam ca vayam dvisma iti vā (cp. Āp. III. 5. 7). So for this act may be used either TS. I. 1. 13. b. c. d, or a formula which is prescribed for this act in the Vārāhasūtra.

15. According to Hir. I. 8 (page 92, and cp. Āp. I. 6. 9) the strainer should be trīvd darbhamaṇyam avidalam. This last word, unknown as yet from any other source, occurs likewise in the Vārāḥasūtra to indicate a quality of the strainer.

16. It is striking that the faulty reading of Āp. I. 24. 5: adbhiḥ pari praṭajāṭh occurs not only in Mānavasūtra but also in Vārāhasūtra.

17. It is only Hiranyakesin (I. 23, and cp. Āp. II. 5. 2) and the Vārāhasūtra who both apply, after the girding of the patnī,
two mantras, comp. Hir.: pūṣā te granthīṃ grathānev ity uttarato nābher niṣṭarkyan granthīṃ kartvā sa te māsthād iti daksīṇato nābheḥ parikāryati with Vārāha: pūṣā te granthīṃ grathānev iti granthīṃ karotī sa te māsthād iti daksīṇato granthīṃ abhyūhati.

18. The mantra prati tyan nāma rājyaṃ adhāyi (see TBr. I. 7. 4. 4 and Āp. XVIII. 12. 7) is used not only by Vārāha, but also by Hiraṇyakesīn for another occasion than that for which it is ordained by Āpastamba. Hir. (XIII. 18) and Vārāha namely apply it before the act described by Āpastamba in XVIII. 18. 5.

19. There is a remarkable, if only partly, agreement between Hir. and Vārāha. Hir. in the Aśvamedhapraśna (XIV. 11) after the astipathakalpana (cp. Āp. XX. 18. 7) adds: yavāpiṣṭair godhūmapiṣṭair vā pralimpanti (viz. the parts of the horse where the incisions have been made) lomnām avicchedāyeti vijñāyate, the Vārāhasūtra adds: asamābhanāya sālmipiyānavalipyāṇa, which may be corrected as follows: asamābhanāya sālmalipīṣṭair avalipyāṇa.

20. According to the Vārāhasūtra the sviṣṭakṛt-libitations after the sacrifice of the horse are performed gomrgakaṇṭhenāśvasaphena carunā (cp. Āp. XX. 22. 1), Hir. (XIV. 4) has: gomrgakaṇṭhenā... aśvasaphena... ayasmayena kamanḍalunā carunā vā. This last seems to be based on the Vārāhasūtra.

21. The last case of agreement to be dealt with in this place contains a puzzle, which may perhaps be solved satisfactorily. This puzzle concerns the word vāhatām in Mānavasrutasūtra I. 1. 1. 12, where this is only a conjectural reading of Knauer: all the MSS. have vāhanām in the passage sākhām uccaiti parṇasakhaḥ sāmīsākhāṃ va prācim uditāṃ vāhanām. Now the Vārāha text presents the reading sākhām aha vāriti... prācim uditāṃ vāhanām. So the n is right. Hiraṇyakesīn has something similar, which he probably took either from the Mānava- or from the Vārāhasūtra. His text (I. 4, page 76) has prācim udiṣṭāṃ vāhinām. The commentator explains as follows: atyaktaṁ kenaicit pūrvam aharanārḥam parigṛhya tyaktā hina tādṛṣṭi na bhavati. It is impossible that this is the meaning. Luckily the word occurs once more in the Vārāhasūtra in the passage
where the qualities of the tree from which the sacrificial stake must be made are enumerated: (vrksam) prāñcam pratyāñcam vāhānam. Parallel to this runs Mān. śrs. I. 8. 1. 4: prāgudañcam prahānam prāñcam pratyāñcaṁ vā. By comparing Hir. IV. 1: yah pratyāñcam upanatas taṁ evsced yah prāñ udah vopanataḥ it is clear that the word means simply “bent” and that the correct reading for the first passage (Vār. and Hir.) is vāhānam (i.e. va dhānam), for the second (Vār.) vāhānam. It is very probable that Hiranayakesin has taken the word from the Vārāhamaitrāyangyasūtra.

To decide which of the two sūtras belonging to the Maitrāyaṇī-sākha is the oldest, will only be possible when we possess a complete edition of the Mānavasūtra and, although the two sūtras have much in common, even then it will be a difficult point to settle.
Vedica.

By

W. Caland, Utrecht.

In the mantra in Maitr. Saṃhitā IV. 1. 1: 2. 6: puṣā vah paraspā aditiḥ pretvarīyā indro vo 'dhyakṣo 'nastiḥ pūnar ēta the word pretvarīyā has always been a puzzle. Böhtlingk in his Sanskrit Wörterbuch in kürzerer Fassung Vol. VII, page 363 is right in qualifying it as corrupt. With the help of newly discovered material, however, this word can, according to my opinion, be set right. A few years ago a totally unknown ritualistic sūtra has been discovered, the ms. of which is now at Baroda. This sūtra, entitled Vārahasūtra, belongs to the Maitrāyaṇīya-śākhā. A grhyā- as well as a śrautaśūtra of this caraṇa are extant. The grhyasūtra has been edited rather uncritically in 1921 by R. Śāmaśāstri as No. XVIII of the Gaekwad’s Oriental series at Baroda; a better edition of it is forthcoming, prepared by Dr. Raghuvīra of Lahore. In this highly interesting śrāutaśūtra I came across the following passage: rudrasya hetiḥ pari vo vṛnaktv iti vrajantīr (viz. gāh) anumantrayate puṣā vah paraspā aditiḥ pretvarīpā indro vo 'dhyakṣo 'nastiḥ pūnar eteti ca. So with these words the cows are addressed, when they are turned off to the meadows (cp. the parallel-passages Āp. I. 2. 8, and Mān. śrs. I. 1. 1. 20). I suspect that the reading handed down in the Vārahasūtra is the original and right reading. Then we have here a proof more for my surmise that everywhere pretvan and pretvari must be corrected to pretvan, pretvari, see Acta Orientalia Vol. III, page 252 sq. The word pretvarīpā(ḥ) must mean: “she who protects the cows that start to the meadows.” If the reading given by Schröder pretvāriya were right, the sandhi would be irregular, as we would expect pretvarīyendro. The word prernavaniya in a vārtika on Pāṇini VIII. 4. 2 must be a different word.
New books sent to the editor.


From the fact that Thumb’s grammar, which appeared in 1905, had for some time been out of print we may safely draw the conclusion that the book was needed and has proved to be useful, in spite of its shortcomings. The announcement that a new issue was under preparation, under the care of Professor Hirt, was therefore greeted with satisfaction. It is, however, essentially the old book. The editor has only rewritten the 7th chapter, on “Stammabstufung” and “Ablaut,” and given us 34 pages of additions, which the student will have to consult throughout. The bibliography has not been brought up to date, and the editor has not had the assistance of a competent Sanskrit scholar, and he has not always taken sufficient care in transliterating Sanskrit, especially in the somewhat arbitrary use of j side by side with y. Those who are not familiar with Sanskrit will be puzzled at writings such as ajam, jas, djati, klmjati (just before bhrjati), side by side with ayam, &c., and forms such as svdura (the noun, not the derived adjective), astot, &c. will cause astonishment. It would certainly have been better to wait till the whole work could have been rewritten, and revised by a competent Sanskrit scholar. But the demand for such a book is there, and Thumb’s manual is the only one that could be reproduced. We must
therefore be thankful for the re-issue, hoping that it will soon be possible to give us a new and quite up-to-date treatise of the important subject.


This is a very careful and useful analysis of the chief features of Sanskrit phonology and word-formation, to be followed by a similar treatise on inflexion and syntax. It is not a book for the learner, but very good for reference, and the bibliographical material is very ample.

Lakshman Sarup, Indices and Appendices to the Nirukta. With an Introduction. Lahore 1929. Published by the University of the Panjab.

This volume contains an introduction dealing with the various questions connected with the Nirukta and some extremely useful indices. Dr. Sarup began his work on the Nirukta in Oxford in the autumn of 1916. The first result was a dissertation, The Nighañṭu and the Nirukta, which was accepted by the Oxford University for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in 1920. A translation of the text was published the same year. Then followed an edition of the Sanskrit text, Lahore 1927, and Fragments of the Commentaries of Skandasvāmin and Maheśvara, Lahore 1928, both published by the University of the Panjab. The whole series forms the fullest treatise of the Nirukta problems which has so far been published.


After Conrady's well-known study Eine indochinesische Causativ-Denominativ-Bildung, which appeared in 1896, this is as far as
I know the first comprehensive attempt at a thorough analysis of the formation of words in Tibetan and Tibeto-Burman on the whole. It is based on much more reliable materials than Conrady’s book, and the results are very interesting. The various prefixes and “infixes,” which have largely become silent in Tibetan, are traced back to an ancient system of indicators, of subject, object, direction, &c., of a similar kind as what we find e.g. in Santali, where the verb, with its various in- and suffixes, can be characterized as a résumé of the whole sentence.


A fine volume, with beautiful illustrations, containing no less than 317 entries, with a short, but very useful introduction, from the hand of the well-known Indian connoisseur and scholar. There are altogether 74 well-chosen and well-executed plates in black and one coloured frontispiece.

Pujyaśri Saṅghadāsagani-vācakarnirmitam Vasudevahinḍī-pratha-

The Vasudevahinḍī contains altogether 28,000 “ślokas,” in Jaina Māhāraṣṭrī, with numerous interspersed tales, in the well-known Jaina style. The first part contains a little more than 5600 granthas.
The Sublime Science of the Great Vehicle to Salvation, being
a Manual of Buddhist Monism.

The Work of Árya Maitreya with a Commentary by Áryāsanga.

Translated from the Tibetan with introduction and notes
by

E. Obermiller, Leningrad.

Introduction.

I. The 5 Treatises of Maitreya and their Subject-matter.

According to the Tibetan tradition, the foundation of all the
exegetical literature connected with the Buddhist Scripture of the
latest and, partly, of the intermediate period\(^1\) is contained in the
5 treatises ascribed to the Bodhisattva Maitreya. These are:—

1) The Sūtrālakāra,\(^3\)
2) \(n\) Madhyānta-vibhanga,\(^3\)
3) \(n\) Dharma-dharmatā-vibhanga,\(^4\)
4) \(n\) Abhidharma-vibhanga,\(^5\) and
5) \(n\) Uttaratantra.\(^6\)

---

\(^1\) Tib. Ḥkhor-lo-tha-ma = antya-cakra-(pravartana) and Ḥkhor-lo-bar-bo =
madhya-cakra-(pravartana). These are regarded in general as the foundation of the
two branches of the Mahāyānistic literature, viz. 1) the idealistic, maintaining the
unreality of the external world (bāhya-artha-tānyatā) i.e. the Yogeśvara system of
Āryāsanga (IV–V century A.D.) and 2) the monistic teaching of universal non-
substantiality (sārva-dharma-tānyatā) i.e. the Mādhyaṃkika system founded by Nāgār-
juna (II century A.D.). The ideas expressed in these 2 branches of Mahāyāna are
much older than Āryāsanga and Nāgārjuna who have only established regular
philosophical systems.

\(^3\) Tib. Mdo-sde-rgyan.


\(^5\) Tib. Mhon-rtogs-rgyan.

\(^6\) Tib. Rgyud-blas-ma.
Of these 5 treatises the original Sanskrit text of the *Sūtrālaṅkāra* has been edited by Prof. Sylvain Lévi, who has likewise given a French translation of it. The Sanskrit text of the *Abhisamayālaṅkāra* and its Tibetan translation have been recently edited by Prof. Th. Stcherbatsky and by myself in the Bibliotheca Buddhica and will be followed by an analysis of the 8 subjects and the 70 topics which form its contents. The 3 other works have not, till now, met with the full appreciation of European scholars. The reason perhaps is that we possess only their Tibetan translations in the Tangyur (MDO XLIV), the original Sanscrit texts having not, up to this time, been discovered. An investigation of this branch of Buddhist literature according to the Tibetan sources enables us to ascertain the exclusive importance of the said 3 treatises as containing, in a very pregnant form, the idealistic and monistic teachings of later Buddhism. In particular the Tibetan works draw our attention to the *Uttaratantra*, the translation and analysis of which forms the subject-matter of the present work. It is indeed the most interesting of the three, if not of all the five, being the exposition of the most developed monistic and pantheistic teachings of the later Buddhists and of the special theory of the Essence of Buddhahood, the fundamental element of the Absolute, as existing in all living beings. Before we commence an investigation of this theory, it is necessary to give a general summary review of the contents of all the 5 treatises. The Lamaist monasteries of Tibet and Mongolia possess separate block-print editions (independently from the Tangyur) of all of them. We have moreover works of diverse Tibetan scholars containing a special analysis of them en regard. Both these circumstances greatly facilitate a sum-

---

1 *tathāgata-garbha* = *de-bzin-gi-sgra-pa-bzi-ni-po*.  
2 *dhātu* = *khams*.  
3 In Transbaikalia we have two such editions, one issued by the Bde-chen-lhung-grub-gliṅ (Aga), and the other by the Gusinozersky Monastery.  
4 Among these works it will be sufficient to mention two, viz. 1) The Commentary on the Abhisamayālaṅkāra by Jam-yab-gi-ba-i-lo-dū (Hjam-dbyaṅs-dgaṅ-baṅ-blo-gros, edition of the Lo-sū-liṅ section of the Brāhmap Monastery of Tibet), and 2) the investigation of the contents of the 3 Prajñā-pāramitā-sūtras by the celebrated Loṅ-dol (Kloṅ-rdol) Lama.
mary investigation of the works in question and of the theories contained in them. According to the earlier Tibetan writers, the Śūtrālamkāra, Uttaratantra, Madhyānta-vibhangā and Dharma-dharmatā-vibhangā are all of them written from the standpoint of the Yogācāra-vijñānavāda school. The Abhisamayālamkāra, as an interpretation of the Prajñā-pāramitā-sūtras, is regarded by the said authorities as referring to the Scripture of the intermediate period, i.e. as a Mādhyamika work. The Tibetan authors of the later period, Tson-kha-pa, &c., have another opinion as regards this subject. They admit, as their predecessors, that the Śūtrālamkāra and the two Vibhangas contain an exposition of the specific Yogācāra teachings. But the Uttaratantra is according to them not a Yogācāra, but a Mādhyamika-Prāsaṅgika work, since it expresses the extreme monistic views peculiar to that school. As to the Abhisamayālamkāra, it is regarded as belonging to that branch of the Mādhyamika school which is called Yogācāra-Mādhyamika-Svātāntrika, the representatives of which are the great authorities in the Prajñā-pāramitā,—Ārya-Vimuktasena, Bhadanta-Vimuktasena, and Haribhadra. As we shall see later on, this standpoint of the Tibetan writers belonging to Tson-kha-pa’s school may in general be regarded as correct.

We shall now make an attempt to give a summary analysis of all the 5 treatises. We begin with the Śūtrālamkāra, which is the best known owing to the edition and translation of it by Prof. Sylvain Lévi. It is to be regarded as a systematical exposition of the teachings contained in the sūtras of the later period expressing

1 Cf. Bu-ton’s Index of the Tangyur in his “History of Buddhism” 180 a. 3. —Bu-ton has even the tendency of viewing all the 5 treatises of Maitreya as forming one separate branch of literature belonging to the Yogācāra school. He says that this literature consists altogether of 20 treatises viz. the 5 works of Maitreya, the 5 divisions of Āryaśāṅga’s Yogacaryā-bhūmi, the Abhidharma-saṃuccaya and Mahāyāna-saṅgraha and the 8 treatises of Vasubandhu. Cf. Prof. Stecherbatsky’s article in the Muséeon “La littérature Yogācāra d’après Bou-ston” and my translation of Bu-ton’s History p. 57.

2 Tib. Dbyu-ma-thal-ḥgyur-ba.

the Yogācāra views.¹ The whole work is characterized as a detailed exposition of the methods by means of which the Bodhisattva has to act on his Path toward Enlightenment.² The division of the subjects and chapters is as follows:—

First comes the exposition of the basis on which the Bodhisattva has to act.³ Accordingly we have:—

Chapter I.⁴—A vindication of the Mahāyānistic Scripture and an attempt to prove it to be the true Teaching of Buddha.—

Chapter II.⁵ The search of a refuge in the 3 Jewels, Buddha, the Doctrine, and the Congregation.—The individual who has obtained faith in the Mahāyānistic Teaching and in the 3 Jewels becomes able to enter the Path toward Salvation.⁶—

Chapter III.⁷ The Germ of Enlightenment or the element of the saintly lineage⁸ which is the source of all the virtuous qualities of a living being.—It must be first awakened to life in order to become the foundation of spiritual progress on the Path.⁹—

Chapter IV.¹⁰ The Creative Mental Effort for Enlightenment,¹¹ the production of a special state of the mind connected with the desire of attaining Buddhahood in order to lead others to Salvation.—The person in whom the Germ of Enlightenment is aroused to life and who has made the Creative Effort can now begin his course of training.¹²

¹ According to the Siddhārta (Grub-mthaba) of Jam-yañ-žad-pa, the sutras which are regarded as the foundation of the Yogācāra system, are:—a) the Sandhīnirmocana (tib. Dgoön-pa-ñes-par-hgrel-pa), b) the Lankāvatāra, c) the Ghana-vyūha.
² Jam-yañ-gā-bī-lo-dū, 8 a. 2.
³ Jam-yañ-gā-bī-lo-dū, 8 b. 2.
⁴ Mahāyāna-siddhy-adhikāra. In the later Tibetan editions this chapter is divided into two parts viz. a general introduction (verses 1—6) and the vindication of Mahāyāna (v. 7—21).
⁵ Sarapa-gamana-adhikāra.
⁶ Gotra-adhikāra.
⁷ pratīpātā ādhāraḥ = sgrub-paḥi-rten.
⁸ bodhi-citta-utpāda = byah-chub-tu-sems-bkyed.
⁹ Jam. 8 b. 3.
¹⁰ Citta-utpāda-adhikāra.
¹¹ Gotra = rīgs.
¹² Jam. 8 b. 4.
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Next comes the exposition of the topics in which the Bodhisattva must become instructed. Accordingly we have:—

Chapter V.1—The activity of the Bodhisattva in pursuit of one’s own weal and of that of others.2 The causes of this activity are exposed in:—

Chapter VI.3—On the Absolute Truth and its cognition by the Saint. The teaching of the Absolute is given here from the standpoint of the Yogācāra system, i.e. as the negation of the imaginary external world opposed to the relative reality of the individual ideas and the unique, undifferentiated Absolute Reality.6—

Chapter VII.7—On the attainment of exclusive power by the Bodhisattva.—

Chapter VIII.8—The methods of attaining complete maturity oneself and of conveying the same to others.9—

Chapter IX.10—The teaching about Supreme Enlightenment and the 3 Bodies of the Buddha.—

Then follows the teaching about the way, how the Bodhisattva must undergo his course of training:—11

Chapter X.12—Faith in the Mahāyānistic Doctrine and adherence to it.—

Chapter XI.13—A search for the full knowledge of this Doctrine. Here we again meet with the typical Yogācāra theories concerning the 3 aspects of reality, &c.—14

Chapter XII.15—The preaching of the Doctrine by the Bodhisattva.—

Chapter XIII.16—Action according to the Doctrine.—

1 Pratipatty-adhikāra (1).
2 Jam. 8 b. 5.
3 Tattva-adhikāra.
4 parikalpaṭa = kun-btags.
5 paratāntara = gśan-dbaṅ.
6 parinispanna = yoṅs-grub.
7 Prabhāva-adhikāra.
8 Paripāka-adhikāra.
9 Jam. 8 b. 5.
10 Bodhp-adhikāra.
11 Jam. 8 b. 7.
12 Adhimukty-adhikāra.
13 Dharma-paryēṣṭy-adhikāra.
14 XI. 13 sqq., 38—41.
15 Pratipatty-adhikāra (2).
Chapter XIV.—The precepts and instructions received by the Bodhisattva at the time of his abiding on the Path. The different stages of the latter, as the 4 degrees of the Path of Training, &c.

Chapter XV.—The skilful acts of the Bodhisattva. Thereafter we have an exposition of these acts in detail:

Chapter XVI.—The 6 highest transcendental virtues and the four methods of obtaining adherents.

Chapter XVII.—On the worship of the Buddha and the limitless noble feelings.

Chapter XVIII.—The characteristic properties harmonizing with Enlightenment. The Accumulations of Virtue and Wisdom, &c.

Chapter XIX.—The different virtuous properties of the Bodhisattva.

Chapter XX—XXI.—The termination of the Bodhisattva’s activity at the time of final Enlightenment.

The Śātrūlandkāra is thus, as we have just seen, an exposition of Yogācāra theories in connexion with the religious practice and conduct of the Bodhisattva. In the next two works, viz. the Madhyānta-vibhanga and Dharma-dharmatā-vibhanga, the philosophical part predominates. These treatises are regarded as special interpretations of that part of Scripture which contains the Yogācāra Doctrine in its purest and most pregnant form, such as the Saṃdhinirmocana-sūtra. A special characteristic feature of this doctrine is, besides its idealistic character, the discrimination between the 3 aspects of reality which we have slightly mentioned above. The Madhyānta-vibhanga exposes the Yogācāra theories from the stand-

1 Avavadā-anuśasanadhikāra. 2 nivṛddha-bhāgīya, XIV. 23—27.
3 Upāya-sahita-karma-adhikāra. 4 Pārami-ta-adhikāra.
5 catvāri saṅgraha-vastumi = bedu-bahi-dičos-po-bi. 6 Puṣā-sevā-apramāṇa-adhikāra.
7 apramāṇa = tshad-med-pa. 8 Bodhipakṣa-adhikāra.
11 Guṇa-adhikāra. 12 Carya-pratiṣṭhā-adhikāra.
13 Tib. Dgoñs-pa-ñes-par-hgrel-pa, otherwise called Mdo-sde-dgoñs-hgrel, Kg. MDO. V.
point of their being the middle way,\footnote{madhyama-pratipad = dbu-mahi-lam.} the negation of the two extremities of Eternalism\footnote{śūcata-anta = rtag-mthaṅ.} and Materialism,\footnote{uccheda-anta = chad-mthaṅ.} or otherwise, of Realism and Nihilism.\footnote{Tib. yod-mthaṅ and med-mthaṅ (= sad-anta and asad-anta). Cf. my translation of Bu-ton’s History p. 54.} As the external world is regarded as unreal and allowed only an imaginary, fancied\footnote{parikālpita = kun-btags.} existence, the extremity of Realism becomes rejected. But, on the other hand, there is neither any room for nihilistic views, since the relative\footnote{paratatāra = gzhan-dbaṅ.} reality of the individual ideas from the empirical standpoint\footnote{Cf. Bu-ton, Lhasa block-print, 79 a. 6.—gzhan-dbaṅ kun-rdzos-lu yod = paratantāram asti saṃsvṛtya.} and their ultimate Absolute Reality\footnote{parinirṇappana = yowa-grub.} are both admitted.

The subject-matter of the Madhyānta-vibhanga is divided into 7 topics which are as follows:—

1) The 3 aspects of reality,—Chapter I.
2) The various forms of obscurations which are to be removed,—Chapter II.
3) The Absolute Truth according to the Yogācāra theory,—Chapter III.—It is defined as “that which, being cognized, makes impossible the origination of views maintaining the reality of the separate elements or of the personality\footnote{gūhṇa-grūhaka = gzuṅ-hdzin.} as a whole, of subject and object\footnote{gudgala = gauṅ-zag.} and of ens and non-ens.—
4) The antidotes against the defiling elements, and
5) The concentration of mind upon these antidotes,—Chapter IV.
6) The basis for this concentration and
7) The activity on the Mahāyānistic Path,—Chapter V.

In the Dharmadharma-dharmatā-vibhanga the theory of the 3 aspects of reality is the basis on which the elements (dharma) of the Phenomenal World and their ultimate Absolute Essence (dharmatā)
are investigated.\textsuperscript{1}—The relative\textsuperscript{2} entities, as modifications of one conscious principle, are the elements which call forth the illusion of an independently existing external world; they are thus the factors by which the seeming existence in the Sāṃśāra is conditioned. These elements, being separated from their imputed nature, disclose their true Absolute Essence (dharmatā). In the aspect of the latter they appear as unique and undifferentiated, as merged for ever in Nirvāṇa.\textsuperscript{3} Thus from another standpoint, being viewed correctly, the same relative individual ideas are represented as that from which the true essence of all things, Nirvāṇa, may be conjectured.\textsuperscript{4} Accordingly the Dharma-dharmatā-vibhanga is a treatise demonstrating the Phenomenal World and the Absolute, Sāṃśāra and Nirvāṇa in regard of each other.\textsuperscript{5} It is said that the aim of such an exposition is to bring about the cognition and rejection of the false, imputed, and defiled\textsuperscript{6} character of the elements as constituting the Phenomenal World on one side, and to lead to the realization of Nirvāṇa through the cognition of the true, pure,\textsuperscript{7} and absolute nature of the same elements, on the other.\textsuperscript{8}

The contents of the Abhisamayālaṃkāra forms the subject of a special investigation,—the analysis of its 8 subjects and 70 topics which is now in the press. It is here only necessary to point to some characteristic features of this work owing to which the Tibetan authors maintain it to be a Madhyamika and not a Yogācāra treatise. In fact, we do not find in it anywhere the discrimination between

\textsuperscript{1} Cf. Bu-ton, translation p. 54.  
\textsuperscript{2} paratatāra = gzhon-‘dbyin.  
\textsuperscript{3} prakṛti-parimūtya = raṅ-bzin-gyis-yogs-su-myas-han-las-ḥdas-pa.  
\textsuperscript{4} Jam. 7 b. 2—3.  
\textsuperscript{5} Ibid.  
\textsuperscript{6} sūṅskṛteka = kun-nas-ḥion-moḥs-pa.  
\textsuperscript{7} caiyavatānīka = snam-par-byaṅ-ba.  
\textsuperscript{8} Jam. 7 b. 3—4.—As the plurality of the elements influenced by defiling agencies is declared to be an illusion which in reality does not exist and has never existed before, we see that the Yogācāras likewise maintain the absence of a real difference between Sāṃśāra and Nirvāṇa and that they consider the transition from the former into the latter to consist only in a change of the point of view, acc. to Abhisamayālaṃkāra V. 21.—nu’paneyam ataḥ kimo’t, &c.
the 3 aspects of reality with the view of the imputed as being unreal and of the relative and absolute as having an independent reality. There is likewise nothing about the “store-consciousness,”¹ this characteristic tenet of the elder branch of the Yogācāra school. The main standpoint of the Abhisamayālamkāra is that of universal Non-substantiality and Relativity, i.e. the Madhyamika view. Moreover, in respect of the fundamental element or Germ of Enlightenment,² the Abhisamayālamkāra likewise adheres to the Madhyamika standpoint. The fundamental element is regarded as identical with the Absolute,³ unique and undifferentiated,⁴ and not as a special force, though derived from the Absolute, but nevertheless differing from it, as the Yogācāras admit.

[The Uttaratantra and its Sources.]

Finally, we have the Uttaratantra to which the present investigation is devoted. The principal subject-matter of this treatise is the special theory of the fundamental element⁶ of the Absolute, otherwise called the Essence of the Buddha⁶ or the element of his lineage.⁷ In the Abhisamayālamkāra we have only a brief indication of this subject, as being the foundation for the activity on the Path toward Salvation. Here, on the contrary, we have it as the main, the central topic. All the other subjects are represented in their relation to it as the causes and the result of its development. The whole contents of the work is divided into 7 subjects:—

Buddha (1), the Doctrine (2), and the Congregation (3),—
the 3 Jewels.

¹ ālaya-vijñāna = kun-gzi-rnam-par-ses-po.
² dhātu = gotra.
⁴ Ibid. I. 39—dharma-dhātor asamihcddād gotra-bheda na yujyate.
⁵ dhātu = khamś.
⁶ tathāgata-garbha = de-bšin-gieigs-pahī-skiṅ-po.
⁷ gotra = rigs.
The fundamental element of the Absolute, the Essence of the Buddha as it exists in every living being, obscured by the accidental\(^1\) defiling elements (4).\(^2\)

The state of Supreme Enlightenment, that of the same element as delivered from all the Obscurations (5).

The properties of the Buddha possessed by him after the attainment of this state of complete Illumination (6).

The acts performed by the Buddha in pursuit of the welfare of all living beings (7).

The first four subjects are included in Chapter I,—“On the Essence of Buddhahood” (165 verses). The latter 3 are treated separately. So we have Chapter II—“On Supreme Enlightenment” (72 verses), Chapter III—“The Properties of the Buddha” (38 verses), and Chapter IV—“The Buddha’s Acts” (101 verses).

The fifth and last chapter 28 verses has for its subject-matter the advantages and the merit of studying the Doctrine concerning the Essence of Buddhahood.

We possess a Commentary on the Uttaratantra by Āryāsanga called Uttaratantra-vyākhyā (Tangyur, MDO. XLIV), a separate block-print edition of which has been issued by the Aga (Bde-chен-lhung-grub-glin) Monastery. It is known in the Tibetan tradition by the abridged title Thogs-khrel (i.e. Thogs-med-kyi-khrel-pa = Asanga-vṛtti). Among the detailed Tibetan Commentaries, the best known is that of Tson-kha-pa’s pupil Gyal-tshab-dar-ma-rin-chen (Dar-tik).\(^3\)

We give below a translation of the main text with the whole of Āryāsanga’s Commentary, supplying it with explanations from Gyal-tshab’s work when necessary.

\(^1\) ogantuka-mala = glo-bur-gyi-dri-ma.

\(^2\) Jam. 4 b. 4—5.—The Uttaratantra proves the existence of the unique undifferentiated Absolute Essence of all relative entities, the negation of all separate illusionary reality as existing from the outset and representing the essential nature of a living being.

\(^3\) Vol. III of the full collection of his works (gser-hbum), Labran edition.
The title Uttaratantra has been interpreted in two ways:—1) as the highest or 2) as the latest of the Mahāyānistic teachings. The work is regarded as the interpretation of 5 Sūtras relating to the Scripture of the later period. These are:—1) The Tathāgata-mahā-karuṇā-nirdeśa-sūtra alias Dhāranīśvara-raja-paripṛcchā, 2) the Śrī-mālā-devī-sīṁhanāda-sūtra, 3) the Tathāgata-garbha-sūtra containing the 9 examples which illustrate the Essence of the Buddha, as it exists in all living beings, 4) the Sarva-buddha-viśaya-avatāra-jñāna-āloka-alavikāra-sūtra, illustrating the inconceivable character of the Buddha’s acts, and 5) the Ratna-dārika-paripṛcchā on the 64 properties of the Buddha. The Uttaratantra-vyākhya contains numerous quotations from all these Sūtras, mostly without mentioning their titles. Sometimes even the quotation looks like an ordinary passage of Āryāśanga’s Commentary without any allusion whatever to the Sūtra quoted. The identification of such passages with their sources is of course exceedingly difficult.

Besides the Sūtras just mentioned, we have in the Uttaratantra-vyākhya likewise quotations from other canonical works, such as the Sāgaramati-paripṛcchā, the Gaganagañja-sūtra, the Mahāpari-nirvāṇa-sūtra, &c. All these can be identified with their sources.

1 Cf. Bu-tuon, translation p. 54.
6 The Uttaratantra itself has been translated into Chinese by Ratna-mati 508 a.d. (Nangjio, 1236).
7 Cf. Vyākhya, f. 9 b. 6. sqq.
8 Tib. Blo-gros-rgya-mtsho-zus-pañi-mdo. Kg. MDO. XIV.
9 Tib. Nam-mkhañi-mdzod-kyi-mdo. Kg. MDO. XIII.
In several places the main text of the Uttaratantra itself represents nothing but a summary of different passages of the Sūtras, as for instance in Chapter I, on the 9 examples illustrating the Essence of the Buddha according to the Tathāgata-garbha-sūtra.

II. The Authorship of the Treatises of Maitreya.

It is here that we meet again with the problem of the authorship of the 5 Treatises of Maitreya. Prof. Ut in his article expresses the opinion that Maitreya was a historical person, the teacher of Āryāsanga and the founder of the Yogācāra school. Now, as regards this last point, we have an interesting statement in the Siddhānta (Grub-mthab) of Jam-yan-źad-pa, where it is said: ¹—The teacher Nagarjuna, having been inspired by the Bodhisattva Mañjuśrī, has laid the foundation to the Madhyamika system in accordance with the Akṣayamati-nirdeśa-sūtra. The same has been done by the teacher Āryāsanga in regard of the Yogācāra system through the inspiration of Maitreya and on the basis of the Saññā-nirmocana-sūtra.—A similar statement is to be found in Bu-ton’s Commentary on the Abhisamayālaṃkāra called Luṅ-gi-sne ma. ²—From this we may draw the conclusion that both the systems were evidently considered to have had each their own divine, legendary inspirer, from whom the Doctrine was said to have been obtained through revelation. In Bu-ton’s History of Buddhism ³ it is moreover said that Āryāsanga has written down the 5 treatises after having heard them from Maitreya in the Tuṣita heavens. This might be simply interpreted in the sense that Āryāsanga and no other was the actual author of the 5 works. As the latter represent the foundation of the exegetical literature connected with the new conceptions of Buddhism, it is

² Aga Monastery edition 114 b. 6 and 115 b. 2.
The Sublime Science, of Maitreya. 93

quite natural that the adherents of these conceptions ascribed to the 5 treatises a divine, supermundane origin.—

Now, as a matter of fact, the 5 treatises show a great resemblance with each other as regards style. This resemblance may be noticed even in the Tibetan translations. We meet with many verses which have nearly the same contents, and one which is exactly the same in both the Abhisamayālaṁkāra and the Uttaratantra. As concerns the relation of the latter to its Commentary, there are some points which can prove that both must have been composed by the same author. In Chapter I the fundamental element, the Essence of Buddhahood is investigated from 10 points of view viz. the essence, the cause of purification, the result of the latter, &c. The main text does not contain a direct indication of everyone of these points as forming a new paragraph, and this we have only in the Commentary. Some verses are quite incomprehensible by themselves and only the Commentary makes clear their meaning and relation. Moreover, we must point to an interesting feature of the Commentary itself. It is only the first chapter which is commented in detail, forming almost 3 quarters of the whole work. The other four chapters contain almost exclusively the verses of the main text with a very few indications mostly like “the meaning of this verse is rendered clear by the following eight,” &c. This fact may be understood in the sense that the author considered the text of the verses to be sufficiently clear by itself without needing an exposition in detail. If the Commentary had been composed by a writer other than the author of the main work, one could hardly understand the sense of his having merely copied the verses of the Uttaratantra in 4 chapters,

1 We give here a few examples:—
a) Sūtrālaṁkāra IX. 60. svābhāvikāḥ sāṁbhogayaḥ kāyo nairmāṇiko’ paraḥ kāya-bhedā hi buddhānāṁ prathamā tu dvayaākrayaḥ and Abhisamayālaṁkāra VIII. 17. svābhāvikāḥ sasaṁbhogo nairmāṇiko’ paraś tathā, &c. b) Sūtrālaṁkāra IV. 11 and Uttaratantra I. 33., c) Sūtrālaṁkāra IX. 37 and Uttaratantra I. 27.

2 Abhisamayālaṁkāra V. 21 and Uttaratantra I. 152.—
nī’ paneyam atah kiṁcit prakṣeptavyaṁ na kiṁ ca na &c.
after having given a detailed and brilliant exposition of the first. We
may affirm that the principal aim of Āryāśaṅga in his Commentary
was to enlarge upon the teaching of the Essence of Buddhahood
and to put it forth as a special and quite new theory. This he has
done in the first chapter of the work.

Now, if all the 5 treatises have been composed by one author,
how can we explain the fact that they have been written from
different points of view. It is said in the Commentary of Gyal-tshab
that the first 3 works (i.e. the Sūtrālaṁkāra, Madhyānta-vibhanga,
and Dharma-dharmatā-vibhanga) contain an exposition of the teaching
of the Absolute Truth as modified in accordance with the under-
standing of some of the converts, and not in its complete form,
i.e. as the theory of the Relativity and Non-substantiality of all
elements of existence. On the foundation of the said 3 treatises and
in accordance with the discrimination between the conventional
and the direct meaning in the Samdhinirmocana-sūtra, the teacher
(Āryāśaṅga) has composed the 5 divisions of the Yogacaryā-bhūmi
and the two summary works, in which he has laid the foundation
to the Yogācāra-vijñānavāda system. The Abhisamayālaṁkāra in
its turn exposes repeatedly the theory of universal Relativity and
Non-substantiality; the main subject-matter is here however the
process of Illumination of the Saint, the Path toward Enlightenment,
as being the hidden meaning of the Prajñā-pāramita-sūtras. As to
the Uttaratantra, it is said that it is to be subsequently exposed to
those who have first attained maturity on the foundation of the
Vijñānavāda Doctrine and to those members of the Mahāyānistic
family who are endowed with the most acute intellectual faculty.
It demonstrates the teaching of the Absolute as the unique un-
differentiated principle, being the negation of the separate reality of

1 cha. 5. sqq. 2 nēṣṭhā = dran-don. 3 mtōrthā = nes-don.
4 The Mahaśrāma-samgraha and Abhidharma-samuccaya. Cf. Bu-ton, trans-
lation p. 56.
5 Lit. "has opened the passage for the Vehicle of Vijñānavāda".
6 abhisamaya = mhon-rtogs.
all the elements in their plurality, in accordance with the Prajñā-pāramitā and the Tathāgata-garbha-sūtra. This teaching is the principal subject-matter of the work and represents the real point of view of the teacher.

All this may perhaps be taken as an allusion to the fact that there might have been a gradual evolution in the conceptions of Āryāsanga. It is probable that he started from the main Yogācāra standpoint with its extreme idealism and its theory of a store-consciousness, and of the 3 aspects of reality. Then, on the foundation of the Prajñā-pāramitā, he has composed the Abhisamayālāmākaṇḍa, giving up his extreme Yogācāra views and drawing near to the monistic conception of the Mādhyamikas. Indeed, as we have mentioned above, the Abhisamayālāmākaṇḍa contains nothing about the store-consciousness or the other typical tenets of the Yogācāra school. It may be that at that time Āryāsanga was not quite certain in regard of his main standpoint, since we possess in Tson-kha-pa’s Gser-phreng an indication that his Commentary on the Abhisamayālāmākaṇḍa and the Pañca-viniśati-sahasrika was written from the Yogācāra point of view. Finally, in the Uttaratantra he may be considered to have attained the highest point of development in adopting a theory of purest, extreme monism. It is owing to this circumstance that the later Tibetan authors consider the Uttaratantra to be a Mādhyamika-Prāśangika work. At the same time we find Āryāsanga attempting to give a substitution for the idea of an individual soul. The conception of a store-consciousness containing the seeds of all the elements was replaced by him by the idea of the Essence of Buddhahood, the fundamental element of the Absolute as existing in every living being. This element which had before been regarded by Āryāsanga as an active force, was now viewed

---

1 Cf. Prof. Th. Stecherbatsky, Conception of Buddhist Nirvāṇa, p. 84.
2 ālaya-vijnāna = kun-gyi-rnam-par-les-pa.
3 Aga edition, I. 19 a. 1—5.
4 In the Sātrālāmākaṇḍa, ērvaka-bhūmi, Bodhisattva-bhūmi, &c.
5 bṛja = sūmarthya.
es eternal, quiescent, and unalterable, as the true essence of every living being and the source of all the virtuous qualities. Once, in his Commentary, Āryāśanga returns to his old conception of the element of the lineage of Buddhahood as a force, governing the 6 internal bases of cognition. This however refers only to the fundamental element taken in the aspect of Empirical Reality, as the Germ of Enlightenment which becomes developed.

We do not, however, exclude the possibility that Āryāśanga could have written different works from different points of view, without changing his main standpoint. We know that such a practice was familiar to the Indian scholars belonging to diverse philosophical systems, as for instance Vācaspatimiśra who has written works from the Nayāyika, Yoga, and Vedānta standpoint. The great Tibetan writers, as Tson-kha-pa, &c., have likewise composed their Commentaries in accordance with the texts explained by them; so we have works expressing the Mādhyamika-Prāsangika, Mādhyamika-Svātantrika, Yogācāra, Sautrāntika and Vaibhāṣika (on the Abhidharmakośa) standpoint, all having been written by one author.

III. The different Theories regarding the Fundamental Element or Germ of Enlightenment.

Thus, as we see, the main subject-matter of the Uttaratantra and the Commentary thereon is the teaching of the fundamental element of the Absolute, otherwise called the Essence of the Buddha or the element of his lineage (gotra). Before we begin an investigation of this subject in accordance with the most developed Mādhyamika conception of it, we must give a brief account of the theories of other Buddhist schools concerning it likewise. In the celebrated Commentary of Tson-kha-pa on the Abhisamayālamākāra, called Gser-phreû, as well as in the manual on the same work by the Grand

---

1 Cf. p. 206.  
2 gotra = rigs.  
3 saktavyā = kun-rdzob-tu.  
4 dhātu = khams.  
5 saññāyatana = skye-mched-drug.  
6 paripūṣṭa or samudānta-gotra.  
7 yig-cha.
Lama Jam-yaṅ-ṣad-pa\(^1\) we possess a thorough analysis of the teaching about dhātu or gotra from the standpoint of the 4 principal Buddhist schools. It is on the basis of these 2 Tibetan works that we now make an attempt to give a systematical review of the different theories concerning the element of the saintly lineage. We shall strictly follow the order in which the subject is investigated by the Tibetan Commentaries. First comes the standpoint of the Hinayānistic schools, the Vaibhāṣikas and Sautrāntikas, then that of the Yogācāras, and, finally, the theory of the Mādhyamikas, or that which is contained in the Uttaratantra and Abhisamayālāṃkāra.

a) The Term gotra and its Interpretation in Hinayāna.

In the Vinaya and Abhidharma the term gotra is to be found in the sense of a special element which is regarded as the principal factor for the attainment of Arhatship, or otherwise, as that element which forms, so to say, the essential nature or character of a Saint.\(^2\) Among the psychical elements,\(^3\) there are 3, viz. absence of desire,\(^4\) absence of enmity,\(^5\) and absence of infatuation\(^6\) which are called the 3 principal roots of virtue.\(^7\) Of these three, the element of absence of desire is that which represents the essential character of the Saint and the element conducive to Salvation.\(^8\) This element manifests itself in the contentment with every kind of clothing, food, dwelling, and couch, however poor and bad they might be,\(^9\) and in a feeling of satisfaction with the practice of profound meditation and the removal of the defiling elements,\(^10\) which likewise shows the Saint’s aversion to all worldly matters. The first three characteristics

\(^2\) ārya-pudgala.
\(^3\) caḷita = sams-bgyiṅ.
\(^4\) alo bhā = chog-med-pa.
\(^5\) adeṣa = ṭe-ṣdah-med-pa.
\(^6\) amoha = gti-mug-med-pa.
\(^7\) triṃ kusala-mūlāni = dge-rtsa-gsum.
\(^9\) Gser-phren I. 242 b. 2. (as a quotation from the Vinaya) and Skabs-brgyad-ka I. 239 b. 5.
\(^10\) Gser. I. 242 b. 3. and Skabs. I. 239 b. 5—6.

Acta orientalia, IX.
refer to the nature of the Saint as securing the Path toward Salvation, whereas the fourth represents the essence of the Saint’s activity on the Path.\(^1\) Moreover, the element of absence of desire, as manifesting itself in the contentment with every kind of clothing, food, &c. is to be viewed as an antidote against every kind of attachment regarding one’s property; being taken in the aspect of the satisfaction with the removal of defilement it is that which puts an end to every kind of consideration of “Ego” and “Mine.”\(^2\) Consequently, as the element of absence of desire represents such an important, predominant factor for the attainment of Salvation and the annihilation\(^5\) of all worldly elements, it is the gotra, the fundamental element of the saintly lineage.\(^4\)

Such is the conception of the gotra according to the Vaibhāṣika school. The standpoint of the other branch of the Hīnayānists, that of the Sautrāntikas is quite different. This school admits the existence of a special force\(^5\) governing the element of consciousness. It belongs to the so-called- “pure forces”\(^6\) and gives origination to the pure transcendental wisdom\(^7\) of the Saint at the time of final Enlightenment. This force represents the fundamental element, the gotra of the Saint,\(^8\) and is regarded as existing from the outset in every living being. According to the Sautrāntikas this force can be annihilated and the attainment of Enlightenment made impossible, this being the case with an individual in whom the roots of virtue are prevented to grow.\(^9\) As we shall see further on, this point of view forms a link between the Hīnayānistic and the Mahāyānistic conceptions.

---

\(^1\) Gser. I. 242 b. 3—4.
\(^2\) Gser. I. 242 b. 4—5. Both these aspects of the element of saintly lineage are mentioned in the Abhidharmakośa VI. 7, 8, Tsugol Monastery edition 85 b. 5—86a. 2.
\(^3\) nirodha =ṛṣeg-pa.
\(^4\) Abhidharmakośa-bhāṣya, Aga edition.
\(^5\) loja = sāmarthyā.
\(^6\) vipravukta-saṅskāra = idan-min-ḥdu-byod.
\(^7\) anārava-jūnā = zag-med-ye-kṣa.
\(^8\) Skabs-brgyad-ka I. 233 a. 1. and 238 b. 1, as a quotation from Yaśomitra’s Abhidharmakoṣa-vyākhyā.
\(^9\) samucchinna-kusala-mula = dge-baṅ-ṛtsa-ba-kun-tu-chad-pa.
of the gotra, since the theory of the Yogācāras which is to be discussed presently, represents only a more developed form of the Sautrāntika standpoint.

b) The Yogācāra Theories concerning dhātu or gotra.

Before we begin an investigation of the gotra as viewed by the Yogācāras it is necessary, in short, to point to the principal subdivisions of this school. The elder branch are the Yogācāras or Vijñānavādins basing upon Scripture, the school of Āryāsanga and Vasubandhu. They maintain the theory of the store-consciousness containing, so to say, the seeds of all the elements constituting a personality. The other subdivision is that of the Logician Vijñānavādins, the younger school founded by Dignāga. This branch of the Yogācāras does not admit the existence of the store-consciousness, the functions of which are according to this school divided among the six internal bases of cognition.

In accordance with these 2 varieties of the Yogācāras the conception of the gotra differs in some points, being, in regard of the main one, essentially the same. Those who maintain the theory of the store-consciousness define the "gotra" as a force which governs this store-consciousness and which brings about the origination of pure transcendental knowledge, the removal of the defiling agencies and the transformation of all the elements constituting a personality into component parts of the 3 Bodies of the Buddha. With the logicians it is respectively a force governing the internal bases of cognition, its functions being exactly the same as those maintained

---

1 Tib. luṅ-gi-rjes-hbraḥ-sems-tsam-pa = āgama-anusāriṇo vijñānavādinah.
2 ālaya-vijñāna = kun-gi-rnam-par-ber-pa.
3 It is interesting to note that in the Lamaist schools it is maintained that the Yogācāras hold the store-consciousness to be gaṅ-zag-rdzas-yed-pa = dravya-sat-pudgala i.e. "the real personality" (!).
4 riga-paḥi-rjes-hbraḥ-sems-tsam-pa = nyāya-anusāriṇo vijñānavādinah.
5 Lit. "stands above" (kun-giḥi-sten-du = ālayaṇya upari).
6 parāvṛtti = yoṅs-su-gyur-pa.
by the elder school. The gotra is regarded by both the subdivisions of the Yogācāra school as manifesting itself in 2 aspects, viz. the fundamental, existing in every living being from the outset, and that which undergoes the process of development.\(^1\) Thus, the standpoint of the Yogācāras regarding the very essence of the gotra itself agrees with that of the Sautrāntikas. It is held to be a pure force and an active\(^2\) mutable element. This active character is very pregnantly expressed in the Gūḍhārtha\(^8\) where it is said that the Absolute Reality\(^4\) manifests itself in 2 forms, viz. the active and the immutable.\(^6\) The first of these forms has again 2 varieties,—the pure Transcendental Wisdom of the Buddha\(^6\) and the seed, the germ of this Transcendental Wisdom.\(^7\) This seed is the gotra, the fundamental element and the original cause\(^8\) of Enlightenment. It is, as has been mentioned before, of 2 kinds, viz. the primordial and that which becomes developed. Remarkable is the theory of the Yogācāras regarding the metamorphose\(^9\) of the elements constituting the personality of an ordinary individual into component parts of the 3 Bodies of the Buddha at the time of final Enlightenment. This metamorphose is produced by the agency of the gotra, which is accordingly viewed as the force bringing about the transformation of the internal bases of cognition (and of the store-consciousness with the elder school) into the elements of Buddhahood. The process of transformation is viewed differently by the Yogācāra authorities. In general, the 3 Bodies of the Buddha are put in correspondence with the 8 or the 6 kinds of consciousness which are: 1) the store-consciousness,\(^10\) 2) the intellect as the substratum of defiling forces,\(^11\)

---

\(^1\) prakṛtiṣṭha and paripuṣṭa-gotra = naṅ-bzin-gnas-rigs and rgyas-hgyur-gyi-rigs.

\(^2\) saṃskṛta = ḥlus-byas.

\(^3\) Tib. Don-gsal, a commentary on the first chapter of the Mahāyāna-saṁgraha.

\(^4\) parinippanna = yoṅs-grub.

\(^5\) nitya = rtag-pa.

\(^6\) A synonym of the Buddha's Body of Absolute Wisdom (jñāna-dharma-kāya).

\(^7\) Gser. I. 243 a. 4.

\(^8\) upādāna-kāraya = ācr-len-gyi-rgyu.

\(^9\) parāvṛtti.

\(^10\) ālaya-viṣṇūna.

\(^11\) klīśa-manas = sion-yid. Is a synonym of mana-āyatana (No. 6).
and the 6 forms corresponding to the 6 internal bases of cognition,—the 5 forms of sensous consciousness and the mental.\(^1\) Candragomin\(^2\) says that some are of the opinion that the store-consciousness becomes transformed into the Cosmical Body\(^3\) of the Buddha, the intellect as the substratum of defiling forces—into the Body of Bliss,\(^4\) and the 5 forms of sensous consciousness\(^5\)—into the Apparitional Body.\(^6\) Otherwise, in correspondence with the 5 forms of the Divine Transcendental Wisdom of the Buddha, the transformation is to be viewed as follows:—

- **The store-consciousness** Becomes transformed into **The Cosmical Body as the perfectly pure Absolute\(^7\) and the Transcendental Wisdom resembling a mirror.\(^8\)**
- **The intellect as the substratum of defiling forces** Becomes transformed into **The Body of Bliss i.e. the Altruistic\(^9\) and the Discriminative Wisdom.\(^10\)**
- **The 5 forms of sensuous consciousness** Become transformed into **The active Wisdom\(^11\) pursuing the welfare of living beings i.e. the Apparitional Body.**

According to those Yogācāras who do not accept the theory of the store-consciousness,—the 5 varieties of sensuous consciousness

---

4. *sāṁbhoga-kāya = loha-spyod-rdo-rje-pa-skū (loha-skū).*  
become transformed into the Body of Bliss, and the mental consciousness—into the Apparitional Body.\textsuperscript{1} Thus we see the tendency of viewing the gotra as a special element, an active, transforming principle. It cannot be regarded as identical with the store-consciousness or as included in the internal bases of cognition. It is a force "standing above" the store-consciousness, dominating it and bringing about the transformation of it into the pure Transcendental Wisdom of the Buddha. According to Āryāśanga's Mahāyāna-saṁgraha it is the seed of the Cosmical Body in a living being which can be of a high, intermediate, and low degree. It is, so to say, a counter-agent\textsuperscript{2} of the store-consciousness, inasmuch as it brings about its transformation.\textsuperscript{3}—It would be likewise incorrect to view the gotra as quite identical with all the 6 internal bases of cognition, as do some of the Tibetan authorities.\textsuperscript{4} The gotra is a force governing these bases of cognition, and in such an aspect cannot be considered as equal to them, because its function, that of bringing about the transformation of the elements and the attainment of Buddhahood, is other than the functions of the sense-organs and the intellect. On the other hand it is not something totally different from the internal elements.\textsuperscript{5} Here we see that the standpoint of the Yogācāras is indefinite, resembling that of the Vātsiputryas in regard of the pudgala,—the individual viewed as a separate reality. It is clear that if the Germ of Enlightenment, at the same time the fundamental essence of a personality, were viewed as a separate element, essentially differing from the internal bases of cognition, the Yogācāras would run the danger of admitting the existence of a special substance which, though mutable, could be viewed as the Ego, as something resembling an individual soul. This they try to avoid by stating that the internal elements which represent a substratum and the

\textsuperscript{1} Skal-bzang-rgyal-mtsho, I. 239 a. 6—b 1.
\textsuperscript{2} pratipakṣa = g Ven-po.
\textsuperscript{3} Gser. I. 243 b. 1—2.
\textsuperscript{4} Skal-bzang-rgyal-mtsho, I. 234 a. 5. sqq.
\textsuperscript{5} Gser. I. 244 b. 3—4, as a quotation from the Śrāvakabhūmi and ibid. 244 b. 6—245 a. 1, as a quotation from Sāgaramedha's Bodhisattva-bhūmi-vyākhyā (Tg. Mdo. LV).
gotra which governs them are not to be viewed as quite different from each other. The 6 bases of cognition are not the gotra itself, but they are neither something quite apart from it.

In Haribhadra’s Abhisamayālāṃkāra-loka\(^1\) it is stated that the gotra as existing in every individual is beginningless and an outflow of the Absolute. The Yogācāras have the same opinion, but they do not admit the gotra to be the Absolute itself, as Haribhadra does.\(^2\) Tsoṅ-kha-pa and Jam-yān-ṭad-pa\(^3\) rightly remark that if the gotra is taken to be an active element, it is quite impossible to regard it as identical with the Absolute, which is immutable. Moreover, as the Yogācāras maintain the annihilation of the force of the gotra with the Hīnayānist at the time of final Nirvāṇa\(^4\) and with one in whom all the roots of virtue have perished, the gotra cannot be viewed as the Absolute, which is eternal and indestructible. That the gotra is derived from the Absolute means according to the Yogācāras that it exists from the outset, forming an inherent property of the stream of elements\(^4\) constituting a personality. Neither in its fundamental, nor in its thriving state, it ever loses the character of a force, an active element.

As regards the principal varieties of the gotra as viewed by the Yogācāras, these are held to be three in correspondence with the 3 Vehicles,—of the Śrāvakas, Pratyekabuddhas and Bodhisattvas,\(^5\) with the activity of these 3 different kinds of Saints and the forms of Enlightenment attained by them.\(^6\) These 3 forms are held to be

\(^1\) MS. Minaev, 59 a. 4—anādi-kāla-āyāta-dharmatā-pratilabdham.
\(^2\) Ibid. 59 b. 2.—dharma-dhātury gotram.
\(^3\) Gser. I. 234 b. 5—6 and Skabs I. 234 b. 5.
\(^4\) samājna = rgyud.—This concerns the majority of the Yogācāras. There are however followers of this system who agree with the Mādhyamikas in the opinion that the gotra is identical with the Absolute. Such is the standpoint of Ratnākara-śānti, the author of the Commentary on the Abhisamayālaṃkāra en regard Pañca-viṃśatikaḥsūrya called Śuddhimati (Tg. MDO. IX).
\(^5\) Cf. Vasubandhu on Śrītrālaṃkāra III. 2.—asti yāna-traye gotra-bhedat.
\(^6\) Ibid.—phala-bhedat eva palabhyate hīna-madhya-viśeṣāḥ bodhayaḥ so’ nivreṣa gotra-bhedam na syāt; bēja-amurūpavatī phalasya.
essentially different and not, as with the Mādhyamikas who maintain the theory of the Unique Vehicle, as having one ultimate result which is the Supreme Enlightenment of the Buddha.

IV.

c) The Standpoint of the Mādhyamikas. The Teaching of the Element of Buddhahood according to the Uttaratantra.

The central point of this most developed theory is the teaching that the fundamental element of Buddhahood, the Essence of the Buddha in a living being represents an eternal, immutable element, which is identical with the monistic Absolute and is unique and undifferentiated in everything that lives. This is the main standpoint of the Uttaratantra. It is expressed likewise in the Abhisamayalamkāra, in Haribhadra’s Commentary thereon and in numerous other works. The definition of the Germ or the Essence of the Buddha given by Jam-yaṅ-ţad-pa in his manual is as follows:—It is the Absolute (as the true essence of every living being) which at the time of final Enlightenment becomes the Body of Absolute Existence of the Buddha. In the Commentary of Tsoň-kha-pa we have numerous quotations which especially point to the eternal immutable nature of the fundamental element. The most pregnant of these is that of the Ratnakūṭa:—That in which there is absolutely nothing caused and conditioned is (the element) which is eternal and immutable. This element is that of the saintly lineage; it has a resemblance with space, being unique and undifferentiated. It is the true essence of all the elements, is uniform and eternal. As we have frequently stated above, it is considered to exist in all the living beings without

1 eka-yāna. Cf. below.
2 tathāgata-garbha = de-bzin-gchogs-paḥi-sūną-po.
3 asaṁskṛta = ḥ dus-ma-byas.
4 Skabs-brgyad-ka I. 240 a. 1.
5 svabhāva-kāya = ni-bo-nūid-skun.
6 saṁskṛta = ḥ dus-byas.
7 tathatā = de-bzin-nūid.
8 dharma-dhātu = chos-kyi-dbyin.<n
9 saṁskṛta = ḥ dus-byas.
10 gotra = rigs.
11 tathatā = de-bzin-nūid.
12 Lit. “of one taste” (eka-rasa = ro-gceg-pa).
13 nitya = rtag-pa.
exception and forms the true essence, the background of all the elements constituting a personality. At the same time it is considered to be of a pure spiritual nature and as the element of the spirit of the Buddha. Only it, and nothing else, is real and persistent in an individual; it is beginningless and knows no end. In its essence it does not differ from the Cosmical Body of the Buddha, which is accordingly characterized as pervading everything that exists. All the other elements constituting a personality as classified into the 5 groups, the 12 bases of cognition, and the 18 component elements of an individual as well as the defiling agencies and the Biotic Force which produce them are regarded as totally unreal by themselves, and called forth by the force of illusion. They are always spoken of as the occasional, the accidental defiling elements which cannot affect or alter the element of the Absolute. The latter, as we have it with every individual, excepting the Buddha, is represented as concealed under the coverings of this accidental defilement, but by no means damaged by it. The whole process of the liberation of the Absolute Essence from the worldly elements which ends with the attainment of Buddhahood, that is to say the Path of a Saint, is to be viewed as an uninterrupted practice of mind-concentration upon the non-substantiality of the elements. Through this concentration, the illusion of the reality of the separate entities disappears, the desires, &c. in regard of the worldly objects cease to exist, and the Biotic Force called forth by these desires can no more exercise its activity. Consequently, the origination of new

---

1 Skabs. I. 238 a. 4.  
2 citta-svabhāva = sams-khyi-ran-bran.  
3 Cf. the quotation of Jñānagarbha's Satya-dvaya-vibhanga and Commentary in Skabs. VIII. 22 b. 2.—chos thams-cad-kyi lus-ni Ḥgyo-ba-thams-cad de-bran-giugs-pahi no-bo-las mi-hdi-ba-bahi-phyir = sarva-dharmāyaṁ kūyaṁ, sarva-jagatas tathāgata-svabhāva-anukramat. Cf. also Sūtrakathāka IX. 15.—yathāmbarah sarvagataṁ...

4 skandha = phun-po.  
5 āyatana = skye-mched.  
6 dhātu = kham.  
7 klesa = ŋon-moḥs.  
8 karma = las.  
9 avidyā-vāsanā = ma-rig-pahi-bag-chays.  
10 āgantuka-mala = glo-bur-gyi-dri-ma.
groups of elements is made impossible, the remaining are gradually annihilated and the element of Buddhahood is delivered. This represents the attainment of the real, the true Nirvāṇa. Now, in the process of purification the element of Buddhahood remains essentially the same; its final metamorphose represents nothing but the removal of the occasional defiling elements. We see that Āryāsanga in his last work has come to a fully monistic and pantheistic conception. The statement that "the fundamental element of a living being and the Cosmical Body of the Buddha are the same, there being a difference only in the names," is a very pregnant expression of his standpoint. Another remarkable passage concerns the properties of the Buddha. It is said that these properties represent the attributes of the Absolute Essence as it is with the Buddha. But, as we read immediately after, this Essence is unique and indivisible with everything that lives. The difference is thus caused only by the presence of the defiling elements. But these have only an Empirical, a surface reality; they are not something which is to be really rejected. Absolutely real, eternal, and unalterable is only the element of Buddhahood.

This pantheist theory of the Uttaratantra and its development in the Kāla-cakra Doctrine were adopted by the famous Tibetan Lama Dolbopa-ṣeirab-gyal-tshan (1292–1391), the founder of the Jo-naṭ-pa sect, who interpreted them in a still more extreme way. Tsoṅ-kha-pa and his school rightly saw in this Doctrine a contradiction with the main principles of Buddhism. We find, accordingly, in their works an attempt to modify it. They accuse the Jo-naṭ-pa with having wrongly interpreted the Uttaratantra and say: ¹—There are such who (like the Jo-naṭ-pa) maintain that the Supreme Buddha, endowed with the powers and all the other attributes, exists in every living being from the outset. These do not in the least differ from the Brahmanists,² who adhere to the conception of a

¹ Dar. 12 b. 6—13 a. 1.
² tirthika = mu-stega-pa.
Supreme God existing eternally.—In Gyal-tshab's Commentary we find a discussion on the subject that the element of Buddhahood in a living being and the Cosmical Body of the Buddha cannot be regarded as completely identical. We have likewise many other passages in which the student is warned from confounding the teaching of the Uttaratrantra with the Brahmanical systems.—In spite of all this it is quite clear that the Uttaratrantra contains a full-blown pantheistic theory, the teaching of an eternal Buddha whose miraculous activity free from effort manifests itself in everything that exists, and of the unique eternal element of Buddhahood or of the saintly lineage.

It has been stated above that, according to the Yogacāra point of view, the element of the lineage appears in two varieties, viz. as the primordial and as that which becomes developed. In the Uttaratrantra we have likewise these 2 varieties, with the difference that the primordial represents, as we know, the eternal and immutable element of the Absolute. The Germ of Enlightenment which becomes developed is in its turn regarded as the reflection, the counterpart of the main aspect in the Phenomenal World. Accordingly, in the Tathāgata-garbha-sūtra, containing the 9 examples on the Essence of Buddhahood, the primordial element is characterized as resembling gold which always remains unalterable, and the Germ which becomes developed is compared with a real seed which brings fruit.

We must now mention another characteristic feature of the teaching about the element of the lineage as we have it in the Uttaratrantra. This is the standpoint that, owing to the eternal character of this element, it can never be annihilated in a living being. This means that every living being has the chance of attaining Salvation. Moreover as the fundamental element is unique and undifferentiated

1 tṣāra = dbang-phyug.
2 Dar. 12 b. 2. sqq.
3 anāśkoga = lhun-gyis-grub-pa.
4 prakṛti-stha-gotra = rاج-ḥeṅ-γnas-rigs.
5 paripuṣṭa-gotra = rgyas-ḥgyur-γyi-rigs.
in everything that lives, and as it is the Essence of the Buddha, the ultimate result of its purification from defilement can be only one,—the attainment of Buddhahood. In accordance with this point of view it is maintained that the true Nirvāṇa is only that of the Buddha. As concerns the Nirvāṇa of the Hrdayanist Saints,—the Śrāvakas and Pratyekabuddhas, it is considered to be a state of temporary pacification after the removal of the Obscuration of Moral Defilement. The Hrdayanist Saint may abide for many aeons in a state of perpetual trance in the so-called Unaffected Sphere, having a spiritual, non-physical existence. He is however at length aroused from this state by the grace of a Buddha, whereupon he enters the Mahāyānistic Path that ends with his attainment of Buddhahood. Thus the varieties of the element of saintly lineage and the different results of its purification are to be viewed as conventional and temporary.

In close connexion with the theory of the Essence of the Buddha, the Uttaraśrāvastī gives us the teaching about the Cosmical Body of the Buddha, the attainment of which is the result of the saintly Path. At the time of the termination of the latter, all the defiling elements which had hitherto obscured the Essence of the Absolute are completely removed, the illusion of the Empirical World vanishes and there remains the full and uninterrupted intuition of the unique Absolute with which the mind completely coalesces, there being no more a differentiation of subject and object and of separate entities. It is in such a sense that we have to understand the quotation from Scripture in the Vyākhyā that "the cessation, the negation of Phenomenal Existence is the Cosmical Body of the Buddha." The

1 tathāgata-garbha.
2 Uttaraśrāvastī, I, verse 83.
3 klesa-āvaraya = ron-moṅe-kyi-sgrīb-pa (rnon-sgrīb).
4 anāsāra-dhātu = zag-med-kyi-dbyiṅs.
5 manomaya-kūya = yul-kyi-raṅ-bzin-gyi-lus.
6 This is the theory of the "Unique Vehicle" (eka-yāna).
7 dharma-kūya = chos-skū.
8 nirodha-saṅgya = bgoṅ-lden.
Ultimate Substance now viewed as the true Essence of the Buddha and his properties is called the Cosmical Body, or more precisely, the Body of Absolute Existence.\(^1\)

The unique undifferentiated character of Buddhahood from the standpoint of Ultimate Reality is very pregnantly expressed in the works of Maitreya-Asanga and elsewhere. So we have in the Sūtra-laṅkāra IX. 4. the statement that all the elements of existence are identical with Buddhahood, since the Absolute is one undifferentiated whole; there exists no element whatever as a separate, differentiated reality.\(^2\) In the same work (IX. 62 and Comm.) it is said that the Body of Absolute Existence is one and the same with all the Buddhas, being an undifferentiated whole.\(^3\) And IX. 77. we have:—The Buddhas cannot be viewed as a unity from the standpoint of their previous bodily existence, their accumulations of merit, &c. But in the immaculate plane of Absolute existence they do not represent a plurality since the Cosmical Body is unique and undifferentiated.\(^4\) In the Jñāna-āloka-alaṅkāra-sūtra\(^5\) it is said that the Supreme Buddha represents the Ultimate Limit in the aspect of which all the elements are equal and uniform and do not appear (as separate entities).\(^6\) He is always the same, free from constructive thought and differentiation. Here in the Uttaratantra this Ultimate Cosmical Body of the Buddha is spoken of as endowed with the four absolute transcendentental properties of Purity, Bliss, Eternity, and of being the Ultimate Essence of all the elements (paramātman).\(^8\)

---

\(^1\) *svabhāva-kāya = nio-bo-nid-skū.* The active reflex of it is the Body of Absolute Wisdom (*jñāna-kāya*).

\(^2\) *sarvatīrthā ca buddhatvaḥ tathātāḥ abhinnatvāt tadviśuddhi-prabhā-vitānāc ca buddhatvāya, na ca kaścid dharmaśiṣṭi parikalpitena dharma-svabhāvena.*

\(^3\) *svabhāvikāḥ (kāyaḥ) sarva-buddhānām samo nirvāśivatātāḥ.*

\(^4\) *bhūteṣam api nyoṣate buddhānām dharma-kāyasya abhedād anāsrave dhātuvu.*

\(^5\) Kg. MDO. III. 289 b. 6–7.

\(^6\) This refers evidently to the teaching that all elements are for ever merged in Nirvāṇa (*prakṛti-parinirvāṇa*).

\(^7\) *vikalpa = nam-par-mrog-pa.*

\(^8\) *Tib. dam-pahi-ldag.*
Such is the Buddha in the aspect of the Absolute, called the true Ultimate Refuge. But, as we read in the *Sutralaṅkāra*, the accumulation of merit of the Buddha in the Empirical World cannot remain fruitless. This his activity is the moral Biotic Force\(^1\) which must produce ultimately the highest and most blissful mundane existence. Moreover the Buddha has a double outlook facing both the Absolute\(^2\) and the Empirical Reality\(^3\) and has for his chief aim the salvation of other living beings. It is owing to these motives that the Buddha manifests himself in the Empirical World in his corporeal forms,\(^4\) viz. the Body of Bliss,\(^5\) eternally abiding in the region Akaniṣṭha and in the numerous Apparitional Bodies\(^6\) which are its emanations, and are working for the weal of all living beings as long as the world exists. But in the aspect of the Absolute these corporeal forms are mere reflections and have no real essence of their own.

These are, in short, the main ideas expressed in the *Uttaratantra*. Their detailed exposition is contained in the translation which is now to follow. The paragraphs in the Commentaries of Tsoṅ-kha-pa and Jam-yaṅ-žad-pa concerning the teaching of *gotra* or *dhātu* with the different Buddhist schools will be translated separately and form an appendix to the present work. In the translation the greatest care has been bestowed on a faithful rendering of all technical terms of which the work is full. This has been made in accordance with the method adopted by Prof. Stcherbatsky. Not a single term is left without translation, but in order to facilitate control, the original term (Sanscrit and Tibetan) is always given in the note.

It now remains for me to express my gratitude to my revered teacher Prof. Th. Stcherbatsky at whose instigation and with whose help this work has been carried out and has assumed its present form, and to Prof. Sten Konow owing to whose kind attention it is now published. My deepest thanks are likewise due to the Khambo

---

1 *karma* = las.  
2 *paramārtha* = don-dam-pa.  
3 *saṅghita* = kun-rdzob.  
4 *rupa-kāya* = gnugs-skū.  
5 *saṁbhoga-kāya*.  
6 *nirmanā-kāya*.  

The Sublime Science
of the Great Vehicle to Salvation.

I. The Contents of the Work.

1. The Buddha, the Doctrine, the Congregation,
The Germ (of Buddhahood), Supreme Enlightenment,
The attributes of the Buddha and last of all his acts,—
These are the seven adamantine topics,
In which the compass of this treatise can be summarized.  

---

1 Dgah-ldan-dar-rgyas-glin.
2 The highest degree of learning in the Monasteries of Lhasa.
3 Cf. Dar. 6a. 3—6b. 3. These 7 points appear in 2 aspects, namely from the standpoint of the Absolute (paramārtha = don-dam-pa) and from that of Empirical Reality (sahāyā = kun-rtsob). The Buddha in the aspect of the Absolute is the Cosmical Body (dharma-kāya = chos-skhu),—the complement of purity and wisdom (prahāya-jāna-samāpatti = spaus-pa daṅ ye-les phun-sum-tshogs-pa). The Buddha from the Empirical Standpoint is the corporeal form (rūpa-kāya = gzugs-skhu). The Doctrine from the standpoint of the Absolute represents the Extinction (of Phenomenal Life nirodha = bgo-pa) and the Path (mārga = lam) of the Mahāyānist Saint. As to the Doctrine viewed empirically, it will be the collection of sermons (pravacana = gruži-rab). The Congregation from the Ultimate Standpoint represents the elements of Wisdom and final Deliverance with the Mahāyānist Saint. The Congregation viewed empirically is the assembly of the Saints of the Great Vehicle.

The fundamental element (or Germ,—dhātu = kham) from the point of view of Ultimate Reality is the Absolute Essence (tathātā = de-bkam-kid) forming the background of the consciousness of the living beings, the Absolute itself, only obscured by defiling elements (āvarāna = sgrīth-pa). The same element viewed empirically is a force which governs the spirit of the living beings and makes possible the origination of the saintly (lokottara = hjig-rten-las-ḥdas-pa) elements.
The Explanation of the Verse by Aryāsanga.

The subject that is to be cognized has a resemblance with a diamond, and the (words that demonstrate it) may be compared with diamond-mines, since they represent the receptacles (of this subject). The subject which is accessible (only) to the inward conviction (or introspection) of the Saint and is of an inexpressible, unutterable character, resembles a diamond (that is hard and unpenetrable), since it cannot be "pierced" by the (ordinary) knowledge, which is a result of study and investigation. [2 a.] The words which express this subject and afford a means for its cognition are spoken of as the (diamond)-mines, since they represent a foundation for this (cognition). Thus the unpenetrable character (of the subject) and the nature of the words, as being a support of it, let us know the former as a diamond and the latter as its repository. Now, of what kind is the subject and of what kind are the words (expressing it)? (Answer):—The subject consists of the 7 points that are to be cognized. These are as follows:—1) the Buddha, 2) the Doctrine,

Enlightenment (bodhi = bya-chub) viewed sub specie aeternitatis is the Cosmical Body, and, taken empirically, represents the corporeal forms of the Buddha (the Body of Bliss—saṃbhoga-kāya = lobs-skus and the Apparitional Body—nirmanakāya = sprul-skus). The difference between this subject and the first which is Buddhahood, is that here Enlightenment is viewed as something to be attained (by the person proceeding) on the Path himself, whereas before it has been taken from the standpoint of the element already attained by another personality. The attributes of the Buddha in the aspect of the Absolute are the 10 Powers (daśa-bala = stobs-skus) and the other distinctive features which are the result of the removal of the Obscurations. The attributes, being viewed empirically, are the 32 corporeal marks. The acts of the Buddha from the standpoint of Ultimate Reality represent the Wisdom acting in behalf of others (kṛtya-anuvṛti-jñāna = bya-ba-sgrub-paḥi-ye-śes). Empirically they are contained in the collection of the Buddha’s sermons.

1 Dar. 9a. 3. The sevenfold subject that is to be intuited, that is to say, revealed by introspection (pratyātma-vedya = so-so-раh-gis-rig-par-bya-la) to the Saint.

2 Ibid.

3 śrutimayā praṇā = thos-pa-las-byün-bahi-bes-rab and cintāmaya praṇā = bsam-pa-las-byün-bahi-bes-rab.
3) the Congregation, 4) the Fundamental Germ (of Buddhahood), 5) Enlightenment, 6) the attributes, and 7) the acts (of the Buddha). [2 b.] The words are those by means of which these 7 topics are demonstrated and made clear.

A detailed exposition of the (7) adamantine subjects is contained in the Sūtras. 2 It is said there as follows:—O Ānanda, the (real) 3 Buddha is indemonstrable. He cannot be seen by the eye. O Ānanda, the (true) Doctrine 4 is unutterable. 5 It cannot be heard by the ear. O Ānanda, the (true) Congregation is of an immutable character. It cannot be worshipped, neither by body nor mind. Such are the (first) 3 adamantine topics as we have them in the Adhyāṣāyapa-parivarta. 6

It is said further on:—O Śāriputra, this topic 7 is the object 8 that is the sphere 9 of the Buddha (alone). O Śāriputra, all the

---

1 Cf. Dar. 6 b. 6—7 a. 4. If there were no fundamental Germ perfectly pure by itself, the purification from the casual (āgantuka = glo-bur-ba) defiling forces would be impossible. Thus this Germ is put forth as the necessary condition for the attainment of Enlightenment, and is metaphorically spoken of as the natural cause (upādānā-kāraṇa = ni-cer-len-gyi-rgyu) of the latter. It is not however a real producing cause, since it is an eternal, immutable element (asamaktā = ḫuṣe-ma-byas). (The Germ) which becomes developed (paripuṣṭa = rgyas-hgyur or samudānta = yun-dag-par-dgyur-pa) is to be regarded as the actual producing cause. As concerns the cooperating causes and conditions, these are Enlightenment as attained by another individual with the corresponding attributes and acts. On the basis of the teaching delivered by another who has attained Supreme Enlightenment, it is possible to purify one's own stream of elements (saṃtāṇa = rgyud) from defilement.

2 Sthīra-adhyāṣāya-parivarta, Kg. MDO. XIX 172 b. 2—3.

3 Dar. 10 b. 4. The Buddha in the aspect of the Absolute, unreal as a separate entity (differing from the unique Essence of the Cosmos) and free from all the additional defiling elements. He is inaccessible to empirical (vaiyavabārīka = tha-shad-pa) knowledge.

4 The Doctrine viewed as Extinction and the Path. Cf. above.

5 Dar. 10 b. 5. It is unutterable in the sense of its not being an object of thought-construction (kaipanā = rtog-pa) connected with speech.

6 Tib. lhag-pahi-bsam-pa-brtan-pahi-leṣu.

7 That is the Absolute as forming the fundamental germ of the living beings and mingled with defiling elements. Dar. 11 a. 6.

8 vijaya = yul.

9 gocara = spyod-yul.
Srāvakas as well as the Pratyekabuddhas are now unable to cognize, perceive, and investigate this subject by means of their own analytic wisdom, independently. If this be so, what is there to say of the ordinary, worldly beings.\(^1\) This however does not concern the cognition which is inspired by the faith in the Buddha. O Śāriputra, the Absolute Truth may be perceived (by the Śrāvaka and Pratyeka-buddha Saints)\(^2\) as a result of their faith. O Śāriputra, the Absolute (in its defiled form)\(^3\) is a name\(^4\) of the fundamental element of the living beings. O Śāriputra, this fundamental element of the living beings (partly purified)\(^5\) is a name for the essence, the pith of Buddhahood.\(^6\) O Śāriputra, this pith of Buddhahood (being completely free from all defilement)\(^7\) is a name of the Cosmical Body.\(^8\) Such do we know to be the fourth adamantine topic which is not subjected to augmentation and decrease as it is demonstrated in Scripture.

(It is said further on):—O Lord, the perfect Supreme Enlightenment\(^9\) is a name for the essence of Nirvāṇa.\(^10\) O Lord, the essence of Nirvāṇa is a name for the Cosmical Body of the Buddha. Such is the 5th adamantine subject according to the Śrī-mālā-simhanādasūtra.\(^11\) (It is said):—O Śāriputra, of what kind is the Cosmical

---

1. bāla = byas-pa and prthajana = so-gshi-skye-bo.
3. Ibid. 12 a. 6.—The Absolute mingled with defilement, when it is not the least purified from the defiling elements.
4. adhibhacana = tshig-bla-bcags.
5. Dar. 12 a. 6—b. 1.—When it is to some extent purified from the defiling forces, but nevertheless still connected with some of them.
8. Ibid. 12 b. 2. Thus the Absolute when it is in a defiled state is termed the fundamental element of the living beings and the Essence of Buddhahood. On the other hand, when it is completely free from all defilement, it is called the Cosmical Body.
10. nirvāṇa-dhūti = mya-nian-las-ḥdas-pa-bi-dbyiḥs.
11. Kg. DKON. VI. 274 b. 5—6.
Body of the Buddha? It is endowed with the attributes of the Buddha which are greater in number than the sands of the Ganges, the attributes which are inseparable (from the Essence of the Buddha), the distinctive features peculiar to the Wisdom (of the Buddha) who never becomes destitute of any of them. The 6th diamond subject is thus demonstrated as something which can neither increase, nor become diminished. (We have further on):—O Manjuśrī, the Buddha does not search, nor does he reflect (about the character of the work to be done). However, he does act, and this his activity free from search and reflection manifests itself miraculously and without effort. Thus we have the 7th point as the manifestation of the Buddha's attributes and of his Transcendental Wisdom [3 b.], directed toward the objects that are inaccessible to ordinary human knowledge. Thus, in short, these 7 adamantine topics are to be regarded as forming the contents, the "body" of the whole of this work, since, to speak briefly, their elucidation has been the motive for the composition (of this treatise).

The 7 Subjects according to the Dhāranīśvara-rāja-paripṛcchā.

2. Their essential character and mutual connexion
   Is, in gradual order, (shown) in the Dhāranīśvara-rāja-sūtra.
   (The first) 3 topics are to be known from (its) introduction,

---

1 Dar. 13 a. 6. The attributes of the Buddha, the 10 forces &c. are the qualities which are inseparable (from the Cosmical Body) as the colour and shine of a precious stone are inseparable from the latter itself.
2 Cf. below.
3 anābhogam = lhun-gyas-grub-par. Dar. 13 b. 1—2. As every kind of exertion is, with the Buddha, pacified, he, in acting for the sake of other living beings, has no thought-construction as regards the essence of the work to be done, the agent and the object. Neither does he enter upon a close examination of the details.
4 Tib. guṇa-kyi-dhan-phyang-rgyal-pos-tus-pahi-mdo. Kg. MDO. XV. In the Kg. it is called the Tathāgata-Mahākaruṇā-nirdēsa-sūtra. I have found out this sūtra with the help of Bu-ton's index to the Kangyur, f. 166 b. 3, where we have both names.
5 nidāna-parivarta = gshen-gshi-lehbu.
And the (remaining) 4—from the analysis of the Buddha’s\(^1\) and the Bodhisattva’s\(^2\) attributes.

The elucidation of the particular essence\(^3\) of these 7 subjects and their interconnexion is demonstrated in the Dhāranīsvara-vājra-sūtra in the order (in which the subjects have just been described). From the introductory chapter we come to know the first 3 subjects; then come the remaining 4 which are contained in the description of the various attributes peculiar to the Buddhas and the Bodhisattvas. We read as follows:\(^4\)—

"The Lord has attained the Perfect Supreme Enlightenment,—(the intuition) of all the elements in their unity."\(^5\) "He has duly demonstrated his Doctrine."\(^6\) "He has obtained the illimited power of converting the multitude of disciples."—These 3 main aphorisms show us in gradual order the 3 Jewels\(^7\) and the process of their origination.\(^8\) The remaining 4 subjects are demonstrated as having the character of causes and conditions conformable with this origination. On the 8th Stage of the Bodhisattva the controlling power over all the elements\(^9\) is attained. [4 a.] Through this one comes to the highest essence of Enlightenment\(^10\) and the full Illumination, that is to say

---

\(^1\) *rgyal-ba* = jina.

\(^2\) *blo-Idan* = dhimat—(the Wise).

\(^3\) *svalakṣaya* = rāh-ri-mtshan-rīd.

\(^4\) Kg. MDO. XV. 142 a. 4—5.

\(^5\) Dar. 14 b. 3—4. "as devoid of the character of real plurality."

\(^6\) Lit. "has duly swung the Wheel of the Doctrine."

\(^7\) *ratna-traya* = dkon-mchog-gsum.

\(^8\) According to the following passage and Dar. 8 a. 3 sqq. and 14 b. 6 sqq. the 3 last Stages of the Bodhisattva (*acalā* = mi-gyo-ba, *sūdhumati* = legs-pa-yi-blo-gros and *dharma-meghā* = cho-rje-sprin) contain the most proximate causes of the 3 Jewels. The Bodhisattva on the 8th Stage is called “the Buddha in the conventional sense—*avacāvīla buddhā* = saṅs-rgyas-btrans-pa-pa,” inasmuch as he has obtained the controlling power over the elements. The 9th and 10th Stages, respectively, contain the proximate causes of the Jewel of the Doctrine and that of the Congregation.

\(^9\) The 10 controlling powers—*daka-vastūḥ* = *dbang-bcu*. Cf. M. V. § 27.

\(^10\) *bodhi-maṇḍa* = *byaṅ-chub-khyi-sūni-po*. According to Dar. 15 a. 4 *bodhi-maṇḍa* means here the Bodhi tree.
the intuition of the ultimate unity\(^1\) of all the elements. He who abides on the 9th Stage of the Bodhisattva becomes endowed with the faculty of preaching the Highest of Doctrines.\(^2\) He comes to know the intellectual faculties of all the living beings,\(^3\) brings to the highest development all the faculties (that of faith and the rest), and becomes skilful as regards the annihilation of the continuance of the defiling forces\(^4\) in every living being. On account of this he who has attained Supreme Enlightenment can duly expound the Doctrine. (The Bodhisattva abiding) on the 10th Stage becomes consecrated\(^5\) as the successor to (the Buddha's) religious kingdom and, immediately after, begins to perform the acts of the Buddha without effort and uninterruptedly. As a consequence, he who duly expounds the Doctrine has the illimited power of converting the circle of his disciples (who become members of the Congregation). It is said further on:\(^6\)—"he who has the unlimited power of converting the assembly of disciples abides (after having brought about this conversion) in the company of the great Congregation of ascetics," and so on up to—"and in the company of an unmeasurable multitude of Bodhisattvas.\(^7\) Being endowed with such merits... &c. The indication (of the assembly of the ascetics and Bodhisattvas)\(^8\) respectively refers to the (power of) completely converting [4 b.] to the Enlighten-
ment of the Śrāvaka and that of the Mahāyānist Saint, which (power) forms an attribute of the Buddha. Then comes a glorification of the virtues of the Śrāvakas and the Bodhisattvas. After that the Sūtra relates how the Buddha, on the basis of the highest forms of trance peculiar to him, has constructed a circular court-yard adorned with precious jewels, how the adherents of the Buddha assembled, how the Gods offered various sacrifices, and how the rain of glory descended (upon the Buddha). Here we have an indication of all the virtues of the Jewel of the Buddha in their variety. Then it is described how the great throne (for preaching) was erected, how streams of light (ejected from the head of the Buddha) and how the various names of the divisions of the Doctrine and their qualities were made known. (This passage represents) a description of the virtues of the Jewel of the Doctrine. Next we have an indication of the sphere of the Bodhisattva’s trance and of its power, and the praise of the Bodhisattva’s merits in various forms, the whole passage containing, accordingly, a description of the various attributes peculiar to the Jewel of the Congregation. Thereafter we have 1) a glorification of the highest absolute virtues of the Buddha (by Dhāraṇiṣvara-rāja), after the latter had received the consecration of the light of the Buddha and had through this attained the intrepidity and intelligence peculiar to the eldest heirs to the Kingdom of the Highest Doctrine; this is followed by 2) an ascertainment (5 a. 1.) of the Highest Mahāyānist Doctrine and 3) the demonstration of the result of apprehending this Doctrine, namely the power of governing the elements.

1 Acc. to the Dar. the following passages render the contents of the Sutra condensed. The passage concerning the Buddha.—Kg. MDO. XV. 143 a. 6.
2 Tib. tīn-hē-hdzin-kiyu-mchog = samādhi-rigpa. The same as the preceding.
3 Sdc according to Aryasanga’s Commentary (ḥdus-pa); the Dar. has ṣaṭus-pa.
4 Dar. 18 a. 1. the throne supported by lions—ṣinhāsana = seih-gelü-khrul.
of the highest virtues peculiar to each of the 3 Jewels. This forms the conclusion of the introductory chapter.

The Germ of Buddhahood and the other 3 Subjects according to the Dhāraṇīśvara-rāja-paripṛcchā.

Directly after we have a description of the 60 appliances⁴ (for the purification of the Germ of Buddhahood), the factors purifying (the essence of the Absolute mingled with defilement). Through this the character of the Germ of Buddhahood itself² is made clear, for (the existence of) purifying factors is admissible, (only) if there exists an object which is in need of purification. Having in view this object,³ (the Daśabhumaka-sūtra⁴) illustrates (the process of purification of the Germ) on the 10 Stages of the Bodhisattva by the comparison with the process of purifying grains of gold found in the sand. In this Sūtra⁵ the subject is discussed immediately after the description of the Buddha’s acts, (the Germ of Buddhahood) being compared with an impure stone of lapis-lazuli. (It is said as follows):⁶—O noble youth, take for instance a skilful jeweller who knows well the methods of polishing precious stones. He gets from a jewel-mine a stone, completely impure,⁷ and, having washed it with acrid salt water, polishes it by wiping with a cloth made of hair. But he does not give up his task after having merely accomplished this. He then washes the stone with an acrid fluid of vitriol⁸ and cleanses it with

---

¹ parikāraṇa = yoḥs-su-bhyoh-ba.
² Dar. 20 a. 2—3. The Germ of Buddhahood in the aspect of Empirical Reality and in its character of the Absolute as mingled with defiling elements.
³ Dar. 21 b. 5—6. Having in view this object, that is the mind of the living beings and its essence—the Absolute mingled with defilement and in the beginning completely impure, which through the contemplation of the antidotes of defilement gradually becomes purified.
⁴ Dar. 21 b. 5.
⁵ The Dhāraṇīśvara-rāja-paripṛcchā.
⁶ Kg. MDO. XV. 215 b. 1—7.
⁷ Dar. 22 a. 3. “through mud and dust.”
⁸ Tib. zoḥs-kyi-khu-ba. In the Dar. (22 a. 4.) we have zoḥs-kyi-khu-ba which is explained as ṣa-khu—a fluid from boiled fish. (?)
a woollen cloth. But even here his efforts do not cease. Having
washed again (the stone) with a medicinal fluid, the jeweller completely
purifies it with a very fine cloth [5 b.]. That which is thus purified
and made completely free from all the stains is the precious essence
of lapis-lazuli. O noble youth, in the same way the Buddha, having
perceived the fundamental element of the living beings obscured by
defilement, arouses aversion in those who love this worldly existence,
by speaking so as to present before their minds the evanescence,
suffering, impersonality, and impurity (of the Phenomenal World).

In such a way he induces them to embrace the Doctrine and submit
to the discipline of the (Hinayānist) Saint. But the Buddha does
not give up his task with merely accomplishing this. He then speaks
of Non-substantiability, Non-differentiation and Absence of Desire
and through this causes to apprehend the true essence of the Buddha.
But the energy of the Buddha does not cease here. After that he
expounds the Doctrine of the Irretrievable State and speaks of the
perfect purity (that is the separate unreality) of subject, object and
act, and through this induces the different living beings to penetrate
into the sphere of the Buddha. It is said that those who have

1 *dīrul-chu* — quicksilver.
2 *anityatā* = *mi-rtag-pa-ñīḍ*
3 *nairūmya* = *bdag-med-pa*.
4 Acc. to Dar. 22 a. 6 sqq. this refers to the Hinayānists. The Buddha speaks
of evanescence, that is of the momentary change peculiar to Phenomenal Existence,
of the unessential accompanying perpetual origination, of the unreality of the in-
dividual and of the Phenomenal World as a whole being like an impure pit.
5 *kṛṇyātā* = *stoṅ-pa-ñīḍ*, *animitta* = *mshan-ma-med-pa* and *aprayikita* = *smon-
pa-med-pa*. These are called the 3 Gates of Deliverance and represent the unreality
of the elements from the standpoint of their essence, cause, and result.
6 Dar. 23 a. 8. "The nature, the essential character of the Buddha which is
the Absolute."
7 *avacariṭaka-dharma-cakra* = *phyir-mi-ldog-pahi-chos-kyi-hkhor-lo*. Dar. 24 b.
1. "which prevents the origination of egoistic thoughts, that is the desire of at-
taining Salvation merely for oneself without caring for other living beings."
8 *trimayātala-parisuddhi* (or *cittuddhi*) = *hkhor-gsum-yöns-su-dag-pa*.
9 Dar. 24 b. 8. — "the cognition of Non-substantiability" (*kṛṇyātā* = *stoṅ-pa-ñīḍ*).
entered (the Great Vehicle) and cognized the true essence of Buddhism become possessed of the highest merits. In regard of this Germ of the Buddha, the substance (of the living beings) which becomes purified, it has moreover been said:—

   Just as fine grains of gold, invisible among stones and sand,
   Come to be seen if they are duly purified,
   In the same way, in the world of living beings
   (The manifestation of) the Buddha (is perceived).

Now, what are the 60 appliances, [6 a. 1.] the factors for purifying the Germ of the Buddha? They are as follows:—The 4 Ornaments of the Bodhisattva, the 8 kinds of lustre illuminating his (Path), the 16 forms of the Bodhisattva’s Great Commiseration and his 32 acts.

After this comes a description of the 16 forms of Great Commiseration, the distinctive features of Supreme Enlightenment,

---

1 Sic according to Dar. 24 b. 3—4.—theyg-pa-chen-po-la tugs-par-gyur ciu &c.
2 Dar. 26 b. 3—4. “the 3 Disciplines (adhiśīla-tikṣā = tshul-khrims-kyi-bsLab-pa, adhiśīla-tikṣā = sems-kyi-bsLab-pa and adhiśīrayā-tikṣā = ssem-rab-kyi-bsLab-pa) and power of memory (dhāraśī = guṇā) by which the activity of the Bodhisattva is “decorated.”
3 Dar. 26 b. 4—5. The 8 kinds of lustre which, being devoid of the darkness of ignorance, make clear the way (for the apprehension) of the Doctrine. They are:—1) the Lustre of Memory, 2) that of Discrimination, 3) Intuition, 4) the Doctrine, 5) the Knowledge (of it), 6) the Truth, 7) Supernatural Perception, and 8) Highest Activity.
4 Ibid. 26 b. 5—27 a. 1. “consisting in the desire of removing the suffering of the living beings, with a view to the various false views, the 4 kinds of error, the consideration of Ego and Mine, the 5 Obscurations, attachment to the objects of the senses, the 5 kinds of pride, deviation from the Path of the Saint, dependence on others, wrath and sinful deeds, absence of the wisdom peculiar to a Saint, ignorance with regard to the profound doctrine of Causality, continuance of the force of Transcendental Illusion, non-deliverance from the burden of suffering, craft and deceit, and forfeiture of a blissful existence and Salvation.”
5 Cf. Appendix.
6 Dar. 27 b. 4—23 a. 2. Manifesting itself with a view to the living beings who do not understand the essence of the Great Enlightenment and its 16 distinctive features, which are:—the Absence of foundation, Absence of a definite place,
which elucidates the nature of the latter as the Illumination of the Buddha. Then the 10 Powers, the 4 kinds of Intrepidity, and the 18 Exclusive Attributes of the Buddha are demonstrated, all his distinctive features being thus described. Thereupon (the Sūtra) speaks of the highest forms of the Buddha's activity and thus makes clear the character of his 32 acts. In such a way the essential character of all the 7 adamantine subjects is made known by the Sūtra in detail.

The Connexion between the 7 Subjects.

Now, what is the connexion between them?

3. From the Buddha comes the Doctrine, from the Doctrine—the Congregation of the Saints,

From the Congregation—the (desire of purifying) the Germ till the attainment of the quintessence of Wisdom.

This Wisdom being attained, one comes to Supreme Enlightenment, becomes endowed with it and the other attributes, through which one acts for the sake of all living beings.

Finished the explanation of the connexion between (the parts of) the treatise.—

Quiescence, perfect Pacification, immaculate (radiant) nature, absence of increase and loss, absence of distinctive marks, impossibility of being an object of cognition, unity in the present, past and future, the incorporeal and immutable character, absence of differentiation and substratum, the fact of not being an object of corporeal or mental (receptive faculty), imperceptibility, absence of a definite aspect, non-substantiality, analogy to space, the fact of being the real substratum (of all things), absence of form, absence of defilement and of the causes of Phenomenal Life, purity, absence of every kind of Obscuration and of Passion.

1 Ibid. 27 b. 3—4.—as pure by nature and devoid of every kind of additional defilement.

2 dataka-bala = stobs-bcu M. V. § 7.
3 catvārī vaiśāryāni. Ibid. § 8.
5 Kg. MDO. XV. 185 a. 6—215 a. 2.
6 Dar. 28 b. 1—29 a. 6.
The Sublime Science, of Maitreya. 123

The Jewel of the Buddha. [6 b. 1.]

Now we have to explain the meaning of the following verses. The living beings who are converted by the Buddha seek their refuge in him. Being full of that faith which is a natural outflow of their belief in the Cosmical Body of the Buddha,¹ they likewise seek their refuge in the Doctrine and the Congregation. Therefore, as the Buddha is the first (and principal refuge), we begin with the verse referring to him.—

4. I bow before him, who has neither beginning, middle, nor end,² Who is quiescent³ and fully enlightened, (perceiving) his own (Cosmical) Essence of Buddhahood,⁴ Who, himself illuminated, shows to the ignorant The Path sure and free from danger, in order that they might know (the Truth),⁵ Who, raising high the sword and the thunder-bolt of Mercy and Wisdom Cuts down the sprout of Phenomenal Life, And breaks the wall of Doubt surrounded

² Dar. 30 a. 4—5. The original purity of the Buddha. He represents the Absolute (paramārtha-satyā = don-dam-bden-pa), devoid of all plurality (sarva-prapañca-anta-vinirmukta = spros-pañi-mthoñ-thams-cud-dañ-bral-ba) and has no beginning, middle and end.
³ The additional purity. The Buddha has brought to pacification all the defiling forces by means of their antidotes. Through this he exercises his activity without any effort.
⁴ Dar. 30 a. 6. The Buddha is fully enlightened as regards his own Essence, the Unity of the Cosmos devoid of all plurality.
⁵ Dar. 30 b. 2—3. The Commiseration of the Buddha. He shows the Path to the converts in order that the living beings, ignorant of the absolute and empirical character of the things cognisable, might come to know such. The Path is free from danger through its transcendental (lokoṭtara = khyig-ten-las-hdas-pa) character and through the fact of its referring to the Irretrievable State.
By the dense thickets of the different heresies. —
Now, what is shown here?
5. Immutable, free from effort,
Incognizable from without,
Endowed with Wisdom, Love, and Power,
And pursuing a twofold aim — such is Buddhahood.

This passage, in short, speaks of the Essence of Buddhahood, as possessed of 8 distinctive features. What are these 8? (They are as follows): — 1) Immutability, 2) Action without effort, 3) The fact of being incognizable from without, 4) Wisdom, 5) Commiseration, 6) Power, 7) The complement of the Buddha’s own aim, and 8) The complement of the aim of others.

6. Having by nature no beginning,
Middle, nor end, (the Buddha) is immutable.

---

1 Ibid. 30 b. 3 — 5. The power of the Buddha. Having raised the sword of Commiseration and Wisdom he cuts down the sprout of Phenomenal Existence as it is contained in the 12-membered Causal Chain and, particularly, in its fourth member — that of the physical and mental elements (nāma-rūpa = min-dan-gzugs). Raising high the thunder-bolt of Mercy and Wisdom, he breaks down the wall of doubt which is surrounded by the dense thickets of the various false doctrines.

2 The character of the Cosmical Body as the primary substance in its original purity — the immutable Absolute.

3 anābhoga = lhun-gyis-grub-pa. Dar. 31 a. 1. The additional purity of the Cosmical Body. It acts without effort through the perfect pacification of every kind of exertion.

4 The Absolute Transcendental Wisdom. The Buddha cannot be cognized from without (para-pratyaya-agamya = gzhan-gyi-rkyen-gyis-rto-gs-min-pa), being an object of the inward cognition of the Buddha himself.

5 Dar. 31 a. 2. The other attributes of the Buddha, his Wisdom in regard of the Empirical World, his Commiseration and Power relate to the corporeal form (rūpa-kūya = gzugs-skhu) of the Buddha, through which he acts for the sake of others.


7 asamstra = hdus-ma-byas. Dar. 31 b. 1 — 2. The original purity of the Buddha’s Cosmical Body. As it, essentially, has neither beginning, middle, nor end, that is to say, is not liable to origination (jāti = skye-ba), stability (sthit = gnas-pa), and destruction (vināśa = kṣīg-pa), we call it an immutable element.
Being, in his Cosmical Essence, quiescent,
He is spoken of as acting without effort.¹

7. Being perceived through inward conviction²
He is incognizable from without,

[7 a. 1.] He is (the personified) Wisdom as he knows himself in these
3 forms,³
Commiseration,—as he shows the Path,⁴

8. And Power, since through Wisdom and Love
He puts an end to Phenomenal Life and Defilement.
In the first 3 (attributes) lies the aim of oneself,
And in the latter 3—the aim of others.

Āryāśanga on the Jewel of the Buddha.

"Immutable"⁵ we know to be the reverse of that which is
caused or conditioned.⁶ Now, caused (or conditioned) is that with
which origination, stability, and destruction are experienced.⁷ The
Buddha,⁸ being devoid of these (3 distinctive features) is eternal,

---

¹ Ibid. 31 b. 2—3. He is free from every kind of effort in its activity for the
sake of others, as he represents the Cosmical Body, the perfect pacification of every
kind of exertion.

² Ibid. 31 b. 3. As it can be cognized only by the Introspective, Concentrated
Transcendental Wisdom, he is inaccessible to the cognition from without by means
of words, thought-construction, and the like.

³ Dar. 31 b. 3—4. As he cognizes (objectively) the original purity, the addition-
al purity, and the Absolute Transcendental Wisdom (as his own distinctive
features).

⁴ Ibid. 31 b. 6—32 a. 1. By showing the Path that leads to the intuition of
this unthinkable object to those who are ignorant of it.

⁵ asaṃskṛta = hdu-ma-byas.

⁶ saṃskṛta = hdu-byas.

⁷ Acc. to Dar. 32 a. 4. "The beginning," "the middle," and "the end" are
synonyms of Origination, Stability, and Destruction (jāti, sthiti, vināśa). Cf. Con-
ception of Buddhist Nirvāṇa, Index 7.

⁸ Dar. 32 a. 5. — don-dam-bden-pas-bedu-pa-ba-saṅs-rgyas-fiid = paramārthena
saṃghatam buddhatvam—Buddhahood as representing the Absolute.
immutable, that which has neither beginning, middle, nor end. As such he represents the Unity of the Cosmos.¹

Through the perfect Quiescence of all Plurality² and the Extinction of all thought-construction,³ (this Cosmical Body) is motionless and without effort. As it can be cognized only by means of the Introspective Transcendental Wisdom, it is not accessible to the cognition from without. Here the word “udaya” is to be understood in the sense of “thorough cognition,” but not in that of “origination.” The Buddha, having such an immutable and motionless character, nevertheless exercises his activity as long as the world exists, without effort, unhindered and uninterrupted.⁴

The Buddha has thus come to the full Supreme Enlightenment, (the intuition) of this marvellous, unthinkable sphere of Buddhahood, this by means of his introspective Transcendental Wisdom, himself, without hearing from others and without the help of a teacher, and has cognized it in its unutterable nature.⁵ After that, in order that the other living beings who, being deprived of this knowledge, are like born blind,⁶ [7 b. 1.] may likewise perceive the Truth, he has demonstrated the Path leading to this perception. On account of this we know him to be possessed of the Highest Wisdom and Commiseration. The Path (shown by him) is free from danger, as it leads out of this world and (is peculiar to one who attains) the Irretrievable State.⁷ The examples of a sword and a thunder-bolt

¹ Ibid. 32 a. 5. chos-kyi-skhu-yas-dag-pa-mthas-rab-tu-phye-ba = dharma-kāya-
khūta-koti-prabhāvita—representing the Cosmical Body, the Ultimate Essence of Existence.
² Dar. 32 b. 2. Plurality as the differentiation into subject and object (grāhya-
grāhaka = gzun-bdein).
⁴ Dar. 32 b. 6.—through the efficiency of his previous vows (pārva-pravīḍhāna = sūn-gyi-yon-ma). Cf. Abhisamayālaṅkāra VIII. 34.
⁵ Dar. 33 a. 5.—has come to full Enlightenment in regard of the Absolute the essence of which is inexpressible by words.
⁶ Tib. mūs-loi-du-gyur-po = jātāṅkha-khūta.
⁷ Dar. 33 b. 1.—A characteristic of the Path that is demonstrated. It is free from danger, that is to say, from the 5 kinds of fear (?) The Buddha shows the Transcendental Path of the Saint as it begins with the first Stage of the Bodhisattva
illustrate both the Wisdom and the Commiseration of the Buddha as having the power of, respectively, annihilating the source of Phenomenal Life and that of Moral Defilement.\(^1\) Now, the root of Phenomenal Existence are the physical and the mental elements,\(^2\) as they become originated\(^3\) in the (3) spheres of this world.\(^4\) The root of Moral Defilement are the false doctrines and doubt which are preceeded by the views maintaining the existence of a real individuality.\(^5\) Here the Phenomenal Life, as consisting of the physical and mental elements, has the character of growth and can through this be compared with a sprout. The power of the Buddha’s Wisdom and Commiseration cuts down this sprout; it may accordingly be illustrated by the example of a sword. (The Obscuration of) Moral Defilement which is to be removed by means of intuition\(^6\) and which consists in doubt and incorrect views, cannot be pierced, that is to say cognized by the ordinary worldly knowledge.\(^7\) It is therefore like a wall surrounded by dense thickets, and the Buddha’s Wisdom and Commiseration which break down this wall have here the resemblance with a thunder-bolt. [8 a. 1.]

Reference to the Jñāna-āloka-alamkāra-sūtra.

A detailed exposition of the 6 distinctive characteristics of the Buddha, in the order given above, is contained in the Sarva-buddha-

\(^{3}\) clesa-śvaraya = ņon-moñs-kyi-sgrīb-pa.
\(^{3}\) nāma-rūpa = mīñ-dau- gzugs.
\(^{3}\) abhinirvṛtta = mīon-par-grub-pa.
\(^{4}\) Dar. 34 a. 5.—An individual existing at present in the Immaterial Sphere (arūpa-dhātu = gzugs-med-khams) may be reborn in the world of Carnal Desire (kāma-dhātu = ḥdod-khams) or in that of Pure Matter (rūpa-dhātu = gzugs-khams). Accordingly, although the material elements do not exist with such an individual now, still the latter possesses the seed of them for a future existence.
\(^{5}\) satkāya-dṛṣṭi = ḫgig-tshogs-la-lha-ba.
\(^{6}\) dṛṣṭi-kheya = mthoñ-bas-spañs-pa.
\(^{7}\) Dar. 35 a. 1—2.—The ordinary worldly knowledge cannot directly cognize the true character of defilement and is incapable of annihilating it.
viṣaya-avatāra-jñāna-āloka-alavākāra-sūtra,¹ as follows:—O Mañjuśrī, "he with whom there can be neither origination nor destruction," ² is an epithet³ of the Tathāgata, the Arhat, the Perfect, Supreme Buddha.—This passage demonstrates the immutable essence of the Buddha. Then come the 9 examples (illustrating the miraculous character of the Buddha’s deeds), beginning with the reflection of the immaculate form of Indra on a surface of lapis-lazuli.⁴ With regard to the meaning of these examples it is said:—O Mañjuśrī, in a like way the Tathāgata, the Arhat, the Perfect Supreme Buddha is motionless, he does not reflect, nor does he speak, nor search, nor investigate.⁵ He neither searches, nor investigates (the past),⁶ nor does he reflect (about the present), nor has he any thoughts (and desires regarding the future). He is perfectly calm,⁷ he knows no origination (anew), nor can he disappear. He cannot be seen, nor heard, nor smelt, nor tasted, nor touched. He has no characteristic marks (by which he may be cognized by ordinary wordlings),⁸ he is not an absolute cognizing principle,⁹ nor is he something cognizable.¹⁰

---

² Kg. MDO. III. 287 b. 6 sqq.
³ Dar. 35 a. 6.—The Cosmical Body of the Buddha which represents the Absolute and neither becomes originated nor disappears.
⁴ adhivacana = tešīg-bla-dvags.
⁵ Cf. below, the Acts of the Buddha.
⁶ “Conception of Buddhist Nirvāṇa,” page 210, quotation from the Tathāgata-guhyā.
⁷ Sic acc. to Dar. 35 b. 6—36 a. 1. Kg. MDO. III. 280 a. 4—6.
⁹ Dar. 36 a. 2—3.—so-so-skye-bo rau-dgah-bahi-vtags-kyis dpag-par-byas-ba-ma-yin-pa.
¹⁰ Ibid. 36 a. 3. bs-pahi-nor rau-bzin-gyis-ma-grub-pa rnam-par-rig-pa-med-pa—he cannot be defined as having the essence of pure consciousness from the standpoint of the Absolute.
¹¹ Ibid. bs-lyahi-nor rau-bzin-gyis-ma-grub-pa rnam-par-rig-par-byas-ba-ma-yin-pa—he is not something cognizable, that is to say he is unreal as a separate object of cognition.
the words "perfectly quiescent." They likewise show the Buddha as free from effort while exercising his activity, inasmuch as he represents the Quiescence of all Plurality and Differentiation. Thereafter, the remaining text (of the Sūtra) demonstrates, by means of examples, the fact of the Buddha's being inaccessible to cognition from without. Indeed, the Absolute Essence of all the elements (which is identical with the Buddha who is constantly merged in it) is the only medium for Supreme Enlightenment. Then comes a description of the 16 aspects of the latter, as peculiar to the Buddha. At the end it is said:—O Mañjuśrī, having attained Supreme Enlightenment, (the intuition of) all the elements in this their true essence, the Buddha has perceived in the living beings the Germ of the Absolute, completely impure (with some), not fully purified (with others), and (partly) defective (with still others). He has become full of compassion and has manifested the power of his Great Commiseration.—This passage demonstrates the Buddha as possessed of Wisdom and Love. "All the elements in this their true essence" means "in their character of Non-substantiality." "Having attained Supreme Enlightenment" signifies—"after having cognized (the elements) in their true state by means of the Transcendental Wisdom free from thought-construction, which is peculiar to the Buddha." "In the living beings" means "in those who definitely belong (to one of the 3 spiritual families [9 a. 1.], those of an indefinite character, and those definitely rooted in error." "The Germ of the Absolute"

1 Kg. MDO. III. 298 a. 6—7.
2 Cf. below.
3 Tib. rmam-par-brtse-ba. Acc. to Dar. 36 b. 4.—rmam-par-brtson-pa—"manifests his energy." It is said that "some texts" (kha-cig-tu) have the reading rmam-par-brtse-ba "since the energy mentioned here is another name for Commiseration."
4 Cf. M. V. § 61.
5 Dar. 36 b. 6 sqq. Those rooted in error are the individuals whose Germ is for a time prevented to grow. This does not however mean that it is altogether annihilated and that such living beings are incapable of attaining Enlightenment. Acc. to the Mādhyaṃkās, all living beings are sure of attaining Enlightenment, and their Germ cannot perish, since it is an immutable element, identical with the Absolute.
means the pith of the Buddha which, essentially, does not differ from his own true nature. "Has perceived" means that he has seen by means of the eyes which are peculiar to the Buddha\(^1\) and to which nothing is obscure. (The Germ of the Absolute) is completely impure with the ordinary worldlings, since they are obscured by Moral Defilement.\(^2\) It is not fully purified with the Śrāvakas and Pratyekabuddhas, who are possessed of the Obscuration of Ignorance. It is (partly) defective with the Bodhisattvas, in whom the residues of both (the Obscurations) still exist.\(^3\) (The Buddha) is full of compassion\(^4\) since he starts an activity for the realization of the means (of purifying the stream of elements) with the converts. He manifests himself in the living beings, since it has been his intention to attain Enlightenment, and, consequently, the intuition of his own essential nature, in order that other living beings (might attain a position) equal to that of his own.\(^5\) Thereafter, having manifested his highest Wisdom and Compassion, he has uninterruptedly exercised his activity in swinging the incomparable Wheel of the Doctrine. This is to be regarded as (the manifestation of) the power of both (Wisdom and Mercy) pursuing the welfare of other living beings.\(^6\)—Now, of these 6 virtues of the Buddha, taken respectively, the first 3, beginning with the immutable character, represent the complement of (the Buddha’s) own aim, and

\(^1\) *buddha-caksuḥ = saṃ-rgyas-khyi-spyon.*

\(^2\) *klesā-āvarāṇa = smon-mo’s-khyi-sgrīb-pa.* Acc. to the Mādhyamika-Prāsaṅgika School—Realism (*bden-lhzin*) relates to the Obscuration of Moral Defilement. The Obscuration of Ignorance (*jñāya-āvarāṇa = sgrīb*) consists in the differentiation into subject and object and the views maintaining a difference between Saṃsāra and Nirvāṇa. Cf. Grub-mtha’- rin-chen-phred-ba of Ḍujigs-med dbaṅ-po, 24 b. 6–25 a. 1 (Aga).

\(^3\) Acc. to the Prāsaṅgikas the Obscuration of Moral Defilement is removed on the first 7 Stages (of the Bodhisattva), and that of Ignorance—on the last 3 (Dar. 36 b. 6.).

\(^4\) Acc. to Dar. 37 a. 6. as before *rnam-par-brtson-pa—“Great energy.”*


\(^6\) Dar. 37 b. 4.—If he were deprived of Great Compassion, he would, after the attainment of Nirvāṇa, have remained merged in the plane of complete Quiescence and would not have swung the Wheel of the Doctrine.
the latter 3, beginning with Transcendental Wisdom—the complement of the aim of other living beings. [9 b. 1.] Otherwise, Divine Transcendental Wisdom may represent the complement of one’s own aim, inasmuch as it is the foundation for the eternal and quiescent character which both depend on one’s own Enlightenment. The Buddha’s Commiseration and Power are the complement of the aim of others, since they manifest themselves in teaching the Highest Doctrine.—

The Jewel of the Doctrine.

From the Jewel of the Buddha comes the Jewel of the Doctrine.1 Accordingly, next we have a verse concerning the latter.—

9. I bow before that which cannot be investigated
Neither as a non-ens, nor an ens,
Nor both ens and non-ens together, nor neither of both,2
Which has no name, is revealed by introspection,3 and perfectly quiescent;
And before the sun of the Highest Doctrine,4 immaculate,
Shining with the lustre of Divine Wisdom,
And vanquishing the darkness of Ignorance, Hatred,
And the Attachment toward all (worldly) objects.—

Now, what is shown here?—

10. Unthinkable, free from both (the causes of Phenomenal Life)5 and from Differentiation,
Pure, illuminating, and the Antidote6 (of defilement),
The deliverance from passions and that which leads to such, Contained in the 2 (last) Truths—such is the Doctrine.—

1 Dar. 38 a. 6.—The Doctrine in its absolute form as Extinction (nirrodha = bgo-pa) and the Path (mārga = lam).
2 Cf. Sutrālañkhāra VI. 1.—na san na cūsan na tathā &c.
3 Dar. 39 a. 6. It is revealed by introspection to the Saint in the state of intense concentration in its undifferentiated, monistic character.
4 The comparison with the sun refers only to the Doctrine viewed as the Path (Dar. 38 b. 2.).
5 The Biotic Force (karma = las) and the passions (kleśa = snon-moñas).
6 pratipaṭaṇa = gṛṇ-po-di-phyogs.
This passage, in short, speaks of the Jewel of the Doctrine, as endowed with 8 distinctive attributes. What are these 8?—1) Inaccessibility to discursive thought, 2) absence of the 2 (chief causes of Phenomenal Existence), 3) absence of differentiation, 4) purity, 5) illumination, 6) the fact of being an antidote (against defilement), 7) the liberation from passions, and 8) the cause of the latter. [10 a. 1.]

11. The freedom from passions consists
   In the Truths of Extinction and of the Path;
   These 2, taken respectively,
   Are each known by 3 distinctive features.—
   Of 6 distinctive attributes, the unaccessibility to discursive thought, the absence of the 2 (factors of Phenomenal Life) and that of differentiation characterize the Truth of Extinction and are therefore included in the idea of deliverance from passion. The remaining 3 attributes, purity, illumination and the fact of being an antidote against defilement refer to the Path and, consequently, to the cause of liberation (from passion). That which represents this liberation is the Extinction (of Phenomenal Existence). That by means of which this liberation from the passions is attained, is the Path. It is thus said that these 2, combined together, represent the Doctrine delivering from passion which thus bears the character of the 2 purifying Truths of the Saint.

12. It is unthinkable, since it cannot be analysed,
   Is unutterable and revealed (only) to the Saint,
   It is quiescent by being devoid of the two (causes of Phenomenal Existence);

---

1 pratipaka = gācch-pohī-phyoga.
2 Cf. M. V. § 267. 2. dharmāni sarayām yacchāmi virūḍyām agrayam.
3 vaipavadānika = rnam-par-bya'i-ba. Dar. 40 a. 2.—of the 4 Truths of the Saint—the first 2 (dubh ha and saṃudaya) contain the defiling (sūkṣmatakā = kun-nas-ñon-mo'n-pa), and the latter two (nīrodha and mārga)—the purifying elements. The 2 “purifying” Truths thus form the essence of the Doctrine.
4 Dar. 40 b. 2.—analysed within the compass of the 4 limitations.
The other 3 attributes, purity and the rest (Suggest) a resemblance with the sun.

In shorth, we know the Truth of Extinction to be inaccessible to our thought for 3 motives. What are these 3? (Answer):—1) (The Truth of Extinction) cannot be an object of discursive thought which could be viewed in the compass of the 4 limitations which are: a) non-ens, b) ens, c) both ens and non-ens together, and d) neither ens, nor non-ens; 2) It cannot be expressed by means of words through such and such language [10 b. 1], as a murmur of the mind, in a sentence, by means of a name with a special etymology, by a word having a conventional meaning, or in a special figurative form; 3) It can (only) be revealed by introspection to the Saint.

Reference to Scripture concerning Extinction.

Now, for what reason do we know the Truth of Extinction to be the absence of both (the Biotic Force and Desire) and of all differentiation. It has been said by the Lord as follows:—O Śāriputra, that which we call the Extinction (of Phenomenal Existence) is the Cosmical Body. It has the character of being devoid of the 2 (causes of Phenomenal Life) and of every kind of differentiation.—Here "the 2 (causes)" mean the Biotic Force and Desire, and "differentiation" is used in the sense of the wrong appreciation (of objects by the mind) which puts in motion both the Biotic Force and Desire. The

---

2 The bearers of such and such an idea (vācaka-sabdā = rjod-byed-kyi-sgra).
3 Dar. 40 b. 6—41 a. 1. yul-mi-so-sohi-skad.
4 Ibid. 41 a. 1. yid-kyi-brjod-pa = mano-jalpa.
5 nirukti = šes-tshig. samketa = brda. vyavahāra = tha-sñad.
6 Dar. 41 a. 2.—It is to be cognized in its monistic character as not differentiated into subject and object.
7 Dar. 41 a. 4.—glo-bur-gyi dri-ma mthaḥ-dag zad-pahi bgo-pa—Extinction as the annihilation of all the casual defiling elements.
8 ayoniso manasikāraḥ = tshul-kzin-ma-yin-pahi-yid-la-byed-pa.
Saint has an introspective intuition that (the causes of Phenomenal Existence, are by their nature, essentially, annihilated. Therefore, the Truth of Extinction appears to him as that which is the complete absence of any new origination of Phenomenal Life. Indeed, at that time there are no constructions of the thought, no forces creating Phenomenal Existence, and no desires. But nowhere is this Extinction spoken of as the destruction of some of the elements of existence. It is said:—O Mañjuśrī, there cannot be any activity of the mind,² the intellect,³ and consciousness⁴ regarding that which is neither originated, nor disappears.⁵ That in regard of which there can be no activity of the mind, the intellect, and consciousness, is devoid of every kind of differentiation, that is to say, wrong appreciation.⁶ On the contrary, the mind being directed upon the right point, it is impossible for ignorance⁷ to arise. The non-origination of ignorance means the same in regard of the (whole) 12-membered chain of Phenomenal Life [11 a.]. There will be thus no (repeated) origination (in the Saṃsāra any more). This and more has been said (in Scripture). (We have next):⁸—O Lord, the destruction of the elements does not mean the Extinction of Phenomenal Existence.⁹ O Lord, that which

---

¹ Jānaka-Bloka-alahkāra-sūtra, Kg. MDO. III. 297 a. 7—b. 2.
² citra = sems.
³ manas = yid.
⁴ vijñāna = rnam-par-kṣo-pa = (rnam-kṣo). Dar. 42 a. 1—2. The mind is that over which the different active forces (vāsanā = lag-chags) exercise their activity, the intellect is taken in the sense of a support or substratum (ākraya = rten—of the different faculties), and consciousness is to be understood as that which is founded on the said substratum. Otherwise the 3 are viewed as synonymous. Cf. Prof. Th. Stcherbatsky, Conception of Buddhist Nirvāṇa, p. 31.
⁵ I.e. the Absolute. Dar. 41 b. 6. skye-ba-med-ciṇā Ḥgag-pa-med-pa don-dam-paṭi bden-pa-la.
⁸ Śrī-mālā-sāṅhāranā-sūtra. Kg. DkON. VI. 278 a. 6—b. 2.
⁹ This passage very pregnantly expresses the Mahāyānic idea that the Extinction of Phenomenal Life, that is to say the attainment of Nirvāṇa, does not mean an actual annihilation of the elements constituting a personality, but that it
is called the Extinction of Phenomenal Existence manifests itself as
the Cosmical Body of the Buddha which is beginningless, is neither
created,\(^1\) nor born (by itself),\(^2\) nor has it an origination (from both
self and not-self).\(^3\) It cannot be destroyed (by anything else), nor
can it disappear (by itself). It is eternal, persistent, quiescent,
indestructible, perfectly pure by nature,\(^4\) delivered from all the bonds
of the passions, and endowed with the attributes of the Buddha which
are inseparable (from it), inconceivable and greater in number than the
sands of the Ganges.—O Lord, this very Cosmical Body of the Buddha,
when it is not delivered from the bonds of the passions, is called
the Germ of the Buddha.\(^5\)—All this is to be regarded as a detailed
characteristic of the Truth of Extinction as we have it in Scripture.

The Path as the Cause of Extinction.

The cause for the realization of this Cosmical Body of the
Buddha which is called the Extinction of Phenomenal Life, is the direct
Transcendental Intuition which represents the Paths of Illumination\(^6\)
and Contemplation.\(^7\) The Path (as a whole) may be compared with
the sun, since it has 3 points of resemblance with it. 1) (First of
all) it is akin to the disc of the sun which is perfectly pure, inasmuch
as it (the Path) is completely free from the stains of passion. 2) Just
as the sun casts its light on all the visible objects, in the same way
the Path makes clear everything cognizable in all the different aspects.
3) Finally, it has a resemblance with the sun by being a counterpart
of darkness [11 b.], since it appears as the antidote of all the im-
pediments to the perception of the Absolute Truth.

means only a change of the point of view with regard to the Universe, which is
intuited in the monistic sense.

\(^1\) Dar. 42 b. 1. \textit{rkyen gstan-gyis-ma-byas-pa} = \textit{para-pratyayair acrta}.
\(^2\) Ibid. \textit{raññīd ma-skyes-pa} = \textit{svato'mutpanna}.
\(^3\) Ibid. \textit{gñis-ka-la-brten-nas-ma-bhyun-ba} = \textit{ubhaya-ābratavāna-anutpanna}.
\(^4\) \textit{raññ-bhīva-gyis-dag-pa} = \textit{svabhāva-buddha}.
\(^5\) Dar. 42 b. 4.—The Absolute mingled with defilement, which is the Essence
of the Buddha.
\(^6\) \textit{darsana-mārga} = \textit{mthod-lam}.
\(^7\) \textit{bhāvanā-mārga} = \textit{sgom-lam}.
The impediments are (caused) by the rise of passion,\(^1\) hatred,\(^2\) and infatuation,\(^3\) since (all living beings) are possessed of these defiling forces in a dreaming,\(^4\) or developed state. The origination of passion &c. is proceeded by an activity of the mind directed toward the illusionary objects which are a cause (for the origination of realistic views). As the dreaming defiling forces produce in the ordinary living beings desire, hatred and infatuation, inasmuch as (the objects) appear (respectively) in an attractive, repulsive, and utterly false aspect, these (forces) are the cause (of wrong appreciation).\(^5\) The illusionary views which are the cause of passion, hatred, and infatuation, being directed toward such and such objects (give rise) to the wrong appreciation which completely takes possession of the mind. In the latter, which thus abides in a state of error, the different forms of defilement, be it desire, hatred or infatuation, begin to exercise their influence. On this foundation are done the deeds of body, speech, and mind, which have their origin in the 3 sources of evil. From the deeds, in its turn, comes the succession of births (in the Phenomenal World). Thus the ordinary worldly beings, possessed of the residues and seeds of the defiling forces and clinging to the reality of separate entities,\(^6\) are directed toward the (illusionary worldly) objects. Accordingly this gives rise to the wrong appreciation which is the origin of the passions. [12 a.] The latter in their turn call forth the deeds and these are the cause of (repeated) births. All these different forms of defilement peculiar to the worldlings, those of passions, deeds and repeated birth,\(^7\) manifest themselves in this world owing to the ignorance of the unique Germ (of Buddhahood) in its true character.

---

\(^1\) rāga = bdod-chags.
\(^2\) dveṣa = tsa-stan.
\(^3\) moha = gti-mug.
\(^4\) anuvāya = bdag-la-hal.
\(^5\) Der. 43 b. 4. tešuk-min-yid-byed-kyi rgyu-mtshan-du dag-la-hal de bgyur-ro.
\(^6\) mtshan-mar-hdzin-pa-can = nimitta-grāhītaḥ.
The Sublime Science, of Maitreya:

Now, how are we to search (for the Absolute Truth)? (Answer):—
It is to be perceived through the complete negation (of the separate reality) of every object and characteristic feature. As soon as we cease to perceive the (separate unreality) of the objects or their characteristic marks, we come to perceive the Absolute Truth.¹ In such a way the Lord has viewed all the elements and has come to Supreme Enlightenment, (the intuition of) their unity. Through the non-perception of the separate elements on account of their unreality, and through the intuition of the Absolute as the true reality (—the essence of everything cognizable), comes the Transcendental Wisdom perceiving the unity of the elements. For this wisdom both (the imputed reality of the separate elements and their ultimate Non-substantiality) are not something to be, respectively, rejected or established anew. Through this one comes to Supreme Enlightenment, the full intuition of the monistic essence of the elements. Here the Transcendental Wisdom which, thus arising, cognizes the points to be shunned as completely annihilated and (essentially) unreal, is to be viewed as the antidote against all the impediments to the perception of the Absolute Truth.² This Transcendental Wisdom which represents the Paths of Illumination and Contemplation, is the cause for the attainment of the Cosmical Body. It is to be known in detail from the Prajñāpāramitā-Sūtras.—

The Jewel of the Congregation.

From the precious jewel of the Mahāyānistic Doctrine comes the precious Congregation of the Bodhisattvas who have attained the Irretrievable State. [12 b.] Accordingly, immediately after we have a verse referring to the Jewel of the Congregation:—

13. I bow before those who perceive the pure, radiant essence of the Spirit and the nullity of all defilement,

¹ Dar. 45 a. 1. At the time when we no more perceive a differentiation into subject and object, we come to the intuition of the Absolute Truth (yañ-dag-pa-don-dam-pañi-bden-pa).

² Correct de-kho-na-mthoṅ-baṅi-gyes for kho-na-mthoṅ &c. (12 a. 5.)
Who, knowing the background of the unreality of all that exists, (the Absolute in its) quiescent nature,
Perceive in all living beings the reflex of the Supreme Buddha,
The powerful minds free from Obscuration and endowed with the sight of Divine Wisdom,
The object of which is the immaculate and infinite essence of all that lives.

Now, what is shown here?—

14. Through the perfect purity of their insight,
The Absolute and the Empirical, both being Introspective,
The Congregation of the Sages abiding in the Irretrievable State
Is endowed with the highest merits.—

This verse, in short, shows us the Jewel of the Congregation,—the Bodhisattvas who have attained the Irretrievable State as possessed of merits higher than which there are none. Indeed, they have a pure transcendental intuition of existence in its Absolute and Empirical character.

The Saint's Knowledge of the Absolute Truth.

15. As they know the quiescent nature of all that exists,
They have the intuition of the Absolute Truth,
This owing to (their knowledge) of the pure nature (of the Spirit),
And of the essential nullity of the defiling forces.

---

1 The saint's intuition of the Absolute. Dar. 46 a. 5.—The background of the unreality of the Individual (pudgala-nairūtmya = gni-zag-gi-bdag-med) and of the separate elements (dharma-nairūtmya = chos-kyi-bdag-med) is the Absolute quiescent by nature (in the aspect of which all separate entities are) unreal.

2 The empirical knowledge of the Saint. He perceives in all living beings the reflex of the Buddha (which is the fundamental Germ). Cf. Bu-ton, Commentary on the Abhisamayālaṃkāra (Luṅ-gi-stū-ma) 150 b. 3—4.—"perceives in all living beings the Essence of the Buddha."

3 Lit. the "internal" (naṅ-gi). Dar. 46 b. 6—naṅ-gi-ni-sta de gnis so-so-raṅ-gis-rig-pa'i ye-las-kyi-gsigs-pa.

4 Dar. 47 a. 3—4. As they have a direct intuition of all that exists,—the personality and the separate elements,—in its quiescent character, that is to say, in the aspect of Universal Relativity and Non-Substantiality.

5 Lit. "of the defiling forces as essentially annihilated."
Here the (intuition of the) Absolute Truth is to be understood as the knowledge of the background of the unreality of all that exists,\(^1\) that is to say the separate elements and the individualities. This knowledge\(^2\) of the (ultimate) imperishable nature of the individuality and the separate elements which is for ever quiescent\(^3\) from the outset, has 2 causes for its origination. These are:—1) The perception of the mind in its pure, radiant character, and [13a. 1.] 2) the intuition of the defiling elements as essentially annihilated and unreal from the outset. Now, these 2 points, namely the mind as perfectly pure and brilliant by nature, and the defiling elements which affect it, are very hard to be correctly cognized in the aspect of the Absolute which is uninfluenced by defilement.\(^4\) Indeed, when one of the 2 forms of the Spirit, either the defiled or the undefiled, manifests itself, it has no (real) contact with the other (its counterpart).\(^5\) Accordingly, it has been said:—O Lord, the undefiled Spirit represents one single moment. It cannot be affected by the defiling forces. The defiled spirit is also one single moment; the passions cannot really take possession of it. O Lord, if the passions do not really influence the spirit, and the latter does not (really) become defiled, how then, O Lord, does the spirit, which is uninfluenced, still become obscured

---

\(^1\) Cf. above.

\(^2\) Dar. 47b. 3. *thog-chen-hphags-pas mgon-sum-du-rtags-pa*—the direct intuition of the Mahāyānist Saint.

\(^3\) *ādi-tānta = gzod-ma-nas-ti-ba.*

\(^4\) *anāsrava-dhātu = sag-pa-med-pahi-dbyiṅs.*

\(^5\) Dar. 48 a. 4—6. If it is supposed that the spirit arises in an undefiled form and is then influenced by the passions, the subsequent form of the spirit which is influenced will represent a result, and the influencing defiling agencies will be the cause (of it). Now, if both the influenced and the influencing are essentially unreal, it will be very difficult to put them forth as object and agent. If on the contrary they are viewed as real, they have to appear simultaneously and ought to be in contact with each other. Therefore it is very difficult to understand the state of things here, namely the fact that, when one form of the two manifests itself, it has at that very time no contact with the other; the idea of a cause and effect and of object and agent is therefore inadmissible.

\(^6\) In the Śrī-mālā-simhanāda-sūtra. Kg. DKON. VI. 283 a. 1—5.
by the passions? The passions, O Lord, exist, and the spirit which becomes affected by them, likewise exists. O Lord, although this be so, it is still very hard to cognize the meaning of the perfectly pure spirit, which nevertheless becomes obscured by defilement. The whole of this passage, beginning with the cognition of the Absolute and ending with the difficulty of cognizing (the spirit as unaffected by defilement), is demonstrated by the Sūtra in detail.

The Empirical Knowledge of the Saints.

16. Through the Wisdom which penetrates into the background of everything cognizable, They perceive the Essence of the Omniscient [18 b. 1.] As it exists in all living beings. This is their knowledge of the Empirical Reality.

Here the (perception of) the Empirical Reality (with the Mahāyānist Saint) is known to (have the following character):—On the basis of the cognition of the Ultimate Essence of all things, (the Saint), by his Transcendental Wisdom, perceives the existence of the Germ of Buddhahood in all the living beings without exception, even in those who are born in the form of beasts. The origination of this intuition of the Bodhisattvas dates from the first Stage, since there they (first) perceive the all-pervading character of the Absolute.
The Perception of the Saints is Introspective Knowledge.

17. Thus, the intuition (of the Bodhisattvas)
   Is their direct Transcendental Introspection.
   It is perfectly pure, being free from attachment
   Within the plane of the Immaculate Absolute,
   And completely free from all impediments.—

That which thus represents the Transcendental Intuition, the Path
(of the Saints) is to be viewed as the Divine, superhuman, introspective
perception, peculiar to the (Mahāyānistic) Saints which has nothing
in common with (the knowledge) of other people. In short, this
introspection, being compared with other (ordinary)¹ and incomprehensi-
ive² knowledge; is spoken of as being perfectly pure out of 2 motives.
What are these 2? (Answer:)—1) It is free from attachment³
and 2) it (penetrates into the essence of everything cognizable)⁴
through being unimpeded. Now (the knowledge of the Bodhisattva)
is free from attachment since it has for its object the Germ of the
living beings in its perfectly pure nature, this through the intuition
of the Absolute. (At the same time) [14 a. 1.] as (the Saint) possesses
the complete knowledge of Empirical Reality he has for his object
everything cognizable without any limits. On account of this, his
cognition is completely free from impediments.

18. Through their immaculate Transcendental Intuition,
   They (are near) to the Divine Wisdom of the Buddha.⁵

of the Path of Illumination (darśana-mārga). Cf. Vasubandhu on Sūtrālāṅkāra
VI. 7—dharma-dhātoḥ pratyakṣato gamane dvaya-lakṣyena viyukto grūhya-grāhaka-
lakṣyena. iyasi darśana-mārga-avasthā.

¹ Dar. 50 b. 3—4.—that which does not perceive the Non-substantiality of
   existence.

² ṛt-ṛsṭe-ba = prādeśika. Ibid.—that which does not penetrate into the essence
   of everything cognizable.

³ Dar. 50 b. 4—5. As they possess an intuition of the Absolute and through
   this have for their object the Germ of the living beings in its perfectly pure nature,
   they are free from attachment caused by realistic views.

⁴ Sic acc. to Dar. 50 b. 5.

⁵ Cf. Abhisamayālāṅkāra III. 2 b.
Therefore the Saints that have attained the Irretrievable State
Are the refuge of all living beings.—

The Transcendental Intuition of the Bodhisattva who abides on
the Irretrievable State\(^1\) stands near to the perfectly pure Divine
Perception of the Buddha, higher than which there is none. Moreover,
the Bodhisattva, being possessed of such a knowledge, is a refuge
for all living beings. For this reason the said intuition is to be
regarded as superior to all the other virtues of the Bodhisattva, as
morality and the rest.

The Hinayānistic Congregation is not worthy of being
worshipped.

After the Congregation of the Bodhisattvas, that of the Śrāvakas
has not been mentioned, since it is not worthy of being worshipped.
As concerns the difference between the merits of the Bodhisattvas and
those of the Śrāvakas, we know that the latter do not care for (the Path
of) the Bodhisattva, which is like that of the ascending moon, and
appear like stars that cast light only on their own form. Therefore
they ought not to be worshipped, since they are not completely pure
as regards the intention of helping other living beings. [14 b. 1.]
On the contrary the Bodhisattvas bring to accomplishment the great
Accumulations for the attainment of Supreme Enlightenment, they
are possessed of the lustre of Wisdom and Commiseration, bring
about Illumination regarding the essence of all the innumerable living
beings and venture on the Path for the attainment of the state of a
Buddha, which resembles that of the full moon. (Such are they) in
comparison with the Hinayānists, who possess only a limited\(^2\) ultimate
knowledge, and (having no desire of removing the suffering of all
living beings), only further the Illumination of their own stream of
elements. Even the Bodhisattva who, on a correct foundation, makes
his first Creative Effort, beats the highest form of pure morality

\(^1\) Dar. 51 a. 3. The Bodhisattva abiding on the 3 highest Stages, beginning
with the 8th (acala).

peculiar to the Hinayānist Saint, who has no compassion (with others) and is not possessed of a wide (mind caring for all living beings). If this be so, what is there to say of the other (Bodhisattvas who are possessed of) such virtues as the 10 Controlling Powers¹ and the rest. Indeed it has been said:—

He who becomes great in morals for the sake of his own Salvation, Who has no compassion with the living beings whose morals are impure, Is possessed of the treasure of that morality (which only leads to) self-magnification. Such a Saint cannot be called pure in his morals. He in whom the Highest Commiseration toward others is aroused, Who, having embraced the true Morality, Is of help to others like fire, air, earth, and water,— This one is really virtuous, whereas the other has only a resemblance of morality.—

The 3 Jewels in their Character of a Refuge.

Now, what aim did the Lord pursue when he established the 3 Refuges?²

19. In order to make known the virtues³

Of the Teacher, the Teaching, and the Disciples, For the sake of (the adherents of) the 3 Vehicles And those devoted to the 3 forms of religious observance,⁴— The 3 Refuges have been proclaimed (by the Lord). [15 a. 1.]

The Motives for the Establishment of the 3 Refuges from the Empirical Standpoint as explained by Āryāsanga.

In order to show the virtues of the Teacher, with a view to those individuals who adhere to the Vehicle of the Bodhisattvas and

¹ dāsa vasiṭāḥ = dban-bcu.
² tṛṣṇi karapūṇi = skyes-grsum.
³ Sic acc. to Comm. below.
⁴ Dar. 56 b. 1—2.—for the sake of those who, though they have not entered the Path, are still devoted to the performance of the acts of religious observance, worship, &c., in regard of each of the 3 Jewels respectively.
wish to attain the character of a Buddha, as well as those who, (though they have not entered the Path), are devoted to the performance of religious observances which have the Buddha for their object, it has been spoken and ascertained:—the Buddha is the refuge, since he is the Highest of Men.\(^1\)

*In order to make known the virtues of the Doctrine*, for the sake of those who belong to the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle and start an activity for an independent apprehension of the profound Doctrine of Causality,\(^2\) as well as those whose religious fervour is directed toward the Doctrine (exclusively), it has been declared:—The Doctrine is the Refuge, since it is the highest for those who become dispassionate.\(^3\)

*In order to show the virtues of the Disciples*,\(^4\) who have embraced the Doctrine of the Teacher, with regard to the individuals who adhere to the Vehicle of the Śrāvakas and proceed on the Path in order to attain (the fruit of Arhatship) on the basis of the instructions heard of others, as well as those who are devoted to the worship of the Congregation, it has been proclaimed:—The Congregation is a refuge, since it is the highest of communities.\(^5\)—Thus, in short, for 3 motives, and having in view 6 kinds of individuals, the Lord has proclaimed the 3 Refuges and shown them in their variety. This has been done in order to promote the living beings to the 3 Vehicles respectively, the matter being viewed from the Empirical standpoint.\(^6\)

**The Doctrine and the Congregation are not Refuges in the Ultimate Sense.**

20. The Doctrine in its two forms and the Congregation of the Saints Are not by themselves the highest, absolute Refuge.\(^7\)

---

2. pratīya-samutpāda-dharma = rten-bḥrel-gyi-chos.
3. M. V. § 267. 2. dharmaṁ sarayāsu gacchāmi virāṇāṁ agryam.
4. The Arhats and Bodhisattvas.
5. M. V. § 267. 3. saṅghaṁ sarayāsu gacchāmi gaṇāṇaṁ agryam.
6. saṅgyaṁ = kun-risob.
7. Dar. 56 a. 3.—mthar-thug-paḥi chos dang dge-hdun-gyi-tehogs mdo-ba saṅgyaṁ-dkon-men-hogs tu bsdus—as the Doctrine and the Congregation in their Ultimate form are included in the idea of the Buddha.
Indeed, (the former) is (ultimately) given up, is illusionary and of a negative character, (And the latter) is not devoid of fear (and error).

Now, the Doctrine appears in 2 forms:—1) as the Teaching, and 2) as the practical part. The Doctrine as the Teaching (of Buddha) we call the aphorisms and the other (parts of Scripture) which are included in the complex of letters, words, and sentences. This form is spoken of as resembling a ship (which is left) when the shore of the full apprehension (of the Truth) on the Path is reached. As regards the practical side of the Doctrine, it appears in 2 varieties, namely as the Extinction (of Phenomenal Existence) and the Path,—that which is practically attained and the means of attainment. Now, the Path is to be viewed as having the character of being caused (or conditioned). That which is viewed as having the character of being caused, is false and illusionary. That which is false and illusionary is not true, that which is not true is—evanescent, and that which is evanescent cannot be a refuge.

The Extinction (of Phenomenal Life) which is attained by means of this Path, represents, according to the Hinayānistic standpoint, the mere absence of Phenomenal Existence and of the defiling forces, being compared with a light that is extinguished. But, a Non-ens can neither be a refuge, nor its reverse.

"The Congregation" is a name for the assembly (of the Saints belonging to) the 3 Vehicles. These, being constantly possessed of fear, seek their refuge in the Buddha [16 a. 1.], search for a means of deliverance, have still (different) subjects to apprehend and have not yet attained the Perfect, Supreme Enlightenment. Why are they possessed of fear? (Answer):—"Even the Arhats, though they are

1 deśanā-dharma = bstan-paḥi-chos. Is the same as āgama-dharma = lus-gi-chos.
2 adhigama-dharma = rtogs-paḥi-chos.
3 The 12 classes of Sacred Texts (dvūḍaśaṅga-dharma-pravacana).
4 sāṣṭrya = ḫus-byas. The whole passage is an extract from the Śrī-mālādevi-sīhūrāṇā-sūtra. Kg. DKON. VI. 279 a. 3—4.
5 Dar. 62 a. 2.—to attain by means of the Path.

Acin orientalia. IX.
rid of Phenomenal Existence, cannot remove the force (of Transcendental Illusion). Therefore they perpetually abide in a state of mighty fear (caused by) the active forces (of existence), just as a man over whom the executioner has raised his sword. For this reason even they cannot attain that deliverance which is fully blissful. That which is itself an Absolute Refuge has no need to seek refuge (in others). Just as those living beings who have no refuge and, being full of fear with regard to this or that object, seek a means of deliverance, in the same way the Arhats are also possessed of fear. As they are thus afraid (of this or that object arousing their) fear, they seek their refuge in the Buddha. Now, one who being thus full of fear, seeks his refuge (in others), necessarily seeks (a means of) deliverance (from his fear). As he seeks deliverance, he undergoes a course of training in order to get rid of the sources of fear. Through this training he proceeds (on the Path) for the attainment of the highest position of one who is completely free from fear. This means that he proceeds toward the perfect Supreme Enlightenment. [16 b. 1.] For this reason the Congregation of the Saints, as it represents only a partly refuge, cannot be such in the absolute sense. —Thus it is said that these 2 refuges (the Doctrine and the Congregation) are no more such at the time of final (Enlightenment).

The Buddha is the Unique Absolute Refuge.

21. In the absolute sense, the refuge
Of all living beings is only the Buddha.
Indeed, the Lord is possessed of the Cosmical Body,
And the multitudes of Saints, too, have their issue in the latter.

1 vāsanā = bag-chags. Has here the meaning of avidyā-vāsanā = ma-rig-pa'i bag-chags.
2 sasākāra = ḥdu-byed.
3 Dar. 62 a. 5.—don-dam-pa'i-skya'bs.
4 Dar. 62 b. 2.—the sources of fear, that is to say the subtle dreaming forces which give origination to sinful deeds.
5 The whole passage is a reproduction of the sermon in the Śrī-mālā-devī-sīhhanāḍa-sūtra. Kg. DKON. VI. 268 b. 2—8, and 275 a. 7—b. 3.
6 As the true Essence of Existence.
This (has the following meaning):—The Buddha, as has been said before, is characterized as neither becoming originated, nor disappearing, and is endowed with the Cosmical Body which represents the deliverance from passions and bears the character of the 2 purifying Truths (of the Saint).¹ The Congregation of the Saints belonging to the 3 Vehicles, too, attains its final goal, when it has coalesced with the ultimate, pure Cosmical Body. Therefore, for the living beings who have no other protection and refuge, the Imperishable Refuge that is like a last instance,² the Eternal Refuge,³ the Indestructible Refuge,⁴ and the Absolute Refuge⁵ is only one.—It is the Tathāgata, the Arhat, the Perfect Supreme Buddha. This unique, indestructible, quiescent, and persistent refuge is to be known in detail from the Ārya-śrī-mālā-sūtra.⁶

The Meaning of “The 3 Jewels.”

22. They appear rarely, they are immaculate,
    Are powerful, are an ornament of this world,
    Are the highest (point of excellence), and cannot change,—
    Therefore they have the character of jewels.

In short, the 3 highest and most precious subjects which are the Buddha, the Doctrine and the Congregation, are spoken of as being like jewels, since they have 6 points of resemblance (with such).

[17 a.] These are as follows:—

1) (They are like jewels) since they appear very rarely. Indeed, those beings who have not fostered the roots of virtue,⁷ do not come in contact with them, even during a long succession of aeons.

¹ nirodha and mārga. Cf. above.
² Dar. 63 b. 1. He is like a last instance, because he assists the living beings as long as the world exists.
³ Ibid. 63 b. 2. He is an Eternal Refuge, since his stream of elements never ceases.
⁴ Tib. gyur-drun = svastiṣka—here the symbol of all that is indestructible.
⁵ pāramārthikam śravaṇam = den-dam-paḥi-skyabs.
⁶ Kg. DKON. VI. 275 a. 5—6.

The Tib. as here dge-baḥi-rtsa-ba bkraš-pa.
2) They (resemble jewels) by their purity, since they are completely free from every kind of defilement.

3) They are powerful (like the wish-fulfilling gem), since they are possessed of the power of the 6 Supernatural Faculties and other inconceivable virtues.

4) They (have the character of jewels, being) the ornament of this world, as they are the cause of the virtuous thoughts of all living beings.

5) Just as real jewels are greatly superior to the artificial, (the Buddha, the Doctrine and the Congregation) are superior (to everything that exists), since they are of a transcendent character.

6) As the wish-fulfilling gem never changes (in its faculty of bringing forth the desired objects), whether praised or reviled, so are (the 3 Refuges), since they are bearers of an eternal, immutable essence.—

The Germ, Enlightenment, the Attributes and the Acts of the Buddha in their inconceivable Nature.

After the description of the 3 Jewels we have a verse concerning those (elements) the existence of which conditions the origination of the said Jewels, since they represent the source of all the purifying qualities, the mundane, and the transcendent.

23. The Absolute mingled with defilement,

The Absolute free from all the stains,

The immaculate attributes and the acts of the Buddha,

---

1 cintāmaṇi = yid-bzin-nor-lu. Sic acc. to Dar. 64 a. 3.
2 abhijñā = mūn-par-śes-pa.
3 Dar. 64 a. 4—5.—The desire of a blissful existence (abhāyāyā = mūn-mtho) and of the superbliss of Salvation (niḥśreyasa = nes-legs). Acc. to the Mahāyānists all the virtuous thoughts of the living beings are produced by the grace of the Buddha. Cf. Bodhicaryāvatāra I. 5. rätrau yathā megha-ghanāndhakāre vidyut kṣayast darsayati prakāśam, budhānubhāvna tathā kadācīl lokasya puyesu matiḥ kṣayast syāt.
4 laukika = hjig-rtön-pa.
5 lokottara = hjig-rtön-las-ḥdas-pa.
The Sublime Science, of Maitreya.

(These elements) from which the 3 illustrious Jewels arise, (These 4 items) are only accessible to him who perceives the Absolute Truth.

Now, what is elucidated here?

24. The source of these 3 Jewels [17 b.]
Is accessible only to the Omniscient;
It has four varieties
And is inconceivable for four motives, respectively.

The Absolute mingled with defilement is the fundamental element which is not delivered from the bonds of the passions and is called the Essence of Buddhahood (as it exists in all the living beings). The Immaculate Absolute is the same thing as the exclusive property of the Buddha and consisting in a total metamorphose (of all the elements of existence). As such it is called the Cosmical Body of the Buddha. The immaculate attributes of the Buddha, which, essentially, are likewise nothing but a metamorphose of the elements, are the distinctive features of the Cosmical Body. Such are the 10 Powers and the other qualities which are all of a transcendental nature. The deeds of the Buddha are the sublime forms of his activity, (the manifestations) of the 10 Powers and the other attributes. These acts never cease and have no break in their continuance. Therefore the prophecies (delivered by the Buddha and) concerning the Bodhisattvas (who are to attain Enlightenment by the grace of the Buddha in future times) have no end. These 4 subjects, taken respectively, are inconceivable for 4 motives. Therefore it is said that they are

---

1 Dar. 65 a. 2. rigs-rgyun-rkyen-ma-lus-pa yoins-su-rigs-rgos-pa—the full complex of causes (hetu) and conditions (pratyaya).
2 parśvṛtti = yoins-su-gyur-pa.
3 Cf. Abhidharma-lanākāra VIII. 1. sarvākāraṁ viśuddhim ye dharmā prāptā nivṛśrayāḥ, saṁbhāviko muneḥ kāyas tewāṁ prakṛti-lakṣāṇāḥ.
4 vyākaraṇa = luo-lstan-pa.
5 Since all the run of the world's moral progress i.e. the attainment of Saintliness is nothing but a manifestation of the Buddha's Cosmical Body.
accessible only to the Divine Wisdom of the Omniscient. What are the 4 motives?

25. Because—

(The Absolute as the Germ) is pure, but nevertheless in contact with the defiling (worldly) elements, (1)

(The Absolute as the Cosmical Body) is on the other hand quite free from every defilement, (2)

The attributes of the Buddha are essentially identical with the Absolute as contained even in every ordinary being, (3)

(And the Buddha’s acts) are free from effort\(^1\) and (dialectical) constructions.\(^2\)

The Absolute mingled with defiling elements is at the same time [18a.] perfectly pure and nevertheless in contact with the defiling forces. For this reason the point is inconceivable; it is not accessible even to the Pratyekabuddhas who have faith in the profound Doctrine (of Monism).\(^3\) It is accordingly said:—O Goddess, these 2 points are very hard to be cognized. It is difficult to understand that (there exists) the spirit completely pure by nature, and it is difficult to understand that this very spirit is nevertheless influenced by the defiling elements. O Goddess, those who can teach this contradiction are either thyself or the Bodhisattvas who call the Highest Doctrine their own. O Goddess, the others, that is the Śrāvakas and Pratyekabuddhas, may cognize these 2 points (only) through their faith in the Buddha.

The Absolute in its undefiled form was not influenced by defilement before, and has nevertheless become purified subsequently. This point is inconceivable! It is said:—The Spirit is pure and

---

\(^1\) anābhoga = \(\text{thun-grub (thun-gyi-grub-pa).}\)  
\(^2\) nirvikalpaka = \(\text{nam-par-mi-rtog-pa.}\)  
\(^3\) Dar. 66 b. 5. ston-rid (= śāntī) spros-bral (= nīprapaśca) zab-moḥi chos-kyi tshul-la moś-pa (= gāmbhīra-dharma-ādhiṁukta).  
\(^4\) In the Śrī-mālā-simhanāda-sūtra. Kg. DKON. VI. 283 a. 7—b. 1.  
\(^5\) Dhāraṇīśvara-rāja-pariprêchā, Kg. MDO. XV. 210 b. 6—7.
radiant by nature and can in its true form be intuited (by the Saints through introspection). In such a way the Lord has, by his momentary Divine Wisdom\(^1\) attained the Perfect Supreme Enlightenment and has become a Buddha.

The immaculate attributes of the Buddha (are completely free from all defilement) and at the same time they have one essence (with the Absolute) as contained even in the ordinary worldly beings\(^2\) who are totally obscured by defilement. As there is thus no (essential) difference between the former (the Absolute with the Buddha and his attributes) and the latter (the Absolute as the Germ of the living beings) \([18\text{ b. } 1.]\), the subject is inaccessible to (discursive) thought. Indeed, there absolutely exists no living being in whom the Spirit of the Buddha does not fully manifest itself.\(^3\) But as one has a conception\(^4\) (of separate entities), the Spirit of the Lord is not perceived. (On the contrary) when one has got rid of this conception, the Divine Spirit of the Omnipotent appears without hindrance to one’s own transcendental introspection.

The Parable of the Cloth of Silk.

It is said in Scripture:—O Bodhisattva, such is the state of things. Suppose there exists one great cloth of silk equal in size to the 3 thousand thousands of worlds,\(^5\) and on this great cloth of silk all the 3 thousand thousands of worlds would be painted in full size. The Great Horizon,\(^6\) the Great Earth, the 2 thousand worlds,\(^7\) the

---

\(^1\) This is the Intuition at the final moment of the Path \((\text{eka-krṣaṇa-abhisambodha}).\)

\(^2\) prthāgana = so-sohi-skye-bo. \(^3\) Cf. Sūtraśākāra IX. 15.—

\(\text{yathā} \text{mābarān sarvagataṁ sa} \text{dā ma} \text{tā} \text{tatha} \text{iva} \text{tat sarvagataṁ sa} \text{dā ma} \text{tā} \text{mā}.\)

\(\text{yathā} \text{mābarān} \text{rūpa-ga} \text{nē} \text{sva} \text{ra} \text{ga} \text{mā} \text{taka} \text{iva} \text{tā} \text{tattva-ga} \text{nē} \text{sva} \text{va} \text{ga} \text{mā}.\)

\(^4\) saṁśūlā = ḫu-tses.


\(^6\) mahā-cakravāla = khor-yug-chen-po.

\(^7\) devśūhasro madhyamo lokadhātuḥ = ston-gnus-paḥi hjig-rtan-gyi-kham.

M. V. § 158. 2.
thousand worlds,¹ the World of 4 Continents,² the Great Ocean, the
Continent of Jambudvipa, the Eastern Continent Videha,³ the Western
Continent Godhanya,⁴ the Northern Continent Kuru,⁵ the Mount
Sumeru,⁶ [19 a. 1.] the abode of the gods who live on earth, that
of the gods living in the World of Desire,⁷ and that of the denizens
of the Ethereal Sphere,⁸—all these would be painted there, each in
its own size. (Suppose now) this great cloth of silk, the area of
which is equal to the 3 thousand thousands of worlds, were (folded)
and put into a grain of sand as small as an atom. Just as the great
cloth of silk would be placed in one grain of sand of the size of an
atom, in the same way it could be put into all such grains without
exception. Thereafter a person, wise, skilful, clear-minded, attentive,
and possessed of analytic thought, would appear. His faculty of vision
would become supernatural like that of the gods, perfectly pure and
radiant. He would see with his divine eyes the great cloth of silk
hidden in the small grain of sand (not larger than) an atom and
being in such a state of no use to anyone. He would think:—oh,
if I were to apply the force of my great energy and pierce this
grain of sand, as small as an atom, by a diamond-cutter, this great
cloth of silk would become useful to all living beings. Accordingly,
he would manifest the power of his great energy [19 a. 1.] and open
the grain of sand with a small diamond. The great cloth of silk
would, as he had thought, become of use to all the living beings,
and he would do the same with all the other atoms without exception,
as he did it with one.

O Bodhisattvas, in the same way the Divine Spirit of the Lord,
the limitless Spirit, the Spirit helping all living beings is fully contained
in everyone of them. And as the Spirit of the Buddha, so are the
spiritual streams of the living beings, without limits. Although this

¹ sahāsracūdikā lokadhātuḥ = ston-gi-hjig-ret-n-gyi-khams. Ibid. § 153. 1.
² cāturdevapako lokadhātuḥ = gling-biḥi-hjig-ret-n-gyi-khams. Ibid. § 154. 1.
⁴ Tib. kyi-gyi-segra-mi-s经商-gyi-glini.
⁵ kāma-dhātu = ḡod-khams.
⁶ Tib. rī-rab.
⁷ rūpa-dhātu = gzugs-khams.
be so, the ordinary worldlings, bound by the conception (of separate entities) do not know about the Spirit of the Lord (that exists within them), do not feel it and are incapable of realizing it. Therefore the Buddha, through his Divine Knowledge, free from every kind of attachment, perceives the Absolute Essence, as it has its abode in all living beings, and becomes possessed of the thoughts peculiar to a (spiritual) teacher.\(^1\) He thinks:—Alas, these living beings have no right knowledge about the Spirit of the Buddha (that exists with them), though they are all reflections of this spirit. What if I show to these living beings the Path of the Saint and remove the bonds caused by (realistic conception).—Himself, he has exercised the power of his saintly wisdom, has loosened the great knot of spiritual delusion,\(^2\) has introspectively intuited the Spirit of Buddhahood (within himself), and has attained the full identity with this Spirit, (has coalesced with it in its Cosmical Unity). In accordance with this, he shows the Path of Buddhahood to the living beings and through this removes all the bonds caused by the (false realistic) conceptions. In those who have become delivered from these bonds, the limitless Spirit of the Buddha, (manifesting itself), becomes of help to all living beings.

**The Acts of the Buddha in their inconceivable Character.**

The acts of the Lord manifest themselves simultaneously in all living beings at all times, free from effort and (dialectical) thought-construction, in accordance with the needs of the converts and their constitution, and are performed fully with all living beings, furthering their weal. For this reason they are inaccessible to discursive thought. Indeed, it has been said:\(^3\)—In order to lead the living beings (to

\(^1\) *ācārya-samājñā* = *slob-dpon-gyi-lhu-khes*.

\(^2\) *Dar. 71 b. 2.*—has loosened the great knot of (false) conception—naive realism and the force of Transcendental Illusion. *bag-chags* = *vāṣanā* stands here for *ma-rig-paḥi-bag-chags* = *avidyā-vāṣanā*.

\(^3\) *Dhāraṇīsvara-rāja-paripṛcchā* (Tathāgata-mahākaruṇā-nirdeśa), Kg. MDO. XV. 215 a. 3—6.
Enlightenment), the Wisdom of the Buddha, though it is (really) unlimited, is spoken of as having a definite character, being summarized (in the 32 attributes). Although this be so, still, O noble youth, the true acts of the Buddha are inconceivable, immeasurable, incognizable for all the world and inexpressible by words. They cannot be performed by others, they manifest themselves in all the Spheres of the Buddhas, are realized by all the Buddhas in a similar way [20 b. 1.], are free from all exertion and effort, are uniform like space and therefore free from all (dialectical) constructions, are the acts peculiar to the Buddha as the Absolute, and, accordingly, inseparable from the latter:—Then comes the example of the perfectly pure stone of lapis-lazuli and, thereafter, a detailed exposition as follows:—O noble youth, by the following characteristics art thou to know this subject.—The acts of the Buddha are inaccessible to discursive thought, are attained (in the process of intense concentration upon) the Unity (of the Universe), are completely free from every kind of defect, are connected with the present, past, and future, and bring forth the 3 Jewels in their uninterrupted continuance. The form of the Buddha which manifests itself in these inconceivable acts, does not lose its (all-pervading) character which is analogous to space. (Therefore) he can manifest himself in all the Spheres of Buddhaic activity (simultaneously). He likewise does not give up the inconceivable character of his Word. Indeed, he exposes the Doctrine to all living beings in accordance with (their faculty of) understanding the (meaning of) words. Being free from (the attachment to) every kind of object on which his mind could become fixed, he (at the same time) perfectly knows the mental disposition and the thoughts of all living beings.—

1 Dar. 72 a. 3.—through their profound character and grandeur.
2 *buddha-kṣetra = saṅs-rgyas-kyi-tiṅ.*
3 Dhāraṇīśvara-rāja-paripṛčchā, Kg. MDO. XV. 215 b. 7—216 a. 8.
The Germ and the 3 other Subjects as the Causes and Conditions of Buddhahood.

26. The object to be intuited,¹ the intuition,²
The distinctive features of the latter,
And the (acts) which bring it about,—
As such respectively (appear the said 4 subjects),
One as the cause of purification and the other 3 as its conditions.—

Of these 4 subjects, the first is to be regarded as the point that is to be intuited, inasmuch as it includes everything cognizable.³ [21 a. 1.] The final introspection of it is the second subject—Enlightenment which is the (full immaculate) intuition. The distinctive features of Enlightenment⁴ which form the 3d subject are such, inasmuch as they represent the attributes of the Buddha. The 4th subject (—the acts) are the (factors) bringing about the intuition, since, through the component parts of Enlightenment, others are caused to perceive (the Truth). (This passage) thus refers to the 4 subjects (beginning with the Germ of the Absolute) and represents a characteristic (of them) as the sources of the 3 Jewels, inasmuch as they act as the causes⁵ and conditions⁶ (of the latter).

¹ Dar. 72 b. 3—5.—The object that is to be cognized is the Absolute mingled with the defiling elements. When it is directly intuited (by the Saint), all the attributes of the Buddha become originated. If, on the contrary, there is no intuition of it, the deliverance from the Samsāra will be impossible. It is thus the ultimate object that is to be cognized. Although it is no real producing cause (since it is an immutable element—avaśūkṛta = ṣādus-ma-byas) still, as it is the object of the Saint’s concentrated Transcendental Wisdom which is the principal cause for the origination of the Wisdom of the Buddha and is thus an invariably condition of the latter, it is metaphorically called a cause.

² Ibid. 72 b. 5—6.—Enlightenment, i. e. the ultimate, direct intuition of the Absolute.

³ Ibid. 73 a. 2—3.—kṣobha tams-cad-kyi gnas-lugs-mthar-thug-pa-bsis-pah-sbyi phyir—because the Absolute represents the Ultimate Essence of all things.

⁴ bōdhy-anga = bya-b-chub-kyi-yon-lag.

⁵ hetu = rgyu.

⁶ pratyaya = rkyen.
Now, the first of the 4 subjects is the seed of the saintly elements;¹ it is therefore to be made known as the cause of the 3 Jewels. (As such it appears), if the introspective correct mental activity is directed toward it and (appreciates it) in its perfectly pure nature. Thus, one subject is the cause. Now, why are the other 3 regarded as conditions? (Answer:—) The Lord, having attained the perfect Supreme Enlightenment and become a Buddha, has performed his 32 acts through the efficiency of the 10 Powers and the other attributes peculiar to him. (These 3 facts)² are to be viewed as the conditions for the origination of the 3 Jewels. Indeed, (the Teaching of the Buddha) being relied upon as the word of another (who has already attained Enlightenment), there arises the correct appreciation of the Absolute in its perfectly pure form. (Enlightenment, the attributes and the acts of the Buddha) ought thus to be viewed as the conditions for the origination of the 3 Jewels. For this reason the 3 (last subjects are spoken of as) cooperating conditions. The following text is to be regarded as a detailed exposition of all the 4 subjects mentioned in gradual order. [21 b. 1.]

The Germ of the Absolute.

With regard to the Absolute mingled with defilement (= the Essence of Buddhahood in the living beings) it has been said:³— All living beings are endowed with the Essence of the Buddha.— What is the meaning of this?

27. The Body of the Supreme Buddha is all-pervading,⁴ The Absolute is (one) undifferentiated (Whole)⁵

1 lokottara-dharma = bzig-rten-las-blas-pabi-chos.
2 The fact of attaining Enlightenment, of becoming possessed of the attributes of the Buddha, and the manifestation of the Sublime Activity.
3 In the Tathāgata-garbha-sūtra. Kg. MDO. XXII. 248 b. 6.
4 Dar. 80 a. 1—2. The acts of the Cosmical Body manifest themselves in all living beings, therefore the latter, all without exception, are such in whom the Buddha exercises his activity.
5 Ibid. 80 a. 2. The Absolute as it is with the Buddha and with the living beings is essentially the same.
And the Germ (of Buddhahood) exists (in every living being). Therefore, for ever and anon, all that lives
Is endowed with the Essence of the Buddha.¹

In short, the Lord had in view 3 aims when he declared:—
"All living beings are possessed of the Essence of Buddhahood."—
28. The Spirit of the Buddha manifests itself in the multitudes of living beings,
It is immaculate by nature and unique (with all),
And Buddhahood is the fruit of the Germ.
Therefore the whole animate world bears the Essence of the Buddha.

This subject, in all its different aspects is to be explained in that sense in which it is invariably demonstrated throughout the whole of Scripture, namely as follows:—(All living beings are endowed with the Essence of the Buddha) in the sense that the Buddha’s Cosmical Body manifests itself in all living beings, that the Absolute, (the true essence) of the Buddha represents an undifferentiated whole,² and that the Germ³ of the Buddha exists in everything that lives. These 3 subjects are to be explained below in accordance with the Tathāgata-garbha-sūtra.

Analysis of the Germ from 10 Points of View.

Summary.

29. The essence (of the Germ).
The causes and the result (of its purification),

¹ Cf. Sūtraśāṅkara IX. 37. sarveṣāṁ avyāśṭiṣṭā punaḥ tathāgataḥ agataḥ tathāgatavyāṁ tasmāc tad-garbhāḥ sarva-dhinaḥ. And Commentary:—sārveṣāṁ nirodyati tathāgataḥ tad-viśuddhi-reabhāvāca Tathāgataḥ. atāḥ sarve sattvās Tathāgata-garbhāḥ ity ucaya.

² Cf. Sūtraśāṅkara IX. 15. yathāmbarasvān sarvadyathā &c.

³ gotra = rgyas. Dar. 82 a. 3—4. The Fundamental Germ (prakṛtisva-gotra = rañ-bzin-gnas-rigs) the final metamorphose of which is the Cosmical Body, and the Germ as it becomes developed (paripuṣṭa-gotra = rgyas-gyur-gyi-rigs or samudānita = rgyu-dog-par-blaṅs-pa) which becomes transformed into the corporeal forms of the Buddha.
Its functions, relations, and manifestations [22 a. 1.]
Its different states, its all-pervading character,
Its eternal, unchangeable, and indivisible nature,—
Such are the (10) points with respect to the Absolute Essence.

In short, the characteristic of the Germ of the Buddha is given from 10 points of view. What are these 10? (Answer):—

1) The essence of the Germ.¹
2) The causes (of its purification).²
3) The result (of this purification).³
4) The functions (of the Germ).⁴
5) Its relations.⁵
6) The manifestations (of the Germ in general).
7) The varieties (of the Germ) in correspondence with the different states.
8) The all-pervading character (of the Absolute).
9) The unalterable character (of it).
10) The indivisible character.

The Essence of the Germ (1) and the Causes of its Purification (2).

Now, let us begin with (the first 2 points), that of the essence (of the Germ) and the causes (of its purification). We have here the following verse:—

30. (The Essence of Buddhahood in its 3 aspects)
Is, respectively, like a jewel, like space, and like water,
And always, by its nature, undefiled.

¹ Dar. 81 a. 1.—In the 3 aspects just mentioned, namely that of the Cosmical Body as being all-pervading, of the Absolute as an undifferentiated Whole, and of the Germ as existing in all living beings.
² Ibid. 81 a. 2.—The factors for the purification of the Germ, faith (adhimukti) &c.
³ Ibid. 81 a. 4.—The attainment of the Highest Transcendental Purity, Supreme Bliss &c.
⁴ The act of arousing the desire of attaining Nirvāṇa &c.
⁵ The possession of the 4 attributes characterizing the cause (of purification), aith &c.
It arises (to life) through faith and the Doctrine, through
Highest Wisdom,
Through concentrated trance, and Great Commiseration.—
Now, what is shown in the first half of this verse?

31. Being essentially powerful,
Unalterable and moist by nature,
It has a resemblance, in its distinctive features,
With the wish-fulfilling gem, with space, and water.

The 3 characteristics of the Absolute have been mentioned before.\(^1\) Having in view, respectively, their particular\(^2\) and general\(^3\) essence, we come to know the Germ of the Buddha as having a
resemblance with a wish-fulfilling gem, with space and with water,
by its distinctive qualities. [22 b. 1.] Indeed, if we take the special
essential character of the Buddha’s Cosmical Body, that of possessing
the power of accomplishing the desired aim (of the living beings),
we shall find it to have a resemblance with a wish-fulfilling gem.
If we take in consideration the particular essence of the Absolute,
namely its unique unalterable character, we shall see that it bears
a likeness with space. And, if we have in view the particular
essence of the Germ of the Buddha, that is its moist, soft nature,
this on account of the Commiseration toward all living beings, we
shall know it as being akin to water. Again, if we take the general
essence (of all the 3), namely that of being, by their very nature,
perfectly pure and devoid of every kind of defilement, we shall
(likewise) find a resemblance with the wish-fulfilling gem, with space,
and with water, through the quality of perfect purity.

The Impediments and the Causes of Purification.

32. Enmity toward the Doctrine, views clinging to Ego and Mine,\(^4\)
Fear caused by the sufferings of Phenomenal Life,

\(^1\) In Kār. 27.
\(^2\) svalakṣaṇa = raḥ-gi-mishan-śīd.
\(^3\) sāmānya-lakṣaṇa = spyīhi-mishan-śīd.
\(^4\) Tib. bdag-lta = ātma-dṛṣṭi = sakāya-dṛṣṭi.
And want of care for (other) living beings,—
Such are the 4 impediments, respectively,
With (the worldlings) endowed with great desires, with the heretics,
The Śrāvakas and those of self-sprung (Wisdom).\(^1\)
As to the cause of purity, such is great faith,
And the other virtues, all of them being four.\(^2\)

In short, among the multitudes of living beings there exist the following 3 varieties:

1) Those who love this Phenomenal Life,
2) Those who wish to become delivered from it, and
3) Those who desire neither the one, nor the other.\(^3\)

Now, those who are attached to worldly existence appear in two varieties. There is that kind of living beings who are hostile to the Path (leading to) Salvation [23 a. 1.] and do not strive for Nirvāṇa; they have no desire of attaining the latter, being exclusively attached to this worldly existence. Then there are such who, though they are followers of this our Doctrine, have likewise fallen (into the whirlpool of Sāṃsāra). Of these there are some who hate the Doctrine of the Great Vehicle.\(^4\) With regard to these the Lord has said:—I am not their teacher and they are not my disciples. O Śāriputra, I say—these are obscured by darkness, proceed toward

---

\(^1\) Tib. rahi-byu = srayambhū— the Pratyekabuddhas. Cf. Abhisamayālaṁkāra II. 6—paropadesa-vaiyarthyam srayam-bodhit srayambhuvām.

\(^2\) Dar. 82 a. 6—b. 1. The highest faith in the Doctrine of the Great Vehicle, the Highest Wisdom of the Bodhisattva which bears the character of the Climax of Wisdom (prajñāpāramitā) the medium of limitless trance (samādhi-mukha = tīk-kāhl-adzin-gyi-sgo) of the Bodhisattva, and his Great Commiseration. These are respectively compared with the seed, the mother, the womb, and the nurse. Cf. below.

\(^3\) Cf. Abhisamayālaṁkāra I. 10. prajñāy na bhava sthānāsam kṛpayā na samā sthitāḥ.

\(^4\) Dar. 84 b. 3.—being the followers of the Hinayānistic Code (piṭaka = sde-mad). They depreciate (the Doctrine of the Great Vehicle) saying:—The Mahāyānistic Sutras are not the Word of Buddha.
still greater darkness and become finally possessed of the greatest darkness.—

As concerns those who wish to become free from Phenomenal Life, such, likewise, are of 2 kinds, namely those who use incorrect means and those whose methods are right. Those acting according to incorrect methods have in their turn 3 varieties. (First of all) there are the different varieties of heretics standing apart from this (our Teaching). These are the Carvākas, the Parivrājakas, the Jains, and many others. Next come those who, though they are adherents of this our Doctrine and possessed of faith, still, by their principles, are akin to (the said) heretics, namely those who have an incorrect conception (of the Truth). Now, who are these? They are those who, having a misconception of the Absolute, maintain the reality of the Individual (as an independent Whole). With regard to these the Lord has said:—Those who do not maintain the Non-substantiality (of existence) do not differ from the heretics. There are moreover those who, being full of pride, cling to the conception of the Universal Relativity and Non-substantiality as an absolute principle. According to these even the medium of Salvation is regarded as essentially non-substantial. (The Lord) had these persons in view when he said:—O Kaśyapa, the views maintaining

---

1 The Aga ed. of the Comm. and Dar. have both tsa-ra-ka (caraka?).
2 Tib. kun-tu-rgyu. 3 Tib. gser-bu-pa—"the naked."
4 Those who deny a future existence (abhayudaya) and those who, though they admit it, deny the idea of a final salvation.

5 Sic acc. to Dar. 85 a.

6 pudgalavādināḥ = gāv-nag-tu-smra-ba. Dar. 85 a. 3.—Those who do not consider the Individual to be a nominal reality (prajñāpti-sat = btags-yod) included in the complex of the 5 groups (skandha = phun-po) and in the stream of elements, but maintain the existence of the Individual as an independent reality (dravya-sat = rdzas-yod); they are thus the followers of a system clinging to the conception of the Ego. These are the Vāśātiputriyas.

7 kṣaṇyātī = ston-pa-rig.


9 Dar. 86 b. 1. Ṣod-sruṇs-kyis-sus-paṭi-mdö-las in the Kaśyapa-paripṛčchā. Acta orientalia. IX.
the existence of real individuals are a blunder as great as the mount Sumeru. [23 b. 1.] However those who, being full of pride, cling to the conception of Non-substantiality (as an absolute principle) commit an error still greater.

Those who act according to correct means have also 2 varieties. There are the followers of the Śrāvaka Vehicle who proceed (on the Path) having a firm and settled conviction, and there are the adherents of the Vehicle of the Pratyekabuddhas.

Now, those who are neither attached to Phenomenal Existence, nor have a desire of attaining Salvation in the egoistic sense\(^1\) are the living beings who constantly and firmly abide in the Great Vehicle and are possessed of the most acute faculties. These have neither an inclination toward this worldly life, as it is the case with the worldlings who are possessed of great desires, nor do they proceed toward Salvation using incorrect methods, as do the heretics. (On the other hand) their cognition is not that of the Śrāvakas and Pratyekabuddhas, though the methods (of both the latter) are correct. They proceed on that Path through which the (introspection of the) identity of Saṁsāra and Nirvāṇa is attained. Their minds are directed toward the Altruistic Nirvāṇa (which does not adhere to either of the 2 extremities),\(^2\) and their activity bases upon the Phenomenal World, but without passions and desires.\(^3\) They have a firm stand in sublime, altruistic thoughts,\(^4\) and the foundation of their Path is perfectly pure.\(^5\)

Now, those living beings who are full of great desires and love this worldly existence, as well as the adherents to this (our) Doctrine who have inevitably fallen (into the Saṁsāra) are called

---

\(^1\) Dar. 87a. 5. Those who have no desire of either being born in the Phenomenal World through the force of previous deeds and passions or of attaining that kind of Nirvāṇa which represents a mere cessation of births in the Saṁsāra.

\(^2\) apratisţhita-nirvāṇa = mi-gras-paţi-myah-hdas.

\(^3\) Acc. to Dar. 87 b. 2.—through the efficiency of previous vows and Great Commiseration.

\(^4\) adhyātāyā = thag-paţi-bsam-pa.

\(^5\) The Mahāyānistic Creative Effort (citta-utpāda = sems-bskyed).
“the category of living beings who are definitely rooted in error.” Those who, being desirous of getting free from Phenomenal Existence, act according to incorrect methods are characterized as “the category of living beings, who are not certain (as regards the means of Salvation).” Finally, those who wish to be delivered from Phenomenal Life and take recourse to the right means (of deliverance), as well as those who have no desire of both (the Phenomenal World and egoistic salvation) [24 a. 1.] and proceed on the Path in order to attain (the intuition of) the identity (of Saṁsāra and Nirvāṇa) are called “the category of living beings who have a definite knowledge of that which is right.” If we except the living beings who abide in the Great Vehicle and whose cognition is not obscured, there are the following 4 varietiesː—1) The worldlings endowed with great desires, 2) the heretics,¹ 3) the Śrāvakas, and 4) the Pratyekabuddhas. With these there exist (respectively) 4 kinds of impediments through which they are incapable of intuiting and realizing the Germ of the Buddha. (These impediments) are as followsː—

1) The Obscuration peculiar to the ordinary worldlings who are possessed of great desires and are hostile to the Mahāyānistic Doctrine. The antidote² against this is the concentration upon the faith³ in the Teaching of the Great Vehicle as practised by the Bodhisattvas.

2) The Obscuration of the heretics who in the (complex of the) separate elements perceive a (real independent) Ego.⁴ It has its antidote in the Bodhisattva’s concentration upon the Climax of Wisdom⁵ (in the aspect of which both the Individual and the separate elements are unreal).

3) The Obscuration of the Śrāvakas who cognize the Phenomenal World as being mere suffering and are afraid of it. Its antidote is the Gaganagaṇja⁶ and other forms of trance peculiar to the Bodhisattva.

¹ śrūṭhaka = mu-stegs-pa. ² pratipakṣa = gšen-po. ³ adhimukti = mo-r-pa. ⁴ sva-tantra-ātman = raṅ-dbaṅ-can-gyi-rgag. Cf. Abhisamayālaṃkāra I. 35. ⁵ prajavā-pāramitā. ⁶ Tib. nam-mkhaḥ-mdzod. ¹¹*
4) The Obscuration of the Pratyekabuddhas who have no regard for the welfare of the living beings and turn away from the needs of others. Here the antidote will be the concentration upon the Great Mercy and Love as it is manifested by the Bodhisattva. Such are these 4 kinds of impediments which are peculiar to the 4 varieties of individuals (mentioned). Their antidotes are, (as we have just seen), the 4 virtuous qualities beginning with faith. Through the concentrated contemplation of them the Bodhisattvas attain the highest aim, that is the immaculate, ultimate Cosmical Body. He who is endowed with these 4 factors for the attainment of the 4 kinds of Absolute Purity which are to be mentioned presently, becomes a son of the King of the Doctrine, a (true) member of the family of the Buddha. How that?

33. Those are the sons of the Lord,
   Whose seed is the faith in the Highest of Vehicles,
   Whose mother is the Wisdom that gives birth to the properties of the Buddha,
   Who abide in the blissful womb of meditative trance and are nursed by Great Commiseration.

The Result of Purification (3) and the Functions of the Germ (4).

Now, let us take the (next two) subjects—the result (of the purification of the Germ) and (its) functions. We have here the following verse:

34. The result are the Absolute, Transcendental Properties
   Of Purity, Unity, Bliss, and Eternity.

---

1 Tib. rgyab-kyis-phyo-gs-pa = vimukha.
2 Dar. 88 a. 5.—since they do not undertake the task of delivering other living beings from suffering.
3 prajñā = sk-s-rab in the sense of prajñā-pāramitā.
4 Cf. Sūtrakāra IV. 11.
   dharmādhiṃukti-bijāt pāramitā-kṛṣṭha-mātṛto jātah
   dhyāna-maye suka-garbhe karuṇā saṃvartikā dātrī.
5 atma-pāramitā = bdag-gi-phu-rol-tu-phyon-pa or paramātma-pāramitā. atman is to be understood in the sense of the unique essence of the Universe.
And the functions (of the Germ) manifest themselves
In the aversion toward this worldly life,
In the desire of Quiescence and the will\(^1\) of attaining it.
Now, what is said in the first half of the verse?

35. In short, the fruit of these (4 virtues)\(^2\)
Is (contained) in the Cosmical Body,
Representing (its properties) which are antidotes
And the reverse of the 4 kinds of error.

The 4 virtuous qualities, beginning with faith, have been just
spoken of as the causes, the factors for the purification of the Germ
of the Buddha. The result (of this purification) consists in the
4 Absolute Properties of the Cosmical Body. These (properties), taken
respectively, are the counterparts, the reverse of the 4 kinds of error.
[25 a. 1.] Now, the conception of Matter\(^3\) and other evanescent\(^4\)
things as being enduring,\(^5\) the conception of (Phenomenal Life which
is) mere suffering as something blissful, the conception of the
impersonal elements as constituting a real Ego, and the conception of the
world’s impurity as pure,—these are called the 4 kinds of error.\(^6\)
Their reverse are the 4 correct points of view, the conceptions of the
evanescence, suffering, impersonality, and impurity regarding matter
and the other (elements of the Phenomenal World). Now, with regard
to the Cosmical Body of the Buddha, the properties of which are
Eternity, &c., these 4 "correct" views we esteem to be wrong.\(^7\)

---

\(^1\) prāvidhāna = smon-pa. Cf. below.

\(^2\) Dar. 89 b. 3.—of the faith in the Mahāyānistic Doctrine, &c.

\(^3\) rūpa = gzugs.

\(^4\) anitya = mi-rgag-pa.

\(^5\) nitya = rtags-pa.

\(^6\) Dar. 89 b. 5.—the 4 kinds of error regarding the Empirical Reality
(samvärti = kun-rdo-slob). Cf. the following note.

\(^7\) They are the 4 kinds of error concerning the Absolute (paramārtha =
don-dam-pa). In the Abhisamayālaṅkāra I. 27 Evanescence, &c. are spoken of as
the object (ālambana = dmigs-pa) of concentration, and the aspect (ākāra = rnam-pa)
in which they are to be viewed is the negation of the reality of these characteristics
of the elements in the aspect of the unique Absolute. Cf. Haribhadra’s Abhisamayālaṅkāra-śloki, MS. 36 a. 9—14. tat kena ākāreṇa ālambāntyam ity aha...
dharmatā-mukhena anabhīnivesādy-ākāreṇa itī yāvat. idam uktam bhavati. krāvalo
Their counterparts are the 4 Absolute Transcendental Properties of the Buddha’s Cosmical Body which are:—1) Absolute Eternity, 2) Absolute Bliss, 3) Absolute Unity, and 4) Absolute Purity. This theory is to be known in detail from Scripture. It is said:—O Lord, the living beings are full of error, as regards the 4 groups of elements constituting Phenomenal Existence, as far as manifesting themselves in an individual. That which is evanescent they hold to be eternal, the suffering (of the Phenomenal World) they consider to be happiness, that which is impersonal they imagine to have a relation to a real Ego, and the impure they mistake for pure. [25 b. 1.] The Śrāvakas and the Pratyekabuddhas, O Lord, are, in their turn, all of them deprived of the Transcendental Intuition of the Universal Relativity (and Non-Substantiality). Therefore they have a misconception of the Cosmical Body of the Buddha, accessible only to the Divine Perception of the Omniscient. (On the other hand), O Lord, those living beings who have a conception (of the Cosmical Body) as eternal, as the Supreme Bliss, as the Absolute Unity and Absolute Purity are the Sons of the Lord born from his Spirit. O Lord, these living beings do not commit any error. These living beings perceive the Truth. How that?—Because the essence of this Cosmical Body of the Buddha is Absolute Eternity, Absolute Bliss, Absolute Unity, and Absolute Purity. O Lord, those living beings who perceive the Cosmical Body of the Buddha in such an aspect, perceive (through this) the Absolute Truth. And all those who perceive the Absolute Truth are the spiritual sons of the Buddha.

rūpayādi-lakṣayānāṃ vastu ālambate tasya anityādaya ākārā bhavantī, ātma-dārśṇna-pratipakṣatvāt. bodhisattvaḥ punar anityādi-lakṣayānāṃ vastu ālambate tasya anabhinnīveṣādaya ākārā bhavantī.

1 nitya-pāramitā = rto-ga-pa-bi-phu-rol-tu-phyin-pa.
2 sukhā-pāramitā = bde-ba-bi-phu-rol-tu-phyin-pa.
3 ātma-pāramitā = bde-gi-phu-rol-tu-phyin-pa.
4 buddhi- (or śuc-) pāramitā = gzugs-ba-bi-phu-rol-tu-phyin-pa.
5 In the Śrī-mālā-devī-sūkhānāda-sūtra. Kg. Dkon. VI. 280 a. 4—b. 2.
7 śānyata = ston-pa-śā. 
Concordance between the 4 Absolute Properties and the 4 Causes of Purification.

These 4 Absolute Properties of the Buddha's Cosmical Body are known to have a correspondence with the (4) causes (of purification) in the reverse order.\textsuperscript{1} Indeed, if we take the counterpart of the attachment to this impure worldly life, as it is peculiar to those that are hostile to the Mahāyānistic Doctrine and possessed of great desires [26 a. 1.], such is the concentration upon the faith in the Doctrine of the Great Vehicle. The result of this will be the attainment of Absolute Purity.

[The Absolute Transcendental Unity.]

The attachment to the conception of a non-existing Ego is peculiar to the heretics who in the 5 groups (of elements) perceive a real individual. The reverse (of such an attachment) is the concentration upon the Climax of Wisdom (which is the direct perception of the total unreality of the Individual and the groups of elements in the aspect of the unique Cosmical Essence).\textsuperscript{2} Its result is (the introspection of) the Absolute Unity.\textsuperscript{3} Indeed, all the heretics admit the existence of an Ego, either as identical with Matter and the other (component) elements or as something differing from them.\textsuperscript{4} This substance which they maintain is illusionary in its character of an Ego; in reality no such Ego ever existed. Now, the Buddha, by means of his Absolute Wisdom perceiving the Truth, has attained the (intuition of the) ultimate, transcendental unreality of all the

\textsuperscript{1} Dar. 91 b. 5—92 a. 1.

The faith in the Mahāyānistic Doctrine is the cause of Absolute Purity,
The concentration upon the Climax of Wisdom is the cause of the Absolute Unity
The Climax of transcendent meditation is the cause of the Supreme Bliss,
The concentration upon Highest Mercy is the cause of Absolute Eternity.

\textsuperscript{2} Sic acc. to Dar. 92 a. 4.

\textsuperscript{3} Dar. 92 a. 4—5. The Supreme Transcendental Unity,—that of the Cosmical Body which is identical with the Absolute, and in the aspect of which both the Individual and the separate elements are unreal in their (seeming) Plurality.

\textsuperscript{4} Cf. M. V. § 208.
separate elements. The unreality thus perceived,¹ is true and uncontradictory in its character of a negation of substantiality (with the separate entities and discloses itself as their ultimate monistic essence). It is therefore to be regarded as (that which reveals) the Supreme Absolute Unity of the Universe.² The non-substantiality (of the Individual and the separate elements) thus turns to be the (unique universal) substance, as we read (in Scripture):—“Taking one’s stand in the non-attachment (to separate entities).”

[The Absolute Bliss and Absolute Eternity.]

The adherents to the Vehicle of the Śrāvakas, being afraid of the sufferings of the Phenomenal World, are desirous of attaining merely the pacification of these sufferings. The reverse (of such a desire) [26 b. 1.] are the forms of meditative trance, such as the Gaganagāja-samādhi and the like; their result is the attainment of the Supreme Bliss, the mundane³ and the supermundane.⁴

The adherents to the Vehicle of the Pratyekabuddhas find the highest delight in the attainment of a solitary position (separated from all mankind). The reverse of this is the Bodhisattva’s concentration upon (the idea of) Highest Mercy and Love. Through this he attains the perfect purification as regards the activity for the sake of other living beings which is to be exercised, perpetually and uninterruptedly, as long as the world exists. The result will, for this last reason, be the Absolute, Transcendental Eternity.⁵ Thus, the faith, Wisdom, meditative trance, and Commiseration of the

¹ Dar. 92 b. 2.—as it is intuited by the Buddha in his meditative trance.
² Cf. Vasubandhu’s Commentary on Sūtrakīrtikāra IX, 23.—tatra ca anārāve dhātāu buddhānāṁ paramātmā nirāśaye. kim kāraṇam? agra-nairātyam-ātmakatvāt, agram nairātyam vihuddha tathātā sa ca buddhānāṁ ātmā svabhāva-arthena, tasyām vihuddhyam agram nairātyam ātmānam buddhā labhante buddham. atah buddha-ātmā-labhītvād buddhā ātmā-mahātmyam prāptā ity anena abhisāndhina buddhānāṁ anārāve dhātāu paramātmā vyavasthāpyate.
³ laukika = hīg-riṃ-pa.
⁴ lokottara = hīg-riṃ-las-hdas-pa.
⁵ Cf. Abhisamayālankāra VIII. 11. iti kārītra-vatipuyūd buddho vyāpi nīruyate | aksayatvāc ca tasyāśa nitya ity api kathyate. and VIII. 34.—tathā karmā ’py anu-chinnanm aṣayāsamāyam ityate.
Bodhisattvas, having become the objects of intense concentration, have as their result, respectively, the four Absolute Transcendental Properties of the Cosmical Body of the Buddha, those of Purity, Unity, Supreme Bliss, and Eternity. It is said that the Buddha, through the efficiency of these (4 factors, faith, &c.), represents the culminating point of existence—the Absolute, is infinite like space and has reached the ultimate limits (of time).\(^1\) Indeed, in the process of concentration characterized by the faith in the highest Mahāyānistic Doctrine, the perfectly pure Ultimate Essence of the Buddha, which is the Absolute, is realized. This means the attainment of the culminating point (of existence in) the Absolute. The concentration upon (the idea of) the Climax of Wisdom brings about the (final) introspective intuition of (the Absolute as) the background of the unreality of the animate [27 a. 1.] and inanimate world \(^2\) and as being infinite like space. The Gaganagañja and similar forms of trance have for their result the manifestation of the Supreme Power of governing the elements which is of an all-pervading character. (Owing to these 2 characteristics, the Buddha) is all-embracing like space. (Finally), through the concentration upon (the idea of) Highest Mercy one becomes possessed of that Commiseration and Love with regard to all living beings, which is not bound by time. For this reason the Buddha has neither limits nor end.

The Impediments to the Attainment of the 4 Absolute Properties.

Now, with the Arhats and Pratyekabuddhas who abide in the Unaffected Sphere \(^3\) and with the Bodhisattvas who have attained the

---

\(^1\) Sic acc. to Dar. 93 a. 5.

\(^2\) sattva-loka = sems-can-gyi-hjig-rten and bḥājana-loka = smod-kyi-hjig-rten.

\(^3\) anāśraṇa-dhātu. According to the theory of the “Unique Vehicle” (ekayāna) the termination of the Hinayānistic Path does not represent the real Nirvāṇa, but merely the cessation of repeated births in the 3 Spheres of the Phenomenal World and a non-physical (manomaya) existence in the so-called Unaffected Sphere, a motionless, dreaming state. From this the Arhats are ultimately aroused by the Buddhas, whereupon they enter the Mahāyānistic Path, having made the Creative
(10) Controlling Powers\(^1\) there exist the 4 kinds of impediments to the attainment of the 4 Absolute Properties of the Buddha's Cosmical Body. These are:

1) (The impediment) which has the character of a condition,\(^2\)  
2) That which bears the essence of a cause,\(^3\)  
3) That which is characterized by origination, and  
4) That representing destruction.

(The first of these impediments), that which bears the character of a condition, is the elementary force of Transcendental Illusion.\(^4\) The latter is akin to Ignorance\(^5\) (as the first member of the Causal Chain) which gives origination to the active forces\(^6\) (of Phenomenal Life).

(The impediment) which has the essence of a cause is the Biotic Force\(^7\) uninfluenced by defiling agencies, which is conditioned by the elementary force of Transcendental Illusion. It corresponds to the active forces (in the Causal Chain).

(The impediment) which has the character of origination is the Non-physical Body\(^8\) in its 3 forms (corresponding to the 3 kinds of individuals).\(^9\) It is conditioned by the elementary force of Transcendental Illusion and its cause is the Biotic Force uninfluenced by the defiling elements. It has a correspondence with the origination in the 3 Spheres of Existence, caused by the Biotic Force which is influenced by defilement and conditioned by the 4 Egocentristic Properties.\(^10\) [27 b. 1.]

(Finally, the impediment) bearing the character of destruction is that constant change which inevitably takes place in some incon-
ceivable manner. It corresponds to Decreptitude and Death which are conditioned by (preceding) birth.

Now, the Arhats, the Pratyekabuddhas and the Bodhisattvas who have attained the (10) Controlling Powers, have not extirpated the force of Transcendental Illusion which is a foundation of all the defiling elements. On account of this they are possessed of all those forces which attract the impurity of the passions. Therefore they cannot attain the culminating point of Absolute Purity.

On the foundation of this force of Transcendental Illusion the differentiation of separate entities (Pluralism) manifests itself, though in a very subtle form. (The Arhats, &c.) being possessed (of this differentiation), cannot attain the Absolute Unity which is not produced by causes and conditions, (a motionless Whole where no room is left for the manifestation of the active forces of the Phenomenal World).

Now, the subtle manifestations of Plurality (in the consciousness of the Arhats, &c.) and the force of Transcendental Illusion by which this is conditioned, call forth the undefiled Biotic Force. On the basis of the latter the groups of elements of a non-physical nature become originated. On account of this (separate spiritual existence which, though far from the sufferings of Phenomenal Life, still bears the character of uneasiness accompanying every kind of origination), the perfect Absolute Bliss which is the cessation of (even) such (a separate existence) cannot be attained.

(Finally), as long as the essence of the Buddha which is the cessation of all the defiling forces, those of passions, of the Biotic Force and of (repeated) origination, is not fully realized, one does not become free from the constant changes of existence which are of

1 Cf. Abhidharmakośa IX. 2 faru-maraya = rga-bi.
3 prapaśca = spros-pa. 4 avānutka = bdus-ma-byas. 5 skandha = phun-po.
6 This "non-physical" existence is not to be confounded with the existence in the Immaterial Sphere (arūpya-dhātu).
7 duḥkha = sdeg-bsnal.
8 Dar. 95 a. 5—9,—through perpetual concentrated trance.
an inconceivable character. Consequently, (the Arhats, &c.) are incapable of attaining the Absolute Eternity where there is no change. Here the elementary force of Transcendental Illusion corresponds to the moral defilement [28 a. 1.], the production of the undefiled Biotic Force—to the defilement of the latter (in general), and the origination of the 3 forms of non-physical existence as well as the changes of the states of existence, a constant transformation taking place in an inconceivable manner,—to the defilement of repeated birth.

Reference to Scripture.

This theory is to be known in detail from Scripture. It is said:¹ O Lord, the existence in the 3 (worldly) Spheres is conditioned by the Egocentricist Properties and has for its cause the Biotic Force which is influenced by defilement. In the same way, O Lord, the spiritual forms of the Arhats, the Pratyekabuddhas and the Bodhisattvas who have attained the (10 Controlling) Powers arise, being conditioned by the elementary force of Transcendental Illusion and having for their cause the undefiled Biotic Force. O Lord, the elementary force of Transcendental Illusion is thus the condition for the origination of the non-physical forms of existence and for the activity of the undefiled Biotic Force.—So we have it in detail. These 3 forms of non-physical existence, peculiar to the Arhats, the Pratyekabuddhas, and the Bodhisattvas who have attained the (10 Controlling) Powers, have not the Absolute Properties of Purity, Unity, Bliss, and Eternity. Therefore, only the Cosmical Body of the Buddha represents Absolute Eternity, Absolute Bliss, Absolute Unity, and Absolute Purity.

The Motives of the 4 Absolute Properties.

36. (The Cosmical Body of the Buddha)² is perfectly pure, [28 b. 1.]

Being immaculate by nature and free from all the defiling forces.

¹ In the Śrī-mālā-devī-siṁhanāda-sūtra. Kg. DKON. VI. 271 a. 3—6.
² Dar. 96 b. 1.
It represents the Unity (of the Cosmos), the perfect Quiescence Of all Plurality, of the Individuals as well as their impersonal elements.

37. Through the extirpation of even the non-physical elements And of their causes, it is the Supreme Bliss, And, through the intuition of the identity of Samsāra and Nirvāṇa, It is eternal (being free from the limits of both).

In short, the Cosmical Body of the Buddha is known as the Absolute Purity out of 2 motives:—1) It is perfectly pure by nature, this being its general essence¹ (through all the seeming varieties of being), and 2) it has the special essence² of being quite pure by stripping off all the defilement of Phenomenal Life (at the time of becoming a Buddha by coalescing with the Cosmical Body).

It is to be known as the Absolute Unity likewise for two motives:—1) It is the negation of the Plurality of the Individuals, through the rejection of the extremity peculiar to the Brahmânical heretics,³ and 2) it is the negation of the Plurality of the (separate) impersonal (elements), this being a result of shunning the Himâyânistic extremity.

Furthermore, two causes make it the Supreme Transcendental Bliss, namely 1) the extirpation of the Phenomenal Elements⁴ and their causes,⁵ and through this the annihilation of the continuance of the defiling forces⁶ and 2) the full realization of the Extinction⁷ of Phenomenal Life and thus the cessation of the (highest separate) non-physical existence.⁸

[The Unstable, Non-dialectical Nirvāṇa.]⁹

(Finally) two motives make it known in its character of Absolute Eternity:—1) It neither represents a fall into the Nihilistic

---

¹ sāmānya-lakṣaṇa = spyiḥ-mtshan-śid.
² viśeṣa-lakṣaṇa = khyad-par-gyi-mtshan-śid.
³ tṛṭhika = mu-stegs-pa.
⁴ duḥkha = sdug-bshal.
⁵ samudaya = kun-hbyun.
⁶ vāsanā-anusānādhī = bag-chags-gyi-mtshams-sbyor.
⁷ nīrodha = bṣogs-pa.
⁸ manomaya-kūya = yid-gyi-ran-bzin-gyi-lus.
⁹ apratīṣṭhita-nirvāṇa = mi-gnas-pahi-myah-hdas.
Extremity,\(^1\) because Phenomenality must not be suppressed (as being additional to the Absolute), 2) nor can it be regarded as a fall into the (opposite) Eternalistic Extremity,\(^2\) since Nirvāṇa (or Eternality) is not something which can be added (to Phenomenal Existence).\(^3\)

[Reference to Scripture.]

It is said:\(^4\)—O Lord, if we cling to the conception that all the active elements of existence\(^5\) are evanescent [29 a. 1.], it will be a nihilistic point of view which is incorrect. If (on the other hand) Nirvāṇa is considered to be (a separate reality which is) eternal, this will be an eternalistic conception which is likewise false.—

From the standpoint of this our theory of a monistic Absolute, the Phenomenal World itself, taken in the aspect of Ultimate Reality, is to be called Nirvāṇa.\(^6\) The reason is, that the Saint has a direct intuition of the non-dialectical Nirvāṇa.\(^7\) Now, though this be so, still, for 2 motives, we have merely an indication of this unstable stability as a state in which the Saint is neither immediately involved in the Phenomenal Life of the living beings (because he becomes identical with the Absolute), nor remote (from the living beings, owing to his intense love.\(^8\) What are the 2 motives?—(Answer:—) The Bodhisattva is not involved in the life of the living beings,

---

\(^1\) uchchada-anta = chad-pahi-mthaḥ.

\(^2\) śāṅkṣānta-anta = rta-gahi-mthaḥ.

\(^3\) Cf. Abhissamsyālamkāra V. 21. nāpaneyam ataḥ kiṁcit prakṛiptavāṁ na kiṁcana | draśṭavyam bhūtato bhūtaḥ bhūta-darśā vinucyate.

\(^4\) In the Śrī-śāla-sutra. Kg. DKON. VI. 279 b. 6—7. The version of Kg. is slightly different.

\(^5\) śaṁskāra = ḍhū-ḥyeś in the sense of saṁskṛta-dharma.

\(^6\) Cf. Conception of Buddhist Nirvāṇa, p. 205.

\(^7\) apratīśṭhita-nirvāṇa. The Saint realizes that form of Nirvāṇa which does not represent a residence, either in the Phenomenal World, or egoistic peace, since he has no dialectical thought-construction, no differentiation of both Saṁskāra and Nirvāṇa as separate entities.

since he rejects all the residues\(^1\) of Phenomenal Life by his High Wisdom. On the other hand he is not remote from them, since he does not forsake them, owing to his Great Commiseration. This\(^2\) is the means for attaining, subsequently, the Perfect Supreme Enlightenment, an essential character of which is this Unstable Stability. Through the rejection of all the residues of Phenomenal Existence by means of Highest Wisdom, the Bodhisattva helps himself. Indeed, having his thoughts directed toward Nirvāṇa, he does not abide in the Phenomenal World, as do those living beings whose intentions are not those of attaining Salvation. On the other hand, as he does not forsake the suffering living beings\(^3\) out of Great Commiseration, he administers help to others. [29 b. 1.] For this reason his activity is founded upon the Phenomenal World, and he does not reside in Nirvāṇa in the manner of those who have only the one tendency of attaining Quiescence. Therefore, these 2 qualities (of the Bodhisattva) are spoken of as the principal foundation of Supreme Enlightenment:

38. (The Saint) by his great wisdom rejects all selfish (worldly) inclinations,

But, being merciful and attached to the cause of the living beings, he does not attain Quiescence.

Thus, having his stand in Wisdom and Love, these means of Supreme Enlightenment,

The Saint neither resides in this world, nor does he depart to (egoistic) peace.

**The Functions of the Germ of the Buddha (4).**

Now, what shows the second half of verse (34) referring to the subject of the functions (of the Essence of Buddhahood) which has been taken in consideration before?

---

1 _anudaya_ = _baṅga-laṅkaññat_.

2 The special forms of Wisdom and Commiseration (Dar. 98 b. 4.).

3 Cf. Abhisamāyāśāṅkāra V. 3. _aparītyakta-sātīta-artha_.
39. If the Germ of the Buddha\(^1\) did not exist,
   The aversion to the suffering (of this world) would not arise;
   There would be no desire of Nirvāṇa,
   And there would be no effort\(^2\) for attaining it.

   It is accordingly said:\(^3\)—O Lord, if the Essence of the Buddha
   were not existing, there would be no aversion to (this) Phenomenal
   Existence. Accordingly, there would be no desire of Nirvāṇa, no
   inclination\(^4\) (toward it), no request\(^5\) (of it) and no efforts (made for
   its attainment). In short, the Essence of the Buddha, the perfectly
   pure Germ which has its abode even in those living beings who
   are definitely rooted in error, exercises its activity in two ways:—
   1) It arouses the aversion (to this worldly existence) through the
   perception of the sufferings of Phenomenal Life and the harm caused
   by them, and 2) it calls forth inclination, desire, request, and efforts
   (directed toward the attainment of) Nirvāṇa, all of which are founded
   upon the contemplation of the bliss of the latter and its advantages.\(^6\)
   Here “inclination” has the meaning of a clearly expressed wish.
   [30 a. 1.] “Desire” means a direction (of the mind) toward the
   attainment of the aim proposed. “Request” is used in the sense
   of a search of the means of attaining the desired aim, and “effort”
   is a manifestation of the will\(^7\) directed toward this attainment.

40. This contemplation
   Of the sufferings of Phenomenal Life and the bliss of Nirvāṇa,
   Of the defects (of the former) and the advantages (of the latter)
   Is (conditioned) by the existence of the Germ. Therefore,
   With those in whom there is no Germ,\(^8\) this contemplation
   does not exist.

---

\(^1\) Dar. 99 b. 3.—The Germ of the Buddha, that is the seed perfectly pure
by nature and uninfluenced by the defiling elements.

\(^2\) praṇidhāna = smon-pa. Cf. below.

\(^3\) In the Śrī-mālā-sūtra. Kg. DKON. VI. 281 a. 8—b. 1.

\(^4\) chanda = bdun-pa. \(^5\) prārthanā = don-du-gyi-ba.

\(^6\) ānusāsa = phan-yon. \(^7\) cita-abhisamskāra = sems-miśon-par-hdu-byed-pa.

\(^8\) The absence of the Germ is to be understood in a conventional sense. Cf. below.
The individual possessed of virtuous elements\(^1\) perceives the harm and suffering of Phenomenal Existence and the bliss and advantages of Nirvāṇa. This perception is called forth by the existence of the Germ (of the Buddha); it is not something uncaused and unconditioned. Why that?—If (the said perception) were without causes and conditions and were not brought about through the extirpation of sin, it would likewise exist with the living beings who are possessed of vain desires and cannot attain Nirvāṇa. (In reality) as long as the Germ (of a living being has not been aroused to life)\(^2\) by means of the 4 conditions,\(^3\) beginning with the reliance upon a saintly personage,\(^4\) and as long as the faith in either of the 3 Vehicles has not been obtained,—(the perception in question) cannot arise.

The Annihilation of the Germ is to be understood in a Conventional Sense.

It is however said:\(^5\)—After that the rays of the Divine Wisdom\(^6\) of the Buddha which resembles the disc of the sun hit the bodies of even those living beings who were definitely rooted in error and administer help to them. They produce the causes of future (bliss) and cause to thrive all that is virtuous. (In the Mahāparinirvāṇa and other Sūtras)\(^7\) we read: “he who is possessed of vain desires cannot attain Nirvāṇa altogether.” This has been said in order to convert those who hate the Mahāyānistic Doctrine, this hatred being the cause of all the sinful inclinations, and refers only to a certain period

---

\(^1\) skṛta-dharma = dkar-pošt-chos.
\(^2\) Sic acc. to Dar. 100 b. 6—101 a. 1.
\(^3\) Dar. 100 b. 5—6.—The reliance upon a saintly personage (1), the accumulation of virtue (2), a favourable dwelling-place (3), sublime vows and correct appreciation (4).
\(^4\) satpurusa = skyes-bu-dam-pa.
\(^5\) In the Jñāna-tloka-alankāra-sūtra. Kg. MDO. III. 285 b. 6—7.
\(^7\) Dar. 101 a. 6.

Acta orientalia. IX.
of time. As the Germ (of the Buddha) which is perfectly pure by nature exists (in every living being), it is impossible that there could exist some (living being) who would never become purified. Indeed, the Lord, having in view the fact that all the living beings, without any difference, have the possibility of attaining perfect purification, has said:

(The elements of Phenomenal Life)
Have no beginning, but they have an end.
The Absolute Essence, eternal and pure by nature,
Is (only) obscured by defilement which is beginningless;
Therefore it cannot be perceived,
Just as gold buried (in mud and dust).

The Relations of Germ to the Factors and the Result of Purification (5).

Now let us take (the Germ of the Absolute) from the point of view of its (different) relations. We have here the following verse:

[The Relation to the Causes of perfect Purity.]

41. (The Essence of the Buddha) is like the Great Ocean
Being the inexhaustible repository of jewels—its sublime properties;
It is (moreover) like a light, since, by its nature
It is endowed with properties indivisible (from it).

Now, what shows the first half of the verse?

42. As it contains the sources
Of the Cosmical Body, of the Buddha’s Wisdom and Commi-

---

1 Dar. 101 b. 3.
2 Cf. Śrī-māla-sīhānāda-sūtra. Kg. DKON. VI. 280 b. 8—281 a. 1.
3 Tib. chos-can = dharmin. The Dar. (107 a. 3.) gives the synonym de-bzin-

śrid = tathatā.
It appears as being akin to the ocean,
Since (the causes of purity to which it relates)
Bear a resemblance) with a receptacle, with jewels, and with
water.

The "relation" of the Germ of the Buddha is to be understood
(first of all) in the sense of its relation to the causes (of perfect
purity). (From such a point of view) 3 distinctive features give it
a resemblance with the great ocean in 3 ways, respectively. [31 a. 1.]
What are the 3 distinctive features?—They are as follows:—(The
Germ of the Buddha) is connected with the cause of the perfectly
pure Cosmical Body, of the factors for the attainment of the Wisdom
of the Buddha, and of the causes for the manifestation of the Buddha's
Mercy and Love. Now, the cause of the perfectly pure Cosmical
Body we know to be the concentration upon the Faith in the
Mahāyānistic Doctrine. The factors for the attainment of the Wisdom
of the Buddha is the concentration upon the Climax of Wisdom and
the medium of transic meditation.¹ The cause for the manifestation
of the Buddha's Great Mercy and Love is the concentration upon
Great Commiseration as the property of the Bodhisattva.²

Here the concentration upon the faith in the Mahāyānistic
Doctrine has a resemblance with a receptacle,³ since the jewels of
Wisdom and transic meditation which are numberless and have no
end, as well as the waters of Great Commiseration are included in
it. The concentration upon Highest Wisdom and transic meditation
may be compared with a wish-fulfilling gem, because they are possessed
of the quality (of bringing about the desired aim) without dialectical
thought-construction.⁴ Finally, the concentration upon the Bodhisattva's

¹ samādhi-mukha = tin-ne-hdsin-gyi-rgo.
² The word -mahā-karuṇā—Great Commiseration is, in the Tibetan, rendered
in 2 ways. As a property of the Buddha it appears in the honorific form thugs-rje-
chen-po, and as the property of the Bodhisattva it is translated in the ordinary
³ dbājana = snod.
⁴ Dar. 108 a. 5.—without thinking "it is necessary to bring forth such and
such a result."
Great Mercy and Love bears a similarity with water, having a uniform, soft, moist character with regard to all that lives.¹ The 3 causes mentioned correspond to the 3 distinctive properties (of the Buddha).² The relation (of the Germ) to the causes of purification and their distinctive features,³ is the "relation" spoken of here.

[The Relation of the Germ to the Result.]

What is shown in the second half of verse (41)?

43. (When) the state of Perfect Purity (is attained),
One is possessed of the supernatural faculties,⁴
Of the Wisdom bringing about the extirpation of defilement,
And this extirpation itself, which are indivisible.
Therefore (the Essence of the Buddha in the aspect of the result)
Suggests a resemblance with the rays, the heat, and the colour
of a light.

Here the "relation" is to be understood as the relation of the Essence of the Buddha to the result (of purification). The 3 characteristic features (of this result) have resemblance respectively with the distinctive properties of a light. [31 b. 1.] What are the 3 characteristic features? Answer:— The (5) supernatural faculties, the Transcendental Wisdom bringing about the extirpation of the defiling forces,⁵ and this extirpation itself. The 5 forms of supernatural perception have here a resemblance with the rays of a light, since they appear in their faculty of dispelling the darkness caused by all the impediments to the perception of the truth. The Transcendental Wisdom removing the defiling forces bears a likeness with heat, since it appears as consuming the fuel of the Biotic Force⁶ and the passions. The removal of all

¹ Cf. Meghadūta, Uttaramegha, 30.—prāyaḥ sarva bhavati karunā-vṛttir ārdṛantarātmā.
² Dar. 108 a. 6.—The Cosmical Body, Highest Wisdom and Highest Commiseration.
³ Dar. 108 b. 1.
⁴ abhiṣūḥ = mikon-par-śvs-pa.
⁵ āśrava-kraya-jñāna = nag-pa-zad-pahi-ye-śvs.
⁶ karma = las.
defilement which is a metamorphose\(^1\) (of the elements) may be compared with the colour of a light, since it is, essentially, immaculate, perfectly pure, and radiant. It is immaculate through the removal of the Obscuration of Moral Defilement;\(^2\) it is perfectly pure through the extirpation of that of Ignorance;\(^3\) and it is radiant, since it never has the character of being, occasionally, obscured by either (of these) 2 (obscurations). Thus, the (5) supernatural faculties uninfluenced by the defiling forces, the Wisdom extirpating all defilement, and the removal\(^4\) (of the Obscurations)—these 7 are the properties of the individual who has finished the course of Training (on the Path)\(^5\) and are mutually indivisible within the immaculate monistic Absolute (the metamorphose of the elements) of such an individual. The relation (of the Germ) to this indivisible Absolute in the sense of its being identical with it,—this is the relation meant in this case.

**Reference to Scripture.**

These examples referring to the subject of the relations (of the Germ) are to be known in detail from Scripture. It is said:—O Śāriputra, take for instance a light [32 a. 1.] or a precious stone. The properties (of the former), its rays, heat, and colour, (as well as of the latter),—its shine, colour, and form, are indivisible and inseparable. In the same way, o Śāriputra, the Cosmical Body manifested by the Buddha is possessed of the properties of the Buddha which are greater in number than the sands of the Ganges and are indivisible, and is, moreover endowed with the spiritual attributes inseparable (from it).—

**The Manifestations of the Germ (6).**

Next we have a verse referring to the subject of the manifestations (of the Germ of the Buddha):—

---

\(^1\) pariśvṛṣṭti = yoḥs-sw-hguyur-ba.  
\(^2\) kheṣa-ūvaraṇa = ẖon-moḥs-kyi-sgrīb-pa.  
\(^3\) jñeya-ūvaraṇa = kṣa-byaḥi-sgrīb-pa.  
\(^4\) prahūṇa = spaṅs-pa.  
\(^5\) abaiṅkṣa = mi-slob-pa.
44. The Absolute manifests itself differently
In the worldlings,¹ the Saints, and the Supreme Buddha.
Having perceived this, (the Lord) has declared
That the Essence of Buddhahood exists in all that lives.

What is said here?

45. With the ordinary beings (the Absolute) is obscured by error,
And with those who perceive the Truth² it is the reverse.
As to the Buddha who has the full and perfect intuition,—
With him it is completely free from error and differentiation.³

In the Prajñāpāramitā and elsewhere, in connexion with the
教学 about the medium of direct intuitive knowledge, the Lord
has demonstrated to the Bodhisattvas the general character⁴ of the
Absolute Essence of all the elements, perfectly pure (by nature), as
being the Germ of the Buddha. This (Absolute) is to be known as
manifesting itself in 3 different ways:—in the ordinary (worldly)
beings who do not perceive the Truth, in the Saints who have an
intuition of the latter, and with the Buddha who has attained the
culminating point of the perfectly pure introspection of the Ultimate
Reality. Accordingly, it may be either obscured by error, or (partly)
free from it, [32 b. 1.] or completely devoid of every kind of error
and differentiation, respectively. Now, it is obscured by error with
the ordinary worldlings, since the conceptions and views of the latter
are totally incorrect. The reverse, that is a (partly) unerring character,
is to be found with the Saints, since they have rejected these (false
views). Finally, (the Absolute) completely free from all error and
differentiation is the form peculiar to the Supreme Buddha, since he
has completely annihilated the passions and the residues, as well as
the Obscuration of Ignorance.

¹ prthajjana = so-soli-skya-bo.
² The Saints ōrya-pudgala).
³ prapañca = spros-pa.
⁴ sūmānaya-lakṛṣṇa = spyi-hi-mtehan-ḥid.
The different States of the Germ (7).

After that, in connexion with the subject of the manifestations (of the Germ), we have the remaining 4 subjects\(^1\) and their varieties demonstrated. First of all we have a verse referring to the different states of the Germ corresponding to the 3 kinds of individuals just mentioned:—

46. Impure, (partly) pure and (partly) impure,
   And perfectly pure—(the Absolute)
   Is called (the Germ of) ordinary beings, (that of) the Bodhisattvas,
   And the Perfect Supreme Buddha,\(^2\) respectively.

What is said here?—

47. The Germ (of the Buddha) considered
   From the 6 points of view beginning with (its) essence,
   Is, in accordance with its 3 states,
   Designated by 3 different names.

The undefiled Germ (of the Buddha) has been demonstrated by the Lord in detail, in many divisions of Scripture, having been discussed from 6 points of view,—that of its essence, the cause (of its purification), the result (of the latter), its functions, relations, and manifestations. All this, in short, refers to the 3 different states (of the Germ) which have, respectively, 3 different names, viz.:—1) in the impure [33 a. 1.] state (the Germ) is called “the fundamental element of a living being;” 2) in the state which is (partly) pure and (partly) impure, it bears the name of “the (Essence of the) Bodhisattva.”\(^3\) 3) Finally, in the state of perfect purity (the Absolute which is no more a Germ) is called “the Buddha.”\(^4\)

---

\(^1\) The different states, the all-pervading character, the inalterable, and the indivisible character (of the Germ).

\(^2\) I.e. the Absolute is in the last case identical with the Cosmical Body of the Buddha.

\(^3\) Lit. “bears the name of the Bodhisattva.” Cf. Abhis. Íloka. MS. dharmadhātu-svabhāvenāviva bodhisattvena . . .

\(^4\) Tathāgata. The word is here taken in the sense of tathatām gata iti ta-thāgataḥ “He who has coalesced with the Absolute.”
Reference to Scripture concerning the 3 different States of the Germ.

The Lord has said:—O Śāriputra, this Cosmical Body\(^1\) when it is concealed by the innumerable coverings of defilement, carried by the stream of Phenomenal Life, and subjected to a beginningless and endless migration through death and birth,—is called the fundamental element of a living being. O Śāriputra, when this same Cosmical Body has become averse to the suffering (experienced) in the stream of Sāṁsāra, when it is free from attachment to all the objects arousing desire, firmly rooted in the 10 Transcendental Virtues, and, with the help of the analysis of innumerable elements of existence,\(^2\) acts in order to attain Enlightenment, then it is called (the essence of) the Bodhisattva. O Śāriputra, when this very Cosmical Body is completely free from all the bonds of defilement, delivered from Phenomenal Existence,\(^3\) devoid of all the stains of the passions, is merged in the pure, the stainless, the universally immaculate Absolute, abides in a state that is looked to by all living beings, has attained the power of the one-without-a-second perceiving everything cognizable, is free from all the Obscurations, and has the illimited power of the Supreme Lord governing all the elements of existence,—then it is called the Tathāgata, [33 b. 1.] the Arhat, the Perfect Supreme Buddha.—

The All-pervading Character of the Germ (8).

Now comes a verse referring to the Germ of the Buddha as having in its 3 different states an all-pervading character:—

48. Just as, being essentially free from (dialectical) thought-construction,
the element of space is ubiquitous,
In the same way the Immaculate Essence which is of spiritual nature, pervades all that exists.\(^4\)

\(^1\) Is to be understood in the sense of “the Germ of the Absolute, the final metamorphose of which is the Cosmical Body.”

\(^2\) Lit. the 84,000 classifications (dharma-skandha).

\(^3\) duḥkha.

\(^4\) Cf. Sūtrālaṅkāra IX. 15. yathā 'mbaraṇi sarvagataṁ sadū matam, &c.
What is said by this?

49. It penetrates, in its general essence,
The defective, the virtuous, and the ultimate point (of perfection),
Just as space embraces all visible forms,
The base, the intermediate, and the sublime.

The spiritual Essence of the ordinary worldlings, the saints, and Perfect Supreme Buddha, being devoid of (dialectical) thought-construction is, with regard to the 3 states (of the living beings),—that which is thoroughly defective, that characterized by virtuous properties, and that which represents the culminating point of perfection,—all-pervading, all-embracing, equal (with all), and eternally the same. It has accordingly a resemblance with space (which is the same) whether included in an earthen, brazen, or golden vessel, respectively.

Reference to Scripture concerning the All-pervading Character.

For this reason it has been said, immediately after the demonstration of the 3 different states:—Therefore, O Śāriputra, the fundamental Germ of a living being is not one separate element, and the Cosmical Body—another (quite different from it). The Germ of a living being is the Cosmical Body, and the Cosmical Body in its turn is the Germ of a living being. They are essentially identical, and only the words expressing them are different.

The Germ in its unalterable Character (9).

The Germ of the Buddha, being in its 3 different states all-pervading [34 a. 1.] is, moreover, unchangeable, (since it cannot be really influenced) neither by the defiling,¹ nor by the purifying² elements. The following 14 verses all refer to this subject. This (first) one is to be regarded as a summary of their contents:—

50. It is possessed of occasional defects
And of virtuous properties relating to its essence;

¹ rūkṣkleśika = kun-nas-hom-mo-ha-pa.
² vaiyavadānika = rnam-par-byar-bo.
But in the initial\(^1\) and in the subsequent\(^2\) states
It remains the unalterable Absolute.

12 verses refer to (the Germ) in its impure state, and one (the 13th) to that state which is (partly) impure and (partly) pure. In both these cases (the Germ appears as) possessed of the primary\(^3\) and the secondary\(^4\) defiling elements, all of which are of a casual character. The 14th verse relates to (the Absolute) in the state of complete purification, when it is essentially endowed with all the properties of the Buddha, indivisible, inseparable, and greater in number than the sands of the Ganges. In the former (2) cases, as well as in the latter, the Germ of the Buddha is demonstrated as completely inalterable and as having (from this point of view) an analogy with space. Now, what (is said in) the 12 verses referring to the inalterable character (of the Germ) when it is in an impure state?

[The Germ of the Buddha cannot be affected by the defiling elements.]

51. Just as space fills everything,\(^5\)
And, owing to its subtle (transcendental) character,\(^6\) cannot be polluted,
In the same way this (perfectly pure Germ) has its abode
In all living beings, but remains undefiled (by their passions).

[The Germ is not affected by Origination and Destruction.]

52. Just as, in space, the worlds and all their elements
Become originated and are destroyed,
In the same way, in the Eternal\(^7\) Substance,
The forces of Phenomenal Life appear and disappear.

---

\(^1\) In the state of an ordinary worldly being. Dar. 114 a. 2.
\(^2\) With the Śrāvakas and the Pratyekabuddha Saint, as well as with the Bodhisattva. Ibid.
\(^3\) *māla-kleśa* = *rtsa-bahi-ion-moś-pa*.
\(^4\) *upakleśa* = *śc-bahi-ion-moś-pa*.
\(^5\) Dar. 114 b. 6. penetrates the whole of the Receptacle-world (*bhājana-loka*).
\(^6\) Ibid. 115 a. 1. It is subtle, since it is not accessible to the perception by the sense-organs.
\(^7\) *asaṃskṛta* = *ḥdus-ma-byas*. 
53. Just as space will never be destroyed
   By the (destructive) fires (at the end of the world) [34b. 1.],
   In a like way this (Essence of the Buddha)
   Is not consumed by the fires of death, of illness, and decrepitude.

54. The earth is supported by water, the water is supported by air,
   And air is supported by space;
   But space (in its turn) has no support,
   Neither in air, nor in water, nor in the earth.

55. In a similar manner the elements of life (classified into) groups,¹
   component elements,² and bases of cognition³
   Have their foundation in the Biotic Force and Desire,⁴
   And the latter (two) are always supported
   By the naive appreciation (of existence).⁵

56. This naive, incorrect evaluation
   Is supported by the Spirit that is perfectly pure;
   But the true Essence of the Spirit (which is the Absolute)
   Has not its support in any (of the worldly elements).

57. We know that the elements of life (classified in) groups, compo-
   nent elements, and bases of cognition, are similar to the earth;
   We know that the Biotic Force and the defiling elements of
   the living beings are akin to water.

58. And the naive appreciation (of existence)
   Bears a likeness with the element of air;
   The Spiritual Essence⁶ is like space, having no foundation and
   no substratum.

¹ skandha = phun-po.
² dhātu = kams.
³ ayatana = skye-mched. Lit. “the sense-organs (dbah-po = indriya).”
Dar. 115 b. 1–2. mig-gi-dbah-po-la-sogs-pa'i skye-mched-rgnas.
⁴ Ibid.—which are the cause of these elements.
⁵ ayomto-mamatikāra = thul-btum-ma-yin-pa'i-yid-la-byed-pa. Dar. 115 b. 2—
   perceiving the reality of the individual and the separate elements.
⁶ Dar. 116 a. 6. The Absolute which is of spiritual nature (sems-kyi-ral-bzin
   don-dam-pa'i-bden-pa = citta-svabhāva-paramārtha-satya).
59. The wrong appreciation (of existence)
   Is supported by the spiritual essence.
   This naive, incorrect evaluation
   Calls forth the Biotic Force and the passions.

60. From the waters of the Biotic Force and Desire
   Arise the elements of life (as classified into) groups, component
   elements, and bases of cognition;
   And just as (the element of water), which is destroyed and
   formed anew,
   Do (the elements of life) appear and disappear again.

61. But the Spiritual Essence is like space,
   Being uncaused and unconditioned;
   It is devoid of the complex (of producing factors)
   And knows no birth, destruction, and (temporary) stability.

62. The Spiritual Essence which is pure and radiant
   Is inalterable like space
   And cannot be polluted by the occasional stains
   Of Desire and the other (defiling forces)
   Which arise from the wrong conception (of existence).

   [35 a. 1.] The Essence of the Buddha in the impure state is
   thus demonstrated as being the inalterable Absolute, by means of
   this comparison with space. This is (moreover) expressed in the
   following verse:—

63. It does not become produced
   By the waters of the Biotic Force, of Desire and the rest,
   And it cannot be consumed by the violent fires
   Of death, of illness, and infirmity.

   The (5) groups, the (18) component elements of an individual,
   and the (12) bases of cognition (may be compared with) a world (that
   is formed anew). They become originated on the foundation of the
   water of the Biotic Force and the defiling factors, which in their
   turn arise from the naive appreciation of existence, this appreciation
having a resemblance with the sphere of air.¹ This origination (of the elements of Phenomenal Life) does not affect the Spiritual Essence (of the Absolute), which is analogous to space. This (newly formed) world of groups, component elements, and bases of cognition has (as we have just seen) its support in the naive appreciation, in the Biotic Force and Desire, of which (the first has a resemblance) with air, and (the latter two) are akin to water. It (subsequently) becomes destroyed through death, illness, and decrepitude (which bear a likeness) with (destructive) fires. But, (just as the origination of the worldly elements does not add anything to the pure Spiritual Essence), in a like way it is not liable to destruction (through death, illness and decrepitude). It is thus shown that, in the impure state (of the living beings), all the defiling elements, those of Desire, of the Biotic Force, and Origination, which are like the Receptacle-world, appear and disappear, but that the Eternal Essence of the Buddha is, like space, not liable to origination and destruction and has a totally inalterable character.

[Reference to Scripture.]

We have this example of space enlarged upon in Scripture,² where it stands in connexion with (the subject of) the medium of perfect purification. This medium is, to speak otherwise, the means of (perceiving) the light of the essence of the Buddha. [35 b. 1.] (It is said):—O great Sage, the defiling forces are like darkness, and purification is light. The defiling forces are feeble in strength; the transcendental perception of the Truth,³ on the contrary, is powerful. The defiling forces are casual, whereas the perfectly pure (Absolute) is the true fundamental Essence (of all that exists).⁴ The defiling forces are imputed⁵ (and essentially unreal, whereas the

¹ vāyu-manḍala = rluṅ-gi-dkyil-hkhor.
² In the Gaganagañja-Sūtra. Kg. MDO. XIII. 320 a. 6—331 a. 7.
³ vipaśyanā = lhaṅ-mthon.
⁴ Dur. 118b. 5. rnam-gnyis-rnam-par-dag-pa-ni chos thams-cad-kyi rtsa-baṅo
—the foundation, the root of all the elements.
⁵ parikalpita = kun-tu-brtag-pa.
Absolute is the true (essence of all the elements) and not a construction (of the mind). O great Sage, such is the state of things.—This great earth is supported by water, water reposes in the air, and air is supported by space. But space itself has no support. Moreover, of these 4 elements, that of space is, in comparison with the elements of earth, water, and air, the most powerful. It is stable, motionless, knows no decrease, no origination, and no destruction. It is enduring by its very nature. Now, the 3 (other) elements are liable to origination and destruction; they are not stable and have no long duration. With everyone of them a constant change may be perceived. But space (on the contrary) does not undergo the slightest change.

In a similar way the (5) groups (of elements), the (18) component elements (of an individual), and the (12) bases of cognition have their foundation in the Biotic Force and Desire. These two are founded upon incorrect appreciation, and the latter has its support in the (spiritual) essence, which is perfectly pure. This essence is (by itself) pure and radiant and cannot (really) become polluted by the occasional defiling forces. [36 a. 1.]

Now, the incorrect appreciation, the Biotic Force and the defiling factors, as well as the groups, component elements, and bases of cognition are all of them originated by the complex of their causes and conditions; as soon as these causes and conditions cease to exist, (the elements of life) are all of them annihilated. On the other hand, that which represents the (Absolute, Spiritual) Essence is uncaused, unconditioned, is not a product (of both causes and conditions); it neither becomes originated, nor does it disappear. Now, the (spiritual) Essence is like the element of space. The incorrect appreciation is akin to the element of air. The Biotic Force in the passions are like the element of water, and the groups, the component elements, and the bases of cognition bear a likeness with the element of the earth. Therefore, it is said:—The foundation of

---

1 In the sense of its being indestructible.
all the elements is to be cognized as follows: they are completely
devoid of any real foundation, their foundation is not essential and
is not stable. (At the same time) they have a foundation that is
perfectly pure and are founded on the absence of a real foundation.\(^1\)
Thus, with regard to its inalterable character even in the impure
state (of a living being),—the Absolute is represented as resembling
space. The wrong appreciation which is founded upon (this Spiritual
Essence), the Biotic Force, and the defiling factors are, as concerns
their character of causes (producing Phenomenal Existence), spoken
of as having a similarity with the elements of air\(^2\) and water.\(^3\)
Finally, with reference to the character of a result\(^4\) peculiar to the
groups, the component elements, and the bases of cognition,—these
are all shown in their similarity with the element of the earth.

[The Indestructible Character of the Germ.]

Now, the factors bringing about the destruction (of the Pheno-
menal Elements) viz. death [36 b. 1.], illness, and decrepitude, have
the character of the greatest calamities, (being like destructive) fires.
They have, accordingly, a resemblance with the element of fire.
(This resemblance) has not yet been spoken of; it is to be demon-
strated presently.

64. The 3 fires,—those of death, illness, and decrepitude,
Are known to have a resemblance with 3 (other) fires,—
That (which arises) at the end of the world,\(^5\) the fire of hell,
And the ordinary fire, respectively.

Death, illness, and decrepitude are known to bear a likeness
with fire for 3 motives respectively. (The first) completely destroys

\(^1\) As the elements of Phenomenal Life have no real connexion with the
Absolute Essence.

\(^2\) The wrong appreciation of existence.

\(^3\) The Biotic Force and the defiling elements.

\(^4\) vipāka = rnam-par-smi-pa.

\(^5\) Dar. 119 b. 5. The fire which destroys the external world (bhājana-loka).
the 6 (internal) bases as constituting an individual. (The second) produces the feeling of suffering in many different forms, and (the third) brings to full development the forces (which produce the changes in a state of existence). Now the Germ of the Buddha, even in the impure state, does not undergo any change through these 3 fires of death, illness, and decrepitude. With respect to this unchangeable character it has been said:—O Lord, "Death" and "Birth"—these are but worldly names. O Lord, that which we call "Death" is the annihilation of the bases of cognition. That which is called "Birth" is the fact of assuming these bases anew. As to the Essence of the Buddha, O Lord, it is not subjected to birth, death, decrepitude, and rebirth (anew). Why that? Because, O Lord, the Essence of the Buddha does not belong to the objects that are caused and conditioned. It is eternal, persistent, quiescent, and indestructible.—

The Germ of the Buddha with the Saints (partly pure and partly impure).

Now, let us take the inalterable character of the Germ in the state which is partly pure and partly impure (that is as it exists in the Saint). We have here the following verse:—

65. Being delivered from birth, death, illness, and old age,
The Sage is not subjected to the misery of either of them;

However, as he knows the true nature (of the Germ within him), And is full of mercy toward the living beings,
He continues to reside (in this world in order to help them).

1 abhyantara-āyatana.
2 Lit. "maturity" (paripūka = yoṅ-su-smin-pa).
3 sanākāra = hdu-byed.
4 In the Śṛ-ṃālī-sūtra. Kg. DKON.VI. 281 a. 3—6.
5 laukika-vyāvahāra = hji-gsrt-gyi tha-sniad.
6 sansārta = hdu-snyan.
7 Dar. 120 b. 2.—which are caused by the Biotic Force and the defiling factors.
8 The Mahāyānistic Saint.
What is said here?

66. The Saint has rooted out the suffering
Of death, of illness, and old age.
He is not subjected to the birth conditioned by the Biotic
Force and Desire;
Therefore the sufferings of the Phenomenal World which follow
(such a birth)¹
Are not experienced by him.

In the state which is completely impure, the causa materialis²
of the fires of death, illness, and old age, the fuel for these fires is
the birth³ which is preceded by the Biotic Force and the defiling
elements, and by incorrect appreciation. In the state which is partly
pure and partly impure we know that with the Bodhisattvas, who
have attained the non-physical existence,⁴ the birth conditioned by
the Biotic Force and the passions is not experienced at all. Follow-
ingly, the fires of death, &c., are altogether incapable of blazing forth.⁵

67. As he has perceived the Absolute Truth,
He is delivered from birth and the other (stages of Phenomenal
Life);⁶
But being full of Great Commiseration,
He appears as (being subjected to) birth, death, decrepitude,
and illness.

The Bodhisattvas act in the Phenomenal World (furthering) the
roots of virtue (of the living beings). They have the controlling

¹ Sic acc. to Dar. 121 a. 2.
² upādāna-kāraṇa = sīr-len-gyi-rgyu.
³ Dar. 121 b. 6. mini-gzugs-khyis-bdus-paḥi-skye-ba = nāma-rūpa-samghṭa-
janma—the birth (existence) included in the physical and the mental elements.
⁴ manomaya-kāya = yid-kyi-ran-bzin-gyi-lus.
⁵ Sic acc. to Dar. 123 a. 1. Lit.—¹¹ as the one (the birth conditioned by the
Biotic Force and Desire) is not experienced at all, the others (the fires of death, &c.)
are altogether incapable of blazing forth.
⁶ Cf. Abhisamayālañkāra V. 21. draṣṭavyam bhūtato bhūtash bhūta-darśa
vimucyatate.
Acta orientalia. IX.
power over their own birth (as they can assume this or that form of existence) according to their desire. On the foundation of this their power, (the Bodhisattvas), guided by Commiseration toward all living beings, exercise their activity in the 3 Spheres of Existence. They appear as being subjected to birth, old age, illness, and death. (In reality) the elements of birth, &c., are not experienced with them, since they have the (introspective) intuition of the Absolute Essence in its true nature as neither appearing nor disappearing (anew).

[Reference to Scripture.]

This state of the Bodhisattvas is to be known in detail from Scripture, where it is said:—What are the virtuous Desires which cause them to reside in the Phenomenal World? [37 b. 1.] They are as follows:—Non-satisfaction in the search of the Accumulations of Virtue, (the will of) assuming an existence in the Phenomenal World in accordance with the intention (of assisting other living beings), the desire of an encounter with a Buddha, the absence of an aversion (toward Phenomenal Existence) owing to the intention of bringing other living beings to complete maturity, the efforts for perfectly apprehending the Highest Doctrine, the energy in acting for the sake of other living beings in every possible way, the fact of never becoming deprived of virtuous thoughts, and the non-reluctance from the practice of the Highest Virtues. Such, O Sāgaramati, are the Desires connected with the roots of virtue, owing to which the Bodhisattvas act (in the Phenomenal World) without however becoming polluted by the

---

1 Dar. 122 a. 6.—as conditioned by the Biotic Force and the defiling factors.
2 Ibid. don-dam-paṭi-bden-pas-bodun-paṭi-khams = paramārtha-satyena sam-grhiṭadhātūḥ.
3 Sāgaramati-pariprechā, Kg. MDO. XIV. 85 b. 5—86 a. 1.
4 dge-paṭi-rtsa-ba-dan-mtshuṅs-par-ltan-paṭi-son-moḥs-pa = kusala-mūla-sam-prayukta-kleṣā (!)
5 punya-samādāya = bsod-nams-kyi-ṭshogs.
6 Dar. 122 b. 3.
7 buddha-samavahnā = saṅs-rgyas-dan-phrad-pa.
8 paripācana = yoṅs-su-smīn-pa.
9 pāramitā.
defilement of the passions.—It is said further on:—(Sägaramati asked):—O Lord, if (thou speakest of) the roots of virtue, how can their causes be called Desires? The Lord answered:—O Sägaramati, such is the state of things.—Owing to the desires of such a nature the Bodhisattva exercised his activity in the 3 spheres of this world. Now, as the (existence in these) 3 Spheres is (as a general rule) conditioned by Desire, and as the Bodhisattvas, manifesting their skill and the power of their virtue, voluntarily assume this or that state of existence, the factors (which bring it about) are called “the Desires connected (with the roots of virtue).”—Thus the Bodhisattvas continue to abide in the 3 Spheres of this World, but their existence is not conditioned by a mind which is influenced by defilement.

The Parable of the Householder.

O Sägaramati, let us take the following example. Suppose a rich merchant or householder [38 a. 1.] had an only son, beloved, handsome, affectionate, and having nothing displeasing in his appearance. Suppose now that this boy, having grown older, would, whilst playing, fall into a pit filled with impurities. Thereupon the child’s mother and her relatives would behold the boy fallen into the impure pit. Upon seeing this they would become distressed, weep and lament, but would not make an effort to enter the pit and draw the boy out. After that the father of the child would come to the place and, seeing his only son fallen into the impure pit, would become resolved to draw him out in the most speedy manner. Accordingly he, without any feeling of disgust, would descend into that impure pit and rescue his only son from it.—O Sägaramati, this example has been made in order to illustrate a special subject.—What is this subject?—The impure pit, O Sägaramati, is a name for the 3 Spheres of Existence. The only son is a name for the living beings (in general), since the Bodhisattvas have for every living being the consideration as for an only child. The mother and the relatives,—this is a name for the

1 Sägaramati-paripṛechā, Kg. MDO. XIV. 86 a. 1—b. 4.
individuals who belong to the Vehicles of the Śrāvakas and the Pratyekabuddhas. These behold the living beings fallen into the Saṃsāra, are distressed and lament, but have not the power of rescuing (the living beings). The great merchant or householder,—this is a name for the Bodhisattva. It is he who is possessed of a spirit pure, immaculate, and completely free from defilement [38 b. 1.], directly perceives the eternal Absolute Essence, and, in order to convert the living beings, by his own will assumes a continuance of births in the 3 Spheres of Existence. O Sāgaramati, such is the Great Commiseration of the Bodhisattvas that, being free from all the successions (of births), they nevertheless become born in the Phenomenal World (for the sake of others). Owing to their skill and wisdom they cannot be harmed by the defiling forces; in order to deliver other living beings from the bonds of these forces, they demonstrate the Doctrine to them.—This fragment of Scripture thus shows how the Bodhisattva who is possessed of the power of helping other living beings, voluntarily assumes this or that form of existence (in the Phenomenal World) being at the same time free from all defilement owing to his wisdom and skill. It accordingly demonstrates the state (of the Essence of Buddhahood) which is partly pure¹ and partly impure.²

Now, the Bodhisattva, having come to the correct intuition of the Germ of the Buddha as being neither born nor conditioned, finally attains (the full realization) of this Absolute Essence (within him). A detailed exposition of this subject is to be found in Scripture. It is said (in the Sāgaramati-paripṛcchā):³—O Sāgaramati, perceive thou, with the separate elements, the absence of any real essence of their own,⁴ the absence of a creator, the absence of (a real individual who is) their owner, of a real living being (constituted by them), of an individual soul,⁵ [39 a. 1.] of the personality⁶ (as an independent

¹ Dar. 123 b. 5.—through the absence of the defiling elements.
² Ibid.—through the fact of being born in the Phenomenal World.
³ Kg. MDO. XIV. 85 a. 2—b. 5.
⁴ Dar. 124 a. 3.—The separate unreality of the elements (dharma-nairātmya).
⁵ jiva = srog.
⁶ pudgala = gni-zag.
whole), and of the Ego. Indeed, do not think of them and do not interprete them volubly. O Sāgaramati, the aversion toward the separate elements, whatever they might be, will never arise in the Bodhisattva who is full of faith in the inalterable essence (of the Unique Absolute). He will become possessed of the pure transcendental perception, that not one (of the separate elements) can be (really) favourable or harmful. Thus, he will perfectly cognize the true essence of the elements and will not cast off the armour of Great Commiseration. O Sāgaramati, take thou for instance a stone of lapis lazuli of immeasurable value, finely polished, perfectly pure and completely free from every stain. Suppose it were thrown in a mire where it would remain for many thousands of years. Then, after these thousands of years would have passed away, it would be extracted from the mire, and purified, being well-washed, wiped and polished. Through all this it would not lose its essence of a precious stone. In a similar manner, O Sāgaramati, the Bodhisattva cognizes the spirit of the living beings as perfectly pure and radiant by nature, and at the same time perceives that it is obscured by the defiling forces which are of an occasional character. He thinks as follows:—These defiling forces do not affect the essence of the Spirit which is pure and radiant. They are only occasional and a product of incorrect imputation.¹

[39 b. 1.] I have the power of demonstrating the Doctrine in order to pacify the defiling forces of the living beings. Having once thought so, he never becomes depressed (whilst accomplishing his task), and is possessed of the intention of going into the world of living beings repeatedly. He has moreover the following thoughts:—These defiling forces have no efficiency and power. These defiling forces have no strength, they are feeble, and there is nothing real and true about them. They are produced by incorrect imputation and, being examined and appreciated correctly, cannot excite anger (on account of their unreality). I, myself, have no relation to them; therefore I can investigate them accurately. There exists no contact, no real connex-

¹ parikalpanā — kun-tu-rlog-pa.
ion with the defiling elements. Now, if I had some relation to the Desires, how could I teach the Doctrine in order that the living beings who are fettered by the bonds of Desire could cast them off. In reality I have no connexion with the Desires; therefore, in order to deliver the living beings from their bonds, I shall teach the Doctrine to them. But, in order to convert the living beings, I must become possessed of those Desires which, though they are connected with the roots of virtue, still produce a relation to the Phenomenal World. Here "Phenomenal World, Saṁsāra" is to be understood (metaphorically) [40 a. 1.] in the sense of the non-physical existence\(^1\) in the Unaffected Plane,\(^2\) of which there are 3 forms corresponding to the 3 spheres of this world. It is Phenomenal Existence inasmuch as it is induced\(^3\) by the pure roots of virtue. At the same time, as it is not conditioned by the Biotic Force influenced by defiling agencies and by Desire, it represents Nirvāṇa. In regard of this it has been said:\(^4\)—O Lord, for this reason there is a conditioned and unconditioned Saṁsāra and a conditioned and unconditioned Nirvāṇa.

—Now, as we thus have a manifestation of the Spirit of a mixed nature, both conditioned and unconditioned,—this state is called partly pure and partly impure. This state is, in its principal features, characterized as the manifestation of the character of the Bodhisattva. Indeed, through the concentration upon Highest Wisdom\(^5\) free from impediments and the contemplation of Highest Mercy and Love, (the Bodhisattva) gets close to (the attainment of) the supernatural faculty of extirpating the defiling elements.\(^6\) But, in order to save the Germs of all the living beings, he does not realize this last result\(^7\) (i.e. he does not pass away into egoistic Nirvāṇa).

---

1. manomaya-kūya = yid-kyi-rain-bzin-gyi-lus.
2. anāśrava-dhātu = zag-med-kyi-dbyiṅs.
3. abhisamaka = mhon-par-h dus-byas-pa.
4. In the Śrī-mālā-sūndana-sūtra. Kg. DKON. VI. 277 b. 4—5.
5. prajñā-pāramitā.
With reference to the Transcendental Wisdom extirpating defilement, it has been said, in connexion with the parable of the man,¹ as follows:—O noble youth, in the same way the Bodhisattva, having manifested his great efforts, his great energy, and his firm altruistic intentions,² attains the 5 supernatural faculties.³ Through concentrated trance and supernatural perception his mind becomes purified [40 b. 1.], and he gets close to the full extirpation of defilement. In order to save all living beings he makes his Creative Effort full of Great Commiseration,⁴ and purifies the Wisdom through which all defilement is annihilated. Having then purified his mind again, he causes the Transcendental Wisdom which is free from all attachment to arise, this whilst abiding on the 6th Stage.⁵ Owing to (the said Wisdom) he draws near to the extirpation of defilement. Thus on the Stage of the Bodhisattva called Abhimukh, he attains the power of making manifest the annihilation of the passions. This shows (the Bodhisattva and his Germ) in the state which is perfectly pure. (On the other hand) he who has assumed such a character is desirous to save the living beings who are on the wrong way, owing to his Great Commiseration, (as he thinks):—I must bring others to that true knowledge which I have attained myself.—He has thus no taste for the bliss of (egoistic) peace and looks to the living beings that abide in the Phenomenal World. The latter is made sublime by him as a means (of saving others). Being directed toward Nirvāṇa, he, in order to bring to accomplishment the factors for the attainment of Supreme Enlightenment, descends from the worlds of trance,⁶ and again, voluntarily, assumes an existence in the world of Carnal Desire.⁷ As he is desirous of acting for the sake

of living beings as speedily as possible, he becomes born in many varieties of forms, including that of animals, and thus shows himself in the state of an ordinary worldly being. This his faculty alludes to the character (of the Bodhisattva) which is not perfectly pure (inasmuch as he continues to exist in the Phenomenal World).

The partly pure and partly impure State of the Bodhisattva as compared with the ordinary being and the Buddha.

Another meaning of verse (65 is shown in the following verses):—

66. The son of the Buddha\(^1\) directly perceives
This immutable Absolute Essence;
Nevertheless, he is to be seen [41 a. 1.]
As one of those obscured by ignorance,
Subjected to birth and the like;
This is really wonderful!

67. He has attained the position of a Saint,\(^2\)
And nevertheless appears in the state of a worldly being,
Manifesting thus, for all that lives
The help of a friend and Highest Commiseration.\(^3\)

68. He has drawn far from all that is worldly,
And nevertheless he does not leave the world;
For the sake of the world he acts in the world,
Unaffected by the world’s impurity.

69. Just as a lotus flower growing in the water
Is not rendered impure by the latter,
In the same way he, though abiding in the world,
Is not influenced by the worldly elements.

\(^1\) jñātamaṇḍa = rgyal-mras.
\(^2\) Dar. 127 b. 1.—completely delivered from the sufferings of birth, death, &c.
\(^3\) Cf. Abhisamayālaṃkāra IV. 27. hitam sukhabh ca trānabh ca sarayam layanam nṛyəm | paraṇayam ca dvipam ca pariṇayaKasahṣṭhānakam (kāritram).
70. His Wisdom pursuing the welfare (of others),
   Constantly blazes up like a flame;
   At the same time he is always merged
   In the quiescent trance and mystic absorption.

71. Being completely free from all constructive thought,
   And of effort,—owing to his previous vows,
   He does not use any exertion,
   In bringing the living beings to maturity.

72. By teaching, by (various) apparitions,
   By (demonstrating such and such) acts and means,—
   Who, how, and by what means is to be converted,—
   All this (the Bodhisattva) perfectly knows.

73. In such a way, among the living beings,
   Who, (in their number), are infinite like space,
   The Sage, constantly, without effort and hindrance,
   Exercises his activity for the sake of all that lives.

74. This character of the Bodhisattva
   Bears a similarity with (the activity of) the Buddhas in this world,
   Which they undertake after the attainment (of Enlightenment)
   In order to bring deliverance to all living beings.

75. Though this be so, still the Buddha and the Bodhisattva
   Differ from each other (in the greatness of their acts)
   Like the great Earth and a grain of sand,
   Or like the ocean and (a pool of water)
   Left in a foot-print of a bull.

   Of these 10 verses taken respectively, 9 refer to the sublime
   Desires of the Bodhisattva after the attainment of the Stage of Joy\(^1\)
   [41 b. 1.], and the 10th,—to the state of perfect purity peculiar to
   the Bodhisattva on the Stage of the Clouds of the Truth.\(^2\) In short
   the 4 kinds of the Bodhisattvas on the 10 Stages, in the state which
   is partly pure and partly impure, are demonstrated in these verses.

\(^1\) pramuditā = rab-tu-dgah-ba. \(^2\) dharma-meghā = chos-kyi-sprin.
The 4 kinds of the Bodhisattvas are:—1) He who has made the first Creative Effort (as a Saint), 2) he who exercises the activity of a Saint, 3) he who has attained the Irretrievable State, and 4) he who is separated (from Buddhahood) only by one birth. The first and the second verse (66 and 67) show the perfectly pure nature of the properties of the Bodhisattva who makes the first Creative Effort (of a Saint) on the Stage of Joy, as he has (for the first time) the intuition of the Transcendental Absolute Essence which had not been perceived by him before from the outset. The third and fourth verses (68 and 69) show the same with regard to the Bodhisattva who exercises the activity (of a Saint) beginning with the Immaculate Stage and up to the Motionless, as he acts without being affected (by the defiling elements). The fifth verse (70) demonstrates the perfectly pure character of the properties of the Bodhisattva who has attained the Irretrievable State, as he, abiding on the Motionless Stage, is constantly merged in trance in order to attain Supreme Enlightenment. The sixth, the seventh and the eighth verses (71, 72 and 73) show the perfectly pure character of the properties of the Bodhisattva when he, abiding on the Stage called the Clouds of the Truth, has reached the uttermost limits of skill in fulfilling his own aim and that of others, and is separated from the attainment of the Stage of the Buddha and the Perfect Supreme Enlightenment only by one birth. [42 a. 1.] Finally, the ninth and the tenth verses (74 and 75) make known the similarity of the properties of the Bodhisattva who has fully attained his own aim and that of others, with those of the Buddha, and the difference between them.

1 The so-called Absolute Creative Effort on the Path of Illumination (daršana-mārga), not to be confounded with the Initial Creative Effort at the beginning of the Path.

2 avaivartika or avinivartanītya = phyir-mi-ldog-pa.


4 vimāla = dri-ma-med-pa.

5 acaḷā = mi-gyo-ba.
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The Absolute in the State of Perfect Purification.
Now we shall take in consideration the unalterable character of the Absolute in the state of complete purification. We have here the following verse:—

76. (The Cosmical Body of the Buddha is eternal),
Being the unalterable Ultimate Essence of Existence possessed of imperishable properties,
The refuge of living beings, infinite and extending beyond all limits,
Always unique and free from (dialectical) thought-construction, Of undestructible nature, and not produced (by causes).
What is said here?

77. It is not born, nor does it die,
It knows neither harm nor decrepitude,
As it is enduring and stable,
Quiescent and undestructible.

78. Being eternal, it is not subjected
Even to the origination peculiar to the non-physical body.
It knows no death, since it is stable,
And does not migrate in an inconceivable way.

79. Being quiescent, it is unharmed
By the fever of the subtle defiling forces,
And, indestructible, it is not liable to decrepitude
Through the undefiled active forces of life.

If we take the Essence of Buddhahood as it is on the Stage of the Buddha, immaculate, perfectly pure and radiant, from the standpoint of its beginning, (we shall find that) it does not become originated anew, not even in the manner of the non-physical body (of the Arhat, &c.), because it is eternal. [42 b. 1.] As regards the end, we see that it is not liable even to the inconceivable change

1 Sic acc. to Dar. 130 b. 2.
2 manomaya-kāya = yid-kyi-ran-bzin-gyi-lus. 3 Cf. below.
of the states of existence i.e. the form of death (of the non-physical body), owing to its stability. Being taken in the aspect of both beginning and end, it proves to be unaffected by the agency of the force of Transcendental Illusion,

1 since it is perfectly quiescent. It is not, moreover, subjected to that decrepitude which is the result, the product of the undefiled Biotic Force. Indeed, it cannot be affected by anything harmful, owing to its indestructible nature.

80. Here two words and the following two
(Are explained) by two and again two, respectively,
Making known, in regard of the Absolute Essence,
The meaning of “Eternal” and the rest.

The words “Eternal,” “Stable,” “Quiescent,” and “Indestructible” (are all of them epithets) of the immutable Essence of the Absolute. The subject designated by each of these words, is, respectively, explained by 2 and again 2 sentences which, taken separately, are to be known from Scripture.

81. It is possessed of properties which never take an end,—
This is the meaning of “the Eternal, Inalterable Essence,"
It is like the Supreme Limit of existence,—
Such is the sense of “a stable, essential refuge.”

82. It is by nature devoid of (dialectical) construction,—
This shows the meaning of “the undialectical quiescent Absolute,”
Its properties are real, inartificial,—
By this the meaning of “indestructible” (is explained).2

It is accordingly said:—O Śāriputra, being possessed of properties which never take an end, this inalterable Cosmical Body is eternal.—O Śāriputra, being similar with the Supreme Limit of existence, this Cosmical Body, a firm persistent refuge, bears the character of stability.—O Śāriputra, owing to the absence of dialectical opposition, this non-dialectical Cosmical Body is perfectly quiescent.—

1 avidyā-vūsanā = ma-rig-paḥi-bag-chags.
2 Sic acc. to Dar. 132 b. 4.
O Śāriputra, [43 a. 1.] being possessed of a true unartificial essence, this Cosmical Body is imperishable and indestructible.—

The Essence of Buddhahood in its indivisible Character.

The Essence of the Buddha which represents the culminating point of purity has, in this state of perfect purification, an indivisible nature. With reference to the latter we have the following verse:—

83. It is the Cosmical Body,¹ it is the (Buddha),—one with the Absolute²
It is the Highest Truth and point of saintliness,³ and it is Nirvāṇa, Just as the sun and its rays, so are its properties, indivisible; Therefore there is no Nirvāṇa apart from Buddhahood.⁴

Now, what is shown in the first half of this verse?

84. In short, the Immaculate Absolute Essence, Taken from 4 different points of view, Is to be known by 4 synonyms,— That of the Cosmical Body and the rest.⁵

In short, the undefiled Absolute, the Essence of the Buddha, being considered from 4 points of view, is designated by 4 synonyms. What are these 4 points?—

85. (It is the Cosmical Body, since) The properties of the Buddha are indivisible (manifesting themselves in all that exists).⁶

---

¹ Dar. 133 a. 5. The Cosmical Body which is completely pure from the outset.
² tathāgata. Cf. below.
⁴ This is a very pregnant expression of the idea of the Unique Vehicle (ekayāna) and the Unique Nirvāṇa.
⁵ The Buddha, the Highest Absolute Truth, and Nirvāṇa.
⁶ Dar. 124 a. 2—3. Being the characteristic property of the stream of elements of a living being, the (Absolute as the) Germ is at the same time indivisible (from the Universal Whole).
(It is the Buddha)—
Because the Germ has developed in him into the Absolute.¹
(It is the Highest Truth), being neither error nor illusion,
(And it is Nirvāṇa), being by nature quiescent from the outset.

With regard to the indivisible properties of the Buddha it has
been said:²—O Lord, the Essence of the Buddha never becomes
devoid of the properties of the Buddha which are indivisible, in-
exhaustible, inconceivable, and greater in number than the sands of
the Ganges.—With reference to the Germ as being in an incon-
cieveable manner derived from the Absolute³ (and as becoming finally
developed into the latter) it is said:—This (Germ) derived from
the Absolute, beginningless and transferred from one existence to
another,⁴ [43 b. 1.] is as if it were a special property of the 6 (internal)
bases of cognition.—As concerns the true, undeluding character (of
the Cosmical Body) we have:⁵—The Absolute Truth is the real
(not-seeming) Nirvāṇa. How that?—Because this Germ of Buddhahood
is eternal owing to its perfectly quiescent nature.—With respect to
this perfect Quiescence, (Scripture) says:⁶—The Tathāgata, the Arhat,
the Perfect Supreme Buddha is, from the outset, merged in Nirvāṇa.
He neither becomes originated anew, nor does he disappear.—In
correspondence with these 4 points we have respectively 4 synonymous
appellations (for the Essence of the Buddha), viz. the Cosmical Body,
the Buddha, the Absolute Truth, and Nirvāṇa. It is accordingly
said:⁷—1) O Śāriputra, the Essence of the Buddha is a name for
the Cosmical Body,—

¹ tathatām prāptam. Cf. below.
² Śrī-mālā-sīhanāda-sūtra. Kg. DKON. VI. 278 b. 5—6.
³ Cf. Abhis. āloka. MS. 59 a. 3—5. idam prakṛtisthān gotraṃ anādi-kāla-
āyāta-dharmatā-pratilabhām.
⁴ paraśparasyāḥ = bṛgyud-nas.
⁵ A similar passage is to be found in the Śrī-mālā-sūtra. Kg. DKON. VI.
279 a. 6—7.
⁶ Jñāna-āloka-alanukṛta-sūtra. Kg. MDO. III. 283 a. 3.
⁷ Cf. above.
2) O Lord, it is impossible that the Buddha should be one entity and the Cosmical Body—another. The Cosmical Body, O Lord, is no other but the Buddha.

3) O Lord, the Extinction of Phenomenal Existence is represented as the Cosmical Body of the Buddha endowed with all his properties.

4) O Lord, "the Essence of Nirvāṇa" is a name for the Cosmical Body of the Buddha. [44 a. 1.]

Now, what is said in the second half of verse (83)?

86. The Perfect Supreme Enlightenment,
And the rejection of all defilement with its residues,—
The Buddha and his Nirvāṇa
Are one in the aspect of the Absolute.

The 4 synonymous appellations of the undefiled Absolute are all comprised in the one meaning of the Essence of the Buddha. For this reason, as they have all of them one sense, that which is called Buddhahood on account of the Perfect Supreme Enlightenment with regard to all the elements of existence in all their aspects from the standpoint of the unique Absolute, and that which is called Nirvāṇa owing to the removal of all defilement and its residues which takes place simultaneously with the complete Enlightenment, these 2 are, within the Immaculate Plane, indivisible, inseparable, and identical. So are they to be viewed.

87. The properties complete, innumerable,
Inconceivable and immaculate,
All of which are of an indivisible character, represent Salvation,
And this Salvation is (no other but) the Buddha.

It has been said, with regard to the Nirvāṇa of the Arhats and the Pratyekabuddhas: O Lord, that which is called Nirvāṇa

---

1 Śrī-mālk-sīmhanāda-sūtra. Kg. DKON. VI. 274 b. 6—7.
2 Cf. above. 3 Ibid. 274 b. 5—6.
4 Cf. Abhis.āloka. MS. 100 b. 4 nirvāṇty asmin sarva-vikalpā iti nirvāṇa tathātā.
5 Śrī-mālk-sīmhanāda-sūtra. Kg. DKON. VI. 269 b. 2—3.
(of the Hnayānists) is a means used by the Buddhas. Just as if amidst a wilderness a town were produced by magic (as a resting-place) for travellers tired of a long journey, such is this means used by the Supreme Buddha, the High Lord governing the elements. It prevents a relapse (into Phenomenal Existence). [44 b.] O Lord, the Tathāgatas, the Arhats, the Perfect Supreme Buddhas have attained the (true) Nirvāṇa. Therefore they are possessed of all the complete, the immeasurable, the inconceivable and the perfectly pure properties.—So we have the 4 characteristics of the properties demonstrated. And:—through the attainment of Nirvāṇa which is of a unique indivisible character, one becomes a Buddha. Accordingly, as the Buddha and Nirvāṇa are possessed of properties which are indivisible from each other, there can be no attainment of Nirvāṇa whatever apart from Buddhahood.—

The Parable of the Painters.

Now the absolute character of the properties of the Buddha is due to the full realization, within the Immaculate Absolute, of the Highest Essence of all relative entities.¹ This is illustrated by the example of the painters:—

88. Suppose there were some painters,  
Skilful (in painting) various (parts of the body),  
And each of them, knowing his own special member,  
Would not be able (to paint) the rest.

89. (Suppose then) a mighty king would bid to them—  
On this (cloth) ye all must draw my portrait,—  
And hand the cloth to them with this commandment.

¹ vam-pa-thams-sad-kyi-mchog-dan-lde-n-pahi-sto-n-pa-tild = sarva-ākāra-vara- 
upeta-kāmyatā. Acc. to Dar. 136 b. 5—6. it is the Transcendental Wisdom perceiving the universal Relativity and the Absolute forming the background of this Wisdom. It is moreover said (Ibid. 136 b. 1—2) that it represents 1) the true Essence of the Buddha (buddha-dharmatā) which is attained on the foundation of the Accumulations of Virtue and Wisdom (pucca-jñāna-sahāra), 2) the Transcendental Wisdom of the Buddha constantly merged in the Absolute and 3) the Transcendental Intuition of the Bodhisattva, whilst abiding on the Path.
And (the painters), having heard (his word),
Would start their work of painting.

90. (Suppose again), of these (painters) engaged in the work,
One should go abroad and, owing to his absence,
Their number being incomplete, the portrait
Could not be accomplished in all its parts. [45 a. 1.]

91. The painters who are meant here
Are Charity, Morals, Patience, and the rest,¹
And that which is the highest point of excellence,
The essence of all relative entities,—this is the picture.

Now, of (the 6 virtues)—Charity and the rest, each appears
in an endless variety of forms in correspondence with the objects of
the Buddha’s activity, which are infinite. It is therefore to be regarded
as illimited. (If we take the properties of the Buddha) from the
point of view of number and power, they prove to be inconceivable.
As they remove the residues² of envy³ and the other negative
counterparts⁴ (of the 6 virtues), they represent the highest point of Purity.

Through the contemplation of the Highest Essence of all relative
entities, the (steadfastness in regard of the) teaching about the non-
origination (of the elements)⁵ is attained. On account of this, on the
Stage of the Bodhisattva called the Motionless,⁶ (one is possessed of
the direct knowledge of the Path which is free from (dialectical)
construction⁷ and from all defilement, and manifests itself uninterrupt-
edly by its own force. On the basis of this knowledge, the complement
of the Buddha’s properties within the pale of the Immaculate Absolute
is attained. On the Stage of the Bodhisattva called That of Perfect

¹ The 6 Transcendental Virtues (pāramitā).
   vūsanā = bag-chags.
² mātsarya = ser-ma.
³ vipakṣa = mi-mthun-phyogs.
⁴ anutpattika-dharma-kṛṇi = mi-skye-baḥi-chos-la-bzod-pa.
⁵ acalā = mi-gyo-ba.
⁶ nirvikalpaka = rnam-par-mi-rto-g-pa.
Acta orientalia, IX. 14
Wisdom,¹ by means of innumerable hundreds and thousands of forms of transic meditation and magic formulas,² one (becomes endowed with) the knowledge for assuming all the illimited properties of the Buddha. On the foundation of this kind of knowledge, the Bodhisattva realizes the limitless character of the said properties. On the Stage of the Bodhisattva called the Clouds of the Truth,³ basing upon the knowledge revealing the secret characteristics of all the Buddhas, (the Bodhisattva) realizes the inconceivable character of the properties, [45 b. 1.] Thereafter, in order to attain the Stage of a Buddha, he takes recourse to the knowledge through which one becomes completely delivered from the Obscurations of Moral Defilement⁴ and of Ignorance⁵ with their residues, and through this attains the Highest Point of Purity. The Arhats and the Pratyekabuddhas do not possess the intuition of these 4 spiritual foundations of the (highest) stages (of perfection). Therefore they are far from attaining the 4 kinds of properties and the unique indivisible essence of Nirvāṇa.

92. The Analytic Wisdom, the Highest knowledge and the Deliverance (from passion)
Are (respectively) clear, radiant, pure, and indivisible.
Therefore they are similar to the light,
The rays, and the disc of the sun.

The Analytic Wisdom, the Highest Knowledge, and the Deliverance (from all defilement), through which the 4 kinds of properties are attained, and which all characterize the unique indivisible essence of Nirvāṇa, appear as having a resemblance with the sun in 3 and in 1 aspect, respectively, there being altogether 4 points of resemblance. The Transcendental Wisdom free from all dialectical constructions⁶

¹ sādhumati = legs-paḥi-blo-gros.
² dhāravyā = guṇās. Cf. Sutrālanākāra XII. 23 and comment. samādhi-mukhā dhāravyā-mukhatā ca.
³ dharma-mehā = chos-kyi-srin.
⁴ klesa-āvarāṇa = sion-moḥs-kyi-sgrīb-pa (= sion-sgrīb).
⁵ fśeṣa-āvarāṇa = sas-byahi-sgrīb-pa (= sas-sgrīb).
⁶ nirvikālpaka = rnam-par-mi-rlog-pa.
appears as removing the darkness (that hides) the true absolute essence of everything cognizable; it has accordingly a resemblance with the light of the sun. The Divine Knowledge of all the objects of cognition which is attained subsequently\(^1\) penetrates into all the objects cognizable in all their forms; it is thus akin to the net of (the sun’s) rays which is spread (over everything perceptible). The deliverance of the Spiritual Essence which is the foundation of both these (kinds of Wisdom), being completely immaculate and brilliant, [46 a. 1.] bears a likeness with the perfectly pure disc of the sun. All these properties constitute the indivisible essence of the Absolute, therefore they resemble (the light, the rays, and the disc of the sun) in their indivisible character.

93. Therefore, without the attainment of Buddhahood,

The (ultimate)\(^2\) Nirvāṇa cannot be reached,

Just as it is impossible to see the sun

Separated from its light and rays.

The Germ (of the Buddha), the Essence which exists without beginning and is possessed of (the sources of) all the virtuous properties, contains the essence of all the indivisible attributes of the Buddha. Therefore, without the attainment of (the state of) the Buddha who is possessed of the Divine Transcendental Intuition free from attachment and impediments, it is not possible to realize the full intuition of Nirvāṇa, the essence of which is the deliverance from all the Obscurations, just as it is impossible to see the sun without perceiving its rays and light. For this very reason it has been said:\(^3\)—O Lord, the intuition of the (real, the ultimate) Nirvāṇa does not relate neither

---

\(^1\) \(prśha-labdha = rjes-su-thob-pa\). The Wisdom of a Saint abiding on the Path is of 2 kinds:—1) The Wisdom at the time of intense concentration (samāhita-jñāna = mti-mtshag-ye-sras) having for its object the unique Absolute and 2) the Wisdom that is acquired subsequently, after the termination of the trance (\(prśha-labdha = rjes-thob\)), and is directed upon the objects of the Empirical World.

\(^2\) Dar. 139 b. 3. mya-rnam-las-ḥdas-pa-mthar-thung-pa.

\(^3\) Śrī-mālā-sīthhanāda-sutra. Kg. DKON. VI. 273 b. 1—3.
to the base elements (of the Phenomenal World), nor to the perfection of Hinayānistic Nirvāṇa. O Lord, the intuition of the final Nirvāṇa is the attainment of the properties identical with the Highest Wisdom (of the Buddha). The (true) Nirvāṇa is (moreover the attainment of) the properties which are one with Divine Knowledge, with Deliverance and the intuition of the latter. Therefore, O Lord, (as all these properties are indivisible), the Essence of Nirvāṇa is spoken of as unique and of one taste, that is the taste [46 b. 1.] of Wisdom and Salvation.—

The 9 Examples illustrating the Essence of Buddhahood in the living beings.

94. In such a way, the Essence of the Lord
Is characterized from 10 points of view.
Now, this essence, as concealed by the coverings of defilement,
Is made known by the following examples.—

Thus, in order to make known the Eternal Absolute Essence, identical with the Ultimate Point of Existence, this Germ of the Buddha has been characterized from 10 points of view. Now we shall take into consideration “the coverings of defilement” which, existing without beginning, are essentially unconnected (with the pure Spiritual Essence), and the Absolute Essence which likewise has no beginning, but is perfectly pure and connected (with the spirit of every living being). Here, in accordance with the (Tathāgata-garbha)-sūtra, we have the Essence of the Buddha, as it is concealed by the innumerable coverings of defilement, illustrated by 9 examples. What are these nine?

1 pravīta = gya-nom-pa.
2 Sic. acc. to Dar. 140 a. 2.
4 eka-rasa = ro-goig-pa.
5 Cf. above.
6 Dar. 140 b. 1—2. sems-kyi-ran-bzin-la-ma-tugs-par-ma-hörel-paṣi...
94. Like the Buddha in an ugly lotus flower,
Like honey (concealed by) a swarm of bees,
Like a kernel of a fruit in the bark, and like gold buried in impurities,
Like a treasure in the ground, and like a sprout hidden in a small seed,
Like the image of the Lord covered by a tattered garment,

95. Like the Chieftain of men\(^1\) in the womb of a miserable woman,
And like a precious statue covered by dust,
In such a way does this Germ abide
In the living beings obscured by the occasional stains.

96. These stains are like a lotus,\(^2\) like bees,\(^3\)
Like the bark,\(^4\) like impurities,\(^5\) and like the ground,\(^6\)
Like a seed,\(^7\) like a tattered garment\(^8\),
Like a woman tormented by violent pain,\(^9\) and like dust.\(^{10}\)
The Immaculate Germ has a resemblance
With the Buddha,\(^{11}\) with honey,\(^{12}\) with the kernel of a fruit,\(^{13}\)

---

\(^1\) The Universal Monarch (cakravarti-rājā).
\(^2\) The example illustrating Desire (rāga = ldod-chags). Dar. 141 a. 4—6.
\(^3\) The example illustrating Hatred (dveṣa = če-sdaṅ). Ibid. 141 a. 6.
\(^4\) The example illustrating Infatuation (mōha = gti-mug). Ibid.
\(^5\) The example illustrating the 3 Sources of Evil in a developed state. Ibid. 141 b. 1.
\(^6\) The example illustrating the Force of Transc. Illusion (avidyā-vūsana = ma-rig-paṭi-bag-chags). Ibid. 141 b. 2.
\(^7\) The example illustrating the Obscurations extirpated by Intuition (dṛṣṭi-heya). Ibid.
\(^8\) The example illustrating the Obscurations extirpated by Concentration (bhāvanā-heya).
\(^9\) The example illustrating the Obscurations on the 1st seven Stages of the Bodhisattva.
\(^10\) The example illustrating the Obscurations on the 3 last Stages.
\(^11\) As the source of the Cosmical Body. Dar. 141 b. 5.
\(^12\) The Word of the Buddha demonstrating the Absolute Truth. Ibid. 141 b. 6.
\(^13\) The Word demonstrating the Empirical Reality. Ibid.
With gold,¹ with a treasure,² with the Nyagrodha tree,³ and a precious image,⁴
With the Highest Lord of the Universe,⁵ and with a golden statue.⁶ [47 a. 1.]

I. The defiling forces are like the petals of an ugly lotus flower, and the Germ has a resemblance with the Buddha himself.⁷

97. Suppose, in a lotus flower of ugly form, The Buddha, shining with a thousand marks of beauty, were abiding, And a man possessed of immaculate divine sight⁸ would perceive him And draw him out from the petals of the water-born lotus;

98. In the same way the Lord perceives with his sight of a Buddha⁹
His own essence even in those that abide in the lowest of hells,¹⁰ And, endowed with the uttermost Commiseration, free from impediments,
Delivers the living beings from the Obscurations.

99. Just as a person possessed of divine sight Sees in an ugly lotus flower with folded leaves The Buddha who abides in its interior, And rends asunder the petals (in order to release him), In the same way the Lord perceives the Essence of the Supreme Buddha
Existing in all that lives, but obscured by lust, hatred and other coverings of defilement, And, full of mercy, vanquishes these Obscurations.

¹ The Absolute in its inalterable nature. Ibid. 142 a. 1.
² The Germ as the fundamental element of a living being as existing by itself (prakṛtistha-gotra = raṅ-đbīn-gnas-rigs). Ibid. 142 a. 1—2.
³ The Germ as becoming developed (samudānta-gotra). Ibid.
⁴ The Cosmical Body. ⁵ The Body of Bliss. ⁶ The Apparitional Body.
⁷ Tathāgata-garbha-sūtra. Kg. MDO. XXII. 248 a. 3—249 a. 6.
⁸ divya-caṇkuḥ = thåhi-mig. ⁹ buddha-caṇkuḥ = saṅs-rgyas-kyi-gpyan.
¹⁰ avici = mnar-med.
II. The defiling forces are like bees, and the Essence of the Buddha is like honey.¹

100. Suppose some honey were encircled by a swarm of bees,
And a skilful person, desirous to obtain this honey,
Would perceive it and, by using clever means,
Would separate the honey from the swarm.

101. Similarly, the Greatest of Sages with his vision of Omniscience,
Sees this fundamental Essence, resembling honey,
And brings about the complete removal
Of the Obscurations that are like the bees.

102. A man who is desirous of obtaining honey
Hidden by thousands and millions of bees,
Removes the latter and disposes of the honey as he wishes.
[47 b. 1.] The undefiled Spirit that exists in the living beings
is like the honey,
The defiling forces are like the bees,
And the Lord who is skilful in vanquishing them
Is like the man (that obtains the honey).

III. The defiling forces are like the husk of a fruit, and the Germ of the Buddha is like the kernel contained within.²

103. The kernel of a fruit covered by a husk
Cannot be enjoyed by any man. Therefore
They who are desirous of eating it and the like
Extract it from the husk (that hides it).

104. In a similar way the (Essence of the) Buddha
Exists in the living beings, mingled with defilement,
And as long as it is not free from the contact with the stains
of the passions,
It cannot perform the acts of the Buddha in the 3 Spheres.

¹ Tathāgata-garbha-sūtra. Kg. MDO. XXII. 249 a. 6—250 a. 2.
² Ibid. 250 a. 2—b. 2.
105. The kernel of a grain of rice, of buckwheat or barley, unextracted from its husk and covered with bristles
And not duly prepared, cannot become sweat food enjoyed by man.
Similar is the Body of the Lord of the elements,
Existing in the living beings and undelivered from the coverings of defilement,
It does not grant to the living beings affected by the passions
The delightful flavour of the Truth.

IV. The defiling forces are like a place filled with impurities, and the Germ of the Buddha has a resemblance with gold.¹

106. Suppose that the gold belonging to a certain man
Were, at the time of his departure, cast into a place filled with impurities.
Being of an indestructible nature, this gold
Would remain there for many hundreds of years.

107. Then a god possessed of pure divine vision
Would see it there and say to men:—
The gold which is to be found here, this highest of precious things,
I shall purify and return to it its precious form. [48 a. 1.]

108. In a like way the Lord perceives the true virtues of the living beings
Sunk amidst the passions that are like impurities,
And, in order to wash off this dirt of Desire,
 Lets the rain of the Highest Doctrine descend on all that lives.

109. Just as a god, seeing gold falling into a pit of impurities,
Would zealously show it to men in its beautiful nature in order to gladden them,
In a like way the Lord sees in the living beings

¹ Tathāgata-garbha-sūtra. Kg. MDO. XXII. 250 b. 2—251 a. 3.
The jewel of the Supreme Buddha fallen amidst the great impurities of the passions,
And shows the Doctrine in order to purify it.

V. The defiling forces are like the depths of the earth, and the Germ of the Buddha is like a treasure of jewels.¹

110. Suppose in a poor man's house, deep under the ground,
An inexhaustible treasure were concealed.
The man would know nothing about it,
And the treasure itself could not say to him
That it is to be found here in this place.

111. Similar to this is the treasure contained in the Spirit,
The Immaculate Essence which neither diminishes nor increases;
The living beings that know nothing about it
Constantly experience manifold suffering that is like poverty.

112. As a treasure of jewels concealed in a poor man's house
Does not make it known to that man,—
I, the treasure am here,—and the man does not know about it,—
Such is the treasure of the Highest Truth abiding in the dwelling-place of the Spirit,
And the living beings possessed of it are like beggars;
In order to secure for them this treasure
The Sage makes his apparition in this world.

VI. The defiling forces are the rind of a seed, and the Essence of the Buddha is like the germ contained within.² [48 b. 1.]

113. The germ of a seed, contained in the fruit
Of the Mango-tree and the like, is of an imperishable nature,
And through cultivation of the ground, water and other (agencies),
Gradually attains the form of a lordly tree.

114. In a like way the Sublime Absolute Essence
Is concealed under the coverings of the fruit

¹ Tathāgāta-garbha-sūtra. Kg. MDO. XXII. 251 a. 3—252 a. 1.
² Ibid. Kg. MDO. XXII. 252 a. 1—253 b. 3.
Of a living being's ignorance and the like,
(But) on the foundation of this and that form of virtue,
It gradually assumes the character of the King of Sages.

115. Conditioned by water, the light of the sun,
By air, soil, time, and space,
From the rind of the Mango's and Palmyra's fruit
There springs forth a tree;
Like that the Germ of the seed of the Buddha,
Concealed in the peal of the fruit of a living being's passions,
Can thrive when the Highest Truth is revealed by this and
that condition.

VII. The defiling forces are like a tattered garment, and the
Germ of the Buddha is like a precious image.¹

116. Suppose the image of the Lord made of precious jewels
Were covered by a tattered foul-smelling garment,
And a god travelling that way would see it
And, in order to free it (from that covering),
Would explain the meaning of its abiding on the path
To the people that are met with there.

117. In a like way the Buddha perceives his own Essence
As it exists even in animals,
Covered by the various forms of defilement which are be-
ginningless,
And, in order to release it, shows the means (of deliverance).

118. As the precious image of the Buddha covered by a foul-smelling
garment
Is seen by a god with divine vision who shows it to men in
order to release it,
In the same way the Lord perceives, even in the beasts,
The Germ covered by the tattered garment of defilement

¹ Tathāgata-garbha-sūtra. 252 b. 3—253 b. 1.
And abiding on the path of worldly existence,—
And expounds his Doctrine in order to deliver it.

VIII. [49 a. 1.] The defiling forces are like a pregnant woman, and the Germ of the Buddha is like a Universal Monarch abiding in an embryonal state.¹

119. Suppose a woman of miserable appearance and helpless
Were abiding in a place without shelter and protection,
And, bearing in her womb the glory of royalty,
Would not know that the Lord (who could protect her) were in her own body.

120. The birth in this world is like the house without shelter,
And the impure living beings are like that pregnant woman;
The Immaculate Germ through which one is protected
Is like (the king) abiding in the womb.

121. As a woman of ugly appearance, covered with a foul-smelling garment
Experiences the greatest suffering in a place without shelter,
Though the Lord of the Earth abides in her own womb;
In a like way the living beings whose spirit is helpless,
Though the protection exists within themselves,
Abide amidst sufferings, their minds being troubled by the passions.

IX. The defiling forces are like a covering of mud and dust, and the Germ of the Buddha is like a golden statue.²

122. Suppose a great statue of melted gold from within,
And from without covered by mud and dust that hides (the gold),
Were seen by some, who, knowing its nature,
Would remove the outward cover in order to purify the gold within;

¹ Tathāgata-garbha-sūtra. Kg. MDO. XXII. 253 b. 1—254 a. 5.
² Ibid. 254 a. 3—255 a. 4.
123. In a like way the Buddha perceives
That the Essence\(^1\) is pure and radiant and that the stains,
Are only occasional (and not real),
And leads (the living beings) to Supreme Enlightenment
Which purifies from all the Obscurations
The living beings resembling jewel-mines.

124. Just as a statue wrought of pure, shining gold and covered
       by earth [49 b. 1.]
Is seen by one who, knowing its true nature, removes the earth,—
In the same way the Omniscient perceives
The quiescent Spirit which is like gold,
And, by teaching the Doctrine, produces a cisel
Through which he removes all the Obscurations.
The meaning of all these examples is in short as follows:—

125. Within a lotus, amidst a swarm of bees,
Within the husk of a fruit, impurities, and the ground,
Within a seed, within a tattered garment,
The womb of a woman, and the covering of earth, respectively,

126. Like the Buddha, like honey, like the kernel of a fruit,
Like gold, like a treasure, and like a tree,
Like a precious image, like the sovereign
Of the Universe, and like a golden statue,—

127. The Immaculate Essence of the Spirit in the living beings
Is unaffected by the coverings of defilement;
As such it exists eternally,
Being spoken of as having no beginning.

In short, these examples given in the Tathāgata-garbha-sūtra
illustrate the fact that all the defiling forces are accidental in every
living being containing the element of Buddhahood which is the
beginningless spiritual element. They are also an indication that all
the purifying forces are innate and inseparable from the beginningless

\(^1\) Of the living beings. Dar. 148 a. 2.
spiritual element. Therefore it is said:—Owing to the Desires, &c.,
the living beings are affected by defilement, and, owing to the
undefiled Essence of the Spirit, they become purified.—

The Varieties of the Defiling Elements illustrated by the
9 Examples.

128. Passion, hatred, infatuation,
Their outburst in a violent form,
The force of Transcendental Illusion,¹
The defilement that is extirpated by intuition,²
And that removed by transic meditation,³
[50 a. 1.] The stains relating to the impure,⁴
And to the pure⁵ Stages (of the Bodhisattva).

129. These 9 forms (of defilement) are illustrated
By the example of the petals of the lotus and the rest;
But all the coverings of defilement
In their variety extend beyond millions and millions.

In short 9 forms of defilement are, with regard to the element
of Buddhahood, perfectly pure by nature, of an accidental character.
They are thus like the coverings of the lotus with respect to the
form of the Buddha (contained within) and the like. Now, what
are these 9 forms? Answer: 1) The defilement consisting in the
dormant residue⁶ of Passion, 2) the defilement which has its essence
in the dormant residue of Hatred, 3) the defilement which represents
the dormant residue of Infatuation, 4) the violent outburst of all the
three, 5) the defilement contained in the Force of Transcendental
Illusion, 6) the defilement that is to be extirpated by means of

¹ vāsanā = bag-chags stands here for avidyā-vāsanā (Dar. 145 a. 5).
² ďṛṣṭi-heya = mthoṅ-span.
³ bhāvanā-heya = sgom-span; lit. — that which is to be removed on the
Paths of Illumination and Concentrated Trance.
⁴ The first 7 Stages beginning with pramudītā and ending with dūraṅgamā.
⁵ The 3 last Stages — acañā, sūdhumatt, and dharma-meghā.
⁶ anubaya = bag-la-rtul.
direct intuition, 7) that which is to be removed by concentrated trance, 8) the defiling elements peculiar to the impure, and 9) those relating to the pure Stages (of the Bodhisattva). Now, first of all we have the defilement which is contained in the stream of elements of one who is free from worldly passion. It is the cause of the forces producing a motionless state of existence in the Ethereal and the Immortal Spheres, and is to be extirpated by means of Transcendental Knowledge. This defilement represents the dormant residues of Passion, Hatred and Infatuation. Then we have the defiling forces which exist in the living beings that indulge in passion and the like. They are the cause of virtuous and sinful deeds, &c., produce an existence only in the world of Carnal Desire, [50 b. 1.] and are to be overcome by the Contemplation of Impurity (of the objects of Desire, &c.). These represent a violent outburst of Passion, Hatred and Infatuation. Next come the defiling elements which are to be found with the Arhat. These are the cause for the manifestation of the undefiled Biotic Force, produce the non-physical existence (of the Arhat), and are to be removed by the Transcendental Wisdom, the Supreme Enlightenment of the Buddha. The said defiling elements are those which are included in the Force of Transcendental Illusion.

The individuals that undergo training (on the Path) are of 2 kinds, viz. the ordinary beings and the Saints. Now, the defilement which exists in the stream of elements of an ordinary being abiding on the Path and which is to be suppressed by the

1 sānśkāra = ḍu-byed.
2 rūpa-dhātu = gzugs-khams.
3 ārūpya-dhātu = gzugs-med-khams.
4 lokottara-jīva = ljug-rten-las-hdas-paţi ye-bes.
5 kāma-dhātu = ḍod-khams.
6 asūbhā-bhāvanā = m'i-sdug-paţi-sgom-pa.
7 anuṣraya-karma = zag-pa-med-paţi-las.
8 manomaya-kāya = yid-kyi-ran-bzin-gyi-lus.
9 śākya = slob-pa.
10 prthagjana = so-sohi-skye-bo.
11 ārya = ḍphags-pa.
12 santāna = rgyud.
first intuitive Transcendental Perception of the Truth is said to be “extinct through the intuition of the Truth.” (The defiling forces) which exist in the saintly individual on the Path and are to be exterminated through transic meditation over the perceived Transcendental Truth are said to be “removed by means of Concentrated Meditation.”

(Thereafter we have) that defilement which is to be found with the Bodhisattva who has not attained the uttermost limits of perfection. It consists of the hostile elements on the first 7 Stages of (the Bodhisattva’s) intuition, and is to be suppressed by the transic meditation on the 3 (last) Stages, beginning with the eighth. We call this “the defilement relating to the impure Stages.” (Finally, there are the Obscurations) that exist with the Bodhisattva who has attained the uttermost limits of perfection. These are the impediments to the Transcendental Intuition on the 3 last Stages beginning with the eighth, and are to be removed by means of the transic meditation called “the Diamond-cutter.” We call these defiling forces “those relating to the pure Stages.”

130. These 9 forms of defilement, Passion and the rest, [51 a. 1.]

Being taken in short, respectively,
Are illustrated by 9 examples,—
That of the coverings of a lotus and the rest.

It is said that the Essence of the Buddha is concealed under the coverings of defilement of which there are innumerable millions. To speak in detail (these innumerable defiling elements) which are classified into 84,000 groups, are as infinite as the knowledge of the Buddha (which cognizes them).

131. The ordinary beings, the Arhats,
Those undergoing training; and the Sages
Are rendered impure by four, by one, by two,
And again two forms of these defiling forces (respectively).

1 vipakṣa = mi-mthun-phyogs.
2 vajropamā-samādhi = rdo-rje-lta-buḥi-tiṅ-ne-hdzin.
3 The Bodhisattvas.
The Lord has declared:—All the living beings are endowed with the Essence of the Buddha.—Here the living beings, in short, are presented in four varieties, viz. the ordinary beings, the Arhats, the individuals undergoing training (on the Path), and the Bodhisattvas (on the 10 Stages). These, taken respectively, are spoken of as rendered impure by four, by one, by two, and again two forms of defilement, owing to which they cannot become for ever merged in the immaculate Absolute Essence.¹

The Concordance between the Examples illustrating the Obscurations and the Points expressed by them.

Now, what do we know to be the points of resemblance between the 9 forms of defilement and the petals of the lotus, &c. Likewise, what similarity is there between the Element of Buddhahood and the form of the Buddha (abiding in the lotus) and the other (examples illustrating it)?

132. The water-born lotus flower
At the first appearance causes delight,
But later on (when it withers) it no more excites joy,
Similar to it is the delight of sensual passion.

133. Just as the bees, [51 b. 1.]
Being disturbed, sting painfully,
In a like way hatred, being aroused,
Produce suffering of the heart.

134. As the kernel of a fruit and the like
Is concealed by the outward peal,
In a like way the perception of the Truth which is essential
Is hindered by the covering of ignorance.

135. Just as impurities are something repulsive,
In a like way with those that are possessed of desire,
The outburst of their passions, being the cause
For giving way to the desires, is abhorrent like impurities.

¹ anānava-dhātu = sag-pa-med-pahi-dbyiṅs. See. acc. to Dar. 154 a. 5—6.
136. As riches, being hidden in the ground,
   Are not known of and cannot be obtained,
   Similarly, in the living beings, the self-sprung (essence)
   Is obscured by the elementary force of illusion.

137. As a sprout and the like, growing gradually,
   Rend asunder the peal of the seed,
   In the same way, the perception of the Truth
   Removes all those forms of defilement
   That are to be extirpated by direct intuition.

138. The Obscurations which are to be removed
   By the Wisdom on the Path of Concentrated Trance
   Of those who, acting on the Path of a Saint,
   Have done away with the views of a real personality,—
   Are shown as resembling a tattered garment.

139. The stains relating to the first 7 Stages
   Are like the impurities in the interior of a womb,
   And the non-dialectical wisdom\(^1\) resembles the mature form
   Delivered from the coverings of the womb.

140. The stains connected with the last 3 Stages
   Are known as being like the covering of muddy ground.
   They are to be suppressed by the concentrated trance
   Called "the diamond-cutter" which is of most sublime nature.

141. Thus the 9 forms of defilement, passion and the rest
   Have a resemblance with a lotus flower and the other forms.
   And the Essence of the Buddha, which of is threefold nature,\(^2\)
   Bears a similarity with the Buddha, &c.

   If we take into consideration the Essence of the Buddha, the
   perfectly pure spiritual element in its threefold nature [52 a. 1.], we

---

\(^1\) nīrakalpaka-jñāna. Dar. 155 a. 6. The Wisdom of him who has attained
the 8th Stage.

\(^2\) As the source of the Cosmical Body, as the Absolute, and as the element
of Buddahood in a living being. Kār. 27.
shall find a resemblance with the 9 examples mentioned, the form of the Buddha and the rest. Now, what is the threefold nature?

142. Its nature is that of the Cosmical Body,
   Of the Absolute, and the lineage\(^1\) of the Buddha;
   These are to be known by three,
   By one, and by five examples (respectively).

   The (first) 3 examples, those of the form of the Buddha, honey, and the kernel of a grain, make known the element of Buddhahood in its nature of (being identical with) the Cosmical Body. Then one example, that of gold, illustrates the nature of the (inalterable) Absolute. Finally, the (last) 5 examples, those of the treasure, the tree, the precious image, the universal monarch, and the golden statue, show (the Essence of the Buddha) in its character of the source from which the 3 Bodies of the Buddha take their origin.

   Now, of what nature is the Cosmical Body?

143. The Cosmical Body is to be known in 2 aspects:—
   It is the Absolute perfectly immaculate,
   And its natural outflow, the Word\(^2\)
   Which speaks of the profound (Highest Truth)\(^3\)
   And (of the elements of the Empirical World) in their variety.\(^4\)

   The Cosmical Body of the Buddha appears in 2 forms. It is (first of all) the perfectly pure Absolute accessible only to the nondialectical\(^5\) intuition. As such it is to be known in its character of the Absolute Truth revealed to the Buddhas by introspection. The cause bringing about the attainment of it is (the Word which is) the

---

\(^1\) gotra = rigs.

\(^2\) Dar. 156 a. 6.—The Word which is the natural outflow (niṣyanda-phala = rgyu-mthun-paṭi-höras-bu) of the direct introspection of the Absolute by the Buddha.

\(^3\) Ibid. The discourses of direct meaning (niśārtha = ńes-don) demonstrating the profound Absolute Truth.

\(^4\) Ibid. The discourses of conventional meaning (neyārtha = draṅ-don) demonstrating in a variety of forms the Empirical Reality, the individual, and the component elements.

\(^5\) nirvikalpaka = rnam-par-mi-rtogs-pa.
natural outflow of (the intuition of) this very Absolute. (This Word) instructs the living beings in accordance with the character of (every) convert taken separately. Such do we know to be (the Cosmical Body) in the aspect of the Doctrine, the Teaching (of the Buddha).¹

Now, this Teaching is of 2 kinds inasmuch as there is a difference in the exposition of the Truth, viz. the subtle, and the extensive. There are the following (varieties):—[52 b. 1.] 1) The Code of the Bodhisattvas² which teaches the profound Doctrine referring to the Absolute Truth, and 2) the exposition of various teachings in many different forms (of style), as the Aphorisms,³ the Sing-song,⁴ the Prophecies,⁵ the Verses,⁶ the Solemn Utterances,⁷ the Introductions,⁸ &c.

144. (The Cosmical Body) is of unworlly nature,
And in this world there is absolutely nothing
With which it can be compared.
Therefore it can be shown only in its similarity
With the (corporeal form of) the Buddha himself.

145. The Teaching of the profound and subtle Doctrine
Is like honey that has only one taste,⁹
And the other, Empirical, Teachings, in their various forms,
Are like the interior (of different grains)
Covered by various kinds of peel.

Thus, these 3 examples,—of the form of the Buddha, of honey, and the interior (of a grain), refer to the Cosmical Body of the Buddha as it pervades all the living beings without exception, since it is said:—All the sentient beings are possessed of the Essence of the Buddha.—Indeed, among the categories of living beings, there exists absolutely none standing apart from the Cosmical Body

¹ deśanā-dharma = bstan-pahī-chos.
² bodhisattva-pitaka = byan-chub-sems-dpaḥi-sde-snod, i.e. the Mahāyānistic Doctrine as a whole.
³ sūtra = mdo-sde.
⁴ geya = dbyaṅs-kyis-brūnad-pa.
⁵ vyākaraṇa = lūṅ-du-bstan-pa.
⁶ gāthā = tshigs-su-bcead-pa.
⁷ udāna = ched-du-brjod-pa.
⁸ nidāna = gleḥ-gki.
⁹ eka-rasa = ro-geig-pa.
of the Buddha, (not pervaded by it). (This Cosmical Body) has accordingly a resemblance with space that fills up all physical forms.\(^1\) It is said: \(^2\)—

As space is considered to be always all-embracing,
In a like way it\(^3\) is held to be all-pervading for ever and anon.
Just as space fills up all visible forms,
Similarly it pervades all the multitudes of living beings.

146. Being by nature inalterable,
Sublime, and perfectly pure, [53 a. 1.]
This Absolute is spoken of
As having a resemblance with gold.

That which represents the spiritual element is, notwithstanding, its contact with innumerable forms of defilement and the miseries (of Phenomenal Existence), perfectly pure and radiant by nature. Therefore it cannot be spoken of as being alterable and, for this very reason, since it is unchangeable like fine gold, it is called the Absolute,\(^4\) the true Essence (of existence). This (Absolute) exists without any difference even in all those living beings who are possessed of the factors for becoming definitely rooted in error. But, (every time) when it attains the full purification from all the accidental defiling forces, (he in whom this has taken place) is called “the Buddha.”\(^5\) Therefore, with regard to the indivisible character of the Absolute, we have the comparison with gold which illustrates the fact that the Absolute Essence of the Buddha is (at the same time) the fundamental element of the living beings. Having in view this unique, perfectly pure Absolute Essence which is of spiritual nature, the Lord has said: \(^6\)—O Mañjuśrī, the Buddha has a direct knowledge of the root, the foundation of all the ego-centristic

---

\(^1\) Dar. 157 b. 1. Like space in the interior of a vessel, &c.
\(^2\) Sūtraśāntikāra IX. 15. yathāmbaraviś sarvagataś sudāmatam, &c.
\(^3\) The Essence of the Buddha.
\(^4\) tathātā = de-btin-hid.
\(^5\) tathūgata.
\(^6\) In the Jāna-loka-ālaṁkāra-sūtra. Kg. MDO. III. 297 a. 5—6.
properties. Through this (knowledge) he protects (the living beings) from egoistic views. As the true Unique Essence has become perfectly pure (in him), he cognizes the perfectly pure essence of the living beings (identical with his own). That which represents the pure Unique Essence and that which is the pure element of Buddhism in the living beings are the same thing; they cannot be separated from each other. It is moreover said:

The Absolute, though unique with all,
Is, every time that it becomes purified, [53 b. 1.]
No other but Buddhahood; therefore
All the living beings are endowed with the element of the Buddha.

147. Being like a treasure and like (the germ of) a tree in a seed,
The source (of Buddhahood) is known to be of 2 kinds,—
The Fundamental that exists without beginning,
And that which undergoes the highest process of development.

148. From these 2 forms of the source of Buddhahood
The 3 Bodies of the Buddha take their origin,
From the first arises the first of the Bodies,
And from the second,—the latter two.

149. The Body of Absolute Existence
Is like a beautiful, precious image,
Since, by nature, it is not wrought (by human hands)
And is the treasury of all the virtuous properties.

150. The Body of Supreme Bliss is like a universal monarch,
Being endowed with the sovereignty over the Grand Doctrine,

---

1 upādāna = še-bar-len-pa.
2 Sutrālambkāra IX. 37. sarvocīṣṭā'pi tathātā buddhim āgatā | tathā- 
gati'tvaṁ tasmāc ca tadgarbhāḥ sarvadēhināḥ.
3 prakṛti-sthā-gotra = rañ-bšin-gnas-rigs.
4 samudānita-gotra = yañ-dag-par-blaws-pa'hi-rigs.
5 The Cosmical Body.
6 svabhāva-kāya = ŋo-bo-śid-sku.
7 saṁbhoga-kāya = loins-sku.
8 Cf. Abhisamayālambkāra VIII.12.—saṁbhogikō matoḥ kāyo mahāyūnopabhogataḥ.
And the Apparitional Form\textsuperscript{1} is like a golden statue,
As it has the nature of being an image.

Therefore, these 5 remaining examples,—of a treasure, a tree, a precious image, the universal monarch, and the golden statue, refer to the source that gives rise to the 3 Bodies of the Buddha, as it exists (in all living beings). They illustrate the fact that (from this point of view likewise) the element of Buddhahood is the fundamental element of all the living beings.\textsuperscript{2} Now, Buddhahood manifests itself in the 3 Bodies of the Buddha. Therefore, the source of Buddhahood in its 2 forms is the cause for the attainment (of these 3 Bodies). The word dhātu (element or essence) has here accordingly the special meaning of “a cause.” It is accordingly said:—In every living being there exists the Essence of the Buddha as the element owing to which (the properties of the Buddha) are attained, but the living beings do not know about it. We have it, moreover, as follows:\textsuperscript{3}

The Essence that has no beginning
Is the foundation of all the elements,
Owing to its existence, all the Phenomenal Life,
And Nirvāṇa, likewise, is made manifest [54 a. 1.]

Now, how is it that there is no beginning?—It has been said and ascertained:—An initial limit is not to be perceived (with the Absolute Essence). This “Essence” is spoken of as follows:\textsuperscript{4}—O Lord, that which is the Essence of the Buddha is likewise the Essence of all the supermundane and perfectly pure elements.—As concerns “the foundation of all the elements” it is said:—O Lord, for this reason the Essence of the Buddha is the foundation, the support, and the

\textsuperscript{1} nirmāṇa-kāya = sprul-sku.
\textsuperscript{2} Dar. 160 a. 2—3.—The word dhātu has the sense of a cause, the essence, and an element. The dhātu of Buddhahood is to be understood in the sense of a cause.
\textsuperscript{3} Dar. 160 a. 6. Chos-mṇon-paḥi-mdo-las—in the Abhidharma-sūtra.
\textsuperscript{4} In the Śrī-mālā-sūtra. Kg. DKON. VI. 281 b. 6—8.
\textsuperscript{5} Ibid. 281 a. 6—8.
substratum of the immutable \(^1\) elements which are united (in one motionless whole), indivisible, and inseparable. (At the same time), O Lord, this very Essence of the Buddha is the foundation, the substratum, and the support of the elements that are produced by causes and conditions,\(^2\) which are disunited (in their plurality), are differentiated and separated from each other. “All the Phenomenal Life” is spoken of as follows:\(^3\)—O Lord, as the Essence of the Buddha exists, one can conventionally call it “The Phenomenal World.”—“And Nirvāṇa is made manifest.”—Here we have:\(^4\)—O Lord, if the Essence of the Buddha did not exist, there would be no aversion to Phenomenal Existence, and there would be no desire, no effort, and no will of attaining Nirvāṇa.

This Essence of the Buddha is great and extensive like the Cosmical Body, and is by its very nature identical with the Buddha [54 b. 1]. It has the character of the fundamental element which invariably exists in all the living beings, and is to be viewed in such an aspect, its measure being its own essential nature (i.e. the Absolute). It is said:\(^5\)—O noble youth, such is the true essence of the elements.—May the Buddhas appear in this world, or may they not,\(^6\) all the living beings are possessed of the Essence of Buddhahood.—That which represents the true essence of the elements acts here as the argument, the mode of proof, and the means (of cognition), since such is the state of things and there is no other. In every case, for the accurate investigation of the spiritual element and a correct knowledge about it, the Absolute Essence must be resorted to, and represents a logical foundation. This Essence itself is not accessible to discursive thought and to investigation. It can only be the object of faith.

\(^1\) abhāsākṣṣa = ḍhūs-ma-byas.
\(^2\) abhāsākṣa = ḍhūs-byas.
\(^3\) In the Śrī-mālā-sūtra. Kg. DKON. VI. 281 a. 1—2.
\(^4\) Ibid. 281 a. 8—b. 1.
\(^5\) Tathāgata-garbha-sūtra. Kg. MDO. XX. 248 b. 6.
\(^6\) utpāde vā tathāgata-nām anutpāde vā.
151. The Absolute Essence of the Buddhas
   Can be cognized only by faith.
   The blazing disk of the sun
   Cannot be seen by those who have no eyes.

In short, four kinds of individuals are characterized as not
being possessed of the faculty of vision perceiving the Essence of
the Buddha. Who are these four?—The ordinary worldly beings,
the Śrāvakas, the Pratyekabuddhas, and the Bodhisattvas who have
recently entered the Vehicle. It is accordingly said:¹—O Lord, this
Essence of the Buddha is not accessible to those who have fallen
into the error of maintaining the existence of real individuals, to
those who have a false conception (of the Absolute Truth), and those
whose mind deviates from the principle of Relativity² [55 a. 1.].—
Here "those who are fallen into the error of maintaining the existence
of real individuals" are the ordinary worldly beings. Indeed, the
latter admit that the elements influenced by defilement,³ the (5) groups
and the rest, constitute a real Ego and belong to it. They thus
cling to the conception of "Ego" and "Mine", and, owing to this
conception, cannot have any faith in the immaculate Absolute Essence
which represents a negation of the principle of separate individuality.
Therefore, they cannot cognize the Essence of the Buddha which
is accessible only to the Omniscient. "Those who indulge in a
misconception (of the Absolute Truth)" are the Śrāvakas and the
Pratyekabuddhas. How that?—Answer:—These (the Hīnayānists),
instead of repeatedly meditating upon the idea of Eternity with
regard to the Essence of the Buddha which must be contemplated
as eternal, indulge in the contemplation of the evanescence (of the
separate elements). Further on, instead of repeatedly meditating
upon the idea of bliss with respect to the Essence of the Buddha
which is the Supreme Bliss, they find pleasure in concentrating

¹ In the Śrī-ṃāla-sūtra. Kg. DKON. VI. 281 b. 5—6.
² śaṇyataḥ = ston-pa-tid. Cf. below.
³ sāsrava = zag-bcos.
their mind upon the idea of the suffering (of Phenomenal Life). Being far from the concentration upon the idea of the Unity (of the Universe),—the Essence of the Buddha having to be contemplated as this Unity,—they take delight in meditating upon the idea of the absence of a unity, (the impersonality) of the elements. And, averse to the concentration upon the idea of Absolute Purity with regard to the Essence of the Buddha which is to be contemplated as such [55 b. 1.], they find satisfaction in fixing their mind upon the impurity (of the Phenomenal World).

Reference to the Mahāparinirvāṇa-sūtra.

Thus, in such a form, we have it stated that the Essence which is characterized as the Absolute Eternity, Bliss, Unity, and Purity, is not accessible to any of the Śrāvakas and Pratyekabuddhas, since they find pleasure in (venturing on) the Path that is not favourable to the attainment of the Cosmical Body. This fact, that (the Absolute) cannot be the object of those who indulge in false views and cling to the conception of Evanescence, Suffering, Impersonality, and Impurity,—is discussed in detail in the Mahāparinirvāṇa-sūtra where the Lord makes it clear by the comparison with a stone of lapis lazuli in a pond. The passage runs as follows:—O brethren, suppose, in the hot season, the people, having washed and tied up their garments, begin to play in the water with their ornaments and objects of pastime. Suppose then, someone would cast into the water a valuable stone of lapis lazuli, and then, in order to get that stone, they all would leave their ornaments and begin to search for it. They would consider the pebbles and the gravel in the pond to be precious stones, seize them and draw them out, thinking:—I have got a precious stone.—Having thus extracted (the pebbles) they would look at them on the bank of the pond and become convinced that they are not precious stones. (The mistake would be caused) by the water of the pond, which, owing to the efficiency of the real stone would appear as

---

similar to it in its shine and colour. Therefore, the person thinking: Oh, this is a precious stone,—when it is really only the water (that is so coloured), will be possessed of the idea of the quality (of the stone transferred to the water). Thereafter one who is experienced [56 a. 1.] and attentive would really get hold of the stone. O brethren, in a similar manner, ye who are ignorant of the true essence of the elements, which is like a precious jewel, maintain that all things are evanescent, that there is only suffering, and that everything is impersonal and impure. Ye all meditate upon (this idea) and, contemplating it repeatedly, many times, fix (your mind upon it). In reality, all this is of no use. Therefore, O brethren, ye must become experienced (in order that these ideas) should not become for you like the pebbles and the gravel of that pond. O brethren, with those elements which ye maintain to be all of them evanescent, suffering, impersonal, and impure, and repeatedly contemplate as such, there exists (an essence which represents) Eternity, Bliss, Purity, and Unity.—Such is in detail the passage referring to the true Supreme Essence of the elements and showing the incorrectness (of clinging to the conception of evanescence, &c.), as we have it in Scripture.

The true Conception of Relativity and Non-substantiality.

Now, "the individuals whose mind deviates from the true principle of Relativity" are the Bodhisattvas who have recently entered the Vehicle and who are deprived of (the cognition of) the Essence of the Buddha in the aspect of Universal Relativity. There are those who say that the subsequent annihilation, the destruction of elements which did really exist, represents Nirvāṇa. They thus understand "the Medium of Liberation of Non-substantiality"¹ as the destruction of real entities² [56 b. 1.]. Then there are such who say that the Non-substantiality³ that is to be cognized and contem-

¹ śānyatā-vimokṣa-mukha = ston-pa-ḥid-kyi-rnam-thar-gyi-ṣgo.
² Acc. to Dar. 164 a. 6. the Bodhisattvas who have not abandoned Hinayānistic views.
³ śānyatā = ston-pa-ḥid.
plated, is some separate reality, differing from Matter and the other
(elements). They thus, in their contemplation of Non-substantiality,
cling to it as an absolute principle.\(^1\) Now, what is the Essence of
the Buddha, as it presents itself in the aspect of Relativity, (the
true meaning of Non-substantiality).

152. Here there is nothing that is to be rejected,
And absolutely nothing to be added;
The Truth must only be directly perceived,
And he who sees the Truth becomes delivered.\(^2\)

153. The element of Buddhahood is by nature devoid
Of the accidental (defiling forces), which are different from it,
But it is by no means devoid of the highest properties,
Which are, essentially, indivisible from it.

What is said by this?—There exists absolutely no real defiling
element that is to be removed from the Essence of the Buddha,
since it is from the outset devoid of all the accidental defilement,
this being its nature. There exists likewise not the least purifying
element that could be added to it, because it is itself the true essence
of all the perfectly pure properties which are indivisible. Therefore
it is said that the Essence of the Buddha is devoid of all the coverings
of defilement which can be separated (from the spiritual element)\(^3\)
and stand apart from it, and that on the other hand it is not devoid
of the properties of the Buddha, which are indivisible, inseparable,
inconceivable, and greater in number than the sands of the Ganges.
We know that an object is "devoid"\(^4\) of something, if this does
not exist with it [57 a. 1.], and that if something is added to it, it
must always exist. These 2 verses demonstrate the essence of the

\(^1\) Dar. 164 b. 1.—the Yogācāras.

\(^2\) This verse is exactly the same as in the Abhisamayālaṅkāra (V, 21).
\[ nā’panyam atah kisco prakṣeptavyam na kīś ca na \]
drṣṭavāṃ bhūtato bhūtaḥ bhūta-darśi vimucyate.

\(^3\) Dar. 166 b. 6. sems-kyi-ran-bśin-las-rnam-par-dbye-ba-yod-pa ḡbral-bar nes-
par-ḥbral-śes-pa.

\(^4\) sūnya = ston-pa.
true Relativity, free from the extremities of imputed Realism and Nihilism.¹ Now, (the individuals) whose mind turns away from this principle, is distracted and not-concentrated upon it, we call "those that deviate from the principle of Relativity." Now, without the transcendental knowledge of the Relativity of the Ultimate Reality² it is impossible to intuit and realize the non-dialectical³ Absolute. With regard to this subject it has been said:–The Transcendental Wisdom cognizing the Essence of the Buddha is the knowledge about the Relativity of the Buddhas. This essence of the Lord cannot be perceived and cognized by the Hīnayānists. As the Essence of the Buddha is the Essence of the Cosmical Body, it is spoken of as not being accessible to those who have fallen into the conception of a real individuality.⁴ Indeed, (the intuition of) the unique Absolute is an antidote against such erroneous views. As the Cosmical Body represents the Transcendental Essence (of the Universe), it cannot be the object of those who indulge in a wrong view (regarding the Absolute Truth), since the Cosmical Body in its transcendental nature is put forth as the antidote of all the worldly properties as evanescence and the rest [57 b. 1.]. Then it is said that, as the Cosmical Body is the essence of all the purified elements,⁵ it is not accessible to those whose mind deviates from the true principle of Relativity. Indeed, owing to their perfectly pure nature, the properties which are indivisible and characterize the Transcendental Cosmical Body are by their nature devoid of all the accidental defiling elements. Through the cognition of the unique spiritual medium which is inseparable from the Absolute in the aspect of monism, the perception of the Transcendental Cosmical Body, perfectly pure by nature, is


² paramārthā-sūnyatā = don-dam-pa-ston-pa-ḥid.

³ nirvikalpaka = rnam-par-rlog-pa-med-pa.

⁴ sakāya-dṛṣṭi = ḷig-tshogs-kyi-lta-ba.

⁵ Cf. Abhisamayālaṅkāra VIII. 1. svaṭukārāṁ viśuddhim ye dharmāḥ prōptā nirāsravāḥ | svābhāviko muneḥ kāyas tesuṁ prakṛtilakṣṇayaḥ.
attained. As regards this perception it has been said that the Bodhisattvas abiding on the 10 Stages may slightly perceive the Essence of the Buddha. They are considered to intuit it by means of their Absolute Transcendental Wisdom.¹ We have it accordingly in Scripture:—

Thou hast here only a partly knowledge of the Truth²
Which is perceived like the sun in the sky covered with clouds;
Even the Saints possessed of pure spiritual vision cannot see it at all times.
O Lord, only they whose Wisdom is illimited, perceiving the Cosmical Body,
And pervades the Essence of everything cognizable that is infinite like space,—
They can perceive the Truth at all times.

Controversy.

It is said:—This Essence of the Buddha is thus not always accessible even to the Highest of Saints that abide on the Stages characterized by the full absence of Desire. If this be so, it is something exceedingly hard to be cognized. Therefore, what is the use of this teaching about it to the ordinary worldly beings?—[58 a. 1.] The necessity of this teaching is in short expressed in 2 verses, one containing the question, and the other being the reply given to it.

154. It has been said in these and those (parts of Scripture)³
That all the things cognizable are essentially unreal,
Being like clouds, like visions in a dream, and like an illusion.
Wherefore then has the Lord declared here⁴
That the Essence of the Buddha exists in all living beings.

¹ At the time of intense concentration.
² Dar. 168 a. 4.—perceiving it only at the time of intense concentration.
³ Dar. 169 a. 4 and 172 a. 5.—in the Scripture of the intermediate period, the Śatasūhasri, Aṣṭasūhasri, &c.
⁴ In the Scripture of the later period.
155. There are 5 kinds of defects (in a living being):—
Depression of the mind, contempt regarding those that are inferior,
Evaluation of the unreal, nihilistic views regarding the Absolute Truth.
(The teaching about the element of Buddhahood) has been exposed
In order that those with whom these defects exist
Might become rid of them.
The meaning of these 2 verses is, in short, explained by the following ten:—

156. The Ultimate Reality (is the Essence of the Buddha),
It is devoid of all the elements that are conditioned\(^1\) in all their forms;
The passions, the Biotic Force and their consequences
Are described as resembling the clouds and the like.

157. The passions, they are like the clouds,
The Biotic Force that is produced (by ignorance)
Is (unreal) as the objects of enjoyment in a dream,
The consequence of the passions and of the Biotic Force,—
The groups of elements, they are like illusionary forms produced
by magic.

158. So has it been ascertained before.\(^2\)
Then, subsequently, in this Highest of Teachings,\(^3\)
In order to remove the 5 kinds of defects (in a living being),
It is shown that the Essence of the Buddha exists.

159. Indeed, if one has not heard about it,
There may arise the defect of self-depreciation,\(^4\)

---

\(^1\) *samskṛta*. Dar. 173 b. 3—4. The Absolute Reality that is the spiritual element of a living being, perfectly pure by nature, is the Essence of the Buddha that is spoken of here. It is devoid of all the elements of Phenomenal Existence and their causes (*duḥkha-samudaya*).

\(^2\) In the Scripture of the intermediate period. Dar. 174 b. 4.

\(^3\) Or “the latest Teaching” (*Uttaratantra*) = the Scripture of the latest period.

\(^4\) Dar. 175 a. 2.—thinking oneself incapable of attaining Buddhahood.
Owing to which the mind becomes depressed in some,  
And the spirit directed toward Enlightenment\(^1\)
Is not aroused in them.

160. (There are others) who, having made the Creative Effort,  
Are full of pride, thinking that they are the highest,  
And have thoughts of extreme contempt  
For those in whom the will of Enlightenment is not aroused.

161. With him who thinks like that [58 b. 1.]  
Correct knowledge does not arise;  
He perceives that which is unreal,\(^2\)  
And does not know the true state of things.

162. (Indeed), the defects of the real beings are unreal,  
Since they are not-genuine and accidental.  
As the defects are thus imputed,  
Only the virtuous properties are pure by nature.

163. He who is possessed of a mind having regard for the defects  
that are unreal,  
And depreciating the virtuous properties that are true,  
Cannot perceive the equality of oneself and other living beings\(^3\)
And become full of love for them.

164. Therefore, having heard about this\(^4\)  
(One can become possessed of) zeal,  
Of regard (for all living beings)\(^5\) as for the Teacher,  
Of Highest Wisdom, Transcendental Intuition, and great Love.  
These 5 properties having become originated,

1 bodhi-citta = byan-chub-kyi-sems.  
2 Dar. 175 a. 6.—He considers that which is unreal, i.e. the defects of the living beings, to have a real essence of its own.  
3 Dar. 173 b. 3.—In the sense of being possessed of the element of Buddhahood and of being capable of attaining the state of a Buddha.  
4 Ibid. 173 b. 4—5.—about the existence of the element of Buddhahood in all the living beings.  
5 Ibid. 173 b. 5. sans-rgyas thob-hdod-kyi spro-ba dañh sems-can gian-la ston-pa-biin-du-gus-pa.
165. One becomes free from the defect (of self-depreciation),
Perceives the equality (of oneself and others),
Is devoid of (real)\(^1\) defects and possessed of virtuous properties,
And having made one’s aim the weal of others,
One attains Buddhahood at an early date.

Finished the explanation of Essence of Buddhahood, the summary
of which is to be found in the first verse (concerning the subject).\(^2\)
So we have it, as a part of the investigation of the sources of the
3 Jewels as contained in the Treatise on the Sublime Science of
the Great Vehicle.

End of the exposition of the Absolute mingled with defiling
elements.

II. Enlightenment and the Absolute free from Defilement.

Now we shall speak of the undefiled Absolute. What is this
undefiled Absolute?—It is the condition of a complete metamorphose\(^3\)
(of the elements of existence) which become fully merged in the
unaffected Absolute Essence\(^4\) of the Buddhas. This is brought about
through the removal of the defiling elements in all their forms. In
short, this (undefiled Absolute Essence) is to be considered from
8 points of view. What are these 8?—

1. Perfect purity,\(^5\) the factors that bring it about,\(^6\)
The removal (of all the stains,\(^7\) the action in behalf of one-
self and others,

---

\(^1\) Ibid. 174 a. 1. skyon-rai’-dzin-gyis-grub-pa-med-cin-yon-tan-bbyun-ruñ-du
ldan-pa.

\(^2\) I.e. verse 27.

\(^3\) parāvṛtti = yoia-su-gyur-pa.

\(^4\) anāśara-dhātu = zurück-med-pha-bhi-dbyiṅs.

\(^5\) Dar. 176 b. 6.—Perfect purity, the essence of Enlightenment.

\(^6\) The causes of Enlightenment. Dar. 176 b. 6.—The Transcendental Wisdom
at the time of intense concentration (samāhita-jñāna), and the wisdom acquired
after (the termination of the trance—preśha-labdha).

\(^7\) Dar. 177 a. 1. Enlightenment taken from the standpoint of the result.
And the foundation of these kinds of action, The Profound, the Magnificent, and the Magnanimous [59 a. 1.] (The 3 Bodies) that endure as long as the world exists
And manifest themselves in accordance (with the needs of the converts).

This verse indicates, respectively, 8 subjects which are as follows:—1) the essence, 2) the cause, 3) the result, 4) the functions, 5) the relations, 6) the manifestations, 7) the eternal, and 8) the inconceivable character (of Buddhahood).

Now, we know that the fundamental element, when it is not delivered from the coverings of defilement, is called "the Essence of the Buddha." This same essence, in the state of complete purification, has the character of a metamorphose (of all the elements). It is accordingly said: O Lord, those who have no doubt as regards the Essence of the Buddha as it is concealed under all the millions of coverings of defilement, shall likewise not be doubting of the Cosmical Body of the Buddha delivered from all the bonds of the passions.

(The cause which brings about the attainment of Enlightenment is) the Highest Wisdom (of a Saint), which is of two kinds, viz. the supermundane, non-dialectical, and the mundane that is acquired after (the termination of the trance). This mundane and supermundane knowledge is the cause of the metamorphose (of the

---

3 The Apparitional Body (nārminyā-kāya = sprul-sku).
4 Dar. 177 a. 3. The eternal character of Buddhahood.
5 Ibid. 177 a. 4. The inconceivable character of Buddhahood.
6 Śrī-mālā-sūtra. Kg. DKON. VI. 277 a. 5—6.
7 lokottara = hjig-rten-las-ḥdas-pa.
8 nirvikalpaka = rnam-par-rtog-pa-med-pa.
9 laukika = hjig-rten-pa.
10 prsth-laḥdha = rjes las-thob-pa.

Acta orientalia. IX.
elements). The idea of the cause is expressed by the word ("factors for the) attainment,"—"that by which something is attained."  
The result (produced by) these (factors) is of 2 kinds, viz. the removal of the Obscuration of Moral Defilement, and the removal of the Obscuration of Ignorance.  
The accomplishment of one's own aim and of that of others,—these are the functions (of the supermundane and the mundane Wisdom) respectively.  
The connexion of the foundation of these 2 forms of activity with its properties is the relation (spoken of here) [59 b. 1.]. The manifestations are those of the 3 Bodies of the Buddha which are respectively characterized by profundity, magnificence, and magnanimity. They are realized in an inconceivable manner and endure as long as the world exists.

Summary.

2. The essence, the cause, and the result,  
The functions, the relations, and the manifestations,  
The eternal and the inconceivable character,—  
By these the state of the Buddha is characterized.

Now, (first of all) we have a verse referring to Buddhahood and the means for the attainment of it, that is to say, the essence and the causes (of Enlightenment)—

3. Buddhahood is that which is called pure and radiant, (Shining) like the sun and (immaculate) like the sky, Which was darkened by the Obscurations Of defilement and ignorance as by dense multitudes of clouds,

---

1 Cf. Sutrālaśākāra IX. 12 and Vasubandhu thereon—suviśuddha-lokottaras-āśā-mārga-labhāt tat-pratīka-labdha-ananta-jñeya-viśaya-jñeya-mārga-labhāca ca.
2 hiti thob-par na thob-pa'ho = prāpyate anena iti prūptih.
3 klesa-āvarāna = non-mipa-pa'i-sgrīb-pa.
4 jñeya-āvarāna = bse-ba'i-sgrīb-pa.
5 In its essence.
And is now perfectly pure, possessed of all the properties of the Buddha,
Is eternal, firm and indestructible.
It is attained on the foundation of the knowledge of the Truth,
Which is free from dialectical thought-construction,
And the knowledge analyzing (the elements of existence). 1

The meaning of this verse is in short explained by the following 4—

4. The state of the Buddha is characterized
   By the indivisible purest properties.
   It has a resemblance with the sun and the sky
   In its character of wisdom and of purity. 2

5. It is radiant and uncreated, 3
   It manifests itself in its indivisible essence, 4
   And is possessed of all the properties of the Buddha,
   Which excel in their number the sands of the Ganges.

6. Being by their very essence unreal,
   Pervasive and occasional,
   The Obscurations of Defilement and of Ignorance
   Are spoken of as resembling clouds.

7. The causes for the removal of these 2 Obscurations
   Are the two kinds of Highest Wisdom,—
   That which is free from (dialectical) construction,
   And that which follows (the concentrated trance).

[60 a. 1.] It is said that the state of perfect purity represents
the complete metamorphose (of the elements). Now, this purity, to
speak briefly, appears in 2 forms, viz. the natural purity, and the

1 Sic acc. to Dar. 178 b. 3.
2 Lit. the removal (of the Obscurations—prahāya = spāñs-pa).
3 Dar. 179 a. 3—4.—It is not produced anew by causes and conditions.
purification from (the accidental) defilement.\textsuperscript{1} As regards the natural purity, it represents (the Absolute as the beginningless fundamental element), which is essentially free (from every real contact with the defiling elements), but is not separated from the (accidental) Obscurations. Indeed, this spiritual essence, being pure by nature, is at the same time not necessarily devoid of the stains of an occasional character. The purification from these occasional defiling forces is complete deliverance and the removal of all the stains, as water is purified from dust and the like. Indeed, the spiritual essence which is pure and radiant finally becomes devoid of all the accidental defilement. Now, with regard to the purification from defilement which represents the result, we have the following verse:—

8. Like a lake full of the purest water
And covered by lotuses that have developed gradually,\textsuperscript{2}
Like the full moon delivered from the jaws of Rahu,\textsuperscript{3}
Like the sun free from all obscuration
Caused by the dense multitude of clouds,\textsuperscript{4}
It is possessed of immaculate properties,
Is radiant and illuminating.

9.\textsuperscript{5} Like the Highest of Sages,\textsuperscript{6} like honey, and like the kernel
(of a fruit),
Like precious gold, like a treasure and like a tree,
Like the immaculate images of the Buddha,
Like the ruler of the earth and like a golden statue—such is
Buddhahood.

\textsuperscript{1} Cf. Sūtrakārikā, XII. 15.—svabhāva-buddhān mala-buddhitam ca.
\textsuperscript{2} Dar. 179 b. 5—6.—being possessed of immaculate properties, owing to the complete extirpation of desire (rūga).
\textsuperscript{3} Ibid. 179 b. 6.—being endowed with the light of immaculate love and Commiseration, owing to the removal of hatred (dveśa).
\textsuperscript{4} Ibid. 179 b. 6.—180 a. 1.—being possessed of the immaculate lustre of wisdom through the complete removal of infatuation (moha).
\textsuperscript{5} The 9 examples illustrating the fundamental element now applied to Buddhahood.
\textsuperscript{6} muni-rṣabha = thub-paḥi-khyu-mchog.
The meaning of these two verses is, in short, explained by the following 8:—

10. Similar to the waters of a lake and the like\(^1\)
Is the state of perfect purity, (the liberation)
From desire and the other occasional defiling forces.
It is, in short, spoken of as the result
Of the Wisdom free from thought-construction. [60 b. 1.]

11. The certain attainment of the (3) Bodies of the Buddha
Possessed of the highest of all the forms of existence
Is demonstrated as being the result
Of the Wisdom following the transcendental contemplation.

12. Through the removal of the dust of Desire,
And by pouring forth the waters of transic meditation,
To the converts that resemble lotuses,
(Buddhahood) is like a lake of purest water.

13. Being delivered from the Rāhu of enmity,
It pervades all that exists
By the rays of Commiseration and Highest Love.
Therefore it is like the immaculate full moon.

14. Being free from the clouds of infatuation,
Buddhahood removes all darkness in the living beings
By the rays of its Divine Wisdom,
Having thus a resemblance with the sun free from every stain.

15. It is possessed of properties incomparable (with others)
And equal (only with the Buddhas),
It spreads the flavour of the Highest Doctrine
And is free from the coverings (of the Obsculurations),
Therefore it is like the Body of the Buddha,\(^2\)
Like honey and like the kernel of a fruit.

---

\(^1\) Dar. 180 b. 2.—the moon delivered from Rāhu and the sun freed from the clouds.

\(^2\) As incomparable with anything else.
16. It is pure; by the richness of its properties
    It removes all (moral) poverty,
    And brings to maturity the fruit of deliverance.
    It is thus like gold, like a treasure, and like a tree.

17. As it represents the precious Cosmical Body,
    Is the Highest Lord of all the bipeds,
    And appears in the most precious of forms,
    It is like a precious image, a king and a golden statue.

The Functions of Enlightenment.

The supermundane, non-dialectical knowledge, and the knowledge
which is acquired after the transcendental contemplation are the
causes of the metamorphose (of the elements) which is called “the
result consisting in the separation” (from the defiling forces). The
functions of these (2 kinds of wisdom) is that which we call the
complement of one’s own weal and of that of others. Now, what is
this complement of one’s own weal and of that of others?—(Answer):
That which represents the attainment of the undefiled Cosmical Body
and the deliverance from the Obscurations of passion and of ignorance
[61 a. 1.] is called “the complement of one’s own weal.” That which,
being founded on the latter, consists in a twofold manifestation, viz.
the activity free from effort by appearing in (either of the) two
corporeal) forms as long as the world exists and the miraculous
power of teaching,—is the complement of the weal of other living
beings. With reference to these functions we have the following
3 verses:—

1 visajyoga-phala = bral-bahi-ybras-bu, i.e. the Extinction of the elements
2 anādhoga = lhun-gyis-grub-pa.
3 The Body of Bliss and the Apparitional Body.
4 Dar. 181 b. 2.—The act of teaching the Doctrine in such a manner that,
    being communicated in one way, it is understood by all the different converts, each
    in his own language.
18. Immaculate, of all-pervading Wisdom, imperishable, 
Firm, quiescent, eternal, and motionless, 
The Buddha (in his corporeal forms) is the cause 
That the pure faculties of sense perceive their objects 
As space is the receptacle for all things.¹

19. He conveys the perception of (his) miraculous apparitions, 
The pure audition of the most sublime words, 
The pure scent of the Buddha’s morality, 
The relish of the flavour of the Highest Doctrine, 
The enjoyment of the felicitous feeling of transic meditation, 

20. And the cognition of the subject profound by its very nature.² 
But, if closely investigated, 
The Buddha who grants thus the true and highest bliss 
Is (in his Cosmical Essence) uncaused and unconditioned. 

The meaning of these 3 verses is, in short, made known by 
the following eight:—

21. In short, such do we know to be the functions 
Of the 2 kinds of Highest Wisdom,— 
The attainment of the fully accomplished Cosmical Body 
Which is free (from all defiling elements) 
And the activity of this Cosmical Body.

22. The perfectly delivered Cosmical Body and its manifestations³ 
Are to be known in two aspects and in one, 
Being free from all defilement, all-pervading, 
And the substratum of eternal properties.⁴

23. They are undefiled owing to the extirpation 
Of all the passions and their residues,

¹ Dar. 181b. 6. As, on the background of space, the 6 forms of consciousness of the living beings perceive each their own object. 
² The meaning of universal Relativity and Non-substantiality. 
³ Dar. 182 b. 6. 
⁴ Sic acc. to Dar. 183 a. 1—2.
Being free from every attachment and hindrance

They are all-pervading in their wisdom.

They are eternal, being
Of a totally indestructible nature;
This imperishable character, being demonstrated in short,
Is expressed by the ideas of firmness and the rest.

Now, evanescence is known to be of 4 kinds,
Which are the reverse of firmness, &c.,—
Putrification, the changes caused by illness, birth,
And migration which takes place in an inconceivable way.

Owing to the absence of these, (the Cosmical Body) is firm
and quiescent,
It is eternal and knows no migration.
This immaculate spiritual element, being the support
Of all the purest properties, represents their substratum.

As space, being itself uncaused,
Is the cause for the perception of visible forms,
And, with regard to the sounds, smells, tangibles and mental
elements,
The cause of their audition and the rest.

So the 2 Bodies, in their unimpeded activity,
Represent the cause for the origination
Of all the purest virtuous properties
Accessible to the perception of the Bodhisattvas.

It is said:—The Buddha has the character of space.—This
refers to the special absolute character of the Buddha, which has
nothing in common with anything else. Indeed, if we were to
recognize the Buddha only by the 32 corporeal marks of a super-

---

1 *asakta* = chogs-pa-med-pa, and *apratihatā* = thogs-pa-med-pa.
2 *śukla-dharma* = dkar-po-bi-chos.
3 *dharma-āyatanā* or *dharma-dhūtu*.
4 The Body of Bliss and the Apparitional Body.
5 In the Jāna-āloka-alahkāra-sūtra.
man, the universal monarch would turn to be a Buddha as well.—
Now, with reference to the relations (of Buddhahood to the properties) of an absolute character, we have the following verse:—

29. Inconceivable, eternal, quiescent, indestructible,
Perfectly pacified, all-pervading, free from (dialectical) construction, and akin to space,
Free from attachment and impediments whatever, and devoid of rough sensation,
Imperceptible, incognizable, sublime, immaculate,—such is the Buddha [62 a. 1.].
The meaning of this verse is, in short, made known by the following eight:—

30. The Cosmical Body, perfectly delivered, and its manifestations
Represent the fulfilment of one's own aim and of that of others.
This support of the twofold aim
Is possessed of properties inconceivable and the like.

31. Buddhahood is accessible only to the Wisdom of the Omniscient,
Is not the object of the 3 (kinds of ordinary) knowledge,
Therefore those, endowed with spiritual bodies
Cognize it as being inconceivable.

32. Owing to its subtle transcendental character,
It cannot be made the object of study,
Being the Absolute Truth, it cannot be investigated,
And, as the profound Ultimate Essence, it is not accessible
To mundane meditation and the like.

33. Indeed, as the visible forms for those that are born blind,
It is not accessible to the perception of ordinary beings;

1 mahā-puruṣa-lakṣaṇa.
2 cakravarti-rāja = ḥkhor-löbs-rgyun-baṅ-i-rgyal-po.
3 The knowledge which is a result of study, analysis, and meditation (bruti-cintā-bhāvanā-mayā prajñā).
4 The Saints who have not attained the final Enlightenment.
5 Cf. Bodhicaryāvatāra IX. 2. buddha agocaras tatvam.
And even to the Saints who, though they perceive it (a little),
Are with respect to it like new-born infants
Perceiving the sun from the house where they are kept.

34. It is eternal, as it is not subjected to birth,
    And firm, since it does not disappear;
It is quiescent, being free from both (search and thought-
construction),¹
And indestructible as the Ultimate Essence (of the elements).

35. It represents the Perfect Peace, being the negation (of Phen-
    nomenal Existence),²
It is all-pervading, as it cognizes everything,
It is free from thought-construction through the non-insistence
    (upon the reality of the elements),³
Devoid of all attachment, owing to the extirpation of defilement.

36. Through the complete removal of the Obscuration of Ignorance,
It is free from impediments regarding everything (cognizable),⁴
And devoid of both ( languor and distraction),⁵ and duly
    purified,
It is free from every rough sensation.

37. Being immaterial, it is not perceptible,
And, as it has no real characteristic marks,
It cannot be cognized by inference.
It is sublime, being perfectly pure by nature,
And free from every stain through the complete removal of
    defilement.

Now, Buddhahood [62 b. 1.] manifests itself as indivisible from
its properties and as being (unique and undifferentiated) like space.
At the same time it applies, as long as the world exists, in an
inconceivable manner, great skill, commiseration and Highest Wisdom,
being the cause for the realization of the welfare and happiness of

¹ vitarka-vicāra (Dar. 185 a. 2.). ² nirodha-satya = hgog-bden.
² Sic acc. to Dar. 185 a. 4. ³ Ibid. ⁴ Cf. below.
all living beings. (In this activity) it is to be viewed as manifesting itself, uninterruptedly and free from effort and hindrance, in the 3 immaculate forms, viz. the Body of Absolute Existence, the Body of Bliss, and the Apparitional Body. This is due to the fact of its being endowed with the (18) exclusive properties. With reference to these manifestations we have the following 4 verses, which describe the 3 Bodies of the Buddha:—

The Body of Absolute Existence.

38. It has neither beginning, middle, nor end, is indivisible, Devoid of the 2 (extremities), delivered from the 3 (Obscurations), Immaculate and free from thought-construction, Is that which represents the Essence of the Absolute, and is perceived By the Saint, who cognizes it in concentrated trance.

39. Possessed of properties, inconceivable, unequalled, Immeasurable, and excelling the sands of the Ganges, This immaculate Essence of the Buddha Is devoid of all defects and defiling forces.

40. The Body endowed with the numerous rays of the Highest Doctrine Exerts itself in working for the salvation of all that lives; In its acts it is like the king of wish-fulfilling gems, Appearing in various forms, which, however, are not identical with it.

41. Acting on the Path that leads to the pacification of worldly existence,

---

1 svabhava-kāya = no-bo-śrid-skū. 2 saṁbhoga-kāya = lohs-skū.
3 nirmāṇa-kāya = sprul-skū. 4 āvenika-dharma = ma-hdres-pah-chos.
6 yogin = rnal-dbyor-pa. 7 vāsanā = dag-chags. 8 cintāmani-ratna-rāja.
The Body,¹ which is the cause of Salvation and of the Highest Teaching,
Abides here in this world, uninterruptedly
As the visible forms in the element of space. [68 a. 1.]
The meaning of these 4 verses is explained by the following twenty:—

42. The Omniscience of the Divine is
That which is called the state of the Buddha,
The Ultimate, Highest Nirvāṇa,
The Buddha's inconceivable introspection;—

43. Its varieties are the Profound,² the Magnificent,³
And the Magnanimous;⁴ owing to these
It manifests itself in the 3 Bodies,—
The Body of Absolute Existence and the rest.

44. Now, the Body of Absolute Existence of the Buddhas,⁵
Characterized by 5 distinctive features,
Is, in short, known to be possessed
Of 5 kinds of virtuous properties.

45. It is eternal and indivisible,
Is devoid of the 2 extremities,⁶
And completely free from the 3 Obscurations,
Of defilement, ignorance, and distraction.⁷

46. Free from all stains and thought-construction,
Accessible to the introspection of the Saints,
Representing the Essence of the Absolute,
Immaculate by nature,—it is pure and radiant.

¹ The Apparitional Body of the Buddha (nirmāṇa-kāya).
² The Body of Absolute Existence (svabhāva-kāya).
³ The Body of Bliss (saṃbhoga-kāya).
⁴ The Apparitional Body.
⁵ The Body of Absolute Existence is unique and undifferentiated with all the Buddhas. Cf. Vasubandhu on Sūtrālaṃkāra IX. 62. svabhāvikāḥ sarva-buddhānāṁ samo nīrviśeṣataya.
⁶ Of imputed Realism and Nihilism (samāropa-apavāda).
⁷ samāpatty-āvaraya = sīloms-hjug-gi-sgrīb-pa.
47. Immeasurable, innumerable, inconceivable,
   Incomparable, and representing the highest point of purity,—
   With these kinds of virtuous properties
   The Body of Absolute Existence is fully endowed.

48. Being great, extensive, and numberless,
   Inaccessible to discursive thought,
   Unique and devoid of the force of Illusion,
   It is immeasurable and so on, respectively.

**The Body of Bliss.**

49. By its nature enjoying the Doctrine in its various forms,
   It appears uninterruptedly, as this Doctrine enjoyed by it,
   Being the natural outflow of purest Commiseration,
   It works uninterruptedly for the weal of all that lives.

50. Free from constructive thought and without effort,

   [63 b. 1.] Fulfilling the desired aim (of the converts),\(^1\)
   It abides, enjoying the miraculous power\(^2\)
   Similar to that of the wish-fulfilling gem.

51. Teaching, manifesting itself, and acting uninterruptedly,
   Devoid of a will (connected with exertion)\(^3\)
   It appears here in various forms,
   Without demonstrating its true nature;—
   Such are its 5 distinctive features.

52. Just as if a precious stone,
   Being dyed with various colours,
   Does not make manifest its real essence,
   In a like way (the Buddha), pervading all that lives in various
   forms,
   Is not perceived in his true nature.

53. Full of Commiseration, with a perfect knowledge of the world,
   He has (mercifully) looked down upon the living beings,

---

\(^1\) Dar. 191 a. 4.  \(^2\) *rddhi* = *rdan-khrul.*  
\(^3\) Cf. Abhisamsyuśaṅkaśra II. 25. *sarvasya'ūnabhisavaśkṛtiḥ.*
And, without stirring from his Cosmical Body,
Has manifested himself in various emanations.

The 12 Acts of the Buddha as a mere Manifestation of
His Apparitional Body.

54. He became born (in the form of Śvetaketu),
Descended from the abode of Tuṣita,
Entered (his mother’s) womb, and was born (again);
He showed his skill in dexterous acts,

55. Led a merry life in the circle of noble women,
(Then) departed from home, practised asceticism,
Made his apparition at Bodhimaṇḍa,
Vanquished the hosts of the Evil-One,

56. Attained the Perfect Supreme Enlightenment,
Swung the Wheel of the Doctrine,
And departed into Nirvāṇa.—
Such acts he exhibits in the impure spheres,
As long as dures this world’s existence.

57. He perfectly knows the means of conversion,
By teaching about Evanescence, Uneasiness,
About Impersonality and Quiescence,²
He creates aversion in the living beings
With regard to the 3 Spheres of Existence
And directs them toward Nirvāṇa.

58. To those who have entered the Path
That leads to the (egoistic) Quiescence,
And think they have attained (the true) Nirvāṇa,
He teaches about the true essence of the elements³
As in the White Lotus of the Highest Doctrine,⁴ &c.

¹ Dar. 192 a. 3.
² The 4 main aphorisms of the Doctrine.
³ The separate unreality of subject, object, and act (trīmaṇḍala-viśuddhi).
⁴ The Saddharma-puṇḍarika.
59. He diverts them thus from their selfish desires,
And, using his Highest Wisdom and Skill,¹
[64 a. 1.] Converts them to (the teaching of) the Highest Vehicle,
And prophecies Supreme Enlightenment for them.

60. Profound, displaying manifold power,
And guiding the ordinary beings, making his aim their weal,
(The Buddha is known) in these 3 forms, respectively,
As the Profound, the Magnanimous, and the Magnificent.

61. The first of these is the Cosmical Body,
And the latter two are the corporeal forms;
As visible matter abides in space,
So are the latter two supported by the former.²

The Eternal Character of the 3 Bodies.

The 3 Bodies (of the Buddha) manifest themselves by working
for the weal of all living beings and having as such an eternal
character. With reference to this subject we have the following
verse:—

62. Called forth by causes that are infinite,³
Having an endless number of living beings to convert,⁴
Possessed of mercy, miraculous power, wisdom and of the
complement of Bliss,
Governing all the elements,⁵ vanquishing the demon of Death,
And transcendent by nature,⁶—the Lord of the World is
eternal.⁷

The subject spoken of here in short is explained by the following
6 verses:—

¹ prajñā-upāya.
² Cf. Sūtrālanākāra IX. 60.—prathamastuvavyārayaḥ.
³ Dar. 195 b. 1.—The Accumulations of Virtue and Wisdom (puṇya-fñāna-
saṁbhāra).
⁴ Dar. 195 b. 2. ⁵ dharmasvara = chos-kyi-dbang-phug.
⁶ Lit. unreal as an empirical, worldly entity (niḥsvabhāva).
⁷ Cf. Abhisamayālanākāra VIII. 11.
63. Giving up his body, his life and his property,
    He has preserved the Highest of Doctrines;
    He administers help to all living beings,
    And fully accomplishes his previous vows.

64. The Buddha thus makes manifest
    His Commiseration, pure and immaculate,
    And shows his miraculous activity,
    Which he applies in his acts, abiding eternally.

65. Owing to his Wisdom, he is free from the conception
    Of Samsāra and Nirvāṇa (as 2 separate entities);
    As he constantly partakes of the complement of bliss
    Of the inconceivable concentrated trance,
    He, whilst acting in this world,
    Is unaffected by the worldly elements.

66. He has attained the state of immortality and quiescence,
    Leaving no room for the activity of the Demon of Death;
    Therefore, the Lord, being of an immutable\(^1\) nature,
    Is perfectly quiescent from the outset.

67. Thus, eternal, he is fit to be
    A refuge for the helpless and the like.—
    The first 7 of these motives show
    The eternal character of the corporeal forms,
    And subsequent 3 demonstrate
    The Eternity of the Cosmical Body.

The inconceivable Character of Buddhahood.

This character of the Buddha, representing the complete metamorphose (of the elements of existence) we avow to be inconceivable. The following verse refers to the fact of its being such:—

\(^1\) \textit{asaṁskṛta} = \textit{ḥdus-ma-ḥyas}. Dar. 196 b. 1.—merged for ever in the immutable Absolute.
68. Unutterable, representing the Absolute Truth, 
Inaccessible to constructive thought and incomparable,¹ 
Being the highest point of perfection, 
Relating neither to the Phenomenal World, 
Nor to the (Hīnayānistic) Nirvāṇa, 
The sphere of Buddhahood is inconceivable even for the Saint. 
The subject expressed here in short is to be known from the following 4 verses:—

69. (The Buddha) is inconceivable, since he is unutterable,  
He is unutterable, being the Absolute Truth,² 
He is the Absolute Truth, being inaccessible to thought-construction, 
And is inaccessible to thought-construction, since 
He cannot be cognized through inference.

70. He cannot be made the object of inference,  
Being the Highest Point of Perfection standing above all,  
And he is highest of all, since he is not included  
(Not in the elements of the world, nor in Hīnayānistic Nirvāṇa),  
He is such, as he does not abide (in either of them),  
Having no view for the defects (of the former) and the merits (of the latter).

71. The Cosmical Body is inconceivable,  
Being subtle and transcendental out of 4 motives,  
And the corporeal forms are likewise beyond the reach of human intellect,  
This owing to a sixth motive, (as they represent  
Mere reflections of the Cosmical Body),³  
Which have no real essence of their own.

¹ Dar. 107 a. 2.—he cannot be cognized on the foundation of dist. marks.
² Cf. Bodhicaryāvatāra IX. 2. buddher agocaras tattvam.
³ pratibimba = gzugs-brtan.
72. Being possessed of Wisdom, higher than which there is none, Of greatest Commiseration and all the other properties, The Lord, who has attained the highest point of perfection, Is inaccessible to human thought. Therefore this Ultimate Essence of the Buddha Cannot be cognized even by the highest sages Who have attained the controlling power\(^1\) over the elements.

\[65\text{ a. 1.}\]

Finished the exposition of Supreme Enlightenment, the second chapter of the Analysis of the sources of the 3 Jewels, called "The Sublime Science of the Great Vehicle." Finished the description of the Absolute free from defilement.

III. The Properties of the Buddha.

Now we have to describe the properties (of the Buddha, which are perfectly immaculate by nature). (These properties) have for their foundation (Supreme Enlightenment), with which they form one inseparable whole, like the form and the colour of a precious stone. Therefore, after (the exposition of the Immaculate Absolute)—we have a verse referring to the varieties of the properties of the Buddha:—

1. The ultimate aim of oneself and of others (respectively) (Consists in) the Body which represents the Absolute Reality,\(^2\) And the worldly emanations which are founded upon it.\(^3\) These Bodies are the result of purity\(^4\) and perfection,\(^5\) Possessed of the properties that appear in 64 varieties.—What is said here?

2. The position of perfect bliss for one's own self Is the Body which represents the Absolute Truth,\(^6\)

---

\(^1\) vaśītā-prāpta = dbaṅ-thob— the Bodhisattvas on the 3 last Stages.

\(^2\) The Cosmical Body as the attainment of one's own aim Dar. 198 b. 1—2.

\(^3\) The corporeal forms of the Buddha as the complement of the weal of others. Ibid.

\(^4\) visadhyoga = bral-ba—the removal (of the Obscuration).

\(^5\) vipāka = rnam-par-smin-pa.

\(^6\) Dar. 198 b. 3—4.— The immutable Body of Absolute Existence (svabhāva-kūya) and the Body of Absolute Wisdom (jñāna-dharma-kūya).
And the foundation for the complement (of the weal) of others
Are the emanational forms of the Divine.

3. The first of these Bodies is possessed
Of the Powers and other attributes of perfect purity,
And the latter two (Bodies) are endowed
With the properties of perfection,—the marks of the super-man.
The following text refers to the character of the (10) Powers
and the other properties, and the manner in which they are to be cognized.

Summary.

4. The Powers (of the Buddha) are like a thunderbolt,
Breaking the impediments caused by ignorance;
His intrepidity in the circle of hearers is like that of a lion;
The Buddha’s exclusive properties are like space,
And the corporeal forms of the Lord are like
The moon and its reflection in the water.

The 10 Powers.

It is said that the Buddha is possessed of the (10) Powers.\(^1\)

5. These are the 10 Powers of Cognition—
Of the possible and the impossible,\(^2\)
Of the fruit of one’s former deeds,\(^3\) and of the faculties,\(^4\)
[65 b. 1.] Of the component elements (of the Universe),\(^5\)
And of the inclinations (of the converts),\(^6\)
Of all the different paths,\(^7\) of that which is defiling and purifying

\(^1\) sūnketika-kāya = bṛdāhi-sku—"the conventional Bodies."
\(^2\) Cf. M. Vyutp. § 7.
\(^3\) sthāna-asthāna-jñāna-bala = gnas-daṅ-gnas-min-mkhyen-paḥi-stobs.
\(^6\) nānā-dhātu-jñāna-bala = kham-sna-tshogs-mkhyen-paḥi-stobs.
\(^7\) nānā-adhīnukti-jñāna-bala = mo-s-pa-sna-tshogs-mkhyen-paḥi-stobs.
\(^7\) sarvatra-gumiṁ-pratipaj-jñāna-bala = kun-tu-ḥgro-bahi-lam-mkhyen-paḥi-stobs.
In the states of mystic absorption and the like,¹
The power of remembering the place of former residence,²
The Divine Vision³ and the Wisdom that pacifies (all the
defiling forces).⁴

It is said that (these Powers) resemble a thunderbolt.—

6. The cognition of that which is possible and impossible,
Of the fruit of former deeds, of the elements,
Of the paths, and the different inclinations,
Of the defiling and purifying, of the complex of faculties,
And the remembrance of the place of former residence,
The Divine Vision, and the means of removing defilement,—
These powers pierce, break, and cut down
The armour, the massive wall, and the tree of ignorance.—
Therefore they have resemblance with a thunderbolt.

The 4 Forms of Intrepidity.⁵

It is said that (the Buddha) has attained the 4 kinds of
intrepidity.—

7. The intrepidity (of the Buddha) is of 4 kinds:
That of cognizing all elements of existence,
Of removing all the impediments,
Of showing the Path, and the annihilation of defilement.

8. He knows himself and makes known to others
All the things cognizable in all their forms,

¹ sarva-dhyāna-vimokṣa-samādhi-samāpatti-sāmkheśa-vyavadhāna-vyuthāna-jñāna-
bala = bsam-gtan dañ rnam-par-thar-pa dañ tīh-ñe-bdzin dañ sñoss-par-hjug-pahi
² pūrva-nivāsa-anumṛti-jñāna-bala = sñon-gyi-gnas-vjes-su-dræn-pa-mkhyen-
pahi-stobs.
³ The power of premonition of birth and death by means of supernatural
⁵ vairāradya = mi-hjigs-pa. M. Vyutp. § 8.
He has removed all the Obscurations and causes others to remove them,
Has entered the Path and induces others to do the same;
And has attained himself and causes to attain
The purest and highest of all aims.
Thus, teaching the Truth for himself and for others,
The Sage, wherever he might be, meets with no opposition.
It is said that (this intrepidity of the Buddha) is akin to
(that of) the lion.—

9. As the king of beasts in the forest is always free from fear,
And, fearless, roams about amidst the other animals,
Similarly, in the multitude of hearers, that lion who is the
Lord of Sages,
Abides without depending on others,
And endowed with firmness and dexterity.

The 18 Exclusive Properties.1

It is said that he is possessed of the 18 Exclusive Properties peculiar only to the Buddha.—

10. (With the Buddha) there is no error,2 and no ill-sounding speech,3 [66 a. 1.]
The Teacher knows no loss of memory,
He is not possessed of a non-concentrated mind,
Nor has he a pluralistic outlook.4

11. He has no ill-considered indifference,5
Knows no bereavement of his zeal, his energy, and his memory,
Of Highest Wisdom, of his freedom (from the Obscurations),
And of the intuition of this freedom.

12. His acts preceded by Divine Wisdom,
His unimpeded knowledge regarding time,

---

1 avenika-dharma = ma-ḥārīṣ-pahi-chos.  
2 skhalita = ḡkhrul-ba.  
3 ravita = ca-co.  
5 apratisaṁkhyāyopecṣā = ma-btags-blair-snioms.
These 18 are the properties of the Teacher
Which have nothing in common with anyone else.

13. Error, unmelodious speech, forgetfulness,
A distracted mind, a pluralistic outlook,
And ill-considered indifference—these do not exist with the Sage;
He is not deprived of zeal, of energy,
Of pure, immaculate Wisdom,
Of eternal freedom (from all the bonds),
And of the intuition of one who has attained this freedom,
And the perception of the true essence of all things.

14. He makes manifest the 3 kinds of acts
Which are preceded by Transcendental Knowledge,¹
And of the Knowledge great, extensive and certain,
Regarding present, past and future.
The position of the Lord who, possessed of these properties,
Free from fear, swings the Wheel of the Highest Doctrine
For the sake of all living beings
And is endowed with the Highest Commiseration,—
This is attained by the Buddha.

It is said that (these properties) have a resemblance with space.—

15. The properties which characterize
The elements of Matter, the solid² and the rest,
Are absent in the element of space.
And the property of space which consists in its being penetrable³
Does not exist with the elements of Matter.
However the solid, the liquid,⁴ the hot,⁵ the moving,⁶ elements
and that of Space likewise,

¹ jñāna-pūrvaṅgama-jñāna-anuparivartī (kāya-vāh-manas-karma).
² prthivī-dhātu = saḥi-khams.
⁴ ab-dhātu = chuḥi-khams.
⁵ tejo-dhātu = meḥi-khams.
⁶ vāyu-dhātu = rluḥ-gi-khams.
Are common to all the (material) worlds,
But the Exclusive Properties have not in the least
Anything in common with the worldly elements.

The Body of Bliss.
The 32 Characteristics of the Super-man.\(^1\)

It is said that the Buddha is possessed of the corporeal form
endowed with the 32 marks of the super-man. [66 b. 1.]

16. Firm and steady feet,\(^2\) palms and soles marked by circles,\(^3\)
Broad (heels),\(^4\) and ankles with invisible joints,\(^5\)
Fingers long,\(^6\) and hands and feet likewise long,
(The fingers and the toes) connected by a web,\(^7\)

17. With fine, soft, and juvenile skin,\(^8\)
Seven spans in stature,\(^9\) legs like those of the deer,\(^10\)
The private parts concealed as with the elephant,\(^11\)

18. The upper part of the body is like that of the lion,\(^12\)
His shoulders and his breast are broad,
He has well-rounded shoulders,\(^13\) long and tender arms,

19. The (body) standing upright, and not bending,\(^14\)
Perfectly pure and surrounded by a nimbo,\(^15\)
His neck is pure and resembles a shell,
His jaws are like those of the king of beasts,\(^16\)

20. The teeth are 40 in number and equal,
Well arranged and closely set;
These pure and uniform teeth
Are above all of an exceeding whiteness.

---

\(^{1}\) M. Vyutp. § 17. These marks evidently refer to the statue of the Buddha.
\(^{2}\) supratishthita-pāda. \(^{3}\) cakrūhkita-hasta-pāda-tala.
\(^{4}\) āyata-pāda-parṣu. \(^{5}\) ucchancha-pāda. \(^{6}\) dhvārgacyuti.
\(^{7}\) jāla-avandadhā-hasta-pāda. \(^{8}\) mṛdu-tarunā-hasta-pāda-tala.
\(^{9}\) saptotsadā. \(^{10}\) añjīya-jangha. \(^{11}\) koka-gata-vasi-guhya.
\(^{12}\) siśha-pūrvārdha-kāya. \(^{13}\) susamṛtyuta-skandaḥ.
\(^{14}\) sthita-anavanata-pralamba-bāhutā. (?) \(^{15}\) siśha-hanu.
21. A long tongue, the best taste, infinite and unthinkable,
    A voice self-originated and clear like that of the Kalavinka;
22. His eyes are beautiful like a lotus with eyelashes like those of a bull,¹
    His face is handsome and has the immaculate hair of treasure,²
    His head is adorned with a crest,³ and the skin
    Of the highest of beings is delicate and gold-like.⁴
23. The hairs (on his body) are fine and soft,
    Each of them turning upward and to the right,
    The hair on his head is pure and like precious sapphires,
    And rounded like the full-grown Nyagrodha-tree
24. Is the sublime and incomparable body of the Sage,
    Which is firm and possessed of the power of Vishnū.⁵

[67 a. 1.] These 32 inconceivable features
    The Teacher has declared to be the marks of the Lord of Men.
    It is said that (these 32 marks) are like the reflection of the moon in the water——
25. As the form of the moon in a cloudless sky
    Is seen in the blue waters of a lake in autumn,
    In a similar way the Body that is surrounded by the multitudes of Bodhisattvas
    Can be perceived (in its reflected form on earth)
    Within the circle of adherents of the Supreme Buddha.⁶

    Thus, the 10 Powers, the 4 kinds of intrepidity, and the 18 exclusive properties of the Buddha, as well as the 32 marks of the super-man, being united under one head, make up the number sixty-four.

¹ atināla-netra gopakṣma. ² śrīnā-kēśa.
³ uṣṇīṣa-mūrdhā. ⁴ sūkṣma-suvarṇa-cchāviḥ. ⁵ Tib. sred-med-bu.
⁶ Dar. 204 b. 2—3.—In a like way this Body of Bliss which is surrounded by the multitude of Bodhisattvas can be perceived in its reflected form, as the Apparitional Body, in the circle of adherents of the Supreme Buddha, by the Śrāvaka and Pratyekabuddha Saints, and by some of the ordinary beings.
26. These 64 distinctive features
   Each taken separately with their causes
   Are in gradual order to be known
   From the Ratna-dārikā-sūtra.

   These 64 properties of the Buddha in their variety are
   contained in the Ratna-dārikā-sūtra,\(^1\) being indicated in the same
   order in which they have just been described. These points are
   spoken of as resembling, respectively, a thunderbolt, the lion, space,
   and the moon, and her reflection in the water. This subject which
   has been indicated in short is explained in the following 10 verses:—

27. (Being respectively) unbreakable, knowing no failure,
   Incomparable and unchangeable,
   (The Buddha’s properties) are illustrated
   By the examples of the thunderbolt, the lion,
   Of space, and of the moon with her reflection in the water.

28. Of the complex of the Buddha’s powers, six,
   Three, and one, taken respectively, [67 b. 1.]
   Remove (the Obscurations of) Ignorance, Distraction,
   And (that of Defilement) with its residues,

29. As if they were piercing an armour,
   Breaking a wall, and cutting down a tree.
   The powers of the Sage are like a thunderbolt,
   Being steady, essential, firm, and unbreakable.

30. Why are they steady?—Because they are essential.
    Why are they essential?—Because they are firm.
    Why are they firm?—Because they are unbreakable.
    And being unbreakable, they are like a thunderbolt.

31. Being free from fear and independent,
    Being firm and (possessed of) the highest dexterity,
    The Lion of Sages is like a (real) lion,
    Always fearless within the circle of hearers.

\(^1\) Tib. Bu-mo-rin-po-chebi-mdo.
32. He has a clear knowledge of everything,
   Therefore he abides without fearing anything, whatever it
   might be,
   And he is fully independent,
   Since his perception is by nature incomparable
   Even with that of those who are purified.¹

33. He is firm (in his knowledge) since his mind
   Is always concentrated upon all the elements of existence,
   And as he has overcome the force of illusion,²
   He is possessed of the highest dexterity.

34. With the worldlings, with the Śrāvakas,
   With those that act in solitude,³ with the Sages,⁴
   And with those of self-originated knowledge,⁵
   The wisdom is (respectively) higher and higher,
   And is of a more and more subtle character;
   It is therefore illustrated by 9 examples.

35. (The first four)⁶ are common in these worlds,
   They are therefore similar to the solid,
   The liquid, the hot, and the moving elements.
   (But the properties of the Buddha), as they surpass
   Everything mundane and supermundane,
   Have a resemblance with the element of space.

36. Of these properties, thirty-and-two
   Represent the Buddha's Cosmical Body,
   Being inseparable from it like the form,
   The shine, and the colour of a precious stone.

37. The other 32 distinctive features,
   Which, being perceived, arouse delight,

¹ Sic acc. to Dar. 205 b. 5.
² avidyā-vāsanā = ma-rig-pa'ai-bag-chags.
³ The Pratyekabuddhas.
⁴ The Bodhisattvas.
⁵ The Buddhas.
⁶ Dar. 206 a. 1—2.—The properties of the first four.
Are those peculiar to the Apparitional Body
And to that which completely enjoys the Truth, ¹

38. To those that are far and near from purification
[68a.1.] Abiding in the circle of the Victor of the World,
These Bodies appear in two forms,
Like the moon's reflection in the water,
And like her true form in the skies.

Finished the exposition of the properties of the Buddha, the
3rd chapter of the analysis of the sources of the 3 Jewels called
"The Sublime Science of the Great Vehicle." Described the im-
maculate attributes of the Buddha.


Now we have to speak of the functions (peculiar to the Buddha's
Properties, viz. the acts) of the Lord. These acts, in short, manifest
themselves in 2 ways,—without effort, ² and uninterruptedly. ³ Therefore,
after (the description of the properties of the Buddha), we
have a verse referring to the Buddha's acts performed without effort
and interruption:—

1. The constitution of the converts, the means of conversion,
The benefit of the convert in accordance with his nature,
The place and time at which he is to act,—
The Lord pervades (by his Wisdom)
And constantly manifests himself without effort. ⁴

2. The ocean of Wisdom bearing the most precious jewels—his
sublime properties,
Endowed with the light of the sun
Of Virtue and of Highest Wisdom,
Realizing the Paths of all the Vehicles,

¹ The Body of Bliss (sabhoga-kāya).
² anābhoga = lhun-gyi-grub-pa.
³ anucchinna = rgyun-mt-hchod-pa.
⁴ Cf. Abhisamayālaṅkāra VIII.9.—paripūkam gate hetau yasya yasyayadda yadda
hitam bhavati kartavyam prathaśc tasya tasya saḥ.
Having neither middle nor end,
Extensive and all-pervading like space,—
The Buddha perceives the treasury
Of immaculate virtues in all that lives,\(^1\)
And, by the wind of his Divine Commiseration,
Disperses that web of clouds,—the Obscurations of Defilement and of Ignorance.

The summary given in these 2 verses is respectively explained in the following eight and ten:—

3. Who and by what means is to be converted,
What is to be the aim,\(^2\) and at what place and time,—
Without having any constructive thought regarding all of this,

\[68 \text{ b. 1.}\] The Sage always acts completely free from effort.

4. Indeed he does not give himself up to thoughts
As to what may be the constitution of the convert,
Which of the many means of conversion is to be used,
Where and when it is to be accomplished, the place and the time,

5. And, as concerns the factors of deliverance\(^3\) and their foundation,
Their result and the favourable object,\(^4\)
The Obscurations and the conditions for their removal.

6. The factors of deliverance are the 10 Stages,
And the 2 Accumulations\(^5\) are their cause,
The result—it is Supreme Enlightenment,
And the living being (fit for the attainment of it)
Represents the favourable sphere.

7. The Obscurations are the innumerable forms of defilement,
The secondary defiling forces\(^6\) and their residues,\(^7\)

---

\(^1\) The fundamental element or Essence of the Buddha.
\(^2\) Of the conversion.
\(^3\) nair\-yāyika = ṇes\-byin.
\(^4\) parigraha = yoṅs\-ḥdzin.
\(^5\) Of virtue and wisdom (punya\-jñāna\-saṁbhāra).
\(^6\) upakleśa = ṇe-baṅtí\-ṇon-moṅs.
\(^7\) vāsanā = bag\-chags.
And the factor which always suppresses them
Is the great Commiseration (of the Buddha).

8. These 6 points, taken respectively,
Are known to have a resemblance
With the ocean, with the sun, with space,
With a treasure, with clouds, and with the wind.

9. Being endowed with the waters of Wisdom,
And with the jewels of virtuous properties,
The stages of perfection resemble the ocean;
By administering help to all living beings,
The two accumulations are akin to the sun.

10. Great and extensive, without middle or end,
Supreme Enlightenment is like the element of space;
Being the Essence of the Supreme Buddha,
The element of the living beings resembles a treasure.

11. Accidental, pervasive, and essentially unreal,
The defiling elements are like a multitude of clouds,
And, bringing about the removal of these,
The Great Commiseration is like a mighty wind.

12. Performing acts of deliverance for the sake of others,
Perceiving the identity of himself and the living beings,
And, knowing no termination in his (altruistic) work,
The Buddha acts uninterruptedly, as long as the world exists.¹

The 9 Examples illustrating the Acts of the Buddha.

It is said² that the Buddha is characterized as neither becoming
originated nor disappearing (anew). Being thus immutable, he cannot
be regarded as acting (in the ordinary sense) [69 a. 1.]. But, free
from all (dialectical) thought-construction, he, without any effort,
uninterruptedly exercises the special activity of the Buddha. Such

¹ ḍasanāsāram = ḷkhor-ha-ji-srid-du.
² In the Jñāna-Mokṣa-alamkāra sūtra. Kg. MDO. III. 278 b. 6.
is his magnanimous nature. The following verse illustrates this
magnanimity (of the Buddha) by examples in order to arouse faith
in the inconceivable sphere of the Buddha with those who are free
from doubt and error.—

13. Like Indra,\(^1\) like the celestial drum,\(^2\) like a cloud,\(^3\) and like
Brahma,\(^4\)
Like the sun,\(^5\) and like the wish-fulfilling gem,\(^6\)
Like the echo,\(^7\) like space,\(^8\) and like the earth,\(^9\)—
Such is the Buddha in his acts.

This verse has a resemblance with a main aphorism. The
variety (of examples) is now to be demonstrated in detail. This we
have in successive order in the remaining part of the text:—

14. Suppose here were a surface
Of the purest Vaiḍūrya stone,
And, owing to its purity, the chief of the gods,
With the multitude of the daughters of the gods,

15. The great palace of Vijaya,
And the other abodes of the gods,
With all their various dwellings,
And their manifold objects of enjoyment
Were to be perceived on that surface.

---

1 The example illustrating the miraculous essence of the Buddha's Body.
Dar. 211 a. 2—4.
2 Ditto—of the Buddha's Word. Ibid.
3 Ditto—of the Buddha's Mind. Ibid.
4 Ditto—of the corporeal and oral acts. Ibid.
5 Ditto—of the mental acts. Ibid.
6 Ditto—of the inconceivable nature of the Mind. Ibid.
7 Ditto—of the inconceivable nature of the Word. Ibid.
8 Ditto—of the inconceivable nature of the Body. Ibid.
9 Ditto—of the foundation of the Buddha's activity. Ibid.
10 Jñāna-Āloka-ālaṁkāra-sūtra. Kg. MDO. III. 278 b. 6—280 b. 1.
16. Suppose then, that multitudes of men and women,
Abiding on that surface of the earth,
Would come to see the vision,
And utter the following entreaty:

17. May we, at an early date
Become like that chieftain of the gods!—
And, in order to attain such a state,
They would abide in the practice of virtue.

18. Owing to these their virtuous deeds,
They, without having a notion
That (the form perceived by them) was only a vision,
Would, after passing away from this earth,
Become reborn in the realm of the gods. [69 b. 1.]

19. That vision (of Indra), by itself,
Would be devoid of thought and motionless;
Nevertheless, (appearing) on the surface of the earth,
It would aid in the attainment of a great aim.

20. Similarly, if one is possessed of purest virtue, faith, &c.,
Conditioned by the practice of these virtues,
Appearing in one's mind, the Supreme Buddha,
Endowed with all his marks and features,

21. Walking and rising,
Sitting and lying,
Exercising different forms of activity,
Preaching the Doctrine of Quiescence,

22. Silent and abiding in concentrated trance,
Showing many miraculous apparitions,¹
Possessed of majesty and glory in his acts,
Can be perceived by the living beings.

23. Having seen him, one becomes full of desire,
And acts for the attainment of Buddhahood;

¹ pratiṣṭhārya = cho-khurul.
And, having brought to development all the factors, 
One comes to attain the desired position.

24. Thus, the apparition of the Buddha, 
Completely free from constructive thought and motionless, 
Abides, nevertheless, here in this world, 
And aids in the attainment of the highest aim.

25. The ordinary beings, they do not know 
That this is a reflection of their own mind,¹ 
But they perceive the form (of the Buddha), 
And this leads to the fulfilment of their aim.

26. Gradually, on the foundation of this perception, 
Those that abide in this (great) Vehicle 
Come to see, by transcendental vision, 
The sublime Cosmical Body within themselves.

27. Suppose the whole of the earth would become 
Free from all unevenness and stain, 
And grow smooth, shining and pure 
Like a clear and beautiful Vaiḍūrya stone. 
And, owing to its purity, the numerous abodes of the gods 
And the form of Indra would appear on it; 
But, as this surface would gradually lose its smoothness, 
The vision (thereon) would subsequently disappear.

28. However, anxious to attain (the desired state), 
Devoting themselves to worship, 
To obeisances, charity and the like, [70 a. 1.] 
The multitudes of men and women 
Would offer flowers with minds full of sublime desire. 
Like that, in order to attain (the state of) the Lord of Sages, 
Whose form appears in the mind as in a pure Vaiḍūrya stone, 
The sons of the Buddha, with minds full of delight, 
Direct their minds toward Supreme Enlightenment.

¹ A very pregnant expression of Āryāsanga's idealistic views.
29. As on the pure surface of Vaiḍūrya
   The reflection of the highest god’s body is perceived,
   Similarly on the pure surface of a living being’s mind
   There appears the reflection of the Body of the Highest Sage.

30. The appearance and disappearance of this reflection of the
    living beings
    Proceeds in accordance with their own mind,
    Which can be either serene or turbid;
    And as the reflection (of Indra)
    Only appears as arising and vanishing,
    So the existence and disappearance (of the Buddha’s form)
    Is not to be perceived as a reality.

II. It is said that (the Word of the Buddha) has a resemblance
    with the celestial drum.¹

31. Just as, amongst the gods,
    By the force of their previous virtues,
    Without effort, without a special place,
    Without form, without consciousness,
    And without any constructive thought,

32. The drum of the Doctrine, again and again,
    Summons the inattentive gods
    By the sounds of “evanescence,” of “suffering,”
    Of “impersonality,” and of “quiescence.”²

33. In a similar way, being all-pervading
    And free from effort and the like,
    The Buddha comprises all living beings by his Word,
    And shows his Doctrine to the worthy.

34. As, amidst the gods, the sound of their drum
    Arises as the result of their own virtuous deeds,
    In a like way, in this world, the Doctrine of the Lord,

¹ Jñāna-āloka-alamkāra-sūtra. Kg. MDO. III. 280 b. 1—282 a. 4.
² The 4 main aphorisms of the Doctrine.

Acta orientalia, IX.
Is, though preached by him, a result
Of the (virtuous) deeds of the living beings.

35. Devoid of effort, place, form, and constructive thought,
[70 b. 1.] The sound (of the celestial drum) is conducive to quiescence,
Similarly the Doctrine, devoid of these 4 (properties),
Conveys the realization of Nirvāṇa.

36. In the city of the gods the sound of their drum,
Beating uninterruptedly, arouses their fearlessness,
And at the time of their starting to battle with the passionate
(Asuras)
Vanquishes these and keeps off distraction.
In a similar way, in this world, the Word of the Buddha,
Speaks of the Path for overcoming the passions
And the sufferings of a living being,
Which Path is conditioned by profound meditation
And mystic absorption in the Immaterial Sphere.¹

Now, why has the drum of the Doctrine only been referred
to (as an example), and not the cymbals and the other forms (of
celestial music). These are likewise a product of the previous
(virtuous) deeds of the gods, and appear in this Sūtra as accom-
panying the drum which is delightful to the ears of the gods.—
(We answer:—They are not referred to, since) they have 4 points
of dissimilarity with the voice of the Buddha. What are these?
—(The fact of) being limited,² of not affording help, of not
causing (real) felicity, and of not being conducive to deliverance.
On the other hand, the drum of the Doctrine summons all the
multitudes of inattentive gods, and its sound never ceases. For
this reason it is demonstrated as not being limited (or local).
Then it protects from the fear of being harmed by the Asuras and
the other hosts of adversaries, and directs toward the sphere of
attention. Therefore it appears as administering real help. Further-

¹ caṭvāri dhyānāni and ārūpya-saṁpattayaḥ.
² prādēśika = ni-tshe-ba.
more, it puts an end to the impure joy of sensual desire and is conducive to the true bliss, the supreme delight of the Doctrine. It thus brings about the attainment of (real) felicity. And, (finally) it utters the sounds, the words "evanescence," "suffering" [71 a. 1.], "impersonality," and "non-substantiality," and brings about the pacification of all harm and misfortune. Consequently, it appears as being conducive to deliverance. In short, the sphere of the voice of the Buddha has a resemblance with the drum of the Doctrine through these 4 characteristic properties, and is superior (to all other sounds). Accordingly, we have now a verse referring to the spherial potency of the Buddha's voice:—

37. As it has regard for all living beings,
Administers help, grants the Highest Bliss,
And manifests the 3 miraculous powers, 1
The voice of the Lord is superior
To the sounds of the celestial music.

These 4 points of superiority are in short demonstrated in the 4 following verses in successive order:—

38. The tremendous sound of the celestial drum
Does not reach the ears of the inhabitants of the earth,
But the drum-like voice of the Buddha
Reaches the living beings who abide
Even in the lowest spheres of the world.

39. In the region of the gods, the celestial music,
Of which there are many millions of forms,
Sounds only in order to kindle the flames of desire,
But the unique voice of those
Whose essence is Highest Mercy
Sounds in order to calm the fire of suffering.

40. Amongst the gods, the sweet and pleasant sounds of their music
Only enhance the emotion of the mind,

---

1 prāthārya = cho-kyhrul. Cf. below.
(On the contrary) the voice of the merciful Buddha
Summons one to give up the mind
To the practice of profound meditation.

41. In short, that which is the cause of bliss,
In all the regions of the world, the celestial and the earthly,
Is said to have its foundation in the unique voice
Which pervades the whole of the world without exception.
[71 b. 1.]

Now, (as regards the miraculous manifestations of the Buddha) we have first of all the corporeal manifestation; as it pervades all the regions of the world in the 10 quarters of the sky, it is called "the manifestation of the Buddha's miraculous power."

Then there is the miraculous manifestation of (the faculty of) revealing the secret mental acts of the living beings. It is due to the knowledge of all the varieties of the spiritual element. And finally we have the miraculous manifestations of (the Buddha's Teaching). These are the precepts and instructions delivered by utterances of the Buddha's voice, which refer to the Path conducive to deliverance. Thus, the unimpeded voice of the Buddha manifests itself as illimited, akin to the element of space. It cannot however be heard in all its forms and everywhere. The reason consists in the defects of the living beings, but not in those of the voice (since there are none). The following verse demonstrates this, and shows that the defects are to be found only with those who are not able to hear:—

42. Those that are deprived of the faculty of audition
Cannot hear the subtle sounds,
And, likewise not all the sounds can reach,
Even the ears of those who are possessed
Of divine, superhuman audition.

2 ādeṣṭanā-prâtihārya = kun-brjod-pahi-cho-hphrul.
3 anusāsanā-prâtihārya = rjes-su-bstan-pahi-cho-hphrul.
43. In a similar way the Doctrine, exceedingly subtle,  
As it is the object of Transcendental Knowledge,  
Can reach only the ear of one  
Whose mind is free from defilement.

III. It is said that (the mind of the Buddha in its activity is) like a cloud.¹—

44. As, in summer-time, the clouds,  
The cause of an abundant harvest,  
Discharge, without any effort,  
Their torrents of water upon the earth,—

45. In a like way, from the clouds of Commiseration  
The rain of the waters of the Lord's Highest Doctrine  
Is the cause of the harvest of virtue with living beings,  
And descends without any searching thought.

46. [72 a. 1.] As, amidst the living beings  
Who venture on the path of virtue,  
The clouds, agitated by the wind,  
Discharge their torrents of rain;  
Similarly, as the virtues of the living beings  
Grow through the wind of Commiseration,  
The rain of the Highest Doctrine  
Descends from that cloud which is the Buddha.

47. Representing Highest Wisdom and Mercy  
Abiding in the inalterable pure celestial sphere,  
And having for his essence the immaculate waters of concentration and memory,  
The Lord of Sages is like a cloud  
The cause of the harvest of virtue in this world.

With regard to the varieties of the "receptacles"² (of the waters of the Doctrine), we have:—

¹ Jñāna-Kloka-alāṅkāra-sūtra. Kg. MDO. III. 282 a. 4—283 a. 5.
² bhājana = snod.
48. Cool, sweet, soft, and light
   Is the water descending from the clouds,
   But having touched on earth such places
   That are filled with salt and the like,
   It becomes possessed of many different tastes.

49. Similar is the rain of the Doctrine
   Concerning the eightfold Path of the Saint;¹
   Abundant, it issues from the clouds of mercy,
   But, owing to its repositories, the hearts of the living beings,
   It subsequently assumes a variety of forms.

   With regard to the manifestations (of the Buddha’s mind), which
   are independent (from the character of the converts), we have:—

50. The three categories of living beings,
   Those that have faith in the Great Vehicle,
   Those of intermediate character, and the hostile,
   Are (respectively) like men, like the peacocks,
   And like the ghosts² (with regard to the rain).

51. When, at the end of spring, there are no clouds,
   The human beings and the birds that do not move in the skies
   are distressed,
   And, on the contrary, when, in summer-time,
   The rain descends on earth, the ghosts are suffering;
   Similar is the state of the living beings
   Desirous of the Doctrine and hostile to it,
   When, from the clouds of Commiseration,
   The waters of the Doctrine descend or not.

52. Discharging thick drops of rain, hail and lightening,
   The clouds have no special regard

[72 b. 1.] For the small insects and the inhabitants of the caves,
   Similar are the clouds of Wisdom and Mercy
   With their subtle and their grand methods and means.

¹ ārya-aśṭāṅga-mārga = Ḥphags-paḥ-lam-yam-lag-brgyad.
² preta = yi-drogs.
They (eject the rain of the Doctrine) independently
From those that are purified from passion
And those who indulge in egoistic views.
As concerns the fact that (the rain of the Doctrine) quenches
the fire of suffering, it is said:—

53. Five are the paths by which one travels
Through beginningless and endless birth and death in the
Samāsāra,
And there is no happiness in these 5 states of existence,
As there cannot be a sweet odour with impurities.
The suffering is constant, it is like the feeling
Which is produced through the contact with fire,
With weapons, ice, salt,¹ and the like;
But the rain of the Doctrine which descends
From the clouds of mercy can pacify it.

54. With the gods,—transmigration, and with men—
The constant search of objects of desire—,
This is suffering; having come to this conviction,
Even the highest of gods and men,
Grown wise, will have no desires;
Guided by wisdom and by the Word of the Buddha,
They perceive: “This is suffering, this its cause,
And this is its extinction.”

55. The illness is to be cognized, its cause removed,
The state of happiness attained, and the remedy used;
Like that, Phenomenal Life, its Cause, Extinction, and the Path²
Are to be cognized, removed, realized, and resorted to.

IV. It is said that (the Buddha in his acts) is like the great
Brahma:³—

¹ Dar. 118 b. 1.—Like salt put on a wound.
² The 4 Truths of the Saint.
³ Tib. tešas-po-chen-po. Jākna-kloka-alantkāra-sūtra, Kg. MDO. III. 284 b. 5—
286 a. 7.
56. As Brahma, without moving from his abode,
   In all the regions of the gods
   Demonstrates his apparition without effort,

57. In a similar way, in all the regions of the world,
   The Lord, though motionless in his Cosmical Body,
   Shows himself in apparitional forms
   Without effort to those that are worthy. [73 a. 1.]

58. Just as Brahma, never moving from his abode,
   Manifests himself in the World of Desire,
   Is seen by the gods, and this perception
   Pacifies the desire of the objects (of enjoyment),—
   Similarly the Lord, though motionless in his Cosmical Body,
   Is seen by the worthy in all the regions of the world,
   And this his vision removes for ever all defilement.

59. As owing to the vows of Brahma himself
   His vision is perceived without effort,
   So is the Apparitional form (of the Buddha),
   Which becomes originated by itself.

   With regard to the fact of the Buddha's being invisible (for some) we have:—

60. Manifesting the descent from Tuṣita, the entrance into the womb,
   Birth, and the arrival at his father's palace,
   His merry life (amongst noble women),
   His existence in solitude, the victory over the Evil One,
   The attainment of Supreme Enlightenment,
   And the teaching of the Path that leads to the city of Peace,
   The Lord is inaccessible to the eyes of the unworthy.

V. It is said (that the Buddha in his mental acts) is akin to the sun:

---

1 Cf. above.  
2 kāma-dhātu = ḥdod-khams.  
3 Dar. 120 a. 1.  
4 garbha-avakrānti = lhums-su-hjug-pa.  
5 Jñāna-Āloka-alaṃkāra-sūtra. Kg. MDO. III. 284 b. 5—286 a. 7.
61. Warmed by the sun, at one and the same time,
The lotus flower expands and the Kumuda folds its leaves;
But the sun, it has no searching thought
About the qualities and the defects
Of the water-born flowers as they open and fold.
Similar to that is the Saint (in his acts).

The living beings are by nature of 2 kinds, viz. the converts
and the non-converts. Now, as concerns the converts, they appear
as similar to a lotus flower and to a receptacle of pure water:—

62. Free from any searching thought,
The sun, expanding its light, simultaneously, everywhere
Makes the lotus flower unfold its leaves
And causes to ripen (other kinds of plants).

63. Similar is that sun which is the Buddha
With its rays—the Highest of Doctrines;
Free from a searching thought, they are directed
Upon the converts resembling lotus flowers.

64. Arising in the heavens of Enlightenment
As the Cosmical Body and the visible forms, [73 b. 1.]
The Sun of Omniscience casts the rays
Of Divine Wisdom over all living beings.

65. Indeed, in (the minds of) all the converts
That are like receptacles of purest water
The innumerable reflections of that sun
Which is the Lord simultaneously appear.

Thus, the Buddhas, though they are free from dialectical
thought-construction, appear to the 3 categories of living beings,¹
and teach their Doctrines. With respect to this their character they
have a resemblance with the sun:—

¹ Dar. 221 a. 3.—Those who have a firm conviction regarding that which is
right, those that are uncertain, and those who are definitely rooted in error.
66. Being always all-pervading
   In the sphere of the Absolute, infinite like space,
   The sun of the Buddha casts (its rays) on the converts,
   As if they were mountains, in accordance with their merit.

67. The sun, great, radiant, and shining,
   And illuminating the whole of the world,
   Gradually casts (its rays) on the high,
   The intermediate, and the lower mountains;
   Similar is the sun of the Buddha which gradually
   Casts its rays on the multitudes of living beings.

   The light of the Buddha is superior to that of the sun. Indeed—

68. (The power of) penetrating into all the different worlds
   And all the regions of the sky does not exist with the sun,
   And it likewise cannot remove the darkness of ignorance
   And demonstrate the essence of everything cognizable;
   But the multitudes of rays which, in a variety of colours,
   Emanate from him who is endowed with Highest Mercy.—
   They illuminate and show the essence of all things.

69. The living beings who, at the time of the arrival of the Buddha,
   Are like blind, obtain sight and, free from all harm,
   Cognize the truth by this perception,
   And those blinded by ignorance,
   Who have fallen into the sea of worldly existence,¹
   And are obscured by the darkness of false views,
   Have their minds illuminated by the light of the sun of the
   Buddha
   And come to perceive the Truth unseen before.

VI. It is said that the Buddha in his acts is like the wish-ful-
   filling gem:²—

¹ bhava-āryova = srid-pahi-mtsha.
² Jñāna-ñloka-alamkāra-sūtra. Kg. MDO. III. 286 a. 7—287 a. 4.
70. Just as the wish-fulfilling gem [74 a. 1.]
Free from a searching thought, simultaneously,
Fulfills, in every case separately, all the desires
Of those who have in view a special aim,—

71. In a similar way, through reliance upon the Buddha,
Those possessed of different thoughts and inclinations
Come to hear the Doctrine in its various forms.—
But the Buddha has no searching thought regarding them.

72. As the jewel fulfilling all wishes, without effort,
Grants to others the objects desired by them,
Similarly the Sage abides as long as the world exists,
Acting without effort for the sake of others in accordance
with their merits.

It is said that the appearance of the Buddha (in this world)
occur very rarely. Indeed:—

73. Just as precious jewels, concealed
Under the ground or in the depths of the ocean,
Are hard to be obtained here by those who are desirous of
them;
Similarly we know that with the living beings
Who are unworthy and overpowered by the passions
The perception of the Buddha by their mind
Is exceedingly hard to be secured.

VII. It is said that (the voice of the Buddha) is like the
sound of the echo.¹ Indeed:—

74. Just as the sound of the echo
Arising from vocal intimation²
Is free from searching thought, is not articulated,
And has no real foundation, neither external nor internal,

¹ Ibid. 287 a. 4—288 a. 5.
² vijñāpti = rnam-rig.
75. Similar to it is the voice of the Buddha.  
It arises through the intimations of others,\(^1\) 
Is devoid of searching thought, is inconceivable, 
And has no real foundation, neither within, nor without. 

VIII. It is said that (the inconceivable character of the Buddha's Body) has a resemblance with space: \(^2\)—

76. Immaterial, invisible, 
Inaccessible to the senses, 
Without support and without foundation, 
Formless and incapable of being pointed to—such is space.

77. Although it is experienced (as divisible)  
In higher and in lower (parts), 
This is not its true nature, 
Which is that of being one whole. [74 b. 1.]  
Similarly, though the Buddha is seen in all his different forms, 
He is not such as we perceive him (Being unique and undifferentiated).

IX. It is said that (the true Essence of the Buddha as the foundation for his activity) is like the earth: \(^3\)—

78. As all that is produced by the earth, 
Being, unconsciously, supported by it, 
Can thrive, show (its growth), and expand, 
In a like way, having, without any searching thought, 
Their foundation in that soil which is the Supreme Buddha, 
The roots of virtue of the living beings 
Can thrive in all their different forms.  
The meaning of all these examples is in short as follows:—

79. The performance of these and those acts without effort 
Is not to be perceived (by us). Therefore,

\(^1\) Dar. 222 b. 5. The acts of worship and reverence produced by faith, &c. 
\(^2\) Jñāna-loka-alāṃkāra-sūtra. Kg. MDO. III 288 b. 4—289 a. 5. 
\(^3\) Ibid. 288 a. 5—288 b. 4.
For the sake of clearing the doubts of the converts, 
These 9 examples have been demonstrated.

80. And the discourse in which these examples 
Are shown in detail, by its very name,¹ 
Shows the necessity of their indication.

81. Adorned² by this magnificent light³ 
Of the knowledge⁴ which is the result of study, 
The wise will speedily penetrate⁵ 
Into the whole of the sphere of Buddhahood.⁶

82. The subject discussed is illustrated 
By the form of Indra on the Vaiḍūrya surface, 
And the other examples, nine in number; 
Apprehend thou, in short, their meaning.

83. The apparition, teaching, and the all-pervading character, 
The miraculous manifestations (of the corporeal and mental acts), 
The emanation of the Highest Wisdom, 
The inconceivable nature of body, speech, and mind, 
And the character of Great Commiseration 
All this is demonstrated here.

84. The mind of the Buddha with which all exertion 
Is completely purified, since it is free 
From every kind of thought-construction, 
Is like the apparition of the reflected form 
Of Indra on the surface of the Vaiḍūrya stone.

85. The proposition⁷ is here the pacification of effort, 
And the mind free from searching thought is the logical reason,⁸

¹ Sarva-buddha- viṣaya- avatarajñāna-āloka- alaṁkāra- sūtra.  
² alaṁkāra = bṛgyun-pa.  
³ āloka = maṅ-ja.  
⁴ jñāna = sēs-pa or ye-tse.  
⁵ avatārasyanti = bjag-par-hgyur.  
⁷ pratijñā = dam-beaḥ.  
⁸ hetu = gstan-tshigs.
And, in order to prove its analytical character, the examples of the form of Indra, &c., are given.

86. Here the meaning of the subject is as follows:—
The apparition of the Buddha's Body and the other aspects are manifested without any effort whatever,
Since the Teacher is not liable to birth and death.

[75 a. 1.] Now, with reference to this subject, we have moreover the following 4 verses which contain the summary of all the examples:—

87. He who appears like Indra,
Like the celestial drum, and like a cloud,
Like Brahma, the sun, and the king of wish-fulfilling gems,
Like the echo, like space, and like the earth,
And acts without effort for the sake of others
As long as dures this world's existence,—
He is cognized by the Saint in meditation.

88. The apparition is like the reflected form
Of the chief of the gods on a precious stone,
And the excellent teaching is like the celestial drum,
The all-penetrating Wisdom and Love, they are like clouds,
Pervading all that lives up to the highest limits of existence.  

89. Like Brahma, the Lord is motionless in the immaculate plane,
But shows himself in many apparitional forms,
Like the sun is the Divine Wisdom that ejects its light,
And similar to the pure wish-fulfilling gem is the Buddha's mind.

90. Like the echo, the Buddha's Word is not produced by effort,
His Body is, like space, all-pervading and eternal,
And the state of Buddhahood is like the earth,

---

1 svabhāva-hetu = rah-bhein-gtan-tshigs. As this verse shows, the svabhāva-hetu and the syllogism founded upon it were already known to Āryāśanga.
2 dṛṣṭanta = dpe.
3 bhavagra = srid-vtse.
4 buddha-bhūmi = saṅs-rgyas-kyi-ra.
Being the ground for the growth of those remedies
Which are the virtuous elements of the living beings.

Now, according to these examples, Buddha the Lord is, for ever, unsubjected to birth and disappearance. How is that? We perceive (the Buddha) as becoming born and disappearing, and in such a form he makes manifest, without effort and uninterruptedly, his activity amongst the living beings. To this we say:—

91. The causes for the perception of the Buddha
   In the mind, pure like the Vaiḍūrya stone,
   Is the intensity of the faculty of faith
   Owing to which this purity of the mind is preserved.

92. In accordance with the origination and bereavement of virtue
[75 b. 1.] The form of the Buddha appears and disappears;
   But, similar to Indra, the Lord
   In his Cosmical Body neither becomes born, nor does he vanish.

93. Thus, without any exertion and effort,
   (Emanating) from the Cosmical Body which neither arises nor disappears anew,
   He manifests as long as the world exists
   The apparition (of his body) and his other acts.

The Points of Dissimilarity between the Examples and the Manifestations of the Buddha.¹

94. Such is the meaning of all these examples,
   And such the order (in which they are given);
   However the subject has not been discussed
   With regard to the dissimilarity that exists
   Between the examples and the topics expressed by them,

95. (Indeed), the Buddha is like a reflected form,
   But the latter, being voiceless, cannot match him;
   He is like the drum of the gods, but this one

¹ The following verses contain the so-called vyatireka-alankāra.
Is not like him in every respect,  
Since it is not always efficient.

96. (His mind) resembles a great cloud,  
But (the cloud) is not completely like it,  
Since it does not remove the seed of all that is harmful;  
He has a similarity with the great Brahma,  
But the latter is not perfectly akin to him,  
Since he does not bring (all living beings) to maturity.

97. He is similar to the form of the sun, but as the sun  
Does not completely dispel all darkness, it cannot match him;  
He appears like the jewel that fulfills all wishes,  
But this jewel is not completely like him, as it is not so hard  
to be obtained.

98. He resembles the echo, but as the latter  
Is a product of causes, there is no perfect similarity;  
He is like space, but space is not the foundation  
Of virtue; therefore it is not akin to him.

99. (The Buddha) is like the surface of the earth,  
But as he is the support for the continuance  
Of the welfare of all that lives, mundane and supermundane,  
(There is no perfect similarity between them).

100. Indeed, on the foundation of the Buddha's Enlightenment,  
The Path that leads out of this world takes its origin,  
And, by the deeds of virtue, the saintly Path,  
The degrees of mystic trance,¹ the immeasurable feelings,²  
And the absorption in the Immaterial Sphere³ is conditioned.

Finished the exposition of the acts of the Buddha, the 4th chapter of the investigation of the sources of the 3 Jewels called "The Sublime Science of the Great Vehicle to Salvation." [76 a. 1.] Finished the explanation of the subjects contained in the verses.

¹ dhyāna = bsam-gtan.  
² apramāṇa = tshad-med-pa.  
³ āryāpya-samāpatti = gzugs-med-kyi-snoms-hjug.
V. The Merits of Founding one’s Belief in the Doctrine of the Essence of Buddhahood.

After this we have 6 verses referring to the merits of those who found their belief in the 4 topics\(^1\) which have been described:—

1. The element of Buddhahood, the Enlightenment of the Buddha, The Buddha’s properties, and the Buddha’s acts,— They are inaccessible even to the purest minds, Being the exclusive sphere of the Leaders (of the world).

2. But the Sage\(^2\) who is full of faith in these features of Buddhahood

Becomes a receptacle of all the mass of the Buddha’s properties, And, experiencing the highest delight in these unthinkable virtues, Surpasses the merits of all other living beings.

3. One, being desirous to attain Enlightenment, And possessed of gold and jewels

Equal in number to the sands in all the worlds of the Buddhas, Daily offers them to the Lord of the Doctrine; Another, if he hears but one word (of this Teaching) And through this attains faith, will reap merit Greater than that of such an offering.

4. One, wise and striving for Supreme Enlightenment

During numerous æons, without effort, Preserves body, speech and mind in stainless chastity,— Another, if he hears but a word of this teaching And through this comes to faith, can reap Merit, greater than that of the purest morals.

5. One gives himself up to mystic absorption

Suppressing the fire of passion in the 3 spheres of this World,

---

\(^1\) The Essence of Buddhahood, Supreme Enlightenment, the Properties and the acts of the Buddha.

\(^2\) The Bodhisattva.

Acta orientalia. IX.
And, transferred to the limits of the abode of the gods and of Brahma,
Meditates upon the means of attaining
The inalterable state of Supreme Enlightenment;
Another, if he hears but one word (of this teaching)
And through it comes to faith, will reap [76 b. 1.]
Merit, greater than that of deepest meditation.

6. Charity, it secures objects of worldly enjoyment,
Morality leads to blissful existence,¹
And deep meditation is conducive to the removal of defilement;
But Highest Wisdom completely removes all defilement and ignorance,
Therefore it is superior (to all other virtues),
And its source is the study (of the Doctrine).
The meaning of these verses is explained in the following nine:—

7. The fundamental element, its metamorphose,²
The properties, and the acts pursuing the welfare (of the living beings)
These are the 4 points discussed,
Which are accessible only to the Wisdom of the Buddha.

8. But the Sage who becomes full of faith,
As regards their existence, power, and virtuous qualities,
Becomes worthy of attaining the position
Of the Buddha at an early date.

9. Indeed, he is full of devotion and faith
That this inconceivable sphere exists,
That one like himself can realize it,
And, having once attained it, becomes endowed with such properties.

¹ *svarga* = *mīhā-ris*.
² *parāvṛtti* i.e. the metamorphose of the element of Buddhahood through the purification from all defilement (Dar. 229 b. 4).
10. One becomes a receptacle of zeal,
   Of energy, faith, and concentration,
   Of Highest Wisdom and all the other virtues,
   And the mind directed toward Enlightenment is always extant with such (a Saint).

11. And, owing to its constant presence,
   The son of the Buddha cannot be diverted (from his aim),
   Brings to accomplishment the Highest Virtues,
   And becomes possessed of perfect purity.

12. The Highest Virtues are 5 in number,
    And there being no thought-construction
    With regard to their 3 aspects,
    Their accomplishment represents perfect Purification,
    Since all hostile elements are completely removed.

13. The Highest Charity consists of all the virtues of granting gifts,
    The Highest Morality represents (the quintessence of) moral merit,
    Patience and concentration of mind arise from deepest meditation,
    And energy is peculiar to all of them [77 a. 1.]

14. That which represents constructive thought
    Regarding the 3 aspects of activity
    Is considered to be the Obscuration of Ignorance,

---

1 bodhi-cittā = bya-h-chub-gyi-sams.
2 avaiśvarta = phyir-mi-lōg-pa.
3 I.e. the first 5 Transcendental Virtues, representing the Accumulation of Virtue (punya-saśābhāra; Dar. 231 a. 5).
4 dāna-paramitā.
5 dānāyā-punya-kriyā-vastu.
6 śālāyā-punya-kriyā-vastu.
7 bāpanāyā-punya-kriyā-vastu.
8 Cf. Śūraśāṅkara XVI. 7, and Commentary.
9 Dar. 231 b. 5.—The habit of maintaining the separate reality of subject, object and act (trimanḍa).
10 jñeya-veṇavāra.
And the thoughts concerning the reality of envy and the like
We esteem to be the Obscuration of Moral Defilement. ¹

15. But, without Highest Wisdom,² all the other virtues
Are not possessed of the factors for removing (both) the
Obscurations.
Therefore Highest Wisdom is superior (to all),
And, as the source of it is study (of the Doctrine),
It is this study which is most important.

16. Thus, on the foundation of authoritative Scripture³ and of
Logic
I have expounded (this treatise) in order to attain
Perfect purification, for myself, exclusively,
And to assist those whose mind is full of faith
And of the complement of highest virtue.

Next we have a verse concerning the way how (the treatise)
explains (the subject-matter):—

17. As, with the aid of a lamp, of lightning,
Of a precious stone, the sun, and the moon,
Those possessed of vision are able to see,—
Similarly, I have explained all this,
Relying upon the Lord, who illuminates
By (his perfect knowledge of) the meaning,
The words, and the elements, and by his flashes of idea.⁴

Then comes a verse regarding that which has been explained:⁵—

18. The word which is connected with the Doctrine
That pursues the (ultimate) aim (of mankind),

¹ Acc. to the Tibetan authors, this is the standpoint of the Prāsangikas, who
consider realism in general to be the Obscuration of Moral Defilement.
² prajñā = sa-rab in the sense of prajñā-pāramitā.
³ agama = lūn. Dar. 232 a. 6.—The Sutras commented by the Uttaratantra.
⁴ The 4 methods of intense penetration (pratisthāvid).
⁵ The Word of the Buddha (prāvacana).
Is conducive to the removal of defilement in the 3 spheres of this world,
And demonstrates the bliss of Quiescence,—
Is that of the Great Sage; all that disagrees with it is of other origin.

Next we have a verse concerning that by means of which (this Word of the Buddha) is explained:—

19. That which, referring exclusively to the Teaching of the Lord,
Is an explanation (of this Teaching) by one
Whose mind is completely free from distraction,
And agrees with the Path leading to Salvation
Is to be revered as if it were
The Word of the Great Sage himself.

With regard to the means of preserving oneself from becoming deprived (of this Doctrine) we have the following verses:—

20. In this world there is absolutely none wiser than the Buddha,
No other who were omniscient and perceiving
All that exists and the essence of all things;
Therefore, do not have any confusion regarding
The discourses held by the Sage himself; ²
Otherwise, the precepts of the Lord will be subverted,
And the Highest Doctrine will undergo harm. [77 b. 1.]

21. The depreciation of a Saint by those possessed of passion and ignorance,³
And the contempt regarding the Doctrine taught by him
Is always produced by erroneous views;
Therefore let not your mind become mingled

---

¹ The Exegetical Treatises (āstra) interpreting Scripture. Cf. my translation of Bu-ton pp. 25 and 42.
² Dar. 233 b. 5—6. The consideration of the discourses of conventional meaning to express the direct one and the reverse, and the depreciation of some of the precepts by saying: "This is not the Word of Buddha."
³ Dar. 234 a. 4.—who say that the Hinayānist is not a Saint, &c.
With the defilement of these views.—
Only clean a garment may be dyed,
But not one that is smeared with grease.

Concerning the causes for becoming deprived (of the Doctrine) we have:—

22. Want of intelligence, want of faith in the virtuous (Doctrine),
Indulgence in ill-suited pride,
Obscurity through the rejection of the Teaching,
Apprehension of the conventional\textsuperscript{1} meaning as direct,\textsuperscript{2}
Love of gain, adherence to false views,
Reliance upon one who insults the Doctrine,
The fact of being distant from those that maintain it,
And insufficient devotion,—through all this
One becomes deprived of the Doctrine of the Saints.

With reference to the result of this loss of the Doctrine we have:—

23. The wise, they need not be afraid
Of fire, of the violent poison of serpents,
Of murderers, and of thunder and lightning,
As are those who have rejected this profound Doctrine.
Indeed, fire, serpents, foes, and lightning,
They only deprive one of (this) life,
But they cannot inspire the fear
Of being reborn in the lowest of hells.\textsuperscript{3}

24. Even one who, repeatedly relying on bad friends,
Is hostile to the Buddha and commits the vilest of sins\textsuperscript{4}
In killing father, mother and the Saints,
And sowing dissention among the Highest Congregation,—
Even that man can speedily become delivered (from sin),

\textsuperscript{1} neyūrtha = draḥ-don.
\textsuperscript{2} nīrūrtha = ṭes-don.
\textsuperscript{3} avāci = mnar-med.
\textsuperscript{4} anantarya = mshams-med-pa.
If he reflects over the Absolute Essence.
But where is Salvation for one
Who in his mind is hostile to the Doctrine?—

Conclusion.

25. I have thus duly expounded the 7 subjects,—
The 3 Jewels, the perfectly pure element (of Buddhahood),
The immaculate Supreme Enlightenment,
And the Buddha’s properties and acts.
May, by the merit I have acquired through this,
All these living beings come to perceive
The Lord Amitāyus\(^1\) endowed with boundless light,
And, having seen him, may they become possessed
Of the sublime vision of the Highest Truth
And attain Supreme Enlightenment.

The meaning contained in these 10 verses is again explained
by the following three:—[78 a. 1.]

26. Owing to what cause and for what motive,\(^2\)
What and in what manner has been expounded,\(^3\)
And what is the natural outflow\(^4\) (of the Doctrine),\(^5\)
This is demonstrated by 4 verses.

27. Two verses\(^6\) refer to the means of self-purification,
And one\(^7\)—to the cause of the bereavement of the Doctrine,
And then, the following 2 verses\(^8\)
Demonstrate the consequences (of this).

28. And finally, the sphere (in which the converts are to be born),\(^9\)
Their steadfastness (regarding the Teaching),
Their attainment of Enlightenment,

---

\(^1\) Tib. tahe-dpag-med.
\(^2\) Verse 16.
\(^3\) Verses 17 and 18.
\(^4\) nītyanda-phala.
\(^5\) The treatises commenting Scripture, verse 19.
\(^6\) 20 and 21.
\(^7\) Verse 22.
\(^8\) 23 and 24.
\(^9\) The circle of Amitāyus or Amitābha.
And the preaching of the Doctrine (by them),
In short the 2 forms of the result
Are spoken of in the last verse.¹

Finished the exposition of the advantages (of being possessed
of faith in the 7 sublime subjects),² the 5th chapter of the investiga-
tion of the sources of the 3 Jewels entitled "The Sublime Science
of the Great Vehicle to Salvation."—End of the explanation of the
meaning contained in the verses.—

Through this explanation
Of the precious Highest Doctrine of the Great Vehicle
I have reaped inconceivable merit;
May, by the force of it, all living beings become the receptacles
Of the immaculate jewels of this Highest Sublime Teaching.

Finished the teacher Āryāśanga’s explanation of “The Sublime
Science of the Great Vehicle,” the work of the Lord Maitreya.—

¹ Verse 25.
² Sic acc. to Dar. 236 a. 5—6.
Technical Terms.

nātukā-n-prāśāhārya = rjes-su-bstan-paśi-cho-hphur, 276.
anvaya-cakra-(pravartana) = ḫkhor-lo-tha-ma, 81.
apavāda = skur-ḥdebs, 236, 252.
apraṇāśita (vimokṣa-mukha) = mōn-pa-med-pa(ḥi-rnam-thar-gyi-ngo), 120.
apratipāsākhyāyopakāśa = ma-brtags-htan-siṃs, 261.
apratikāta = tḥogs-pa-med-pa, 248.
apramāṇa = tshad-med-pa, 86, 288.
ab-dhātu = chuḥi-khams, 262.
abhijñā = mūn-par-śes-pa, 148, 180, 199.
abhinnirvāṇa = mūn-par-grub-pa, 127.
abhimukh = mūn-du-gyur-pa, 199.
abhīṣika = dūṃ-ḥskur-ba, 117.
abhisaṃskṛta = mūn-par-hduś-byas-pa, 198.
abhisaṃsāyata = mūn-rigs-pa, 94.
hābhāsānā-sāya = nān-gi-skyes-mched, 192.
abhaya = gti-mug-med-pa, 97.
avyāpā (ārūpya)-dhātu = gzung-med-khams, 127.
abloba = chogs-med-pa, 97.
avidyā = ma-rig-pa, 134, 170.
avidyā-viśāna = ma-rig-pa-ba-skogs, 105, 146, 153, 170, 204, 213, 221, 286.
avinivartanāya = phyi-r-mi-ldog-pa, 202.
avici = mnor-med, 214, 294.
avinivartika = phyi-r-mi-ldog-pa, 202, 291.
avaivartika-dharma-cakra = phyir-mi
ldog-pa'hi-chos-kyi-b'khor-lo, 120.
astubha-bhāvanā = mi-rdug-pa'hi-sgom-pa, 222.
astikya = mi-slob-pa, 181.
aśṭadāsa-āvenika-dharmāḥ (= ma-hāres-
pa'hi-chos-bo-branchad), 122.
aśeṣekṛta = hdus-ma-byas, 104, 113, 124,
125, 155, 171, 186, 231, 256.
asaktā = chags-pa-med-pa, 248.
asad-anta = med-mtha', 87.
ākāra = rnam-pa, 165.
ākāsam amāvṛtiḥ (= nem-mkha' ma-sgrīb-
pa), 262.
āgantukya = glo-bur-ba, 113.
āgantukya-mala = glo-bur-gyi-dri-ma, 90,
105.
āgama (= lumi), 292.
āgama-dharma = lumi-gi-chos, 145.
ācārya-sahajā = slob-dpon-gyi-hdu-ses,
153.
ālma-drṣṭi = bdag-ita (= satkāya-drṣṭi), 159.
ālma-pāramitā = bdag-gi-phā-rol-tu-
phyin-pa (= paramātmā-pāramitā),
164, 166.
ālman (= bdag), 164.
ādi-sānta = gzod-ma-nas-ti-ba, 139.
ādeśanā-praṭīthārya = kun-brjod-pa'hi-
cho-ḥphrul, 276.
āyatana = skye-mched, 105, 187.
āṭūpya-dhūtu = gzugs-med-khams, 171,
222.
āṭūpya-samāpatti (= gzugs-med-kyi-sno-mo-
ḥjug), 274, 288.
ārya = ḥphags-pa, 222.
ārya-asṭāṅga-mārgya = ḥphags-pa'hi-lam-
yan-lag-branchad, 278.
ārya-pudgala (= ḥphags-pa'hi-gaṅ-zag),
97, 182.
ārya-satya = ḥphags-pa'hi-dden-pa, 205.
alambana = dmigs-pa, 165.
ālaya-vijñāna = kun-gi-rnam-par-ṣes-pa,
89, 95, 99, 100.
āvarāpa = sgrīb-pa, 111.
āvenika-dharma = ma-hāres-pa'hi-chos,
251, 261.
āśraya = rten, 134.
āśamsāraṃ = b'khor-ba-ji-erid-du, 168, 269.
āśraya-kṛṣṇa-jañña = saug-pa-zad-pa'hi-yo-
ses, 180, 198.
āśraya-kṛṣṇa-jañña-bala = saug-pa-zad-pa-
mkhyen-pa'hi-stobs, 250.
indriya-parāpara-jañña-bala = dva'ny-
mehog-dan-mehog-ma-yin-pa-mkhyen-
pa'hi-stobs, 259.
īśvara = dva'ny-ḥpyug, 107.
uccedha-anta = chad-mtha', 87, 174.
udāna = ched-du-brjod-pa, 227.
upakleṣa = ni-baḥi-ṛṇ-moḥ-pa, 186, 268.
upātta-paṇca-upādāna-skandha = zin-
pa'hi-he-ba-len-pa'hi-ḥpho-lha, 166.
upādāna = ni-ba-len-pa, 170, 229.
upādāna-kāraṇa = ni-len-gyi-ṛgyu, 100,
113, 193.
rāddhi = rdsu-ḥphrul, 253.
rāddhi-praṇīthārya = rdsu-ḥphrul-gyi-ḥphrul,
276.
eka-kṛṣṇa-abhisambodha (= skad-cig-ma-
goig-gi-ṛṇ-par-rīd-sogs-par-byan-chub-
pa), 151.
eka-jāti-pratibaddha = skye-ba-geig-gis-
thogs-pa, 202.
eka-yāna (= theg-pa-geig), 104, 108, 169,
205.
eka-rasa = ro-geig-pa, 104, 212, 227.
aupacārika buddha = sain-ṛgyas-btags-
pa-pa, 116.
karma = las, 105, 110, 131, 170, 180.
karma-vipāka-jañña-bala = las-rnam-kyi-
rnam-emin-mkhyen-pa'hi-stobs, 250.
karma-sāṅkhyā = las-kyi-kun-ṛṇ-moḥ-
pa, 136.
kāma-dhūtu = ḡdod-khams, 127, 152, 199,
222, 280.
kuśala-mūla-saṅgprayukta-kiśa = ḍge-
ba-hi-rtsa-ba-dan-mchuṅs-par-ldan-
pahi-ṣṇon-mons-pa, 194.
krtya-anuṣṭhāna-jñāna = bya-ba-sgrub-
pahi-ye-ses, 101, 112.
klīṣa-manas = ṣṇon-yid, 100.
kiśa = ṣṇon-mons, 105, 131.
kiśa-āvaraya = ṣṇon-mons-kyi-sgrīb-pa
kiśa-samkHEELa = ṣṇon-mons-pahi-kun-nas-
ṣṇon-mons-pa, 136.
garbhā-avakṛnti = lhams-su-hjug-pa, 280.
gāthā = tshigs-su-bcad-pa, 227.
geya = dbya-bzhis-beṅad-pa, 227.
gocara = spyod-yul, 113.
gotra = riṅs, 84, 89, 96, 97, 98, 99,
pasam.
graḥya-grāhaka = guṇi-hdzin, 87, 126, 141.
cakravartī-rājan (= ḍhor-los-legyur-bahi-
rgyal-pa), 218, 249.
cātvāri dhyanīn (= bsam-gtan-bts, 274.
cātvāri vaśāradyānī (= mi-hjigs-pa-bth, 122.
cātvāri saṃgraḥa-vastūni = bedu-bahi-
dnus-pa-bti, 86.
cātuṛdṛṣṭapaka lokadhātu = gīn-bhi-
hjig-ṛten-gyi-kham, 152.
citta = sena, 134.
citta-abhisaṃkāra = sena-men-par-hdu-
byed-pa, 176.
citta-utpāda = sena-bskyed (= bodhi-citta-
uttapāda), 162.
citta-aryā = sena-kyi-spyod-pa, 154.
citta-svabhāva = sena-kyi-ras-bzin, 105.
citta-svabhāva-paramārtha-sativa = sena-
cintāmaṇi = yid-bzin-nor-bu, 148.
cintāmaṇi-raśa-raśa (= yid-bzin-nor-
bu-bhi-rgyal-pa), 251.
cintāmaṇi prajñā = bsam-pa-las-byun-bahi-ser-rab, 112.
caitra = sena-byun, 97.
cyutu-upapatti-jñāna-bala = ḍhor-hpho-
dan-skye-ba-mchug-pahi-stobs, 260.
chanda = ḍdzam-pa, 176.
jāra-maraya = rga-sī, 171.
jāti = skye-ba, 124, 125.
jāti-samkHEELa = skye-bahi-kun-nas-ṣṇon-
mons-pa, 186.
jīna = rgyal-ba, 116.
jīnāṭma = rgyal-rnas, 200.
jīva = srog, 196.
jīna-dharma-kāya (= ye-śes-chos-skū), 258.
jīna-pūrvapahyama-jñāna-anupariṃrti
(kāya-vāh-manas-karṇa), 262.
jīṣṭa-āvaraya = ṣṇon-sgrīb or ṣṇon-bhai-
sgrīb-pa, 130, 181, 210, 242, 291.
tathatā = de-bzin-nīd, 104, 111, 157, 168,
178, 183, 228.
tathāgata = de-bzin-gīga-pa, 183, 205,
228.
tathāgata-garbha = de-bzin-gīga-pahi-
tathāgata-citvam, 157, 229.
tarka = rtog-ge, 133.
tīrhika = mu-steg-pa, 106, 163, 173.
tējo-dhātu = meḥṭ-kham, 262.
trimaṅjala-parśuddhi (viśuddhi) = ḍhor-
gsam-yon-su-dog-pa, 120, 254.
triṣūāra-mahāsūra-lokadhātu = stōi-
gsam-gyi-stōi-chen-poḥi-hjig-ṛten-gyi-
kham, 151.
trīṇi kuśala-mūlaṇi = dge-rtsa-gsam, 97.
trīṇi sarvāṇi = skyabs-gsam, 143.
darsana-mārga = mthong-lam, 135, 141,
202.
daśa-bala = stobs-bvu, 112, 122.
daśa vasitāḥ = dbang-bvu, 116, 143.
daṇā-pāramitā = sbyin-pahi-pho-rol-tu-
phyin-pa, 291.
daṇā-maya-puṇyakriyā-nastu, 291.
divya-cakte = lha-bzi-mig, 214.
duḥkha (= sāng-śekal), 132, 171, 173, 184.
duṅkha-samudaya = 238.

dārungamā (= rin-<lu-son->ba), 221.

drjḥa-adhyāśaya = lhag-pahi-beam-pa-brtan-pa, 199.

drṣṭānta = dpe, 286.

dṛṣṭi-heya = mthon-bas-spains-pa, 127, 213, 221.

desan-dharma = bstan-pahi-chos, 145, 227.

dravya-sat = rdsas-yod, 161.

dravya-sat-pudgala = gan-zag-rdas-yod-pa (= ṣālaya-viṣṇuṇa), 99.

dvīdasānga-dharma-pravacana (= gsum-rab-yan-lag-bu-giśa), 145.

dveṣa = śe-sdan, 136, 213, 244.

dharma (= chos), 87.

dharma-āyatana (= chos-kyi-skye, mchod), 248.

dharma-kāya = chos-skhu, 101 pāstim.


dharma-dhātu (= chos-kyi-khams), 248.

dharma-dhātu = chos-kyi-dbyin, 104, 141, 251.

dharma-dhātu = gotra, 103.


dharma-dhātu-svaḥāvakā (= chos-kyi-dbyin-kyi-raṅ-bzin), 89.


dharma-paryāya = chos-kyi-rnam-gran, 118.

dharma-mogha = chos-kyi-sprin, 116, 117, 170, 201, 210, 221.

dharma-skandha (= chos-kyi-phun-po), 184.

dharmaṭā (= chos-nu), 87, 88, 165.

dharmāvāra = chos-kyi-dbaṅ-phug, 255.

dharmin = chos-can (= tathātā), 178.

dhātu = kham, 89, 89, 96, 111, 120, dhātu = gotra, 89.

dhātu = kham, (the 18 comp. elements), 105, 187.

dhāranī = gsum, 121, 210.


dhmat = blo-ldan, 116.

dhyāna = beam-gtan, 288.

nānā-adhimukti-ṣāṇā-bala = mos-pa-sna-tsogs-mkhyen-pahi-stobs, 259.


nānā-tva-samjñā = sna-tsogs-pahi-hdu-ses, 261.

nāma-rūpa = min-dan-gzugs, 124, 127.


nitya = rtag-pa, 100, 104, 165.

nitya-pāramitā = rtag-pahi-pa-rol-tub-phya-pa, 166.

nidāna = gleś-go, 227.

nidāna-parivarta = gleś-gti-lebu, 115.

nimitt-grāhīpaḥ = mtshan-mar-hdzin-pa-can, 136.

nirukti = nes-tshig, 133.

nirdhāa = hgog-pa, 98, 111, 131, 132, 147, 173.


nirvāṇa = tathātā, 207.

nirvāṇa-dhātu = mya-nam-las-hdas-pahi-dbyin, 114.

nirvikalpaka = rnam-par-mi-rtag-pa, 150, 209, 210, 226.


nirvikalpaka-ṣāṇā (= rnam-par-mi-rtag-pahi-yi-ses), 225.

nirvedha-bhāgīya (= nes-par-hbyed-pahi-cha-dan-mthun-pa), 86.

nīḥreyasa = nes-legs, 148.

nirprapaticca = spror-bral, 150.

nirvamāṇa-phala = rgyu-mthun-pahi-hrab-su, 123, 226, 295.
niḥsvabhāva (= ran-bīn-med-pa), 255.
nitārtha = ṅes-don, 94, 226, 294.
neyārtha = dra-ṅ-don, 94, 226, 294.
nairāmya = bdag-med-pa, 120.
nairāyika = ṅes-bḥyin, 268.
paratantra = gzan-dbaṅ, 85, 87, 88.
para-pratyayaīr akṛta = rkyen-gzan-gyis-ma-byas-pa, 135.
paramātman = dam-paḥi-bdag, 109, 168.
paramārtha = don-dam-pa, 110, 111, 165.
paramārtha-sūnyatā = don-dam-pa-stog-pa-nuṅ, 236.
paramārtha-satyatva = don-dam-bden-pa, 123, 205.
paramārtha-satyena saṁghīta-dhātu = don-dam-paḥi-bDEN-pa-bdus-paḥi-khams, 194.
paramārthena saṁghītattv buddhatvam, 125.
paramāparayaḥ = bṛgyud-nas, 206.
pārāvṛtti = yoṅs-su-gyur-pa, 99, 100, 149, 181, 240, 290.
pārīkarman = yoṅs-su-skyon-ba, 119.
pārīkalpaṇa = kun-tu-rtogs-pa, 197.
pārīkalpita = kun-tu-brtags-pa, 189.
pārīkalpita = kun-brtags, 85, 87.
pārīgraha = yoṅs-hdzin, 268.
pārinīpanna = yoṅs-grub, 85, 87, 100.
pāripañcana = yoṅs-su-miṅ-pa, 194.
paripuṣṭa-gotra = samudānta-gotra, 96.
parāmārthika saraya = don-dam-paḥi-skyaṅs, 146, 147.
pāramitā (= pha-rol-tu-bdag-pa), 194, 209.
pīṭaka = sde-moṅ, 160.
pudgala = gau-zag, 87, 196.
pūrva-praṇidhāna = sbon-gyi-smon-lam, 126.
prthūjana = so-soḥi-skye-bo, 114, 151, 182, 222.
prthivī-dhātu = saḥi-khams, 262.
prajñāstha-gotra = ran-bīn-gnas-rigs, 100, 107, 157, 206, 214, 229.
prajñātītya-sat = btags-yod, 161.
prajñā = kes-rab, 164, 292.
prajñā-upāya (= kes-rab-phanta), 255.
prajñādhāna = smon-pa, 165, 176.
prajñā = gya-nom-pa, 212.
prajñā = dam-boṣ, 285.
prajñā = gti-paḥ, 102, 163.
pratīpya = gthin-po, 131, 182.
pratipatter adhāraḥ = sgrub-paḥi-rten, 84.
pratibimba = sgyes-brtan, 257.
pratibhāna = spro-pa, 118.
pratishthā = so-so-yas-dag-par-rig-pa, 117, 292.
pratītya-samutpāda-dharma = rten-bḥore-gyis-ba, 144.
prajñā = rkyen, 149, 155, 170.
prajñāvekṣana = so-so-rang-gis-rig-par-byas-ba, 112.
prapañca = spros-pa, 171, 182.
pranudita = rab-tu-dga'-ba, 127, 140, 201, 221.
pravacana = gsun-rab, 111, 292.
prakāya = spaus-pa, 181, 243.
pratikārya = cho-kyhrul, 271, 275.
prudēśika = n'i-tshe-ba, 141, 142, 274.
prūrthana = don-du-gsler-pa, 176.
prēta = yi-dva-ga, 278.
phalāśeya-kṛitiyaśmakam (kāritram), 198.
bāla = byin-pa, 114.
bhāya-artha-sūnyatā (= phyi-rol-γyi-don-γyi-ston-fiid), 81.
bijā = sīmārthya, 95, 98.
buddha-kṣetra = sañas-rgyas-γyi-stū, 154.
buddha-oakryul = sañas-rgyas-γyi-spyan, 130, 214.
buddha-dharmatā (= sañas-rgyas-γyi-chos-fiid), 208.
buddha-bhāme = sañas-rgyas-γyi-sa, 286.
buddha-samavadhāna = sañas-rgyas-dan-phrad-pa, 194.
bodhi = byain-chub, 112.
bodhi-citta = byain-chub-γyi-sems, 127, 239, 291.
bodhi-citta-utpāda = byain-chub-tu-sems-bgyod, 84.
bodhipaksika-dharma = byain-chub-γyi-phogs-dan-mthun-paγhi-chos, 86.
bodhy-āṅga = byain-chub-γyi-yan-lag, 155.
bhava-āṅgava = srid-paγhi-mtho, 282.
bhavāgra = srid-rtsa, 286.
bhājana = snoγ, 179, 277.
bhājana-loka = snotγ-khig-rten, 169,188.
bhāvanā-mārga = sgom-lam, 135.
bhāvanā-maya-punyākāryā-vastu, 291.
bhāvanā-heya (= sgom-paγspaus-pa), 213, 221.

madhya-eakra(-pravartana) = ḥkhor-lo-tha-ma, 81.
madhyama-pratipad = dbu-maγhi-lam, 87.
mana-āyatana (= yid-γyi-skye-mchud, 100.
manas = yid, 134.
mano-jalpa = yid-γyi-brjod-pa, 133.
mala-buddhita (= dri-mas-dag-pa, 244.
mahā-karunā = thugs-rje-chen-po and shin-rje-chen-pa, 179.
mātrarya = ser-ma, 209.
mahā-cakravāla = khor-yug-chen-po, 151.
mahā-puruṣa-lakṣaṇa (= skyes-bu-chen-poγhi-mthan), 249.
mārga = lam, 111, 131, 132, 147.
muni-rābha = thuγ-paγhi-khyu-mchog, 244.
mūla-klesa = rtsa-bahiγni-mohns-pa, 186.
moha = gti-mug, 136, 213, 244.
yogin = rnal-γbyor-ba, 251.
ratna-traya = dkon-mchog-gsum, 116.
ravita = ca-co, 261.
rāga = hdoγ-chags, 136, 213, 244.
rūpa = gzugs, 165.
rūpa-kāya = gzugs-skhu, 110, 111, 124.
rūpa-dhātu = gzugs-khams, 127, 152, 222.
lokottara-jñāna = khig-rten-las-ḥdas-paγhi-ye-les, 222.
lakottara-dharma = khig-rten-las-ḥdas-paγhi-chos, 156.
laukika-eyavahāra = khig-rten-γyi-thad-shad, 192.
vaishī-prāpta = dgon-thob, 258.
vācaka-sabda = rjod-byed-γyi-sgra, 133.
vāyu-dhātu = rluγ-gi-khams, 262.
śāntyātā(-vimokṣa-mukha) = stōh-pa-nīḍa
(-kiṃ-nam-thar-gyi-sgo), 120, 234.
śāsānā = sloh-pa, 222.
śākutāma-prajñā = thos-pa-las-buṅ-bahi-ses-rab, 112.
śad-āyatana = skye-mchog-drug, 96.
sanhegyi = kun-rdu, 87, 96, 110, 111, 144, 165.
sanphag = ḡdu-byed, 146, 170, 174, 192, 222.
sanphgra = ḡdu-byas, 100, 104, 125, 145, 192.
sanphgra-dharma (= ḡdu-byas-gyi-chos), 174.
saṅkasta = brdo, 133.
saṅgīnā = ḡdu-bes, 151.
saṅkṣārya-gṛyā = ḡīg-thogs-la-lta, 127, 236.
sattve-loka = sams-can-gyi-hīg-rten, 169.
satpurṣa = skyes-bu-dam-pa, 177.
sud-anta = yod-mthaṅ, 87.
samñāna = rgyud, 103, 118, 222.
samādhi-rṭaṅka = tiṅ-ne-ḥdzin-khyumbho, 118.
samādhi-mukha = tiṅ-ne-ḥdzin-gyi-sgo, 160, 179.
samāpatti-vāraṇa = snums-hīg-gi-sgrī-ba, 252.
samāropa = sgru-bdo, 236, 252.
samāhāra-jñāna = mūlam-bzaṅ-ye-ses, 211, 240.
samucchīna-kuṣala-mūla = dge-bahi-rta-ma-kun-tu-chad-pa, 98.
samudaya = kun-ḥdbyun, 132, 173.
samudānta (gotra) = yan-dag-par-bgrub-pa, 113.
= yan-dag-par-blains-pa, 157, 214, 229.
sarva-gata = kun-tu-sor-ba, 151, 157, 184, 228.
sarva-dharma-būnyatā (= chos-thams-cad-kyi-ston-nūd), 81.
sarva-dharma-samata = chos-thams-cad-mtham-pa-nūd, 117.
sarva-prapañcika-anta-vinīrnikta = spro-paži-mthah-thams-cad-dan-bral-ba, 123.
sānkṣetika-kāya = brrdāhī-skru, 259.
sānkṣetika = kun-nas-fion-moins-pa, 88, 132, 186.
sādhunatā = lega-paži-blo-gros, 116, 170, 210, 221.
sāmānyo-lakṣana = spylī-mtshan-nūd, 159, 173, 182.
sārha-bhūgika (kāya) = rshabhāga-kāya, 229.
sūṣravā = zag-bcas, 232.
sinthāsana = sgh-gelbi-khrims, 118.
sukha-pāramitā = bde-baži-pha-role-tu-phye-ba-pa, 166.
sūtra = mdo-sde, 227.
śkandha = phun-po, 105, 161, 171, 187.
śkhalita = bhrul-ba, 261.
sthitā = gnas-pa, 124, 125.
svatantra-ātman = raṅ-gaṅ-can-gyi-bdag, 163.
svātro'nutpanna = raṅ-nūd-ma-skyes-pa, 185.
svabhāva-kāya = no-bo-nūd-skru, 104, 109, 229, 251, 252.
svabhāva-buddha = raṅ-biṅ-gyi-dag-pa, 135, 244.
svabhāva-hetu = raṅ-biṅ-gtan-tshigs, 286.
svayambhū = raṅ-byun (= pratyekabuddha), 160.
svarga = mtho-ris, 290.
svakāśāna = raṅ-gi-mtshan-nūd, 116, 159.
svaktika = gyun-drzvis, 147.
svabhāvika (kāya) = svabhāva-kāya, 252.
hetu = gnas-tshigs, 285.
hetu = rgyu, 149, 155, 170.
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Rūḥ in Arabic is a primary noun which has become broadly equivalent in meaning to Latin spiritus, "breath," "wind," "spirit"; at one end of its meanings it goes back into the most primitive folk-lore and at the other, just as in the case of "spirit" with us, the whole history of philosophy could be built up round its uses and implications; in the course of its journey between these extremes it takes in all theology from metaphysics to so-called superstitions. To separate and clarify the tangle of meanings and uses which it originally possessed it assumed different forms (as nafas was differentiated from nafs) and raʾah and rūḥ came into existence; raʾah with the ideas of wide space, comfort, rest, and rūḥ first specifically "wind" (pls. riyaḥ, 'arwāh, 'aryāh) and then with the metaphorical applications of evening, rest, comfort, pleasant odour, changing fortune. But it was, apparently, recognized by the lexicographers (Ṣīḥāh, s. v., nearly two pages; Lisān, iii, pp. 281–295; Mufradāt of al-Iṣfahānī, ed. Cairo 1324, p. 205) that rūḥ was original and could stand for any of these. For details on this see below. Also that the verbs, whether middle waʾaw or ya’, were denominative from the nouns rūḥ and rūḥ with the senses “rest,” “wind,” “odour.” Thus the Ṣīḥāh and the Mufradāt begin their articles with the noun rūḥ and have no root middle ya’ while the Lisān begins its article middle waʾaw with the word rūḥ and under the root middle ya’ (p. 295) has only a treatment of ’aryāh with its specific consonantal ya’ and ends that treatment with Allāhu ’a’lām. In Hebrew (Brown-Driver-
Briggs, Hebrew Lexicon, pp. 924b–926b) the development and usage were closely parallel; rūḥ retained the meaning “wind” as well as “spirit” and rūqūḥ was limited to “odour.” In Hebrew, also, the verbs seem to have been denominative. In what here follows the consideration is strictly of rūḥ, but it is taken in the widest sense. The relative adjective is rūḥānī, “spiritual” in a very wide sense, and rawḥānī has come into existence with rawḥ. For the lexicographical differences between rūḥ and nafs, on which there will be much hereafter, see generally in Lane under nafs, pp. 2827f. For rūḥ alone the treatment in the Lisān is more important. There is a short but good statement on nafs in Baiḍāwī on Kur. ii, 8, ed. Fleischer, i, p. 23, ll. 22–25.

The usages in the Kur‘ān are curiously separate from those immediately post-Kur‘ānic, as in the traditions. Rūḥ never occurs in the Kur‘ān with the meaning “soul,” although later theologians applied Kur‘ānic occurrences in that sense. The Kur‘ānic word for “soul” is nafs, pl. 'anfūs. Further, no plural of rūḥ occurs in the Kur‘ān. It is used of an individual angel, evidently with a special implication; but the plural for “angel” is always malā‘īka. In fact the evidence is that rūḥ, in the theological sense “spirit,” came into Arabic with Muḥammad and the Kur‘ān, and came as a singular expressing a certain theological group of ideas. That is, the roots r-u-h, r-y-h already existed in Arabic, but only for the ideas, wind, rest, odour; the verbs do not express any other ideas (see Lane and the Lexica generally); rūḥ in genuine old Arabic verse does not seem even to be used of such a “spirit” as a ḍjinnt; it meant “breath” and ārwāḥ meant “winds.” Some of the angels, in later theological language, were called rūḥānī and were a higher class than those created of light (Lisān, iii, p. 290, l. 4 from below). But this evidently is a later distinction, when the meaning “spiritual” was well established.

Rūḥ, in Kur‘ānic usage, may be classified as follows: I. In Kur. xv, 29; xxxii, 8; xxxviii, 72 Allāh blew (nafakhā) into Adam some of his (Allah’s) rūḥ (min rūqūḥī). This is evidently dependent
on Genesis ii, 7, "and blew into his nostrils wind of life" (nishmath hayyim). In Ibn Kutaiba's Ma'arif (p. 7, l. 3) this is rendered wa-nafakh fa wadįhihi nasamata-l-ḥayat; but in the version which came to Muḥammad, oral or written, it may easily have been al-rūḥ, for rūḥ in older Arabic was used of the breath; the Lisān (iii, p. 286, l. 13) quotes from Ḍuḥ-l-rumma blowing a fire with the rūḥ and (p. 291, l. 6) from Abū-l-Dukaish of a man filling a kirba "min rihīhi, that is min rihīhi wa-nafasihi"—all this to show that rūḥ and rūh are really the same, like tāh and tāl. But later theologians made much of this as showing that there was in man something of divinity, the differentiation between him and the rest of creation, or, as Baidāwī (on Kur. xxxii, 8; Fleischer's ed. ii, p. 118, l. 22) cautiously puts it, that man is "a wonderful creation and that there is something in him which has some kind of relationship (munaṣaba) to the Divine Presence (al-ḥaqra al-rubūbiya)." Baidāwī died 685/1286; this phrase and others suggest influence from Ibn al-'Arabī who died 638/1240. See more on this below. II. Evidently connected with this are Kur. xxi, 91; lxvi, 12, Allāh blew into Maryam at the conception of 'Īsā some of his rūḥ (min rūhinā) which Baidāwī (Fleischer's ed. i, p. 623, l. 17) paraphrases as "some of the rūḥ which is by our command alone," bi'amrīna waḥdahu; cf. Usage VIII below. Also on this and other associations below of Rūḥ with Jesus cf. article 'Īsā in Encyclopedia of Islam. III. Kur. xix, 17, "then we sent to her (Maryam) our spirit (rūḥanā)." Acceptedly rūḥ here means Djiibrīl, the angel of revelation; cf. VI and VII below; but strictly the Kur'ān says only that this was a messenger (rasūl) and a personality. IV. Kur. iv, 169; lviii, 22, "a rūḥ from him (Allāh)." In the first occurrence it is a description of 'Īsā, and Baidāwī explains that it means the possessor of a spirit which proceeded (ṣadār) from Allāh by no intermediation (tawassut) acting as source ('āsl) and having material (mādda). In the second occurrence Allāh aids believers with it and Baidāwī explains that it is a light in the mind (nūr al-kaļb), or the Kur'ān, or victory over enemies. V. Three mysterious and practically identical passages referring to "the angels
and the *rūḥ*” (*Kur.* lxx, 4; lxxviii, 38; xcii, 4) in such a way as to imply that the *rūḥ* is a personality apart from the angels. Thus the angels and the *rūḥ* ascend to Allah; the *rūḥ* and the angels stand silent in rows in the presence of Allah; the angels and the *rūḥ* descend on the Night of ʿamr. For various conjectures as to the meaning of the *rūḥ* in these passages see article Malāʾika in the Encyclopedia of Islam (vol. iii, p. 190a). But it is to be noted that one of these conjectural interpretations came in the sequel to be of overwhelming importance for the mystical theology. The oldest exegetical tradition (e.g. in ʿTabarî’s Tafsir, vol. xxix, pp. 38ff.) does not seem to have been troubled by the matter, but later exegetes (e.g. Baiḍāwī, Fleischer’s ed. ii, p. 356, l. 5; p. 383, l. 4) give as one interpretation “a creation (khalk) mightier than the angels.” This led to various logos phases of doctrine, on which more below. VI. In *Kur.* xxvi, 163 “the trustworthy spirit (*al-rūḥ al-ʿamīn*)” descends with the *Kurʾān* on the ʿalb of Muḥammad. As in III above this Spirit is Ḍjibrīl who (Baiḍāwī, Fleischer’s ed. ii, p. 60, l. 4) is “the trusted of Allah (ʿamīn ʿAllāh) as to revelation (waḥy).” The ʿalb of Muḥammad here, according to Baiḍāwī, is either his *rūḥ* or his physical heart and of the second explanation Baiḍāwī gives a specifying statement (takhfis) that “spiritual ideas” (maʿānī rūḥānīya) descend first to the *rūḥ*; thence are transferred to the (physical) heart because of the connection between these two; then ascend from it to the brain and are inscribed (fa-yantakishu) in it on the tablet (lawḥ) of “the imaginative power” (*al-kūwā al-mutakhāyiyya*). On the connection between the *rūḥ* and the ʿalb see the present writer’s “Religious Attitude and Life in Islam,” pp. 224ff. and on this physico-psychological scheme see article “Wahm in Arabic and its cognates” in JRAS, Oct. 1922, pp. 512ff. Similarly when Ibn Khaldūn (d. 808/1406) seeks a basis for the nature and interpretation (taʿbir) of the veridical dream (*al-rūʿyā; Muḥaddima, ed. Quatremère iii, pp. 80ff.) he finds it in the double nature of the human *rūḥ* which he distinguishes into the *rūḥ* *al-ʿalbī*, the physical side of the human spirit which
is an intermediary between the body and the spiritual world, and al-rūḥ al-‘ākil, the intellectual side, which perceives everything in the "world of command," ‘ālam al-‘amr. The first rūḥ is the "bearer" (maḥiya) of the second. VII. Another phrase, rūḥ al-kudus, is applied to this same Angel of Revelation in Kur. ii, 81, 254; v, 109; xvi, 104. The first three passages are uniform: Allah aided (‘aḥyā) Jesus with the Rūḥ al-kudus, the Holy Spirit. Baidawi on ii, 81 (Fleischer’s ed. i, p. 71, l. 23) explains as al-rūḥ al-muḥaddasa, "the spirit to be kept free from any imperfection"; muḥaddas = munazzah in the usage of Ibn al-‘Arabī. This spirit, he says, is either (i) Dżibril or (ii) the rūḥ of Ṣā, so called because of his purity in different ways (cf. article Ṣā in the Encyclopedia of Islam), or (iii) the Indjil, or (iv) the Most Great Name of Allah by which Ṣā raised the dead. On Kur. v, 109 Baidawi puts the matter a little differently (Fleischer’s ed. i, p. 279, l. 9). This rūḥ is either Dżibril or the kalām by which the dīn or the nafs are vivified to eternal life and purified from sins; by this kalām he means apparently the teaching of Ṣā. In Kur. xvi, 104 it is used of the revelation of the Kur’ān to Muḥammad by Dżibril. In this usage it is exceedingly difficult, or rather impossible, to reach Muḥammad’s own conception. The coincidence between rūḥ al-kudus and the Christian doctrine of the Holy Ghost cannot be accidental. The Arabic is an exact translation of the normal Syriac expression for the Holy Ghost [al-]['ūn; But Christian Arabic-speakers use generally (Lane, Lexicon, p. 1180e) the phrase al-rūḥ al-kudus, in which kudus may be regarded as grammatically a baḏal to rūḥ, and the meaning apparently is "the spirit who is (specifically) holiness." By this, oriental Christians avoid the possibility, certainly in Muḥammad’s mind, that the phrase can indicate any sanctified spirit. That is, the Kur’ānic phrase was the current Arabic translation of the Syriac which reached Muḥammad; and, later, Arabic-speaking Christians apparently produced a different phrase in order to avoid the implications which Muḥammad had introduced. In Syriac usage there is also another phrase [al-][al-] (cf. Baidawi’s
mukaddasa above) which means both “a sanctified spirit” and the Holy Ghost. VIII. In four passages (xvi, 2; xvii, 87; xl, 15; xlii, 52) rūḥ is combined with ’amr, thus greatly increasing the difficulty of interpretation. For ’amr, besides its two regular meanings of “affair” (ša‘ān) and “commanding” (infin. of ’aman), has developed in the Kur’ān the meaning “divine command,” “creative command” (’ibdā‘; cf. Mufradāt, p. 23) and thus inclines towards a mēmrā or logos doctrine. Whether anything of the kind was consciously in Muḥammad’s mind may be doubted, although words and phrases may have had an influence upon him, as always. In his mind the will and “command” of Allāh were constantly present and if the word mēmrā ever reached him it would have suggested ’amr, “command” and not the purely Hebrew ṯōm “say, speak.” Logos seems to have come to him in the forms kalima and kalām (see articles on these in the Encyclopedia of Islam). It is certain that these texts combining ’amr and rūḥ played a large part in the later theological development, affording welcome points of contact for philosophical and mystical ideas drawn from widely separate sources. But that is a different matter from tracing those implications to the mind of Muḥammad. There is a good statement, with full references, to the whole investigation of the nature and source of the Kur’ānic ’amr on pp. 188 ff. of Horowitz’s Jewish Proper Names and Derivatives in the Koran (Hebrew Union College Annual, vol. 21, pp. 145–227). The four passages are (a) Kur. xvi, 2, “He (Allāh) causes the angels to descend with the spirit (bi-l-rūḥ) by (or on account of) his command (min ’amrihi) upon all whom he wills of his creatures (min ’ibādihi).” “Spirit” is understood here by Zamakhsharī (ed. Nassau Lees, vol. i, p. 728, l. 7) and by Baidāwī (Fleischer’s ed. i, p. 508, l. 10) as inspiration (wakīy) or the Kur’ān, because by these hearts dead through ignorance (djaḥīl) are brought to life or because the “spirit” in religion (dīn) is like the “soul” (rūḥ) in the body. Rūḥ, therefore, is not here a person but a spiritual influence and the word ’amr seems used to make a play on its use in the previous verse as “the affair of Allāh” which is assuredly
coming. Baidawi seems even in doubt whether 'min 'amrihi does not mean, “on account of his affair.” (b) Kur. xvii, 87, “Say thou (O Muhammad), ‘The spirit is my Lord’s affair’: or ‘proceeds from, belongs to, the affair (or the command) of my Lord’” (kul al-rūḥ min 'amri rabbī). This is the reply which Muhammad was directed to make to the Jews when they asked him what the rūḥ was. The traditions bearing on this question of the Jews are given in short by Baidawi on this passage (Fleischer’s ed. i, p. 549, ll. 10 ff.); and in detail in the Sahih of Muslim (ed. Constantinople 1333, Part viii, pp. 128 ff.); see, also, the attitude of Ibn ‘Abbas in Goldziher’s Koranauslegung, p. 71 and references there. But see, also, the criticism and practical rejection of these traditions by Ibn Kathir and by al-Razi below. The broad meaning of this verse of the Koran has led to a disinclination on the part of the more pious and traditionally minded Muslims to discuss the nature of “spirit.” On the exact meaning of the verse there has been wide difference of opinion among those who have discussed it, and it may be said that the whole later theological and philosophical development of the doctrine of “spirit” in Islam goes back to this verse. The explanations have, broadly, been two: (i) that the rūḥ is Allah’s affair and no one else’s, and that he has kept to himself knowledge as to what it is; (ii) that the rūḥ is one of Allah’s immediate creations (al-ʿibdaʿiyāt), either coming into existence by a creative word kūn or proceeding from the rūḥ of Allah in a unique way different from the creation by kūn, but not formed out of matter (madda) nor propagated (tanwīla) from a main-stock (ʾasl; cf. Baidawi above on Kur. iv, 169); viewed on another side, that it exists by his command and originates by his bringing into being; it is thus originated and not eternal. This leaves large questions still open to discussion, as to the materiality of the rūḥ. Al-Ghazzālī in his Maṣnūn saḥīr (ed. Cairo 1303, p. 10) puts it shortly that the rūḥ belongs to the world (ʿālam) of the divine Command (ʿamr); see further below. (c) Kur. x, 15, “He (Allah) bestows (yulḥi) the spirit, from his command (min ‘amrihi), upon whomsoever he wills of his
creatures in order that he may warn of a day of reciprocal meeting"  
(yauma-l-talâki). Baidawi (Fleischer's ed. ii, p. 208, ll. 11 ff.) explains 
that the verse is to show that spiritualities (al-rûhânîyât) also are 
controlled by the 'amr of Allah in exhibiting their traces, and that 
is inspiration (waḥy); al-rûh means inspiration; and the phrase, 
"from his command" is an added explanation (bayân), because it 
is command of good; or else the 'amr is the transmitting angel 
(al-malak al-mudalligh). Cf. also Zamakhshari's view that rûh is 
a metaphorical expression for inspiration because the "soul" gives 
life to body (ed. Nassau Lees, ii, p. 1274); it is plain that the 
commentators felt the subject to be difficult. (d) Kur. xliii, 52, 
"And thus we revealed to thee, [namely] a spirit from our command." 
What was revealed is called a spirit because the spirit gives life to 
hearts; or the meaning is "we sent a spirit, that is Dîjbril, to thee 
with inspiration" (Baidawi, ed. Fleischer, ii, p. 234, l. 13).

This is all the Kur'anic material on the subject and of these 
passages the texts under V and VIIIb have, from their suggestive 
obscurity, exercised by far the greatest influence. As was said above, 
the Kur'anic word rûh, always in the singular and never of the 
human spirit or "soul," has peculiar theological implications. It 
seems to have come to Muḥammad as a theological terminus technicus 
and he apparently avoided its use in any other sense, e.g. for the 
djinn or other spirits. Further, it is plain that very early and even 
in the most orthodox Hanbalite circles there had arisen a consciousness 
of theological mystery. Just as the nature of the Kur'ân itself was 
an orthodoxy accepted mystery into which there should be no prying, 
so "spirit" had its mystery. Kur'ân xvii, 87 (VIIIb above) was 
mandatory on all pious and traditionally minded Muslims to refrain 
from considering the nature of spirit and to recognize that there 
lay in that nature something beyond all human knowledge. Only 
the Mu'tazilites entirely rejected this. All other Muslims adjusted 
themselves to it in one way or another. Some stayed by the word 
of the Kur'ân and the traditions on the subject; accepted that it 
was a mystery and rejected all attempts at interpretation. Others
felt driven to different speculations, based either on religious experiences or on philosophical ideas and systems or on both combined. But in all these attempts, whatever their basis, there survived, except amongst the most advanced pantheistic mystics or the most hardened Neoplatonic-Aristotelian philosophers, a feeling that there was danger of falling into damnable error. Even Ibn al-'Arabī in developing his doctrine of the Perfect Man (see below) reaches a point where he stops his statement because reason can go no further and only the divine unveiling (kāshf) can know the rest (Fusūs, ed. Cairo 1309, p. 18). Experiential theologians could not avoid considering the nature of the human heart (kalb), the human nafs and spirit (rubḥ) and their relationship with one another and with the divine. Speculative theologians were equally faced with the metaphysical nature and origin of the human soul. But they took refuge in the doctrine common to all Islam of economy in teaching; each individual and each type of mind was to be taught according to its limitations and no further. Thus we find al-Ghazzālī teaching up to a certain point in his Iḥyā, a large treatise intended for the general religious public; a little further in his two Maṣḥūn's intended for theological students; still further in his Mishkāt for still more advanced students; and in the Mishkāt he implies that he has a still more advanced teaching for an inner circle. At the other extreme his Īḥām is a treatise on the necessity of restraining the masses from all theological studies as opposed to authoritative religious teaching. These distinctions were all open and understood and there is a full discussion of the method even in the Iḥyā, Book Kawā'id al-‘aṣrā'īd, Fāsūl II (ed. with commentary of Saiyid Murtuḍā, vol. ii, pp. 69 ff.). The point to be guarded is that the more recondite meaning (al-būṭin) cannot contradict the plain meaning (al-zāhir). That being understood al-Ghazzālī divides those theological mysteries (‘asrār) into five classes. The first class is of refined (daṣā'ik) points which the understanding (fahm) of most cannot grasp and which would be a dangerous temptation (fitna) to them if they tried to grasp them.
The first example of this is the mystery of the *ruḥ* which, of course, was "uncovered" (*makhṣūf*) to the Prophet. "For he who does not know (*'arafa*) the *ruḥ* is as he who does not know his own self (*nafs*) and he who does not know his own self how can he know his Lord?" is the often quoted tradition. To some of the wāls, also, and of the learned (*"ulamā") it has been revealed, although they are not prophets. But they follow the ḥadāb of the prophets in keeping silence in public on such matters. The movement of thought apparently is that the existence of an entity "spirit" is plain to every man through his experience of his own self, but that knowledge of the nature of "spirit" can be reached only through the greater inspiration (*waḥy*) of prophets or the minor (*'ilhām*) of saints or the religious experience (*ma'rifah*) of certain classes of the learned. Similarly in the first Book of the Īḥyā, that on Knowledge (*'ilm*; ed. with commentary of Saiyid Murtada, vol. 1, p. 63) al-Ghazzālī says that the *kulūb* belong to the *'ālam al-malakūt* and are therefore veiled off from the external, physical, senses and the commentator adds that the *'ālam al-malakūt* is the *'ālam al-ghaib*, the spiritual world, to which the *'arwāḥ al-nufūs*, meaning apparently the personal souls of men, specifically belong (*al-mukhtass bi-'arwāḥ al-nufūs*). The psychological basis of this economy of teaching is worked out with still greater precision in the Lesser Maḏnān, otherwise called Al-adhwiba al-ghazzāliya or Al-taswiya wal-nafkh, ed. Cairo 1303, p. 8. To the statement and defence of this economy of teaching al-Ghazzālī recurs again and again. Some teachings may not be put into a book at all because a book may easily fall into unfit hands; so in his *Mizān al-ʿamal* (ed. 1328, p. 214) and even in the Īḥyā (ed. Bulāk 1289, iv, p. 294; cf. Nicholson, Studies in Islamic Mysticism, p. 80). These are matters between the individual soul and Allāh and can be discussed only with a partaker of the same kind of experience. It is necessary to emphasize this for, otherwise, his warnings, as in the Mishkāt (ed. 1322, p. 55) might suggest—and for some investigators have suggested—a greater theological mystery than lies in them. Compare
with this the position taken up in Plato's Epistle vii, 341Aff., and, also, Sympos. 210E and Republic 494A. On the relationship of kalb, rūh, nafs see the present writer's Religious Attitude and Life in Islam, Lecture viii, and on malakūt p. 243. In the Saiyid Murtaḍā's commentary on the Book of the Iḥyā on Love (maḥabbat; vol. ix, p. 545) he says that the rūh is the locus (maḥall) of the maḥabbat of Allāh, the kalb that of experiential knowledge (maʿrifā) and the sirr, a part of man still more refined ('alṭaf) than the rūh, is that of the contemplation (mushāhada) of Allāh. These all regard the knowledge of Allāh from the viewpoint of contemplation as opposed to reason. And so explicitly al-Kharrāz (quoted in Massignon's Passion, p. 483, note 3, and Recueil de Textes inédits, p. 43) lays down that without the rūh reason (aḥl) would be negated (muʿāṭtal) and possess no proof, for or against. Further, the fervent piety of Aḥmad ibn Ḥanbal used expressions as to the rūh which had wide consequences in later Islām among pious Sunnites, extreme Imāmītes and monistic mystics of different types. See on this development Massignon, Passion, pp. 661–664. As will be shown below, the later development of mysticism especially by Ibn al-ʿArabī forced such later Ḥanbalites as Ibn Taimiya and Ibn Ḥaṭṭīlm to an ignoring of this side of Ibn Ḥanbal's teaching.

In ordinary, non-philosophical, orthodox Islām rūh means simply the soul as opposed to the body (badan). So, for example, in Māturīḍī's (asserted) sharḥ on the matn of Abū Ḥanīfa (ed. Hyderabad 1321, p. 31) and in the treatises on the Questioning (ṣuʿāl) in the grave by Munkar and Nakīr. A common expression for its relation to the body is that it is a ḍjīm latīf with a running (sarayān) in the body like the running of water in green wood; so Baidjūrī in his ḥāshiya on the matn of Abū Shuḍja (ed. Cairo 1307, vol. i, p. 261). The only difference as to corporeality is that the body is "coarse" (kathīf) and the soul is "fine, subtle" (laṭīf). According to al-Ghazzālī (Risāla laduniya, ed. Cairo 1328, p. 9) this is the general position of the Mutakallims, while philosophical theologians deny its corporeality and prefer to call it simply
"substance" (ādawhar) in the Aristotelian sense. A good statement and study of the position of the corporeal school, which is undoubtedly the fundamental position of orthodox Islam, is to be found in the Kitāb al-rūḥ of Ibn Ḥaiyim al-Dījawtiya, the Ḥanbalite of Damascus who died A.H. 751 (A.D. 1350), nearly two and a half (lunar) centuries after al-Ghazzali (505/1111) and more than a century after Ibn al-ʿArabī who died also in Damascus A.H. 638 (A.D. 1240). Ibn Ḥaiyim (Brock. ii, 105) was a pupil and editor of Ibn Taimiyya (Brock. ii, 100–105), the great Ḥanbalite of later times, who centuries after his death, became the spiritual father of the Wahhabite movement. So, too, Ibn Ḥaiyim’s book has lasted and at least two editions have appeared at Hyderabad (ii ed. 1324). And its influence has not been simply among Ḥanbalites and Wahhabites. For when there was a great plague (tāʿūn) at Cairo in 853 a Shāfiʿite, Ibrāhīm ibn ʿUmar al-Bišāfī (not in Brockelmann but see Suyūṭī’s Naẓm al-ʿikyān, ed. Hitti, New York 1927, p. 24 and references there; I owe this reference to William Popper, University of California) under the influence of the many experiences and testimonies of the dead in this plague (for such are technically “martyrs,” shuhada’) wrote an abbreviation with additions under the title Sirr al-rūḥ (printed Cairo 1326). For Ibn Ḥaiyim was not a literalist Ḥanbalite. On p. 284 he gives as his authoritative basis Book, Sunna, Agreement of the Companions—the regular Ḥanbalite ʿusūl—but adds “rational proofs” (ʿadillat al-ʿaql) and al-fiṭra. By the last he evidently means the attitude of the uncontaminated mind, or unprejudiced intuition (cf. article Fiṭra in the Encyclopedia of Islam). On p. 310 he paraphrases it by badāḥat al-ʿuḳūl wa-sarrāʾiḥuḥa. He divides his consideration under 21 Questions. Of these Questions VI–XIV (pp. 62–144) deal with the Inquisition (suʿāl) by Munkar and Nakir in the grave and the Punishment (ʿadhāb) in the grave (see article Kiyāmah in the Encyclopedia of Islam, vol. ii, p. 1049, and Munkar and Nakir article in the same). These need not be further considered here. Question XV (pp. 144–188) deals with the abode (mustakarr) of souls in the barzakh, or interval, between death and the Resurrection.
On this Ibn Ḳayyim gives in detail a mass of the most contradictory if picturesque traditions and the consequent varying dogmatic positions. Finally (pp. 184ff.) he states the following as the preponderant (al-radji'y) positions: (i) Souls of prophets are in the Highest 'Ilīyūn (Kur. lxxxiii, 18, 19; Lisān xix, p. 327; Horowitz, Jewish Proper Names, p. 215) in different abodes; (ii) souls of some martyrs (shuhada') are in the crops of green birds in Paradise; the exception is of those who died in debt and who are held from entering Paradise; see on the adjustment of such wrongs at the Last Day article Kiyāma referred to above; (iii) again others will be held (maḥbūs) at the very gate of Paradise; (iv) some martyrs will be held in their graves, e.g. one who had taken a shirt by fraud; (v) in another tradition martyrs, apparently in general, are at the gate of Paradise in a green kubba; (vi) some souls will be held in the earth, unable to ascend to the Heavenly Host (al-mala' al-a'la) because they are low (ṣufli) and earthy ('aradī) in nature and cannot consort with the heavenly souls (al'anfus al-samānīya) as they could not consort with them in this world; in the body they had not known and drawn near to Allāh and they cannot do so now that they are separated from the body; (vii) some souls are in the oven (tannūr) of adulterers and adulteresses and swimming in the river of blood. So there is no one abode for souls, blessed or cast-away; one soul is in the highest heaven and another earthy soul cannot ascend from the earth. All the traditions on this matter are true, each confirming the other, however they may seem to clash; they have to be understood rightly and knowledge of the nafs and of the rules ('alḥām) bearing on it is different from knowledge of the body. It is plain that the disposal of the souls of "martyrs" had given great difficulty; simply by their death they entered Paradise at once, but in themselves they might be of low moral and spiritual order. Further, the nafs although it is in Paradise, that is in the sky (al-sumā'), is joined also to the corruption (fanā') of the grave and of the body in it; it is the swiftest thing in motion and transference and in ascending and descending; it is divided into
unrestricted (mursala) and held (maḥbūsa), low and lofty. In the course of its existence it has four abodes (dār): (i) in the womb; (ii) in this world for which it was formed and in which it gains good and evil for itself, future weal or woe; (iii) in the barzakh; (iv) in its last and abiding abode (dār al-ḥārār) of the Garden or the Fire. And each of these abodes is greater and wider than the one before it. It is evident that Ibn Ḫāiyim, while he, as a Ḥanbalite, clung to the traditions as infallible authority, had the greatest difficulty in unifying them.

And it is evident, also, that the nafs of Muslim theology is entirely different from the spiritual ψυχή of Greek philosophy. It is, on the contrary, the ψυχή of the Pauline theology, an expression for the fleshly appetites of the personality, and both derive from the Hebrew נֶפֶשׁ.

His XVIth Question (pp. 188–228) is, Are the souls of the dead profited at all by actions of the living? His general answer, based again on a mass of traditions, is that they are so profited in a variety of ways, especially (i) by those actions for which the deceased had already established preparations (tasabbaba) in his life time and (ii) by prayer and intercession by Muslims, almsgiving, pilgrimaging, fasting and other acts of ʿibada executed in his intention. The conflict here, as always, is between the plain meaning of traditions and the implications of theological systems; but the whole question does not bear essentially on the meaning of the rūḥ.

It is different with Ibn Ḫāiyim’s first three Questions which deal with the possibility and actuality of meetings, recognitions and intercourse between the spirits of the dead and the living. This is illustrated by a profusion of frankly spiritist stories of such intercourse, like those given similarly by al-Ḡazzālī in his Durra and in the last Book of his Ḫiyā and accepted by practically all ʿĪṣām. The Muslim world is full of ghost stories; on a modern development see the end of this article. This intercourse takes place especially in sleep and a fundamental text is Ḫur. xxxix, 43
although the word used there, as always in the Kur'an of the human soul, is nafs and not rūḥ; cf. Baidawī, ed. Fleischer, ii, p. 199 foot. "Allah takes to himself souls at the time of their death and in their sleep those who have not died; then he retains those whose death he has decreed (kaddā) and sends back the others unto a fixed term." Thus for all Islam sleep is a temporary death and in it the soul, whether called nafs or rūḥ, is set free for spiritual intercourse. Baidawī quotes a tradition from Ibn 'Abbās, evidently an explanation of nafs being the word used here, that in the human being are a nafs and a rūḥ between which is the like of the rays of the sun; the nafs is that in which is reason ('aql)—in this respect like the Platonic ψυχή which has νοσ— and discrimination (tamyīz) and the rūḥ is that in which is breath (nafas) and life (hayāt); they are both taken in death, but in sleep only the nafs is taken. Cf. also Kur. vi, 60 and article by Fränkel, ZDMG, lvi, 77 and The sleep of the soul in JAOS, April, 1920, pp. 103 ff. For Ibn ʿKaiyim, however, who quotes this text again and again, nafs and rūḥ in this connection are the same.

The IVth Question is, Do souls die with their bodies? and Ibn ʿKaiyim's answer is that death for the soul is only its separation from the body. This leads to a discussion of the nature of death and of the sequence of events on the Day of Resurrection (see article ʿKiyāma already referred to). The Vth Question is, How can souls be distinguished from one another when separated from their bodies? Have they any "form" (shakl, ġūra)? This opens the whole question as to the nature of the rūḥ and the distinction, when there is any, between it and the nafs. Ibn ʿKaiyim says that this question cannot be answered by those who assert that the soul is incorporeal, is not in space and has no form—that is, those philosophical theologians, such as al-Ghazzālī and al-Rāzī, who made these positions possible in orthodox Islam. Nor by those who assert that the soul is one of the accidents (ʿaraḍ) of the body and apart from it ceases to exist. But only on the principles of the People of the Sunna, based on Kurʾān, Sunna, traditions, reflection (iʿtibār)
and reason. On these it is an essence existent in itself (dhāt kā'ima bi-nafsīhā) which ascends and descends, and joins and separates, and goes out, and comes and goes, and moves and rests (p. 58). Thus it is spoken of in Kur'ān and traditions. To this subject he returns in much greater detail in his Questions XIX and XX (pp. 279 and 342). In the first he considers three points: (i) Is the nafs one of the parts of the body, or one of its accidents, or a body (dījism) deposited in it, or an incorporeal substance (dījawhar mudjarrad)? (ii) Is it the rūḥ or something else? (iii) Are the nafs al-lammāra, al-lawwāma and al-muṭma’inna one nafs having these as qualities or three separate ‘anfus? This third question refers to the basal position as to the nafs in Muslim ethics, according to which it is really the same as our “flesh” (the Pauline ψυχή), i.e. the physical appetites which demand their satisfaction and which must be subdued and regulated. The nafs for Muḥammad was the self, the soul, but the soul was essentially a craver of evil. This view of the self was Hebrew also and is very plain in the basal idea of the Hebrew nēphesh, “appetite” or “the appetitive soul,” and the process of dealing with it is stated in the three Kur'ānic texts to which this question refers. Further, the contrast between this nafs and the Kur'ānic rūḥ is plain. In Kur. xii, 53 Allāh puts into the mouth of Joseph, “the soul (nafs, fleshly appetite) indeed commands to evil” (la’ammāra bi-l-sū). In Kur. lxxv, 2 Allāh swears by the nafs al-lawwāma, the upbraiding nafs which struggles with itself. When the struggle ends in submission to the will of Allāh and in peace, it is addressed (Kur. lxxxix, 27) as the nafs al-muṭma’inna, the nafs at rest. Is this then a process of regeneration or three separate ‘anfus within every man? Ibn Ḥaiyim goes on to give a conspectus of the most varied views as to the rūḥ and the nafs and their identity or their relationship to each other and to “life” (al-ḥayāt) and “force” (al-kūwa) and “breath” (al-nafas) and to physical bodies (‘adjsīm) and their accidents (‘aʾrād) and to the four “natures” (al-ṭabāʾi), heat, cold, moisture, dryness, citing al-Asḥārī, al-Djubbāt, al-Bāqillānt, Ibn Ḥazm,
Aristotle, &c. and evidently intending to show the jungle of confusion from which only Book, Sunna and tradition, when rationally and normally used, can save us. In the end he gives a question posited by al-Rāzī, What does a man indicate when he says “I”? Al-Rāzī’s answer is that according to the multitude (djumni'r al-khalf) and the majority of the Mutakallims, “man” (al-'insān) is an expression for “this body and special structure” (ḥādhib-l-badan wal-haikal al-makhṣūs; on haikal see Massignon, Passion, ii, p. 482, note 1). [This is evidently a reference to al-Rāzī’s discussion of Kur. xvii, 87 in his Mafāṭib al-ghaib (ed. Cairo 1308, vol. v, pp. 431 ff.). Al-Rāzī ascribes this view to the djumni'r al-mutakallimin and rejects it in more than two pages of 17 refutations. See further below.] This Ibn Ċaiyim rejects as the falsest of all the statements, falser even than the position of Ibn Sīnā and his followers. For him “Man” means the body and the rūḥ together. Further (p. 284) the rūḥ can be defined as “a body (djism) different in quiddity (māḥiya) from the sensible body, of the nature of light (nūrānī), lofty (ulwi), light (khafīf), living, moving, which penetrates the substance of the (physical) limbs (djawhar al-'a'da') and runs in them as water runs in a rose and oil in an olive and fire in charcoal. So long as these limbs are sound, so as to receive the imprints proceeding from this subtle (lāṣif) body, it remains intertwined (mushābik) with them and gives them these imprints of sense and intentional (irādiya) movement. But whenever these limbs are corrupted (fasada), through coarse admixtures (al-'akhlāṣ al-galîza) overpowering them, and become unable to receive these imprints the rūḥ separates itself from the body (badan) and is transferred to (infaṣala 'ilā) the world of spirits (ālam al-'arwāḥ). Then follow 116 proofs of this position, derived from Kurān, tradition, ghost-stories and logical arguments. Arguments (22) of opponents are then refuted, and Ibn Ċaiyim, in proof of the possibility of the interpenetration of two bodies if one of them is lāṣif—as the rūḥ in his theory—falls back finally (p. 341) on the evident traces in the world of the workings of angels and djinn

Acta orientalia. IX.
which cannot be doubted; these effects exist and are beyond human powers. Such interpenetration exists evidently in those possessed (maṣrū’ā) by the djinn. He goes on, then, under Question XX, to give a lexicographical conspectus of the different meanings of the words nafs and rūḥ, citing the Siḥāḥ as his principal authority. Nafs has the following meanings: the rūḥ; the blood (dam); the body (djasad); the (evil) eye (‘āin)—but Ibn Ḥaiyim objects that this is really a case of rūḥ. It is used (tuflak), he continues, in the Kur’ān for the essence, or personality, as a whole (al-dhāt bi-djumlatihā), and also for the rūḥ alone. Rūḥ is not used for the body (badan) either separately or along with the nafs. But it is used for the Kur’ān or for inspiration (wahy). In this connection he cites the Kur’ānic texts in which rūḥ occurs along with ‘amr (Kur’ānic Usages VIII above) and explains that the Kur’ān and inspiration are called rūḥ because they bring the life (hayāt) which is truly useful (nāfša), and rūḥ is called rūḥ because through it comes the life of the body; the nafs is called rūḥ for the same reason. The difference, thus, between nafs and rūḥ is not essential but in qualities. He goes on to give a statement of the views of those—traditionalists, canon-lawyers and Sūfis—who make an essential distinction between the rūḥ and the nafs. For them the nature of the nafs is of clay (tinīya) and of fire (nāriya), while that of the rūḥ is of light (nūriya) and it is spiritual (ruḥanīya); some even say that the nafs is “human” (nāsūtiya) while the rūḥ is “divine” (lāhūtiya). Others that the ‘aruwāḥ are spiritual (ruḥanīya) and formed (khulikat) from al-malakūt, “then when they become pure (ṣafat) they return to al-malakūt.” The “fleshy” (ψυχικός) nature of the nafs is emphasized; desire (hawā) and lust (shahwa) and temptation (balā‘) are “kneaded into it” (ma’djūn fihā). Another has said that in man are three things, life and rūḥ and nafs. By the nafs he reasons, and it is the nafs which leaves him in sleep and sees what he dreams of but remains connected with his body as by an extended cord (ḥabl mumtadd). Life and the rūḥ remain in his body and the nafs returns, swift as a glance of the eye, when he awakes. [The nature of sleep and dreaming and the part
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played in them by the ruḥ still occupy the Muslim mind. See an Answer on this in the Bāb al-maṣāʾil of the Cairene monthly Al-Muktaṭaf for Dec. 1928, p. 463.] This is evidently based on the often cited Kur'ānic explanation of dreams (Kur. xxxix, 43) and on the fact that nafs is the word used there. Others say that the believer has three 'arwaḥ and the unbeliever only one, while prophets and the sīdīqūn have five.

This last view that there is more than one kind of ruḥ Ibn Ḵaiyim holds. There is (i) the ruḥ taken by Allah in death and it is also the nafs; we would call it the "soul." (ii) A different ruḥ is that with which Allah aids his waliʾs; this is the ruḥ with which he aided Ṭsā b. Maryam (Kur'ānic Usage VII above). (iii) The physical senses (al-ḥuwā) of sight, hearing, &c., placed in the body and dying with the body are each called ruḥ, e.g. al-ruḥ al-bāṣir. These are different from the ruḥ which does not die with the body. But the term ruḥ is used absolutely and more especially ('akḥass) for another sense (ḥuwa) by which Allah is known and the penitent returns to him and to the love of him and by which solicitude is roused to seek him and his will. The relationship of this ruḥ to the soul is like the relationship of the soul to the body; the soul without this ruḥ is like the body without its soul. This is evidently a fuller statement as to (ii) above. "On account of this people say, 'In so-and-so is a spirit [i.e. he is a spiritually minded man] and in so-and-so is no spirit, but he is a stuffed skin (baunu, "tulchan") and a pitless cane'... this is the greatest distinction between men." So some are spiritual (ruḥānī) and some are earthy ('araḍī) and animal (baḥīmī).

This leads naturally to Question XXI, the longest of all, pp. 346–427, an exposition that the nafs is one, and of the discipline by which the "nafs commanding to evil" can be reduced to the "nafs at rest in its Lord." It is essentially a little treatise on the primitive ascetic mysticism of Islam before speculative mysticism entered it; a final gathering up of the principles of the devout life according to the school of Ibn Taimiya and a protest against such
philosophizing as that of Ibn al-'Arabī—there is an allusion to his Fūṣūq on p. 415—which obliterated not only moral distinctions but the separateness of Allāh himself from his creation (tā’ifatu-l-ittiḥādiya; ʿdjamāʿu-l-kull fi dhāt wahida). In opposition to such unifying Ibn Ḫaiyim emphasizes that the Kurān is also a Furkan and arranges his treatise in a series of sections bringing out the "distinction" (furk) between this and that. The essence of moral philosophy and of the discipline of the soul for him is distinguamus.

But Ibn Ḫaiyim has noticed that in the Kurān rūḥ is never used simply of the human soul, however common that usage is in the traditions; the Kurānic word is always nafs, ʾanfus (p. 245). Yet many have taken the Kurānic word rūḥ, have applied it as used in Kurānic texts to the human soul, have misinterpreted those texts and have in consequence gone gravely astray as to the nature of the human soul. To this he devotes Question XVII (pp. 228–248). Is the Kurānic rūḥ eternal a parte ante (kādim) or originated (muḥdath) and created (makhliḳ)? For Ibn Ḫaiyim there is nothing eternal and uncreated except Allāh himself; there are only two things in existence: Allāh and his creation. But certain Kurānic texts and traditions had been quoted and explained in such a way as to bring the rūḥ into a unique relation to Allāh. These are the statements that the rūḥ is of the 'amr of Allāh (min 'amri rabbī; xvii, 87) and that Allāh "breathed" (nafakha) into Adam some of his rūḥ (min rūḥīhi; xv, 29; xxxii, 8; xxxviii, 72). There is also the statement in a tradition that Allāh created his creation in darkness and cast upon them some of his light (wa-ʾalḥā ʿalaihim min nūrihi). In consequence some have held that the ʾarwāḥ of men are light from the light of Allāh and life from his life. And others have interpreted the statement that the rūḥ is of the 'amr of Allāh in the sense that it is his affair and that he has made obscure ('akhsā) its essence (hakīka) and the knowledge of it to his creation. But 'amr in the sense "command" is one of the species of speech ('aḥad ʾanwāʿi-l-kalām); that is, it belongs to the eternal quality Speech in Allāh. Similarly "his
rūḥ, “his light” put rūḥ and light into a relationship (ʿidafa) to the eternal Allāh and thus they must also be eternal. In consequence some, in spite of the agreement of prophets, companions, followers and the salaf in general, have held that the rūḥ is uncreated or that it is neither created nor uncreated; and some have even specifically described (khaṣṣa) certain “sanctified spirits” (ʿarwāḥ al-kuds) as of the very essence of Allāh (min dhāt Allāh). Further there grew up among Shiʿites—Ibn Ḥaiyim calls them ʿinfra min al-zanāḍika wa-ʿinfra min al-racwāfida—the doctrine of the Imām who knows everything without being taught; for he has by inheritance the spirit of Adam which was separated off from the essence of Allāh (infāṣala min dhāt Allāh).

In his reply Ibn Ḥaiyim names as his guide Ibn Taimiyya (p. 231) and does not mention Aḥmad ibn Ḥanbal. He must have known that Aḥmad had been in doubt on the non-eternity of the rūḥ. Cf. his statement (Massignon, Passion, ii, pp. 661, 664), “Whoever says that the rūḥ is created is a heretic; whoever says that it is eternal is an unbeliever.” Apparently Ibn Ḥaiyim alludes to this when he throws in that some hold that the rūḥ is neither created nor uncreated (p. 229). He gives twelve positive proofs that it is created. Then (pp. 240ff.) he deals with the Kurʿānic basis of those who hold the opposite doctrine; they, like all innovators (mustaḍāl), follow the obscure (mutashābīh) passages of the Kurʿān rather than the clear and certain (muḥkam). Their great support is the relation in the Kurʿān of the rūḥ to the ʿamr of Allāh. But ʿamr in those passages means, as often, al-maʿmūr, “the thing commanded,” and that is certainly created. Further, the rūḥ in Kur. xvii, 87 (“of the ʿamr of my Lord”) is, by agreement, not any human soul but the rūḥ who will stand on the Day of Resurrection along with the angels (Kurʿānic Usages V above) and who is a mighty angel. Further, the commonly accepted story as to the cause of Kurʿān xvii, 87 (Kurʿānic Usages VIIIb above) is based on six contradictory traditions going back to Ibn ʿAbbās and cannot be depended on to indicate that there is anything
esoteric and uncommunicable about the ṭukh. This leads to a consideration of the real meaning and usages of the word ṭukh in the Kur'ān. It means (i) inspiration (waḥy); (ii) strength (kūwa); (iii) Ḍjibrīl; (iv) the above mentioned particular and mighty angel; (v) ʿĪsā; but it never means in the Kur'ān the human soul. Again, in interpreting the texts (Kur'ānic Usages I above) that Allāh blew into Adam some of his ṭukh we must distinguish between qualities (ṣifāt) and parts put in a relationship (ʿidāfa) to Allāh and things (ʿaʿyān) which are separate from Allāh. The qualities (e.g. knowledge, power, speech) do not exist in themselves, nor do the parts (e.g. face, hand). These are uncreated. But the separate things (e.g. the Camel of Allāh, the House of Allāh) exist in themselves and their relation to Allāh is only to specify them and to glorify them. The spirit of Allāh poured out in his breathing is of this second kind; so this spirit is created. In man, therefore, there is no element of divinity at all; he is "owned" (marbūḥ) and there is no "ownership" (rubūbiya) in him.

It has been necessary to give so much space to the position of Ibn Ḧāyim as his is certainly the belief of the great majority of Muslims down to the present time. This holds most explicitly of the Wahhābites who are devoted sectaries of Ibn Taimiya. For them a ṭukh is always created and material and the word when it means a personality can be applied to an angel, a djinnī, a shayṭān, or a human soul. In consequence ʿAllāhu ṭukh, which for us means "God is a spirit," and which seems to us the simplest and most intelligible statement about God, is for them the most horrible blasphemy. See a case illustrating this attitude, in the article by the present writer, From the Arabian Nights to Spirit (Moslem World, Oct. 1919, p. 342); the gulf between Allāh and their conception of ṭukh is made very clear. On the other hand it may be said broadly that among Persian Muslims at present there seems to be no objection to speaking of Khudā as ṭukh (William Miller, Meshed, by letter). It is so used by modern Persian poets and by Baha'īs. It is even possible for a modern Egyptian writer to
begin an article entitled 'Arwâh ḱudamâ' al-Miṣr, after the Basmala, with Ḥamām laka ya ṛâh 'arwâh al-ʿālāmin, meaning evidently Allâh.

At the opposite extreme to the Wahhâbîte position is the use of the phrase al-ṟūḥ al-ʿaʿżam, "the Great Spirit," as applied to Allâh either absolutely or in respect to some phase of his existence. Absolutely it is used by ʿAbd al-Razzâk al-Kâshâni (d. 730/1329; cf. article upon him in the Encyclopedia of Islam, vol. i, pp. 61–63) in his commentary on line 638 of the Taʿrîya-poem of Ibn al-Fârîd (d. 632/1235; cf. Nicholson, Studies in Islamic Mysticism, pp. 162 ff., 255) on the margin of the Diwân of Ibn al-Fârîd, ed. Cairo 1319, vol. ii, p. 194. And the Persian poet ʿAtţâr even called Allâh ṛâh kullâ, "the Universal Spirit" (Massion, Passion, i, p. 436). In the same ʿAbd al-Razzâk's Dict. of Šûfiy techn. terms (ed. Sprenger, p. 150, no. 464) the ṛâh al-ʿaʿżam (also called al-ʿaḍām al-awal wa-l-ʿākhîr) is defined shortly as "the First Reason" (al-ʿaḍâl al-awal). In the Taʿrîfât of al-Dirjânî (d. 816/1413) the term also occurs in the midst of a general statement as to the ṛâh (ed. Cairo 1321, p. 77). This statement is quoted, also, at length with some variant readings in Dict. of techn. terms, p. 548, and in the Itṭâf al-sâdat of the Saiyid Murtaḍâ, his commentary on the Iḥyâ of al-Ghazzâlî, vol. i, p. 332. That it is so quoted by the Saiyid Murtaḍâ (d. 1206/1790), a theologian of accepted orthodoxy although an admitted Šûfi, shows that the statement is possible for all philosophical theologians in Islâm. He uses it in the exposition of the passage in the Iḥyâ (Book of Ḥlm, Bab v, Waqīfa ix) where al-Ghazzâlî mentions the ṛâh and quotes on it Kur. xvii, 87. By ʿAbd al-Razzâk the term is not used flatly of Allâh but of a phase of his manifestation. His statement is evidently regarded as so fundamental and is so rich in technical terms that it may be translated in full. "The human ṛâh is a subtle thing (laṭīfa), belonging to man, which knows and perceives and which is imposed (râkîba) upon the animal ṛâh; it descends from the World of Command (ʿâlam al-ʿamr) and (human) intellects (ʿakûl) cannot attain to perceiving its farthest limit. That ṛâh sometimes occurs stripped (mudjarrâda, i.e. of
materiality) and sometimes covered in the body (muntabika fi-l-badan; another reading is muntabī‘a ‘alā-l-badan, “imprinted on the body”). The animal rūh is a subtle body (dişim; i.e. a material body but subtle) the source of which is the hollow of the physical heart; it is spread by means of the vessels which separate to all parts of the body. The rūh al-a‘zam, which is the human rūh, is the place of manifestation (maṣhar; cf. Nicholson, Studies in Islamic Mysticism, pp. 113, 126) of the Divine Essence (al-dhāt al-‘ilāhiya) in respect of Lordship (al-rubūbiya ownership) and on account of that it is impossible that it should be reached or joined; none knows its farthest limit except Allah and none attains this desire (al-bughya) save he. It is “the First Reason” (al-aql al-‘awal), the Essence of Muḥammad (al-haḍīka al-muḥammadīya; i.e. what he is in his absolute reality; cf. Nicholson, op. cit., pp. 105, 109, 110, 113, 122), the Single Personality (al-nafs al-wāhida), the Name-Essence (al-ḥaḍīka al-‘asmā‘iyya). It is the first entity (maudjud) which Allah created in his image (‘alā gūratihī) and the Great Khalīfa (Kūr. ii, 28; cf. Nicholson, op. cit., pp. 130, 155). It is the Luminous Substance (al-djawhar al-nūrāni) whose substantiality is the place of manifestation of the (Divine) Essence (al-dhāt) and whose luminosity (nūrāniyya) is the place of manifestation of that Essence’s knowledge (‘ilm); with respect to substantiality it is called Single Personality (Naufs Wāhida) and with respect to luminosity it is called First Reason (Aql ‘Awal). Just as in the macrocosm (al-‘ālam al-kaβīr) it has places of manifestation and names, such as the First Reason, the Highest Pen (al-ka‘alam al-‘a‘lā), the Light, the Universal Personality (al-nafs al-kulliyya), the Preserved Tablet (al-lawh al-mahfūz), &c., so in the human microcosm (al-‘ālam al-ṣaghīr al-‘insānī) it has places of manifestation and names, according to its manifestations and stages, (used) in the technical language of the People of Allah and of others, such as the Secret (al-sīr), Secrecy or Covering (al-ka‘fā‘), the Rūḥ, the Heart or Mind (al-ka‘lī), the Single Word (al-kalima), the Heart or Mind (al-rū‘; this is almost certainly a variant form of rūh but is normally explained as “the
fearing mind, ”al-kalb al-khâ’if), the Heart (al-fu’ad; physical and affectional), the Breast (al-ṣadr), the Reason (al-’aql), the Personality (al-nafs). For al-kalima the Saiyid Murtadhâ reads al-kulliya, the Totality.

This statement anticipates the later mystical attitude towards the nature of the human soul in which it was regarded as non-material and even as a phase of the divine essence. The rûh al-‘aṣam here is not Allâh but is the human soul regarded as a totality; it is a primary entity, in Allâh’s image, the representative and viceroy of Allâh in the world, the First Reason, the real Muḥammad, a single personality embracing all, a light illumining all; it manifests itself in the microcosm and in the macrocosm in diverse ways and under different names. It is thus in its absolute meaning inscrutable to all but Allâh himself. This is a general statement about the soul and therefore no mention is made in it either of the Ḳuṭb, an individual official, if spiritual, administrator, nor of the ’Insân al-kâmil, an ideal figure, very suggestive of the ἄνθρωπος of Pauline theology, to whom we shall come later. But the real—or, as we would say, the ideal—Muḥammad enters because he carries the soul of Adam, the Great and First Khalîfa.

The soul can know Allâh and it can do that only because it is related to Allâh. The nature of the relationship is the question which divides the mystics of the different schools, their views ranging from a gift of contemplation which is an unveiling of himself by Allâh, through theories of emanation (ṣudûr), to absolute pantheistic absorption and annihilation of the Multiplicity in the Unity. On the strange jumble in the above statement of al-Djurdjânt of Kur’ânic, Neoplatonic and Gnostic terms and ideas reference may be made to Nicholson’s Studies in Islamic Mysticism, throughout and by the indices; to Goldziher’s Vorlesungen, IV and especially the Anmerkungen thereon; also to his article in ZA, vol. xxii, pp. 317ff., Neuplatonische und gnostische Elemente im Ḥadîth (idea of Reason); also to the article on ‘Abd al-Razzâk referred to above. On the fundamental tradition that Allâh
created Adam in his own image cf. especially Nicholson, pp. 77, 80, 106, 111, 113.

The older and more orthodox Şūfi position on the rūḥ is
given in the Kashf al-mahdijub of al-Hudjwirî (d. betw. 465 and 469;
transl. Nicholson, pp. 261–266). He was a Sunnite and Ḥanafite
and held that all the errors of the Şūfi sectaries and heretics
sprang from their position as to the rūḥ. For him it was corporeal,
but of a subtle nature (dījism laṭif); it was originated (muḥdath)
and not eternal (kādim). He thus agreed with Ibn Khayyim. In the
dition, printed Būlāk 1290, of the Risāla of al-Kushairī (d. 465/1074;
Brockl. i, p. 432; Richard Hartmann, Das Şüfitum nach al-Kushairī,
1914; also in Der Islam, 1915, pp. 36 ff.) with the commentary of
Zakariya al-‘Anṣārī (d. 926/1520; Brockl. ii, p. 19) and the super-
commentary of Muṣṭafā al-‘Arūṣī (finished 1271/1854) it is possible
to trace the uniformity of orthodox Muslim mysticism on the doctrine
of the rūḥ through eight centuries. For such Şūfis the important
thing from the beginning was the overcoming of the nafs, “the
flesh.” In consequence they regarded the nafs as the source of all
evil qualities and, in distinction, the rūḥ as the source of good
qualities. This is explicit in Kushairī and implicit in ‘Arūṣī, but
Zakariya al-‘Anṣārī enters a caveat, that the more exact of the
Şūfis (al-muḥakḵiḵūn) hold that nafs, rūḥ, kalb, sirr, ḡakl on one
side mean the same thing, the subtle human property (al-latīfatu
al-‘insāniyya), the essence possessing a special knowledge of the
Lord (al-ḥakīqa al-rabbānīyya), although, on another side, each means
a different thing (Risāla, ii, pp. 105 ff.). This position is quoted as
that of al-Ghazzālī who recognized that nafs was the word used in
the Kur’ān broadly for the human soul and was not entirely, or
predominantly, the sensual element which must be subdued and
controlled. But Kushairī, because of his position, has to use rūḥ
for the human soul. The ‘arwāḥ, then, are selves or substances
(‘a’yān), fine or subtle (laṭīfa), deposited (muḍa’ū) in human bodies,
and which are separated from their bodies at death or, temporarily,
in sleep. These are created and the belief that they are eternal is
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a grave error. Zakartya al-Ansāri goes on to distinguish two and even three ṛūḥ's in man: (i) the ṛūḥ of waking (yaḵaṣa) which leaves the body in sleep, sees visions and returns with waking; (ii) the ṛūḥ of life which leaves the body at death; (iii) the Satanic ṛūḥ (ṟūḥ al-šhaīṭān) whose particular seat, because of Kur. exiv, 5, is in the breast (ṣadīr).

Next in importance, for the broad world of Islām, to the views of Ibn Taimīya and Ibn ʿAṭīyām are those of al-Ghazzālī (d. 505/1111). A very clear abstract of his fundamental position is quoted in the Dict. of techn. terms, p. 547, from the Kullīyāt of Abū-l-Baḵā' (d. 1094/1683). The ṛūḥ is not a body (ḏjism), located in the body as water in a vessel, nor is it an accident (ʿarad), located in the heart and brain as knowledge in one who knows, but it is a substance (ḏjawhar) because it knows itself and its creator and perceives intelligible things (al-maʿkūlāt, objects of the ʿakl). By the agreement of intelligent people (al-ʿuḵālā) it is an indivisible part and thing, only the word "part" is not fitting, as "part" suggests "whole," unless what is meant is as in the saying, One is a part of ten. So if you take all that by which a body (badān) subsists as a human being (ʿinsān) its ṛūḥ is one part of its compound (ḏjumla); it is not in it or out of it; above all it has to be kept clear (munazzah) of location in loci and of being joined to bodies (ʿadjaḵ) and being specified by directions (ḏjihāt); held sacred (muḵaddas) from those limitations (ʿawārīd). This is not a case of comparison (tasḵīb) of man to Allāh nor does it assert that the human ṛūḥ is specifically the same as Allāh, for the specific difference of Allāh is that he is ḵaiyām, that is "self-subsisting," and everything besides him subsists by him. So al-ḵaiyāmīya is in none but Allāh.

From this abstract the following points in al-Ghazzālī's position are clear. The human ṛūḥ is entirely non-material and is "spirit" in the philosophical sense. This is developed at length with scholastic dialectic in his small treatise, Al-maḏnūn al-ṣagḥīr (ed. Cairo 1303; cf. Spanish transl. by Asín in his Algazal, Zaragoza 1901,
pp. 692–733). The Kur'ānic passages, xv, 29; xxxii, 8; xxxviii, 72 (Kur'ānic Usages I above) mean that Allah makes the human embryo a purified and balanced compound fit to receive and retain the ṛūḥ as a wick after being soaked with oil can retain fire. The "breathing" or "blowing" is a metaphorical expression for this kindling of the light of the ṛūḥ in the "wick" of the embryo. It may be illustrated, on the one side, by the light of the sun which illuminates things whose nature it is to be brought out by light, i.e., the variegated things under the sphere of Air, and, on the other side, by the polish of a steel mirror which only when polished reflects what is in front of it. It is not like the pouring of water from a vessel upon the hand, nor even the outpouring of the rays of the sun, if these are erroneously thought of as separated from the body of the sun. The light of the sun is the cause of the production of a thing which resembles it in quality of light, although much weaker. Similarly the object reflected in the mirror is the cause of the reflection which resembles it; there is no joining or separating but simply cause and effect. The ṛūḥ, again, is not something abiding in the body, like water in a vessel, nor as an attribute or accident abides in a substance; it is a substance existing in itself, not in the heart or brain nor in space at all. It is not a body and cannot be divided; and you cannot predicate spatial relations of it any more than you can predicate knowledge or ignorance of a stone. The anthropomorphic Karrāmites and Ḥanbalites cannot conceive of such an entity (mawḍūd) even in the case of Allah; for them a mawḍūd must be a djīsm at which you can point. The Ash'arites and Mu'tazilites can conceive of such a mawḍūd, but they limit it to Allah himself. Locality, for them, is the only distinction between created entities. Nor does this infringe upon Allah's most essential quality. For that quality is his being self-subsisting (kayyum). Thus the Kayyuniya of Allah is fundamental for al-Ghazzālī's position. This Name occurs thrice in the Kur'ān, ii, 256; iii, 1; xx, 110. Tabari (d. 310/923; Tafsīr, Part iii, p. 4) gives the oldest exegetical tradition: (i) tracing back
to Mudjähid, "he who cares for everything" (an intensive from the idiom ḫāma bi...); (ii) tracing back to al-Ḍaḥṭāk, "the abiding one" (al-ḥāʾim, al-daʾīm). The Lisān (author d. 711/1311; Part xv, pp. 406ff.) is fuller but does not name al-Ḍaḥṭāk; adds al-Kalbī, "he who has no beginning (bāḍī"). It adds also a full statement of the meaning of al-kawiyām as one of the "counted" (maḍḍīda) names, "he who subsists by himself absolutely, not by any other, and by whom every entity subsists." This is exactly al-Ghazzālī's position and appears to be quoted, with slight changes, from his Al-makṣad al-ʿasnā (ed. Cairo 1324, p. 71) although al-Ghazzālī is not named. But al-Rāghīb (d. 502/1108) in his Mufradāt and al-Zamakhshāri (d. 538/1143) and Bāḏawī (d. 685/1286) in their commentaries on Kur. ii, 256 give only the view of Mudjāhid. Al-Rāzī (d. 606/1209) in his Mafāṭīḥ al-gbaib (ed. Cairo 1308, vol. ii, p. 305) gives and expands the views of both al-Ḍaḥṭāk and Mudjāhid, along with some others rejected as plainly absurd. Neither Tabarî nor Rāzī indicates clearly a preference, except in the order of their views; but the author of the Lisān seems to have adopted al-Ghazzālī's statement of the true interpretation of the word regarded as one of the Names of Allāh, and his quotation shows that al-Ghazzālī's position was becoming authoritative. More than a century later than al-Ghazzālī Ibn al-ʿArabī in his Fuṣūṣ (written 627/1230) was to find the essential difference in the Sublimity ('ulūwa; cf. al-ʿāli and taʿālā) of Allāh (Nicholson, Islamic Mysticism, p. 152). Did Bāḏawī prefer to follow him rather than Ghazzālī on this point? It meant that the whole doctrine of "difference" (mukhālafa) between Allāh and his creation, built up painfully by the Mutakallims, was being swept away and that the only essential point of difference was the absolute self-sufficiency or independence (al-istighnaʿ al-mušlaḵ) of Allāh and the dependence upon him of all his creatures. The contrast is between a mustaghnīn and fāṣarā'; in philosophical language his existence is absolute and theirs is contingent or relative. This being so, there may be kinship between the rūḥ of man and the rūḥ of Allāh; the human rūḥ, out of all created things, has
a unique relationship to Allah and is man's means of contact with Allah. And, conversely, Allah's rūḥ is a manifestation of Allah and his link with all existing spirits, from those controlling the spheres to man himself. As to the interpretation of Kur. xvii, 87, "the rūḥ is of the 'amr of my Lord," the verse means that all spirits are a product of the world of divine command ('ālam al-'amr). They thus belong to this World of Command and so stand apart from other created things; they are entities which exist apart from sense or form, direction or space, and do not come under dimension or measure. But this does not mean that they are uncreated and were existent from all eternity. Panpsychism, also, is to be rejected once the spirits are joined to their bodies; their difference and personality is through their being joined to material bodies and not by their own nature. But this difference and personality, when so gained, is permanent and they retain it after they are separated from their bodies. This cannot but remind us of William James's guess of an ocean of soul-stuff which projects itself, here and there, into peaks of personality in material beings. But to al-Ghazzālī's critics it suggested the emanation-theory of the Neoplatonists. This is increased by passages in which the concentric heavenly spheres have each an angel, or "soul," in charge and these lead up to a final Demiurge who receives the command ('amr) of Allah and transforms it into physical contact (mubāshara). In the Mishkāt (ed. Cairo 1322, p. 55) this intermediary between spirit and matter is called al-Mutā', "the obeyed one" or "the one who must be obeyed," a title evidently derived from the angel of revelation in the vision, Kur. lxxxi, 21. Cf. further on this problematical figure W. H. T. Gairdner's translation of the Mishkāt, throughout, Nicholson's Studies in Islamic Mysticism, p.111, and the Saiyid Murtaḍā in his commentary on the Ihya, vol. ii, pp. 72 ff.; also the Kūt al-kulūb of al-Makkī (d. 386/996), ii, 41 —al-Ghazzālī's source. It is worth noticing that the Saiyid Murtaḍā seems to find nothing questionable about this figure.

In his Risāla ladunīya (ed. Cairo 1328, pp. 7 ff.) al-Ghazzālī enters on further details in explanation of the nafs and the human
rūḥ. The sharpest distinction is to be made between this rūḥ and the animal rūḥ (al-hayawān), although Sūfis call that rūḥ nafs and so, too, does the Kur'ān. But this rūḥ is neither physical body (dājīm) nor accident but a divine power (kūwa īlāhiya) like the First Reason (al-`aql al-anwāl) and the Tablet (al-la`wih) and the Pen (al-kalam); these are all simple substances (dājawāhir mufrada) separated from matter, nay they are lights ('adhwā'), "stripped" of materiality (mudjarrada), to be reached by the Reason (ma`kūla) not by the senses (ghair mahsūsa). This is called by philosophical theologians (al-hukamā) the logical nafs (nafs nātīka) and by Sūfis the heart (kalb). It is the rūḥ `amrī, because of its origin, and the Kur'ānic "nafs at rest." The Mutakallims do not understand this "simple substance" [a djawhar fard meant for them a material atom] and make the difference between the soul and the body a matter of fineness and coarseness. In the Mishkāt, pp. 39ff. (quoted also at length in the Dict. of techn. terms, pp. 543f.), there is a more elaborate classification of `arwāḥ, making these cover all the physical powers (cf. article on Wahm referred to above, pp. 512f.).

(i) Al-rūḥ al-hassās, "the sense-rūḥ," meets what the senses bring; all animals have this; by this they are animals. (ii) Al-rūḥ al-khayālī, "the image or picture forming"; Aristotle's ἀνωτάτα; registers and retains what the senses bring; develops in children, and some animals have it. (iii) Al-rūḥ al-`aqlī, "the intelligent or reasoning"; Aristotle's νοῦς; perceiving the ideas which come from the senses and from the image-forming power; the special characteristic of man and not found in the lower animals; its percepts are universal, necessary, knowledge. (iv) Al-rūḥ al-fikrī, "the logical," Aristotle's διάνοια, by syllogisms attains to new truths. (v) Al-rūḥ al-kudstī al-nabawī, "the holy and prophetic," the power of prophets and some saints by which the Unseen World (al-ghāib) is immediately revealed to them. All these can be called Lights ('anwār; this word is used because the whole treatise is an exposition of the Light-verse, Kur. xxiv, 35 and of the tradition about the Veils of Light) since the different kinds of existent things
are manifested by them, and although the lower animals partake in (i) and (ii), yet these are created in man for a further, higher, object. In animals they serve only for physical needs, but even through the senses man reaches general ideas which are beginnings of religious perception. This is an elaboration of the distinction above between the ṛūḥ ḥayawānī and the ṛūḥ ‘amrī but tends to obliterate the uniqueness of the ṛūḥ ‘amrī. It is to all these ṛawāḥ and to all the faculties (kuwā) of the human body that the tradition refers, "The ṛawāḥ are troops collected together" (džumād mudjannada; Risāla ladunīya, p. 11 f.).

In the Kurʾān commentary, Mafṣūḥ al-ghaib, of al-Rāzī (d. 606/1209) when he deals with Kur. xvii, 87 (ed. Cairo 1308, vol. v, pp. 429–440), besides his exposition on the text, he enters on a long discussion of the nature of human personality (al-’insānīya) and of the various opinions which have been held upon it. The ṛūḥ in the verse is the human soul. The tradition that the verse means that the human soul is a mystery is to be rejected. The verse means: (i) The soul is an entity different from the body and its accidents; it is a simple substance, incorporeal, originated directly by the divine kun; its purpose is to give life to the body. (ii) The phrase "from my Lord's command" means "from my Lord's action"; ‘amr often means fil. It is thus originated and the phrase, "ye have been given only a little knowledge" means that human souls in their original constitution (fitra) know nothing, but gradually learn. But, he adds, Allāh knows best! He, then, gives four other interpretations of ṛūḥ in this verse: that it means (i) the Kurʾān; (ii) a particular angel, mightiest of them all; (iii) the angel Djibrīl; (iv) a class of created beings resembling men and yet not men. He, then, considers the different views as to what constitutes the human personality (ḥaṭṭākat al-’insān), i.e. the "I" which knows, understands, sees, hears, is angry, &c. Most (džumhūr) of the Mutakallims hold that al-’insān is an expression for this sensible body (al-džism al-maḥsūs). (Cf. Ibn Kāyīm above.) He refutes this in two pages and a half with 17 disproofs; evidently
this position had to be taken seriously. Others hold that this *al-insān* is a corporeal body (*džism*) existing inside the human body (*badan*). This leads to a discussion of the nature of the physical bodies existing in this lower world (*al-‘ālam al-syftī*); these are the four elements—earth, air, fire, water—or results of the combination of these. In the human body there can be only the results of combinations of these, and the combinations in which earthiness and wateriness predominate are, in this connection, left out of account by all intelligent people, except those who hold that the blood is the *rūḥ*, because death follows its leaving the body. The combinations in which air and fire predominate are in a different position. These are called "the spirits" (*al-‘arwāh*) and are of two kinds. Airy bodies mixed with natural heat (*al-hārūra al-ghariziya*) arise either in the heart or in the brain and are said to be the *rūḥ* and *al-insān*. Some say that *al-insān* is the *rūḥ* that is in the heart; others that it is an indivisible part (an atom) in the brain and others that *al-rūḥ* is an expression for fiery parts mixed in those brain and heart-spirits and that those fiery parts—otherwise called the natural heat—are *al-insān*. All these are evidently attempts by materialists to avoid the idea that the *rūḥ* is a non-material substance. Others, again, hold that the *rūḥ* is an expression for bodies of light, heavenly, fine of substance (*’adjsām nurānīya samāwīya latīfat al-dījawhar*), of the nature of sunshine (*daww al-shams*), not susceptible of dissolution, interchange, separation or scattering. Then, whenever the body (*badan*) comes into being, and its equipment is complete,—and that is the meaning of Allāh’s saying, "I made it symmetrical" (*Kur. xv, 29; xxxxii, 72;* see Baidāwī on both passages)—these lofty, heavenly, divine bodies interpenetrate the members of the (physical) body as fire interpenetrates charcoal and sesame oil sesame seeds, &c. This interpenetration of those heavenly bodies in the substance of those (physical) bodies is what is meant in Allāh’s saying, "and I blew into him some of my *rūḥ*" (*Kur. xv, 29; xxi, 72; cf. Kur’ānic Usages I above). So long as the physical body remains
sound and capable of receiving this interpenetration it remains alive. But when there arise in the body coarse admixtures (‘akhlaţ ghalīţa) which hinder the running (sarayân) of these lofty bodies in it, these are separated from the physical body and death occurs. This, says Râzî, is a powerful and distinguished position (madīhab kawâlî sharîf) which calls for careful consideration; it agrees closely as to the conditions of life and death with what we learn from Revelation.

That “man” (al‘-insân) is an accident (‘arad), dwelling in the body, he rejects as absurd, because man is evidently a substance, describable with knowledge, power, control, and no substance can be an accident. But there will be general agreement that man is a substance describable by specific accidents, and, in accordance with this, views divide. Some hold that when the four elements are mingled, and the vehemence (sawwra) of one is broken by the vehemence of another, there results a balanced modality (kaifîya mu‘tadīla) which is a mixture and these mixtures are infinite in number; one may be the quality of a man (al‘-insâniya) and another of a horse (al-farastîya). ‘Insâniya, then, is an expression for the essential quality in certain bodies describable as produced by the mixture of elemental parts in a certain proportion. This is the position of the majority of physicians (‘aţibba’) who deny that the nafs continues after death. It was also the position of Abû-l-Ḥusain al-Baṣrî, the Mu‘tazilite. A second position is that “man” is an expression for specific bodies which are under the condition that they are describable with the qualities, Life, Knowledge, Power, and that Life is an accident subsisting in the body. This denies both râḥ and nafs and says that there is nothing but bodies in mutual relationships (mu‘talîf) describable with those four specific accidents. This is the position of most Mu‘tazilites. Finally, among those assertors that man is a physical compound of the four elements, possessing those four qualities or accidents, are some who hold that the only difference between man and the other animals is in the shape of his body and the fashion of his limbs and parts—a hard saying, adds Râzî.
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The next view is evidently his own and is that "man"—this essential man—is an entity which is not a body (djism) and possesses no materiality (djismānīya). This is the position of most of the theistic philosophers who hold that the nafs abides after death and who maintain for the nafs a spiritual resurrection (ma'ād rūḥānī) and spiritual reward and punishment and reckoning. (On "spiritual" here cf. Ghazzālī’s Maḍnūn, ed. Cairo 1303, pp. 38 ff.) This is the position of a great number of the learned among Muslims, such as al-Rāghib al-‘Īsfāhānī (d. 502/1108), al-Ghazzālī (d. 505/1111), of the earlier Mu‘tazzilites Ma‘mar b. ‘Abbād al-Sulamī, of the Shi‘a al-Shaikh al-Mufīd (? Muḥammad b. al-Nu‘mān al-Baghdādī al-Mufīd, d. 413/1022; Broeckl. i, p. 188?) and a great number of the Karrāmīya. Those who thus uphold the existence of the nafs fall into two groups: (i) the sounder, or more exact, in their position (al-muḥājīkān) hold that "man" is an expression for this specific substance (djawhar) along with this body (badan). So "man" does not exist inside the world nor outside it, nor joined with it nor separated from it. But his connection with his body is a connection of directing and governing, like the connection of God with the world. [Cf. with this the discussion of the Thomist doctrine of the relation of soul and body in Étienne Gilson’s Le Thomisme, Paris, 1927, pp. 180 ff.] (ii) The other position is that when the nafs is connected with its body it is unified with it and becomes the "self" (‘āin) of the body and the body becomes the "self" of the nafs and these so combined in this "unifying" (ittīhād) are the "man." When death comes this unifying is annulled, and the nafs remains, but the body passes away in corruption. A somewhat similar view is then ascribed to Thābit b. ʿUkra, the mathematician and physician, (d. 288/901; Fīhrist, p. 272 and by index; Sarton, History of Science, vol. i, p. 599 and by index). He upheld the existence of the nafs and that it was connected with certain heavenly and fine bodies (‘adīsām) of the nature of light and that these were running (sāriya) in the human body, and that so long as this "running" continued the nafs controlled the human body. This seems to be the first appearance
of the metaphor of the soul "running" in the body like water in green wood. About four pages follow on the proofs given by those who establish this as the nature of the nafs on the basis of reason (min nāḥiyatī-l-ʿaḥl), and Rāzī finally refers for further details to his philosophical (ḥikmīya) works. A page and a half on further proofs on authority (samʿīya) close his discussion.

In the Mawākiṣ of al-Īḍī (d. 756/1355; ed. Bulāk 1266 with commentary of al-Djurđji, d. 816/1413; pp. 456–461) there is a long scholastic discussion of the nature of the nafs, as to corporeality, origination and connection with the body. (i) Are the souls of the spheres (al-nufūṣ al-falākiya) incorporeal or corporeal? (ii) Is the human nafs, called also the logical soul (al-nafs al-nāṭika) incorporeal? The majority hold that it is corporeal but al-Ghazzālī, al-Rāghib and a number of the Ṣūfis hold the opposite. (iii) Is the logical soul originated (ḥadīth) and in what sense? This leads to a disproof of metempyrchosis. (iv) What is the nature of the connection of the nafs with the body? It seems unnecessary to give here further details on these topics.

The compiler of the Dict. of techn. terms (wrote 1158/1745) follows his quotation given above from the Mishkāt of al-Ghazzālī with a still more sweeping statement (p. 544), "Every sensible (maḥṣūṣ) thing possesses a rūḥ, a statement of straight animism but not an animism of innumerable separate spirits but of a spiritual control of every element in the world, going back to and proceeding from the only Reality, Allāh himself. He expands his statement from two sources. (i) The Tahdhīb al-kalām: "Philosophical theologians (al-ḥukmāʾ) assert that the angels are non-material intelligences (ʿukūl) and that the souls (nufūṣ) of the spheres and the djinn are non-material 'aruwaḥ who possess control over elemental things (al-ʿunṣurīyāt) and that the devil (al-shaitān) is the non-rational instrument of thinking (al-kūwa al-mutakhayyila; see article on Wahm referred to above, p. 513; Iblīs for Islām does not possess 'aḥl). Every sphere has a universal rūḥ from which many 'aruwaḥ branch off (yanṣhaʿīb) and the controller of the 'Arsh is called the universal
nafs and every species (naw') of the changing things of the sensible world (al-kaw'inât) has a rūḥ controlling it and these are called their 'perfect natural constitutions' (al-tabâ'i al-tâmma); thus everyone has a "perfect constitution" which may appear to him in dreaming as a person [shakhs] and reveal to him what he wishes to know; Ibn Khaldûn, Prolegomena, ed. Quatremère i, p. 190; De Slane, i, p. 218). This is evidently meant to cover all the separate things of which the world, the Aristotelian-Neoplatonic Cosmos, is made up and to assert that each has a governing rūḥ of one kind or another. (ii) The book called Al-însân al-kâmil (see further below): "Every sensible thing has a created rūḥ by which its form (gûra, èziq) exists and the rūḥ of that form is like the meaning (ma'na) of a word (laṣâ). Next, that created rūḥ has a divine ('ilāhî) rūḥ by which it exists and that divine rūḥ is the holy rūḥ (rūḥ al-kudus) which is called the rūḥ of rūḥ's and which must never be brought under the (creative) word kun ('Become!'). That is, it is uncreated because it is a special aspect (wâdîh) of the (many) aspects of the Divine Reality (al-hakîk) in which being (wudjûd) subsists (kâma bihi). It is what was 'blown' (manfûlîh; Kur. Usage I above) into Adam; so the rūḥ of Adam is created and the rūḥ of Allah is uncreated. That aspect in everything is the rūḥ of Allah and the holy rūḥ; that is, it is to be kept holy, or remote, from the defects of 'becoming-ness' (al-kawnîya). The rūḥ of a thing is its self (nafs) and being exists in the nafs of Allah and his nafs is his essence (âhât). So when any one considers the holy rūḥ in a man he sees that it is created, for two eternal (kâdim) things cannot exist—there is no eternal except Allah alone, and all his names and qualities inhere in his essence and cannot be disentangled from it; everything else is created. Man, for example, has a body (djasad), which is his form (gûra) and a spirit which is the meaning (ma'na) of him and a Secret (sîrr) which is this rūḥ and a (divine) aspect which can be rendered as the holy rūḥ and the divine Secret and the existence which circulates in all (al-wudjûd al-sârî). So whenever the preponderant upon a man
consists of the things which his ‘form,’ i.e. his fleshly, sensual being demands his ruḥ acquires a material sediment (rasūb ma‘dānī) which is the source of his form (ṣūra) and the place of origin of its locus (maḥall), to the point that his ruḥ almost contradicts its original world (‘ālam ‘ašlī), because the fleshly requirements become established in it and it is limited in the form from its absolute spirituality. So it comes to be in the prison (ṣidjān) of physical things (al-tab‘a) and custom (al-‘āda) [i.e. what we would call ‘physical law’]. That, in this world, is the counterpart (mithāl) of al-Sidjājn (Kur. lxxxi, 7, 8) in the world to come. Nay, Sidjājn itself is that in which the ruḥ abides, but Sidjājn in the world to come is a sensible prison of the Fire and in this world is this idea just mentioned. For the world to come is a place in which ideas emerge as sensible forms. Contrariwise, whenever spiritual things are the preponderant on a man because he continues in sound thinking (fiłr) and little eating and sleeping and speaking and he abandons the things which his fleshly nature demands, then his structure (haikal) gains spiritual fineness, so that he can walk upon water and fly in the air and walls do not limit him nor distance of countries. So he comes to be in the highest ranges of created things; and that is the world of spirits, absolute from the limitations which result from companying with bodies (adjāsam).

This is what the saying of Allah indicates, ‘The pure are in pleasantness’ (Kur. lxxxi, 13; lxxxi, 22).”

In Kurānic Usage V above three passages refer to “the angels and the Ruḥ.” These have formed the basis for a doctrine that, in the background of all existence, between Allah and his creatures, there is one individual and pre-eminent Spirit. This doctrine appeared already in the Mishkāt (see above) of al-Ghazzālī in a vague form, connected with the system of the spheres and their “souls.” Ibn al-‘Arabī (d. 638/1240) in his Fuṣūṣ (ed. Cairo 1309; with commentary by al-Kāshānī, d. 730/1329) has already as a name for this being “The Perfect Man” (al-‘insān al-kāmil). This is related to a doctrine that the essences (dhawāt) of all the prophets
are individualized (\textit{ta'\'aiyun}) and immaterial "words" from Allah (cf. article Kalima in the Encyclopedia of Islam) proceeding from him by direct creation through the word \textit{kun}, and existing apart from space and time in the World of Command. This conception proved very fertile and was linked up with many expressions and phases of esoteric doctrine. It fitted into the Neoplatonic scheme; into the belief that Adam, the archetypal man, the first prophet, was created in the \textit{s\'ura} of Allah; into the Shi\'ite conception of the infallible Im\=am, with the kindred doctrine of the Light of Mu\=ammad and the transmission of the identity of Mu\=ammad; into S\=ufi ideas of Allah seeing himself reflected in the human heart and especially in that of a super-man, a microcosm of a higher order; into the doctrine of the \textit{Ku\'\b{a}b} in at least a spiritual form; and into a broad Logos doctrine to which the Kur\=\'\=an\ic use of \textit{kalima} as applied to \'Is\=a (Kur. iii, 34, 40) had led Ibn al-'Arabi. All these joined the development at different points and became entangled together in different schemes. The immediate origin of the phrase "the perfect man" is very obscure. To us it suggests at once Paul's \textit{\v{e}v\v{e}p\'\=e\'\=e\'\=e\, t\'\=ele\'\=e\'\=e\, \textit{Ephes. iv, 13}} in its context of "building up the body of Christ." And that leads back to the Perfect Man in the Greek Mysteries (cf. Lightfoot on Colossians i, 28 and Kennedy, St. Paul and the Mystery Religions, pp. 130 ff.). On another side it fits into the contrast of macrocosm and microcosm in which the Cosmos is also called the Great Man. Its most elaborate statement is in the book of al-Djil\=i (d. circa 813/1410; see Goldziher's article on him in the \textit{Encyclopedia of Islam}, vol. i, p. 46) Al-'\=ins\=an al-k\=\=amil, which, after al-Ghazz\=ali, has perhaps had the greatest influence in spiritualizing Muslim theology. See on it the thorough study in chap. ii of Nicholson's \textit{Islamic Mysticism}. But in the Ta\'rifat of al-Djil\=i's contemporary al-Djurdi\=ani (d. 816/1413; ed. Cairo 1321, p. 25) is a short statement which shows the Logos side of the Perfect Man. Man is defined as the logical (\textit{n\=ati\=ka}) animal. Then, the Perfect Man is "the combiner of all the worlds, divine and transitory (\textit{kawn\=iya}), universal and particular. He is a Book which
combines the divine and transitory books. As to his ṛūḥ and reason he is a rational book called the Mother of the Book (i.e. the divine archetype of all scripture); as to his mind (kalb) he is the book of the Preserved Tablet; as to his nafs he is the book of "obliteration and permanence" (maḥw, ithbāt; i.e. revealed scripture). So he is the Honoured Leaves (ṣuḥuf; Kur. liii, 37; lxxvii, 18, 19; xcvi, 2), raised, purified, which none may touch and the secrets of which none may attain save those who are purified from veils of darkness. Thus the relation of the First Reason to the macrocosm and its realities, as they are in themselves, is the same as the relation of the human soul to the body and its faculties. And the universal nafs is the mind (kalb) of the macrocosm just as the logical nafs is the mind of man; therefore the Cosmos is called "the Great Man." In this, apparently, are combined the two meanings λόγος, ratio and oratio, reason and revelation.

Al-Djiżr deals thus with this pre-eminent Spirit (Dict. of techn. terms, p. 545): The angel who is called "the Rūḥ" is the one called technically by Śūfīs "the Reality by which is created" (al-ḥaqq al-makhlūk bihi) and "the Idea of Muḥammad" (al-ḥakīka al-muḥammadiya). Allāh looked at this angel as he looks at himself; then he created him from his light and created the world from him and made him the locus of his looking in respect of the world (q min al-ʿālam). One of his names is "Command of Allah" (ʿamr Allāh); he is the noblest of created things and their loftiest in station; there is no angel above him; he is the lord of those sent (al-mursalīn) and the most excellent of the honoured (al-mukarramīn). Know that Allāh created this angel as a mirror for his own essence; Allāh is not manifested as to essence except in this angel and his manifestation in all (other) created things is only as to his qualities. He is the Axis (kuṭb) of this world and that to come and of the People of the Garden and of the Fire and of al-ʿAʿrāf (i.e. of all beings, the saved, the lost and those in Limbo). The Divine Idea (al-ḥakīka al-ʿilākiya) requires, in the knowledge of Allāh, that he (Allāh)
creates nothing in which this angel has not an "aspect" (wadjh), that creation revolving on this "aspect," for he is its Axis. [This use of the word "aspect" in the sense of "relationship," "part" seems connected with the metaphor of Allāh's creating by looking (nasar) which in turn goes back to the Kurānic use of "face of Allāh" (wadjh Allāh) for the self of Allāh.] But this angel does not make himself known to any of Allāh's creation except the Perfect Man. Then whenever a wali knows him (this angel), he teaches him (certain) things, and whenever the wali realizes these he becomes an Axis on which turns all the mill of existence, yet not primarily but as a representative and manifestation. [On this relation of the human Kūfī to the "real" (haqiqi) Kūfī see Nicholson, pp. 111, 195.] This Spirit is that mentioned by Allāh (Kūr. lxxviii, 38; Kurānic Usages V above), "on the day when the Spirit and the angels will stand in rows." This angel has his place in the divine rule (dawla) and the (other) angels are standing before him in rows in his service (fi khidmatihi), but he is standing in worship of the Reality (fi 'ubūdiyat al-haqiq), administering freely (mutaṣarrif) that divine Presence (ḥudra) as Allāh commands him. And the saying of Allāh (Kūr. lxxviii, 38), "they do not speak except he to whom Allāh gives permission" applies to the angels but not to him, for he has speech permitted to him absolutely, in the divine Presence, for he is the most complete manifestation (maẓhar) of that Presence, while the (other) angels, although speaking is permitted to them, yet each angel speaks only one word, more than that is not in an angel's power, so he has no freedom (bast) in speech. So the first thing that happens in the carrying out a (divine) command ('amr) in the world is that Allāh creates from this Spirit an angel suitable for that Command, and the Spirit sends him, and the angel does what the Spirit commands him. All the angels "brought near" to Allāh (al-muḥarraban, Kūr. iv, 170; cf. article Mala'ika in the Encyclopedia of Islam, iii, 190a) such as Isrā'il, Mīkā'il, Djabrā'il, 'Aẓrā'il are created from him, and he who is above these, the angel who stands under the throne
(kursî) and the angel who is called al-Mufaddal (the Preferred or Graced) who stands under the Clear Guide (al-‘imām al-mubah; cf. Kur. xxxvi, 11 where Bairawī says it is the Preserved Tablet; cf. also Kur. lxxviii, 29). These are the Lofty Ones (al-‘alūna) who were not commanded to prostrate themselves to Adam... This angel has many names according to the number of his aspects. He is called the Loftiest (al-‘a’īla) and the Ruh of Muḥammad and the Divine Ruh, but in the divine Presence he has only one name, “the Ruh.” See, further, on this conception Nicholson, pp. 108 ff.

The extremely abstruse subject of the Perfect Man, whether as sketched by Ibn al-‘Arabi or developed by al-Djīlī, enters this article only indirectly by its relation to this absolute Ruh. Adam, as federal mankind and as the representative (khulīfa) of Allāh, all the prophets in turn as λόγοι (kalim) and Muḥammad especially as not only the Seal of the prophets but the pre-existent cause of everything, an Arian Christ and a supreme Logos, all are similarly related. And thus the conception of Ruh in the Kur’ān reached its culmination and explanation. That something of this kind was embryonically in the mind of Muḥammad seems at least probable.

It will be observed that the development above divides roughly into three stages. First there is the Kur’ānic position, an inheritance on Muḥammad’s part from beyond Arabia and Arabic, the ultimate sources of which are obscure to us and which were unknown to the later Muslims. So the knowledge of what rūḥ meant in the Kur’ān was early lost. Yet this Kur’ānic position came to be essentially understood by some later thinkers through sheer insight. Secondly, there is the position of the pious immediately after Muḥammad. In the beginning these probably had some knowledge of the influences upon Muḥammad, a knowledge which later died out. But their attitudes have remained fixed to this day among the masses of Islām. Thirdly, there are those positions of later thinkers upon the subject which made a permanent imprint on the thoughtful Muslim mind. These permanent imprints are
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faithfully reflected in the article in the Dict. of techn. terms. These thinkers often came very close to the mind of Muḥammad but added also an immense amount from philosophies and theologies quite outside of his knowledge.

It has been impossible in the statement above to keep any strict chronological sequence. Also, movements of thought may well have appeared and worked before they were registered in dated books by specific authors. Against this confusion the following list of authors quoted with their death-dates may help:—Alḥmad b. Ḥanbal 241/855; Thābit b. Kurra 288/901; Ṭabarī 310/923; Mākiṯ 386/996; Kushairī 465/1074; Ḥudjwīrī betw. 465, 469/1072, 1076; Rāghib 502/1108; Ghazzālī 505/1111; Zamakhshārī 538/1143; Rāzi 606/1209; Ibn al-Fāriḍ 632/1235; Ibn al-ʿArabī 638/1240; Bāḏawī 685/1286; Author of Lisān 711/1311; Ibn Taimīya 728/1328; Kāshānī 730/1329; Ibn ʿAynī 751/1350; Ḥāfīz 756/1355; Ibn Khaldūn 808/1406; Duḥṣī 813/1410; Dūḥṣī 816/1413; ʿAnṣārī 926/1520; Abū-l-Bakr 1094/1683; Compiler Dict. techn. terms wrote 1158/1745; Saiyid Murtuẓa 1206/1790; ʿArūṣī wrote 1271/1854.

In the thinking and philosophically minded Islām of the present day the influence of the above nexus of ideas and hypotheses cannot be over-estimated. In that direction is drifting the creative religious thought of Islām. But it has to fight for its life against western influences in education and general civilization which are specifically non-philosophical or materialistic and mechanical in their philosophy. The Reality that is Allah is pitted against the reality of material fact. And another element from the West has entered the conflict. For more than twenty years articles on various phases of modern spiritism have appeared in the Cairene monthly, Al-Mukṭaṭaf; e.g. on spirit-photographs in the number for Dec. 1928. And the Muslim East has no such preliminary prejudice against spirit manifestations as exists with us. So there is growing up rapidly an extensive spiritist literature such as Al-ʿarwāḥ by Shaikh Ṭanṭāwī Djawhart (ii ed. Cairo 1920), which connects itself easily with the ghost-stories of orthodox Muslim literature of edification.
and hence normally uses the word *rūḥ* for "ghost." The colloquial usage is different.

On the folk-lore and psychical research side not much has yet been gathered up. It is only recently that travellers and residents in the East have taken such things seriously; and they have been greatly handicapped by oriental acceptance of spirits as a matter of course and consequent slackness in ideas on evidence. Also few students of the Muslim East have been trained in folk-lore and psychical research. Exceptional are the books of A. M. Spoer (Mrs. H. H. Spoer) which all contain more or less of this material. Cf. especially her series of articles in the Occult Review for 1905, Hauntings in the Near East. In S. M. Zwemer’s Influence of Animism on Islam (New York, 1920) there is a very large collection of evidence from Arabic literature and personal observation. In the older travel literature there are significant details on Cairene hauntings in The Englishwoman in Egypt, by a sister of E.W. Lane, Letters iv, xiv, xvii; in Bayle St. John’s Residence in a Levantine Family, chap. xx; in Harems et Musulmanes d’Égypte by Niya Salima, xiv; in My Life Story, by Emily, Shareefah of Wazan, especially pp. 86, 140.

The following articles in the Encyclopedia of Islam bear, in various ways, folkloristic and theological, on Spirit:—Budūḥ, Djafr, Djin, Ghawth, Ghul, Hatif, Ḥizb, ‘Ifrīt, Ḧaṭīm, Ḩiyama, Malā’ika, Sīhr, Stmiya; see, also, further references in the bibliography to each.

The use of the words *rūḥ*, *’arwāḥ*, *rūḥānī* in connection with the *djinn* is obscure. In the Lisān, iii, p. 290 foot, it is said that *rūḥānī* can be applied only to spirits who have no bodies (*’adsād*), as angels, *djinn* and the like. Further, p. 291, l. 4, a tradition is quoted in which the *djinn* are called *’arwāḥ* and it is said that this, so used of them, is a metaphor (kināya) because they are invisible; apparently they are not *’arwāḥ* in themselves. But in the Tadj *’arwāḥ* in this tradition is said to be a plural of *rūḥ*, "wind"; they are invisible like the wind. In the Fihrist, p. 308, ll. 22, 24, magicians profess to control *shāīṭān*s, *djinn* and *’arwāḥ*, as though
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a separate class. And in the Ākām al-mardjān, p. 8 foot, 'arwāḥ are a separate class of dājin who molest children (ya’riq lil-sibyān). In present day Egypt rāḥ, to judge from Spiro’s Arabic-English Vocabulary, does not seem to be used of the dājin. The only trace (under rāḥ, p. 212) is maryūḥ, like madjānān, “possessed by an evil spirit.” The normal word in Egypt and elsewhere for the haunting ghost of a murdered man is ‘ifrīt (see this article in the Encyclopaedia of Islam). But rāḥ occurs once in this sense in Willmore’s Spoken Arabic of Egypt, ed. ii, p. 374. This may be a variant form of rāḥ, but it may also be rāḥ, “wind,” which is used of the dājin. But rāḥānī, because of its wide meaning “spiritual,” has come into general use for all contact with the spirit world. This is shown in Lane’s long note on magic in his Thousand and One Nights (chap. i, note 15) and in S. A. Hillam’s Shaykh Hassan, the Spiritualist (London, 1888), which, though cast in the form of a story, is evidently based on first-hand experiences in Syria.

Bibliography: Has been given in the article. For the later development the most important source is Nicholson’s Studies in Islamic Mysticism (Cambridge, 1921), passim. Also his Idea of Personality in Ṣūfism (Cambridge, 1923). By far the fullest treatment of Ibn al-‘Arabī is that of Miguel Asín Palacios, El Místico Murciano Abenarabí (Four Parts in the Boletín de la Academia de la Historia, Madrid, 1925—1928). See, also, Nyberg, Kleinere Schriften des Ibn al-‘Arabī (Leiden, 1919; especially pp. 120ff.); Tor Andrae, Die Person Muhammeds (Upsala, 1917); Massignon, Passion d’al-Hallaj (Paris, 1922; pp. 480ff. and by index under rūḥ); Muhammad Iqbal, Development of Metaphysics in Persia (London, 1908).
The Dialect of Gozärkhon in Alamut.

By

W. Ivanow.

The name of Alamut was already familiar to the Crusaders and to Marco Polo, and was applied to the strong fortress in the hills North-East from Qazwin. It was the headquarters of the "Old Man of the Mountain," or the "Grand Master of Assassins," as the Crusaders called the head of the Ismailite sect in Persia. The khodāwands of Alamut (as they styled themselves officially) played an important rôle in the politics of mediaeval Persia, until the Mongols under Hulagu destroyed their power in the middle of the XIITH century.

At present, although there are several ruins which the local inhabitants point out as being the remnants of the headquarters of Hasan Sabah, the founder of the Ismailite power in Persia, the real site of the fortress can hardly be identified with certainty. The name of Alamut is applied now to the whole of the district, bulūk. This begins within a day's march from Qazwin, and occupies chiefly the narrow gorge of the stream of Shāhrūd-i-Alamūt with a portion of the main Shāhrūd river near their confluence, as also the slopes of the hills turned towards these streams.

1 It is usually stated that Alamut lies to the North-West from Qazwin, cf. for instance G. Le Strange's "The Lands of the Eastern Caliphate," Cambridge, 1905, p. 220, and the map facing p. 184. This is quite erroneous, as may be seen from the latest (1927) maps published by the Survey of India, 16 miles to an inch.

2 I am dealing with this matter elsewhere, in a paper analysing the information on the subject, contained in the statements of two travellers of the beginning of the XIXTH century, i.e. Col. Monteith, in his "Journal of a tour through Azerđibijan and the shores of the Caspian" (Journal of the Royal Geographical Society, vol. III, 1833, pp. 15—16), and Col. Justus Shiel, "Itinerary from Tehran to Alamut and Khurremabad in May 1837" (ibid., vol. VIII, 1838, pp. 430—454).
Visiting the district in the beginning of December 1928, I found that there are many dialects, or groups of closely connected sub-dialects, spoken in different villages. Unfortunately, my time was extremely limited, and therefore I had no chance to study all of them. I have collected, however, some notes on the language spoken in the hamlet of Gozärkhon (which is situated at the foot of the rock on which the stronghold of Alamut is supposed to have been situated). These notes, though necessarily very brief, may perhaps be of some interest to the student of Persian dialects as describing an interesting form of a transition language between the “Caspian” and the “Central Persian” groups.

The district of Alamut originally formed a portion of Ṭaliqān, and the inhabitants differ apparently very little ethnically from the Ṭaliqānīs and Rūdbārīs, their neighbours in the hills to the East and in the West. There is also some proportion of Turks amongst them, and, most probably, a considerable admixture of Turkish blood. Turks live settled in separate villages, or, occasionally, mixed with the Tots (Ṭāt), as the local Persian peasants call themselves. It is not easy to ascertain whether they have anything to do with the ancient Tāνuγοι, the early inhabitants of Māzandarān, or Ṭabaristān,


2 The term Ṭāt is applied all over Persia to the Persians when it is necessary to distinguish them from Kurds, Turks, Arabs, &c. Its connexion with the term Tājīk, apparently the same word with a Turkish suffix, seems very probable; but it seems very difficult to find whether or not it is connected with the term tāṣī. Most probably all of them descend from some idiom in the pre-Iranian, or pre-Persian Persia.

3 After them the province was called before Arab invasion Tapuristan. Some authors give their name in the form Tāνuγοι. The Muhammadan writers transcribed this term as Ṭabaristān. It may be added that the ancient population of Gilan were called Ḫoḏoḡi, or Ḫelai, Ḫelai, Ḫelo. The population along the river Safīd-rūd, and perhaps near its tributaries, such as the streams of Rūdbār and Alamūt, were called by the ancient writers Anariaks, Mards and Amards (Saffidrūd was called after them Amard). These Mards were subdued by Alexander the Great, and subsequently by Parthian kings, who compelled them
which included also the highlands South of the Caspian Sea, or whether they are connected with the Daylamites, who have given several dynasties to mediaeval Persia.\(^1\) It would be difficult to believe that these rocky and arid valleys were more fertile in the past than they are at present. Now-a-days they cannot support the population, which has to emigrate continually, and therefore one would not expect any considerable immigration here from other parts of Persia. All the villages which are found seem to be of old origin, and I was assured that there were no new settlements in the valley.

The language of the village folk in Alamut is much influenced by the usual Bazari Persian, as it is spoken in Qazwin, where the peasants go daily to seek work or to sell the produce of their gardens. Those villages which are in close touch with the city have already lost their dialect. Such are Simyār, Tānūrā, Bodasht (Bāgh-i-Dasht), and a few smaller ones which are nearer to Qazwin. In some other villages, situated further Eastwards, the language is apparently still in a transition phase, preserving some local peculiarities. Such are Chola, Zārdī, Wärz-i-rāh, &c., where, as I was told, LP āb is pronounced as u, LP gāw as gu, &c.

In the valley of Shahrūd-i-Alamūt itself Shahrak, Turkān and Fīshān speak a dialect which is more connected with that of Rūdbār (as in Madon). Still further NE in the valley, near Garmrūd (the present capital of the bulāk), lie Hawonak, Hasanobod, Zātworak, and a few smaller hamlets, where another dialect is spoken. Yet

---

\(^1\) The dynasty of Buyides, which became very powerful in the Xth century, ruled over the whole of Persia except Khorasan, and, most probably, caused a great number of the more important inhabitants of these localities to be transferred to other parts of the country, on administrative posts.
another is in Oton, Kānɒyā, Ilon, and Hāniz,1 and again another in the villages Gozārkhon, Khushkechol and Towon, with a few others; with the last sub-dialect the present note is concerned.

Persian, i.e. the Bazari, is understood everywhere now, but still a hundred years ago the situation was quite different. Col. Monteith, in his “Journal of a tour through Azerdbijan and the shores of the Caspian,” (Journal of the Royal Geographical Society, 1833, p. 15), mentions that in these localities only dialects were spoken:

“Since our entrance into Tarim, which is after leaving Berendeh, we found the people only spoke Gilla or Taut, and but few understood Turkish or Persian. This I imagine must at one time have been the most general language of the whole empire, for it differs little from the Lack, Loor and Kurdish. Even in Mazanderan, where the people speak the most barbarous language in Persia, it appears to be only a corrupted dialect of the Gilla; and I have often found solitary villages in the remote mountain districts of Karadaug and Karabaug speaking the same language.”

This, though very vague and rather inaccurate, gives an interesting indication of the rapid changes that take place with regard to the local dialects in Persia. There is apparently a great number of petty dialects spoken in Rūdbār, and especially in Ṭāliqān and further East as far as Samnān.

To analyse every dialect in Persia that may be discovered, and to ascertain its position with regard to other dialects, is a difficult task, as long as our information on the general distribution of principal dialectical groups remains as fragmentary and scanty as it is at present. Tracing any new dialectic idiom to some form in the language of the Avesta or in Pehlevi means scarcely more in reality than a search for cases of accidental phonetical coincidence; the intermediate phases of development are unknown, and therefore our conjectures, however tempting, cannot be reliable.

---

1 The dialect of Oton seems to be nearer to Mazandarani and Gilani than that of Gozārkhon. For instance, the personal Pronouns in Plural are amo, šamo, ušhu, i.e. like in those two dialects.

Acts orientalis. IX.
A proper basis may be available only when we know, even approximately, all the dialect groups which exist in Persia, with their principal outlines. In the absence of anything better, two classifications are usually referred to by the students of Persian dialects: one was suggested by Prof. W. Geiger in the "Grundriß der Iranischen Philologie," and another by the late O. Mann, in his series of studies, the "Kurdisch-Persische Forschungen."¹ Prof. Geiger's system represented the matters correctly as they appeared in the materials which were available to him, with a small error about classing the Samnani group with the Caspian dialects. O. Mann's objections, and his suggestion of the division of the dialects into the "North-Western" and "South-Western" seem to be much less successful and accurate. It is apparently based chiefly on the silent admission of the superstition about the literary Persian, the Fārsī, being the original ("ursprünglich") language of Fars, the remnants of which O. Mann sees in the "Tājik-Mundarten der Provinz Fārs," i.e. Popuni, Simghuni² and Mosārmī. The slightest touch with reality, with local life as it is, destroys the whole theory at once. The insignificant dialects mentioned here may be most probably simply cross-breeds of the local "North-Western" dialects with the Bazari, due to the continuous process of the mixing of local inhabitants and the growing influence of the trading centres such as Kazerun and Shiraz.³

² Although O. Mann writes Somghuni, the local inhabitants, as I could ascertain while on a tour in the autumn of 1928, pronounced clearly Simghuni, with i, not o.
³ This process of rapid assimilation of the local dialects with the Bazari is particularly accentuated by the rapidly increasing tendency of the nomads to settle on the land, usually by a small number of families settling in different old villages. Being unable to speak the local dialect properly, or use their own language, they adopt the Bazari in their intercourse with their new neighbours; the latter becomes their mother tongue within a generation. In Fārs there are many ancient districts which are using now only the Bazari, though it seems certain that not so long ago there was a special dialect. Kazerun itself is a good specimen of this change.
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It seems that the old "guess" of A. Houtum-Schindler, in his "Beiträge zum kurdischen Wortschatze" (ZDMG, xxxviii, pp. 43–116) in the classification of Persian dialects into "Persian" and "Kurdish" may be more successful. It would be perhaps better to divide the dialects into "Persian" and "Median," meaning by the latter term their connexion with that original language from which Kurdish also developed, though in a different ethnical milieu.

The dialect of Gozärkhon in Alamut has obviously many "Median" elements in it, and is very closely connected with the language of the village Tājrīsh (in the hills North of Tehran), described by the late Prof. V. Zhukovski,¹ and with some dialects of the Samnani group, which are closely connected with some local dialects spoken near Isfahan and Kashan. On the other hand, the Alamuti has entirely adopted the "Caspian," chiefly the Mazandarani, system of the ḫādafa, the Accusative, the Oblique or Possessive forms of the Pronouns, &c.² So it is a real representative of a transition phase between the Mazandarani and the dialects spoken in the Western part of Central Persia.

It would be extremely interesting to follow these small dialects in their gradual transition by a study of the forms used in the villages situated nearer to Mazandaran and to Samnan.

1. Notes on Phonology.

The sounds in the Alamuti present nothing particular when compared with the Bazari and the majority of rustic dialects. There are no emphatic sounds, and the general tendency is here more than anywhere in Persia to "simplify" and facilitate speaking as much as possible. In this respect Alamuti shows an advanced

¹ "Materials for the study of Persian dialects," St. Petersburg, 1922, pp. 395–432 (in Russian); here further on abbreviated as Z.

² For the comparative grammar and bibliography on the Caspian dialects see W. Geiger's article, "Die kaspischen Dialekte," in the "Grundriß der Iranischen Philologie," vol. I, part II, pp. 344–380, here cited as GIPh, with references to the number of the page.
degree of the phonetical “wear and tear,” as in bek for LP bi-gū; bey for LP bi-gīr, &c.

Vowels are: a, á, e, i, o (ā), u. All except e, which is an indefinite and elusive sound, may be short or very short, long or very long, as the case may be.

Consonants: guttural h, q, gh, kh, k, g, k, ĝ, y; back-palatal y; middle-palatal r, l, sh; front-palatal zh, ch, j; dental z, t, d, s; labio-dental f (v); naso-dental n; labial w, p, b, m.

The peculiarities of Gozärkhoni phonetics, as far as they are represented in these notes, seem to be as follows:

ā (middle-mouth open sound) very often corresponds with LP ā, as in āw = LP āb; jā = LP jā; ĝāw = LP ĝāw, even bām = LP bām, &c. On the other hand, o (LP ă) appears in many words instead of LP short ă, as in chosm = LP chasm; sok = LP sag; orus = LP and Arab. 'arūs, &c. Interesting are forms such as gorā for LP girya. Sometimes ā here takes the place of LP u, as in kājā = LP kujā; fūlon = LP fulān, &c.

i short is often shortened into an elusive e, and u may be heard occasionally, probably under the Turkish influence, pronounced as ā.

With regard to consonants, it may be noted that there are occasionally traces of preservation of the ancient s, as in Kurdish, where LP has 'h, as in luos = LP rūbāh. In groups kh usually disappears, probably becoming first “facilitated” into h, and then into a slight lengthening of the vowel of the syllable as in dutar = LP dukhtar, probably through duhtar, duh-tar, du-tar. Especially in verbs this is often observed: sut = LP sūkht; dut = LP dūkht; beyrut = LP bi-furūkht, &c.1 Occasionally h may be pronounced as y.

In the dentals may be observed that the final d often hardens into t, as in mokhort = LP mīkhward. The group rd is sometimes preferred to st as in shurd (or shurt) for shust, though the latter is

1 In my notes I found only one instance of the group khw, which is preserved, in khwur = LP khwāhar, in the Bazari khohar. Preservation of w in this combination is rather remarkable.
preserved fairly often, as in est = LP ist (Imp. from verb istādan); khust (for LP khuft, khuspid) = LP khwābid, &c.

In the group ft the labio-dental spirant f is usually lost, as in gut = LP guft; kat for kafāt, &c.

Labials, especially intervocal and final, have the tendency to be pronounced as an indifferent w, cf. chuw = LP chūb, &c.

2. Notes on Morphology.

As far as the present notes show, there are no special suffixes of noun derivation that are not known either in Bazari or in the majority of dialects. As a local peculiarity the suffix of the diminutives, -i, may be mentioned, typically "Caspian," especially Mazandarani.1 It is, however, much in use in the Bazari of Qazwin, cf. khurdi for LP khurđ.

The suffix of the Plural is -o (LP -hā) and -on or -un (LP -ān), cf. wachū, Pl. wachon for LP bachagan.

The particle of the Oblique Case -rā, pronounced here as -ro, or even -rū, -re, is very often used, though for the Accusative there is a special suffix, as in the Caspian dialects,2 -ī or -e, cf. werke mekushū = LP gurg-rā mī-kushad; wachone mokhort = LP bachagan-rā mī-khūrd; luosū bityrū = LP rūbah-rā bi-girad, &c. In the nouns ending in -a this form occasionally appears as -īye, cf. dumbū, Acc. Case dumbiye, &c. With the Dative Case this -rā is often omitted, cf. mān ti khidmat urz dorem = LP man arīt dāram ba-khidmat-i-tu.

The Genitive, or Possessive Case, as also in the cases of definition by an adjective, i.e. in all cases in which in LP the idāfa is used, is expressed here in a different way, as in the Caspian dialects, especially in Mazandarani,3 viz. the words are put in the reverse order, cf. shiri wachon = LP bachagan-i-shir; pilo bowo = LP babā-i-pīr, &c.

---

1 Cf. GIPh, 356 (para. 118).
2 Cf. GIPh, 357 (para. 122).
3 Cf. GIPh, 357 (para. 120).
Pronouns are practically the same as in Bazari, the difference is only in the formation of the Oblique Case. Personal Pronouns are: mīn, tu, u, mo, slumō, ushun; Obl. Case is mī, ti (tū), u, mī (min?), shuma, ushun. In the status constructus, with the idāfa, they appear as: may khotū; ti khotū; u, may (or minī?), slumūy, ushuni khotū. The form mī may often be shortened into mi with the idāfa, and probably the Obl. Case of tu is in reality tū.

The Demonstrative Pronouns are Ĩ and u (perhaps aw, but this needs verification). In the Pron. Ĩ (LP mī) u reappears when a suffix is to be added, as in the Accusative it is ĩne.

Numerals apparently have no peculiarities about them, except the form for three = su (as in Khorasani), but it is necessary to take into consideration the fact that the Numerals usually are first affected by the Bazari influences.

VERB. Contrary to what is observed in the morphology of nouns in this dialect, the verb is not so much influenced by Mazandaranī. Very frequently stems are found which are common to the Samnāni or to some dialects in the province of Isfahan. Every verb that appears in the note is given further on in a special list, with indications as to its possible affinities.

As in other dialects the form of the Infinitive is here rarely used, and most probably is identical with the stem of the Past tense. The forms of the Participles also are rarely used; my informers gave me only forms similar to those used in the Bazari.

There is a great variety of modal prefixes: LP mī-, which expresses a continuing action; it is here pronounced in different ways as ma, mū, me, mo, mu; LP bi-, here pronounced as bi, be, bu, &c., a perfective particle; da-, as in Kurdish, apparently also perfective (but may be also the preposition dar), is used rarely; and ha-, also as in Kurdish, may be not a modal prefix, but prepositional, as an equivalent to LP bar. The latter is used sometimes in Khorasan

1 Cf. GIPh, 359–360 (para. 126).
simply as an emphatic form of bi. All four are used in the Caspian dialects (see GIPh, pp. 365–6). Apparently not every one of these three perfective prefixes may be used with any verb. This, however, needs verification.

Formation of tenses, so far as the simple forms are concerned, i.e. Present, Past (immediate), and Future (also immediate), follows the same rules as in LP. The question of the formation of compound forms requires special investigation, because the inhabitants of Gozärkhon whom I consulted were too ready to give the forms of the Bazari as belonging to their own dialect.

Personal suffixes are the same as in Tajrīshī, and resemble to some degree those in Samnani and in Mazandaranī:

Pres. tense: Sing. 1st p. -im or -um; 2nd p. -āy or -ī; 1 3rd p. -ā; Plur. 1st p. -im; 2 2nd p. -in or -n; 3rd p. -in, or -en, or -ān.

The suffixes of the Past tense are the same, except the 3rd p. Sing., where there is no suffix, as in LP. Cf. the verb (guftan): Pres. Sg. muguyem, muguāy, muguā; Pl. muguyim, muguen, muguen. Past. Sg. gutem, guti, gut; Pl. gutim, gutin, guten.

The Imperative has, as in LP, no suffix in Sing., and thus represents the pure stem of the Present. But in Plural the suffix -in is added.

It is difficult to say whether or not there are special forms for the Passive voice.

The Substantive verb in the Past tense, formed from the stem bur, resembles the forms used in the Caspian and some Samnani dialects (cf. GIPh, 366, and Z. II, 134–5, in Sāngisār and Shāmārzod), i.e. dabiām (or dawiyām), dabal, dabo; dabaim, dabain, dabien (or dawiyen). It is necessary to note that the difference between the Present and the Past tenses is rather incomprehensible to the local inhabitants, who use one instead of the other, and it is quite prob-

---

1 Apparently the suffix -ai is used with vowel stems, and -i with consonant ones, as also in the Past tense.

2 It is not as in LP -im, with a long i, because it is often pronounced indifferently as -em, or even as -en.
able that this form may be used for rendering the Present tense. If used without the prefix da-, the form apparently denotes only Past: wo, or bo = LP būd.

The Present tense from the stem ah appears probably in what is usually regarded as the Samnani peculiar use of the verb dāshtan, in its Present tense, instead of the Substantive verb.

But what seems noteworthy about it, is that it is always pronounced not dōrū, as one would expect, but as dārū, with the accent on the first syllable.\(^1\) Taking into consideration also the form mentioned above, of the Past tense, which has the prefix da-, one may have a suspicion that it is not the case of a strange use of the verb dāshtan, but simply of the Substantive verb, from the stems ah and bū, with the preposition dar. If we have then, as in the Samnani and some Kashani dialects (cf. GIPh, 367), dārīm, dāri, dārū; dārim, dārin, dāren, this appears simply as dar, with verbal suffixes. The reason why in the Past tense the preposition appears in the form da-, is the fact that in almost all dialects dar is pronounced in a pause or before a consonant as dū, and only before a vowel the original r reappears.

The forms hastam, hasti, &c., are either the same as in Bazari, or the latter have already replaced the original ones. In view of the Alamuti predisposition to preservation of the group st, the former case is more probable.

The Future tense, LP bāsham, bāshi, &c., is also used in Alamuti, but I also heard the form ho for bāsh, the Imperative.\(^2\)

It would be useful to mention in connexion with the Substantive verb its use in the "periphrastic" forms, expressing emphatically the continuation of the action: mūn dāre mishum (i.e. mūn dār-i mishum), tu dāri mishi, &c., means: I am actually walking, &c. Similar

---

\(^1\) See GIPh, 367 (para. 139), where Mazandarani, Gilaki and Kashani parallels are referred to; cf. Z. I, 207, II, 358. Everywhere the vowel of the syllable dar is not o (= LP ā), but a or ā ( = LP a short).

\(^2\) See further, specimen text ß. The man who dictated it explained this ho as = būsh, but in this case it may be simply ho = hast.
forms are used in Bazari in all parts of Persia.\(^1\) The peasants of Alamut use this expression instead of: I am walking now. It is unnecessary to mention that this form is used only in the Present tense. I cannot tell at present whether a similar way of expression is met with also in the Past tense, with the help of *da-biäm*, &c.

Here a list of the principal verbs is given, being arranged in the alphabetical order of their LP equivalents. It may be noted that many verbs are the same as in Bazari, especially in the case of the “regular” verbs. These, indeed, have been omitted in this list.

(*ämädän*), to come. Imp.: *bi*, or *biyäw*, neg. *ni*. Pres.: *miyäm*, *miyäty*, *miäd*; *miyäyäm*, *miyätyen*, *miyä ön*. Past: *bämiyäm*, *bämiyäyi*, *bioma*; *bämiyäm*, *bämiyäyn*, *bämiyäyen* (cf. GIPh, 372, the same tense of this verb in the Gilaki, with somewhat similar syncopation of *ä*, and relaxation of *ä*, and also in Samnani and Kashani dialects, Z. I, 55–6, and II, 92–5).


---

\(^1\) Expressions *därä mikunü, därä miörü*, &c., meaning: he is actually making, bringing, engaged in doing this at present, are often heard all over Persia. The late Prof. V. Zhukovski explained this expression in his works as meaning an action which is just about to begin suddenly; this is obviously incorrect. The meaning of *därä mikunü* is *dar-at miänad*, which is simply a colloquial “syncope” for *mıkunad*, *dar in häl ast*, or some expression in the same sense.


(giriftan), to take (used also in the sense of to accept, bar dâshtan, to buy, kharidan, and of many other verbs). Imp.: bûy, bûyn. Pres.: hamirem (neg. hanîmirem), hamiri, hamûr; hamîrîm, hamirin, hamirem. Past: haytem (neg. hanaytem), hayti, hayt; haytim, haytin, hayten. Future: wîtirem, &c. Perfect: wûitem, &c. Similar phonetic modification appears probably only in the dialect of Quhrud (Z. I, 181), bûî, or hoi. Pres.: bûîrûn, &c., but the Past is correct bûmgîrû, or mogîrû.


(kandan), to tear, pull. 3rd p. Sing. Past: hâkândid.

(kardan), to make, do. Imp.: ëk (?), neg. nok. Pres.: mîkunem (neg. nomkunem), &c. Past: hokûrtem, hokûrdi, hokurt, &c. This pronunciation of the Past stem with u as the stem vowel is not met with apparently in the “Central” dialects, and only in the Gilaki is found kudam, kudi, kud, &c., cf. GIPh, 373.
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(larzidan), to shiver, to move (also to jump?). Pres.: choiðem, choiði, &c. (?). Past: bechostem, &c. Very doubtful; if correct, probably to be connected with LP jastan. Cf. also chust (agile).


(süzänidan), to burn (Causat.). Past.: deytem. Apparently connected with the same root as Siwandi (Z. II, 259, 260–1), Imp.: bie, (Causat. bion), Pres.: mieino, &c. Past: ejom (Causat. yondem), &c.


The majority of the so-called "regular" verbs are the same as in Bazari, sometimes with only very slight phonetical alterations. The prefixes that are used with verbs are practically the same also as in other dialects and in Bazari; \( \text{war} = \text{LP bar}; \text{dar}, \text{or dā} = \text{LP dar} \), are the most frequent.

Nothing particular can be noticed about the Indeclinabilia, except for the difference of their phonetical form, cf. \( \text{kījī} = \text{LP kujā}, \text{awfū} = \text{LP anjā}, \text{&c.} \)


a) Luos-u Shir.


---

\(^1\) 'ādat.  \(^2\) Pluperf. = LP girīfīa būd.  \(^3\) For LP yak sält.  \(^4\) LP ba'd as ān.  
\(^5\) Muuddāt-a.  \(^6\) Here apparently in reality dār-ūm beshum, in which m is assimilated.  
\(^7\) Here dār-ū (LP dar-ast).  \(^8\) = LP āqū. Such syncopation is very common all over Persia.  
\(^9\) It is borrowed from the Bazari.  \(^10\) Here again dār-ū.  
\(^11\) For beshim.  
\(^12\) This is LP bād.
Translation.

Fox made a habit of devouring every year the Lion’s cubs. A year he went to catch the Lion’s cubs and to devour (them). (But) the Lion appeared himself to catch the Fox. Then the Fox said pretentiously: I did not devour thy cubs. (But) I (can) go now (and) bring thy enemy. Let me go. The Lion said: wilt thou go at once to bring my enemy? The Fox said: yes. I will go at once (and) bring thy enemy. The Fox went. As he went, he saw on the road that the Bear was just coming from that side. He came before the Bear. Said: salām ‘alaykum. (The Bear) replied: ‘alaykum salām. (The Fox) said: Mr. Bear, I have something to tell you. (The Bear) said: well, what is it, tell (me). (The Fox) said: the Lion wants to give you the governorship of Mazandaran. (The Bear) said: where is the Lion? (Perhaps) he will give the governorship of Mazandaran to thee? (The Fox) said: Mr. Bear, when we go to the Lion, whatever he asks from thee, say “yes.” They went to the Lion. The Fox said pretentiously: now I have brought thy enemy. The Lion asked: Mr. Bear, didst thou devour my cubs every year? The Bear replied: yes. Three times he asked: didst thou devour my cubs?—and the Bear replied: yes. On the fourth time the Lion jumped and caught him. He caught his skin on the head, and tore it. Then the Fox, standing farther aside, said (to the Bear): Mr. Bear, I congratulate you on the robe of honour which Mr. Lion has granted you for the governorship of Mazandaran. Take it now.

b) Luos-ä Werk.


¹ Apparently borrowed from the Bazari. ² Sic, probably for khudāshī, Acc., or khudāsh-rā.
Translation.

The Fox and the Wolf became as friendly as brothers with each other. The Wolf said to the Fox: let us go to such and such place. There is some fat of a sheep. The Fox and the Wolf go (then) for that fat of a sheep. The Fox made sign to the Wolf: it is there. (Then) the Wolf walks to get the fat of the sheep. And as he goes, he falls into the trap. Then the Fox comes and gets the fat. (After this) he starts making noise in order that the owner of the garden should hear. He shouts: gardener, come, and catch him (i.e. the Wolf). The gardener comes to catch him. (The Fox) hides himself in a hole(?). The gardener comes and kills the Wolf.

4. A list of Alamuti words.

Only those words are included in this list which differ in pronunciation, or in their stems, from their equivalents in Bazari. 

gerzu (?), mouse (mūsh).
goru, LP girya, weeping, crying, shouting.
hanna, Adv., quickly.
hima, LP hīma, in the Bazari hizum, fire-wood, fuel.
i-jā, LP in-jā, here. Cf. also in Khorasani and in Shāmārzd, Z. II, 113.
izgol, LP zughāl, charcoal. Cf. Z. II, 245.
 já, LP jā, place.
kūjū, LP ku-jū, where.
khok (LP khāk, earth, dust), here used in the sense of ashes (LP khākistār).
khurdi, LP khurd, khurdu, small, fine, minute.
kulok (?), rain.
lal (?), mosquito, fly.
luos, luwos, LP rūbāh, fox.
mardak, LP mard, man, husband.
melujū, sparrow, lark. Cf. in Sāngisār murajo, and in the Gurani dialect of Talakildesht, near Shiraz, māluchak, Z. II, 324.
mūrghonut, egg (obviously derived from murgh), cf. in Sāngisār, Z. II, 158.
nānti, mother. Used all over Persia, but only in addressing.
nishu, LP nishān, sign, signal.
orus, LP and Arab. ‘arūs, bride, newly married woman.
picho, cat. Apparently imported from Tanakabun.
pil, pilo, LP pir, old, aged.
rucu, LP rūbāh, fox. Used also in many Central and Southern dialects.
sārjvori (?), small hill, hillock.
sūwaki, to-morrow. Obviously from LP and Ar. šabarā.
sok, LP sag, dog. Cf. in Khorasani, and in Shāmārzd, Z. II, 256.
tala, (1) trap, (2) peak, summit of a mountain.
tash, LP atash, ātish, fire. Cf. in Zāfrā, Z. I, 53; Abdū, Z. II, 90.
togholi, sheep.
ushkun, ushkm, LP shikam, abdomen, stomach.
wachū, LP bacha, child.
wolk, LP barg, leaf of the tree, sprout of grass.
wari, LP barra, lamb.
werk, LP gurg, wolf. Cf. in Kashani and Samnani groups, Z. I, 182, II, 317; Maz., GIPh, 355.
warf, LP barf, snow.
wosh, grass; hay = khushkewosh.
zog (= LP chāh?), hole (?).
Bauherr und Arbeiter im Alten Reich.

Von

A. Volten, Kopenhagen.


(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4)
Bauherr und Arbeiter im Alten Reich.

J. H. Breasted (Ancient Records of Egypt, Part One, S. 114) übersetzt:

Judge, attached to Nekhen, Hotephiryakhet (yPhw-t-hDp-hr); he saith:

"I have made this tomb as a just possession, and never have I taken a thing belonging to any person. Whosoever shall make offering to me therein, I will do (it) for them; I will commend them to the god for it very greatly; I will do this for them, for bread, for beer, for clothing, for ointment, and for grain, in great quantity. Never have I done aught of violence toward any person. As the god loves a true matter, I was in honor with the king."

Ein klarerer Zusammenhang wird vielleicht bei folgender Übersetzung hervortreten (die Abweichungen sind hervorgehoben):

(1) Der Richter und das Oberhaupt von Hierakonpolis Ḥtp-hrj-ḥ.t, er sagt:

Ich habe dieses Grab als einen rechtmäßigen Besitz gemacht [oder vielleicht: aus meinem rechtmäßigen Besitz, d. h. ich habe es mit eigenem Gelde bezahlt], niemals habe ich die Sache irgendeines Menschen genommen.

(2) Alle Leute, die etwas daran [d. h. an der Arbeit beim Grab] für mich getan haben [cf. Erman, Ägypt. Grammatik 4 § 342], sie haben es getan, indem sie zu dem Gott für mich deswegen sehr viel gebetet haben [d. h. wegen der Arbeit die Segnungen des Gottes für den Grabbesitzer herbeigerufen haben]. Sie haben es [n. das Grab] gemacht (3) für Brot, für Bier, für Zelg, für Öl, für Brotkorn, in großer Menge.


Bei der vorgeschlagenen Übersetzung wird der Tempuswechsel zwischen Z. 5 (_creation_||_creation_) und Z. 6 (_creation_ _creation_ _creation_)
erklärt. Die Unklarheit der Übersetzung von Breasted ("I will do [it] for them") wird vermieden.

Der Grabherr fängt mit der gewöhnlichen Versicherung an, die in der Inschrift rechts vom Eingang weiter ausgeführt wird: Dies Grab ist mein rechtmäßiger Besitz, d. h. ich habe nicht das Grab eines anderen beraubt. Diese Rechtmäßigkeit wird dann ferner begründet: auch die Arbeiter, die am Grabe tätig waren, sind für die Arbeit in Naturalien so fürstlich bezahlt worden, daß ihre Zufriedenheit sich in Gebeten zum Besten des Herrn ausgedrückt hat. Sie sind nicht mit Gewalt zur Arbeit gezwungen worden, wie es wohl oft der Fall gewesen sein wird.


![Hieroglyphen-Inschrift](image)

Der Text ist hier leider etwas zerstört, aber es fällt in die Augen, daß die Meinung eine ganz parallele ist:

Alle Arbeiter, die dieses für mich gemacht haben, sie taten es, indem sie zu dem Gott für mich deswegen gebetet haben.


![Hieroglyphen-Inschrift](image)
Jeder Mann, der dieses [n. das Grab] für mich gemacht hat, er war niemals unzufrieden.

Was sowohl den Handwerker als den Nekropolarbeiter betrifft, habe ich ihn zufriedengestellt.

Es ist für den gestorbenen Ägypter von Bedeutung gewesen, daß sich kein Schimmer von Unrecht an seine letzte Wohnung knüpft. Daher stammt die für uns etwas sonderbare Versicherung, daß er für die Arbeit bezahlt hat.
Identification of "Eine Götterstatue aus der Spätzeit."

By

Ananda K. Coomaraswamy, Boston.

The relief figure of a deity illustrated by H. P. Blok in Acta Orientalia, Vol. V, p. 73 ff., is an Indonesian, probably late Javanese, image of the deified sage Agastya, who as remarked by Gangoly "by his devotion to Shiva... seems to have attained svārūpya or 'same-form' as Shiva himself." The "'weiße' Krone des Südens" consists of matted locks (jaṭā-mukuta); the "Blumenguirlande" is a beaded yajñopavīta. The right hand holds a rosary (akṣamālā), the left a water vessel (kundikā). On the proper left is Śiva's trident (triśūla), on the proper right a defaced attribute which must be a skull-club (khaṭvāṅga). The garment is evidently a dhotī. Only the beard and protuberant belly, which are specifically characteristic for Agastya, distinguish the image from one of Śiva himself. For further information consult Gangoly, O. C., The Cult of Agastya, Rūpam "No. 1" (No. 25), 1926, where many reproductions of similar figures will be found; Annual Bibliography of Indian Archaeology, 1926, Pl. XII, and Poerbaharaka, L., Agastya in den Archipel, Leiden, 1926.
New books sent to the editor.


This charming book is in a way a modern continuation of a part of the living Persian epic tradition. The author has tried to point out, without unnecessary criticism, the part played by women in Firdausi’s great epos. As Firdausi wrote in Muhammadan times, it would seem—not altogether in accordance with Miss Pavry’s Epilogue—that the then prevalent opinions about the social rôle of women have somewhat obscured in the Shāhnāma their undoubtedly higher position in earlier times; Miss Pavry’s book is there to keep up the older views. Her account would have been more complete, if she had decided to enlist also some heroines who have played a less agreeable part in the epos, but who have exercised, all the same, an important influence on the course of events. Such heroines are e.g. Sūdāba and some of the wicked old women by whose aid a great deal of mischief was wrought. Miss Pavry always indicates the place where each episode is to be found in one of the printed texts of the Shāhnāma; in citing the edition of Vullers-Landauer under the title Firdusi, this Latin title is unnecessarily abbreviated. We must hope, that this book will open the way for further research in this particular field of Iranian tradition. J. H. Kramers.


Bei der jetzt um eine Einleitung und vieles Variantenmaterial bereicherten Neuerscheinung dieser wertvollen Quellensammlung fällt es auf, daß während der zwischenliegenden Periode von 32 Jahren
kaum neue Quellen erschlossen sind, die mehr Licht werfen auf die
Kenntnisse der islamischen Welt des frühen Mittelalters in bezug
auf die sogenannten Nordvölker. Zwar sind in der Zwischenzeit
die vorhandenen Quellen historisch eingehender untersucht worden,
vor allem durch die Studien Marquardts; die gänzliche Herausgabe
vieler wichtiger Texte (man denke an Bekrī) steht aber noch aus,
so daß die Seippelsche Sammlung zum Teil noch immer den Wert
einer ersten Textausgabe hat. Dasselbe trifft auch zu für Quellen,
die wie Masʿūdis Murūq al-dhahab zwar in einer Ausgabe vorliegen,
aber in einer Textgestalt, die den heutigen Anforderungen nicht mehr
entspricht.

Von den Werken, die in der Sammlung fehlen und jetzt einen Platz darin
verdient hätten, sei erwähnt das Kitāb Ṣūrat al-ʿArḍ von al-Ḥuwārismi, das jetzt
in der Ausgabe von H. von Mīzik vorliegt (BAHUG, Wien 1926); das Fehlen dieser
sekundären geographischen Quelle ist aber nicht sehr schmerzlich, da das auf
derselben Basis fußende Kitāb ʿAḡāʾib al-ʿAṣīlim des Subrāb (ed. Mīzik, BAHUG,
Wien 1930) vertreten ist; nur daß der Herausgeber zu Unrecht als Verfasser Ibn
al-Bahlūl nennt. Ein größerer Mangel ist vielleicht das Fehlen einiger astronomi-
al-Bīrūnī (von dem die preußische Staatsbibliothek vor kurzer Zeit ein besonders
wertvolles Exemplar erworben hat). Der Herausgeber hat zwar die einschlägigen
Stellen des Kitāb al-Tafhim (von dessen arabischem Text auch noch ein Kodex im
British Museum, Or. 8849, und noch ein zweiter in Berlin, Kat. Ahlwardt Nr. 5666,
anwesend ist) gegeben, aber der ʿAẓūmī gibt denselben Stoff in anderer Fassung,
während auch die zwar dürftigen Angaben in der Längen- und Breitenliste eines
so wichtigen Autors nicht außer Betracht hätten bleiben sollen.

Das von Prof. Seippel diesmal den Texten beigegebene reiche Varianten-
material ist die Frucht langer philologischer Arbeit. Die Anzahl der verfügbar-
Den Handschriften ist aber durch die Ernte der letzten Jahre in den Stambuler Bibli-
theken beträchtlich vermehrt, wie z. B. in den Fällen des Fihrist und des geo-
graphischen Werkes des Ibn Ḥawkal. Es sei weiter bemerkt, daß das dem Masʿūdī
zugeschriebene Kitāb ʿAḡāʾib auch sonst noch vertreten ist durch eine Berliner
(Kat. Ahlwardt Nr. 9426) und eine Wiener Handschrift (Kat. Flügel, II, Nr. 1262).
Diese beiden Handschriften führen den Titel ʿAḥbār al-Zāmīn ʿaw-maʿ abidāhuhu
1-Ḥadāthān wa-ʾAḡāʾib al-Buldān wa-l-Ḥarāb wa-l-ʾUmran, was auch bei zwei der
Pariser Handschriften der Fall ist. Diese ʿAḥbār al-Zāmīn usw. betitelten Hand-
schriften bilden mit dem Oxford-Kodex eine zusammengehörige Gruppe, deren
Text besser überliefert scheint als in den Muḥtasar al-ʾAḡāʾib zum Titel habenden
Kodizes. Vielleicht ist daher die von Flügel (nach von Kremer) in der Beschreibung
der Wiener Handschrift ausgesprochene Vermutung, daß es sich um einen Auszug


J. H. Kramers.


Quellenkritische und historische Probleme des Richterbuches behandelt M. H. Segal: Studies in the Book of Judges, 1, S. 1—30,
New books sent to the editor.


Sämtliche Aufsätze sind in hebräischer Sprache geschrieben. Das ist durchaus verständlich, ein Zeichen des erstarkten Nationalbewußtseins und des Gefühls für die ersten Aufgaben der neuen hebräischen Universität in dem alten Lande. Ob das aber auch praktisch ist? Der nicht semitistisch ausgebildete Historiker und Archäologe ist damit von vornherein als Leser und Mitarbeiter ausgeschlossen, und auch der nichtjüdische Theologe ist meistens nicht mit der neuhebräischen Sprache so vertraut, daß er sich ohne Zeitverlust in die Arbeiten hineinlesen könnte. Ein englisches Resumé der einzelnen Aufsätze wäre daher erwünscht. Isolation will ja die jüdische Wissenschaft gewiß nicht; davon legen schon die Aufsätze und die Methoden ein beredtes Zeugnis ab.

Sigmund Mowinckel.


With this second part M. Renou’s Sanskrit Grammar is completed. A good index is added, which enhances the utility of the work as a book of reference. The treatment is full and exhaustive,
the numerous details and problems connected with Sanskrit grammar being carefully registered and arranged, without any attempt at comparative explanation. The numerous references to older literature are very welcome. The style is short, and the scarcity of examples sometimes makes the reading difficult. It is not a book for beginners, but it will be welcome to those who know Sanskrit and want to look up details.

Ralph Lilley Turner, A Comparative and Etymological Dictionary of the Nepali Language. With indexes of all words quoted from other Indo-Aryan languages compiled by Dorothy Rivers Turner. London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co. 1931. £4.4.0.

Prof. Turner's Dictionary is the result of sixteen years' solid work. The foundation of his knowledge of Nepali was laid during his four years' service with the Gurkhas. It has been supplemented by a careful study of Nepali texts and through information furnished by Indian friends. Moreover, Rev. H. C. Duncan, who had intended to bring out a dictionary founded on material gathered by Dr. R. Kilgour, has placed his collections at his disposal.

The Dictionary has in this way become an exceedingly valuable and comprehensive record of the vocabulary of the language, with no less than 26,000 entries, and already for that reason it ranks high among Indo-Aryan lexicons. But that is not all.

We know Professor Turner as a comparative philologist of great distinction. And he has turned his knowledge of Indo-European languages and comparative methods to account in making his dictionary etymological, in the best sense of the word. And Mrs. Turner has contributed extensive indices of parallel words in other Indo-Aryan tongues, so that we are now in possession of a preliminary comparative dictionary of the vocabulary of the various Indo-Aryan speeches including Romani.

The importance of these languages, not only for our understanding of the linguistic history of India, but also from the
viewpoint of comparative philology, can hardly be exaggerated. Sir George Grierson's monumental work has opened our eyes. Prof. Bloch's masterly study on Marathi was the first modern comparative analysis of one of these languages. Prof. Turner's book marks another important step, and indologists and comparative philologists will unite in offering him their sincere thanks and congratulations.


M. Senart's translation has been published by M. Foucher from a manuscript found among the papers of the great French scholar, without essential alterations, even in such cases where it is evident that a somewhat fuller note has been contemplated. The text of the Upanishad has been added on opposite pages.

The volume is to open a large collection, Collection Émile Senart, which will contain numerous important works belonging to the literature of India, in text and translation, an undertaking which will be largely welcomed as opening up the treasures of Indian lore to a larger public and also placing numerous works in a convenient way at the disposal of the student. A detailed plan has not yet been issued. But the editions will be on the same lines as the well-known Guillaume Budé editions of classical authors.


Guṇavīṣṇu's commentary on Vedic mantras used in the ceremonies of Sāmaavedins is very popular in Bengal and Behar. Mr. Bhaṭṭacharyya's edition is careful and his introduction sound and critical. As there seems to be reason for assuming that Guṇavīṣṇu is older than Sāyaṇa, his commentary deserves serious attention, and the new edition will be welcome to Vedic scholars.

A translation of all the plays attributed to Bhäsa is very welcome, because they are of the utmost interest to the student of dramatic art in general, and not only to Sanskrit scholars, on account of the important problems connected with them. The present volume contains Pratijñāyangandharāyaṇa, Svapnavāsavadatta, Ĉārudatta, Pañcarātra, Madhyamavyāyoga and Pratimānāṭaka, in reliable and pleasant translations, with short, but good, introductions.


Miss Rowlands, who has spent about fifteen years in Bengal, in close association with the people, and who loves India and her work for and among Indians, has given us, in an analysis of mediaeval Bengali literature, a survey of the position and life of Bengali women and of the Bengali conception of the ideal woman. The value of the comprehensive and sympathetic study is enhanced by numerous extracts from Bengali poems and songs.

Sten Konow.


This is a well-written study on the history, the religious conceptions, the organization and cultus of the Yezidis, the so-called Devil-worshippers, and a translation of their scriptures, from the Arabic text with notes on the variations in the Kurdish version.
Some additional texts: a memorial presented to the Turkish authorities and containing a survey of their chief religious tenets; two prayers; a catechism drawn up by the Russians; a church calendar, and a panegyric in honour of their prophet 'Adî, are added in translation.


A catalogue of sixty important manuscripts with notes about the arrangement of the available photographs.


Contains a careful description of MSS. Nos. 1051–1217, which will be welcome to all scholars interested in Quranic studies.
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